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OF THE

ORGANIZATION
OF THE

AMERICAN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION.

The need of an association designed to promote independent

economic inquiry and to disseminate economic knowledge

was keenly felt long before any determined effort was made
to establish the desired organization. Suggestions looking to

the formation of a society of economists were heard from time

to time, but no active steps in this direction appear to have

been taken before the spring of 1885, when it was agreed that

the time was ripe for action, and it was determined to test the

feelings in this matter of those ^vho w^ould be likely to prove

helpful in associated scientific work in economics. The class

of men required for this purpose was, it was believed, a large

and constantly growing one. Men were wanted who were

investigators, men, consequently, who did not believe that the

entire range of economic knowledge had been compassed. It

follows from this that it was not proposed to form a society of

advocates of any political opinion or set of political opinions,

as for example, free-trade or protection. It was not meant to

deny that a free-trade club or a protectionist club might have

its legitimate sphere, but it was held that this sphere lay out-

side the realm of science. Likewise it was not aimed to form

a society to champion any class interests, either of rich or of
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6 Organization of the

poor, either of employer or of employe. What was desired

was a society which, free from all trammels, should seek truth

from all sources, should be ready to give a respectful heariug

to every new idea, and should shun no revelation of facts, but,

on the contrary, should make the collection, classification and

interpretation of facts its chief task. The ideal of this new
society, as it presented itself to the minds of its projectors,

\vas to seek light, to bear light, to diffuse light—ever the

highest aim of all true science.

A statement of the objects of the proposed association and a

platfurni were drawn up, which, while intended to be merely

provisional, would be calculated to attract those who believed

in economic research, who thought that there was a great

work to be done in economics, and M'ho for other reasons

might be able to work together profitably. This platform, it

must be distinctly asserted, was never meant as a hard and

fast creed which should be imposed on all members, and least

of all Mas it intended to restrict the freest investigation.

The statement of objects and the proposed platform read as

follows

:

Objects of this Association.

I. The encouragement of economic research.

II. The publication of econoriiic monographs.

III. The encouragement of perfect freedom in all economic

discussion.

IV. The establishment of a bureau of information designed

to aid all members with friendly counsels in their economic

studies.

Platform.

1. We regard the state as an educational and ethical

agency whose positive aid is an indispeuvsable condition of

lumian progress. While we recognize the nece&sity of indi-

vidual initiative in industrial life, we hold that the doctrine
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of laissez-faire is unsafe in politics and unsound in morals;

and tliat it suggests an inadequate explanation of the relations

between the state and the citizens.

2. "We do not accept the final statements which charac-

terized the political economy of a past generation ; for we

believe that political economy is still in the first stages of its

scientific development, and w'e look not so much to specula-

tion as to an impartial study of actual conditions of economic

life for the satisfactory accomplishment of that development.

We seek the aid of statistics in the present, and of history in

the past.

3. AVe hold that the conflict of labor and capital has

brought to the front a vast number of social problems whose

solution is impossible Avithout the united efforts of Church,

state and science.

4. In the study of the policy of government, especially

with respect to restrictions on trade and to protection of

domestic manufactures, we take no partisan attitude. AVe are

convinced that one of the chief reasons why greater harmony

has not been attained, is because economists have been too

ready to assert themselves as advocates. We believe in a

progressive development of economic conditions which must

be naet by corresponding changes of policy.

A prospectus containing this statement and platform was

sent to a majority of those interested in political economy in

our colleges and met with a hearty response in nearly every

quarter. While there were not wanting criticisms of some

of the phrases, there was general approval of the aims of

the projected American Economic Association. The follow-

ing names may be mentioned among those who were con-

sulted, and who favored the plan of such an association as

ha.s been described :—Professors Henry C. Adams, John B.

Clark, Edwin R. A. Seligman, Alexander Johnston, Arthur

Yager, Woodrow Wilson, G. B. Newcomb, James H. Can-

field and Jesse Macv. General Walker was not in the
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United States, but his sympathy with the general views of

those whose names have been mentioned was well known.

Indeed, it was no secret that these gentlemen had derived

their scientific impulse largely from him ; and that his active

support would be given was not for a moment doubted.

Prominent clergymen who had observed the practical bearings

of the science of political economy, and had come to see, with

Arnold, that "a faulty political economy is the fruitful parent

of crime," promised their hearty co-operation from the start.

Among them may be mentioned Rev. Dr. Lyman Abbott and

Rev. Dr. Washington Gladden. Practical politics was repre-

sented by men like Hon. Carroll D. AYright, Commissioner

of Labor of the United States Bureau of Labor.

The following extracts from letters received by the Secre-

tary of this Association previous to the meeting for organiza-

tion, will show the hearty welcome with which the proposed

society was greeted.

De. Albert Shaw, editor of the Minneapolis Tribune,

Ma-ote :
" The time is ripe for the movement. ... It seems

to me the society will be a decided success from the start."

Professor Henry C. Adams of Michigan expressed him-

self as follows :
" The more I think of the project you have

set on foot, the more am I convinced that it is timely, and

that the association may be made the centre of a marked

influence upon economic thought."

Dr. Washington Gladden said :
" I hope to co-operate

in the organization of your society, in which I am deeply

interested."

Professor J. B. Clark of Smith College wrote : "The

plan proposed is quite in line with my views and wishes. I

shall be glad to be counted in in such an organization."

Other extracts from letters are as follows :

—

Professor J. W. Moncrief: "It will aiford me pleasure

and profit to be a member of such an association."

Professor A. E. Rogers of State College, Maine :
" I

heartily endorse the platform and think that it furnishes a
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good foundation on which to buikl ; for surely the fact that

our current economic doctrines (i. e., current in the class-

room) find so little acceptance in the business and political

world, indicates a defect somewhere, either in the premises or

mode of reasoning."

Dr. Lyman Abbott of the Christian Union: "1 need

hardly say that I am cordially glad to see an organic effort

made to develop a more Christian and, as I believe, a more

truly scientific political economy. I shall be very glad to

co-operate in any way in my power in promoting your plans

and purposes."

Professor E. B. Andrews of Brown University :
" The

more I reflect upon it, the more I am satisfied that such an

organization cannot but be productive of good."

President White of Cornell :
" I agree with you entirely

that the laissez-faire theory is entirely inadequate to the needs

of modern states. I agree, too, entirely with the idea that

we must look not so much to speculation, as to an impartial

study of actual conditions of economic life, etc. In fact I

like your whole statement, and I hope to connect myself with

your association after my return from Europe—probably next

summer."

The idea of an association of economists was encouraged

by the press of the country, as is sufficiently shown in the

following interesting and suggestive extracts from articles in

the Christian Union^ and Philadelphia Times.^ While these

articles may in some particulars fail to present the views of

members of the American Economic Association with per-

fect accuracy, they at least exhibit a certain drift of public

opinion.

» July 23, 1885.

•August 20, 1885.
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From the CJiristian Union.

THE NEW POLITICAL, EC0N031Y.

" Political Economy has -well been called the ' dismal sci-

ence;' it may also be called the unprofitable science. ' For

my part/ said Daniel Webster, ' though I like the investiga-

tion of particular questions, I give up what is called the sci-

ence of political economy. There is no such science. There

are no rules on these subjects so fixed and invariable that

their aggregate constitutes a science. I believe I have recently

run over twenty volumes, from Adam Smith to Professor

Dew ; and from the whole if 1 were to pick out with one

hand all mere truisms, and with the other all doubtful propo-

sitions, little would be left.'

" It has been palpably an unchristian science, for it has been

avowedly organized selfishness. It is based on the assump-

tion that the only motive for human action in trade and com-

merce worth considering is the motive of self-interest. ' Once

place a man's ear,' says Lord Sherbrooke, Svithin the ring

of pounds, shillings, and pence, and his conduct can be

counted on to the greatest nicety. I do not, of course, mean
that everybody really acts alike where money or money's

worth is concerned, but that the deviations from a line of con-

duct which can be foreseen and predicted are so slight that

they may practically be considered non-existent.' No less

was this political economy unscientific. It made no endeavor

to ascertain how men actually do act ; it only undertook to

philosophize respecting the results, provided they acted in a

certain assumed manner. * Political economy,' says one of

the teachers of the old school, ' in so far as it lays down gen-

eral propositions, is a science of reason rather than a science

of observation ; it has for its aim reasoned knowledge of the

relations which flow from the nature of things.'

" There has recently sprung up in Germany, to which we
owe so much, a new school of political economy, which is

pursuing the inductive method, ascertaining how men act-
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ually do act, gathering statistical and historical material,

and educing the laws of human action from a wide observa-

tion of phenomena, as the laws of nature have been educed

since the days of Bacon. In this country this new school of

political economy, which, because it is inductive and truly

scientific, finds itself compelled to be Christian—since Christi-

anity is the highest form of the science of human nature

—

has, as yet, not acquired the influence on public opinion which

it is destined to wield in the near future. There are very

few prominent daily or weekly newspapers which habitually

recognize either Christian principle or extended, pains-taking

observation in the treatment of industrial and sociological

questions. There are, however, numerous young progressive

men in our colleges who have cast off allegiance to the old

political economy, and who propose to unite with others like-

minded in the formation of an American economic associa-

tion. Among these may be mentioned Professors Henry C.

Adams, of Michigan and Cornell Universities; James H.
Canfield, of the University of Kansas ; J. B. Clark, of

Amherst and Smith Colleges ; R. T. Ely, of the Johns Hop-
kins University ; Woodrow Wilson, of Bryn Mawr; Arthur

Yager, of Georgetown, Ky. ; W. W. Folwell, of the Univer-

sity of ^Minnesota ; Cooper, of Carleton College ; G. Camp-
bell, of Dartmouth, and others. President Andrew D.

White has expressed sympathy with the movement, and it

is hoped that he Avill lend his active aid upon his return from

his year's absence in Europe. The new President of Cornell

University, Professor Charles K. Adams, likewise favors it,

while Professor Alexander Johnston, of Princeton, wishes

to be enrolled among the followers of the new political

economy.

"The pulpit in this, as in many other matters, has proved

itself a leader, and although the preachers, burdened with the

necessities of daily pastoral work, are not learned in this or

other sciences as specialists, yet the pulpit discussions of the

practical questions of the day are in this sense taking a leader-
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ship—that they indicate the direction and trend of thought.

With the exception of two or three men, it will be difficult

to name any more advanced thinkers in the new school of

political economy than Dr. A. H. Bradford, Dr. Washington

Gladden, and Dr. Newman Smyth. . . .

" We are glad to be able to announce the existence of two
organizations which promise to do much toward meeting this

demand.^ The first is the " Institute of American Civics."

Its object is to promote the study of politics rather than of

political economy, but the hvo are so intimately interwoven as

to be practically inseparable. The other organization, as we
have intimated, is still in the process of formation. . . . Its

purpose is to promote by publication, agitation, mutual con-

ference, and study, and thus accumulated observation and

investigation, a new political economy which shall recognize

in man some other and higher motive than that of self-

interest ; which shall acknowledge the aphorism of Professor

Ely, ' From a purely scientific standpoint, we do not live for

ourselves alone, but for one another as well as ourselves;'

which by combination shall give character and dignity to a

new science, liable without such combination to be ignored by

the public as the vaporings or the idiosyncrasies of indivi-

duals ; which, in a word, shall aim forcibly and efficiently to

meet and supply the demand which De Tocqueville has inter-

preted :
' A new science of politics is needed for a new world.'

The Christian Union gives hearty greeting and Godspeed to

both these organizations."

From the Philadelphia Times.

" The idea of the proposed association is to begin at the

beginning, accepting nothing as indisputable, just because

some great political economist said so. If the great political

economist failed to prove it, so much the worse for the great

' That is " for a larger discussion and a better light."
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political economist. Free discussion and correspondence is to

be welcomed, and no argument which contains a grain of

sense is to be repudiated as worthless. Digests of the material

collected are to be published from time to time, and conclu-

sions that are indicated even from the start will not be hastily

accepted, or accepted at all, until all the returns are in which

can be expected of the current stage of civilization, and even

then everything will be held provisionally. . . . The scope of

this enterprise is greater than that of any official Bureau of

Labor Statistics can well be, because its operations will be less

liable to interruption through a change of party supremacy

or a failure of appropriations. It ought to do good."

It was finally decided to meet at Saratoga at the time of

the annual meeting of the American Historical Association,

which had been announced for September 8-11. This seemed

desirable, as nearly all who wished to form the Economic

Association belonged at the same time to the Historical Associ-

ation. In response to a call signed by Professors H. C. Adams,

J. B. Clark and R. T. Ely, and read in a public meeting of

the Historical Association, the following gentlemen, among
others,^ met in the Bethesda Parish Building at four o'clock,

September 8th, 1885, to take into consideration plans for the

formation of an American Economic Association

:

Hon. Andrew D. Wliite, President C K. Adams, Pro-

fessor H. C. Adams, Professor R. T, Ely, Professor E. J.

James, Rev. Washington Gladden, Professor E. Benjamin

Andrews, Rev. Samuel W. Dike, Professor J. B. Clark, Mr.

V. B. Denslow, Professor Alexander Johnston, Dr. E. R. A.

Seligman, Professor H. B. Adams, Mr. F. B. Sanborn,

Miss Katharine Coman, Mr. Davis R. Dewey, Edward W.
Bemis, Ph.D., Mr. John A. Porter, Clarence Bowen, Ph.D.,

Professor Herbert Tuttle, Hon. Eugene Schuyler.

' A complete list was not kept, and the Secret rr is unable to remember
all the names of those present.
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Dr. James called the meeting to order and nominated

Professor Henry C. Adams as temporary Chairman. Pro-

fessor J. B, Clark then nominated Dr. R. T. Ely as tem-

porary Secretary, These gentlemen were thereupon elected.

Dr. Ely was then called npon to make a statement in

regard to the purposes of the proposed association.

STATE^IEXT OF DR. RICHARD T. ELY.

After describing the evfents v/hich had led to the meeting

then being held, Dr. Ely continued as follows :— ^

One conclusion is undoubtedly warranted. The time is

ripe for such an association.

Passing over to the prospectus, it is scarcely necessary to

say much about the first three " objects " of the association.

AVe want to encourage research by the employment of all

means at our command, and to publish monographs. This

seems better than the publication of a journal of political

and economic science, for the reason that it promises nothing

which cannot be fulfilled. It is important to avoid anything

which can prove a fiasco, always discouraging and likely to

subject one to ridicule. It seems to me—and all consulted

have been of the same opinion—that we ought by no means

to attempt anything which will not in all probability prove a

success. If we take one step at a time, we shall make satis-

factory progress and I think in the end, rapid progress. The
idea, then, is to publish matter worthy of publication as fast as

we may be able to do so. If the series of monographs should

in course of time grow naturally into a magazine, we could

rejoice in a substantial success.

' It must he borne in mind that this statement is simply the individual

statement of Dr. Ely. It gives an expression of the aims of the associa-

tion as they presented themselves to his mind. While some endorsed it all

without reservation, others objected strongly to some of his views. The
statement has never been accepted by the American Economic Association

as an authoritative expression of its views and aims.
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The fourth " o])ject " contemplated in my opinion and I

think in tlie opinion of others who assisted in formulating the

" objects "—Avas merely advice to those throughout the coun-

try who should join the association and desire to pursue

economic studies systematically. This advice might be by

means of printed lists of books to be read, accompanied by

useful suggestions about profitable methods of study and

research. But in the editorial about our movement in the

Philadelphia Times of August 20th, I find an idea which may
prove valuable. The writer of this editorial in question

evidently supposed the intention was to establish a Bureau for

the collection of statistical, social and economic material—
" Quellen-Material "—digests of which were to be published.

The final paragraph of the article reads as follows :
" The

scope of this enterprise is greater than that of any official

Bureau of Labor Statistics can well be, because its operations

will be less liable to interruption through a change of party

supremacy or a failure of appropriations."

This is ambitious but may it not prove practicable ? ^Slight

we not gather together at some central point a mass of valua-

ble material? The work indicated is, I think, somewhat simi-

lar to that of the London Statistical Society, which has its

own library, and it is such work that Professor Henry C
Adams suggests that we undertake.

One aim of our association should be the education of pub-

lic opinion in regard to economic questions and economic liter-

ature. In no other science is there so much quackery and it

must be oftr province to expose it and bring it into merited

contempt. A review at each of our meetings of the economic

works of the past year, if published in our proceedings,

might help in the formation of enlightened judgment.

Coming to the platform, a position is first of all taken in

regard to the state, because it is thought necessary precisely

at this time to emphasize its proper province. No one invited

to join this association, certainly no one who has been active

in calling this meeting, contemplates a form of pure social-
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isra. " We recognize the necessity of individual initiative."

We would do nothing to weaken individual activity, but we
hold that there are certain spheres of activity which do not

belong to the individual, certain functions which the great

co-operative society, called the state—must perform to keep

the avenues open for those who would gain a livelihood by
their own exertions. The avenues to wealth and preferment

are continually blocked by the greed of combinations of men
and by monopolists, and individual effort and initiative are

thus discouraged. Two> examples will suffice—You know
that in the Western grazing regions water is often scarce,

and those who control the streams virtually own the country.

Now it is a notorious fact that unlawful combinations seize

upon these streams and, keeping others from them, retain

exclusive privileges which shut off effectually individual exer-

tions on the part of those not in the ring. A second example

is found in unjust discriminations in freight charges which

have built up the fortunes of the fovored, and ruined com-

petitors. In looking over the field of economic life, it is evi-

dent that there is a wide feeling of discouragement, repressing

the activities of the individual, because the avenues to mate-

rial Avell-being are so often blocked. Then there are things

which individuals ought not to perform because the functions

concerned are public ; and in certain places the wastes of

private competition are too enormous. There are, likewise,

important things which individual effort is j)owerless to effect,

e. g., the education of the masses.

We hold that the doctrine of laissez-faire is unsafe in pol-

itics and unsound in morals, and that it suggests an inade-

quate explanation of the relations between the state and the

citizens. In other \vords we believe in the existence of a

system of social ethics ; we do not believe that any man lives

for himself alone, nor yet do we believe social classes are

devoid of mutual obligations corresponding to "their infi-

nitely varied inter-relations. All have duties as well as

rights, and, as Emerson said several years ago, it is time we
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nearcl more about duties and less about rights. We who have

resolved to form an American Economic Association hope to do

something towards the development of a system of social ethics.

It is asked : what is meant by laissez-faire f It is dif-

ficult to define laissez-faire categorically, because it is so absurd

that its defenders can never be induced to say precisely what

they mean. Yet it stands for a well-known, though rather

vague set of ideas, to which appeal is made every day in the year

by the bench, the bar, the newspapers and our legislative bodies.

It means that government, the state, the people in their collec-

tive capacity, ought not to interfere in industrial life ; that,

on the contrary, free contract should regulate all the economic

relations of life and public authority should simply enforce

this, punish crime and preserve peace. It means that the

laws of economic life are natural laws like those of physics

and chemistry, and that this life must be left to the free play

of natural forces. One adherent uses these words :
" This

industrial world is governed by natural laws . . . These

laws are superior to man. Respect this providential order

—

let alone the work of God."

The platform then emphasizes the mission of the State and

the mission of the individual in that State. To distinguish

between the proper functions of the tico must be one of tlie pur-

poses of our association.

The mission of the Church is likewise emphasized, and

for this there is good reason which cannot, perhaps, be better

stated than in the words of Professor Macy of Iowa College.

I quote from a letter recently received from him :

"The preacher, in an important sense, is to be the origi-

nator of true social science ; his work is to render jxjssible

such a science.

"The physical scientist needs no preacher. There is an

external material thing which compels belief. For the most

part, men have no selfish interest in believing other than the

truth in regard to the material world. Those who devote

2
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themselves to the study of matter are led naturally into a

truth-loving and truth-telling spirit, and they can laugh at

the preacher. But those who devote themselves to the study

of the conflicting interests of men, have on their hands alto-

gether a different task. There is no external material thing

to solve their doubts, and men prefer to believe that which is

not true; and when they believe the truth they often think it

best to pretend to believe the false. Falsehood, deception,

lying, and above all an honest and dogged belief in error

—

these are athwart the patli which might lead to a real social

science. And who can tackle these better than the preacher? "

In addition to these words of Professor Macy, it may be

said that we wish to accomplish certain practical results in the

social and financial world, and believing that our work lies in

the direction of practical Christianity, w^e appeal to the church,

the chief of the social forces in this country, to help us, to

support us, and to make our work a complete success, which

it can by no possibility be without her assistance.

The religious press of the country can aid us greatly in our

task, and it will not, I believe, refuse its co-operation. Its

influence is enormous, and notwithstanding all that has been

said against it to the contrary, I believe that to-day it is the

fairest, purest and most liberal press in the country. The fourth

paragraph in the platform seems to me to be imperatively neces-

sary. We want to proclaim to the world that political economy

is something much broader than partisan controversies about

free-trade and protection, that we are in fact neither free-traders

nor protectionists in the partisan sense of those words.

It may be asked : Why have any platform at all ? Why
not simply invite all interested in political economy to come

together and aid in economic research ?

The reply is not a difficult one. This association intends

to combine two ends. It proposes to influence public opinion

;

also to investigate and study. Now, if there has ever been

found in any place an economic society without the advocacy,
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either open or concealed, of certain tendencies, at least, it

has not come to mj knowledge. I do not })elieve it wonkl

be wise to attempt such a thing. The fundamental differences

bctAveen economists are so radical that they cannot all work

profitably together.

.Our platform is very broad and Avill include nearly all

those who can co-operate advantageously Avith us. It advo-

cates simply certain methods of study and the accomplishment

of reforms by certain means which alone seem to us to promise

valuable results. We believe in historical and statistical

inquiries and examinations into actual conditions, and should

we include those who do not, there would be division at the

start. If two people are journeying together to a certain goal

and come to a fork in the road, it is evident that they must

part company if each insists on believing that their common
destination lies in a different direction. That is our case.

We have little laitli that the methods advocated by certain

economists will ever lead to any valuable results. They may
take their own way, and far be it from us to hinder them, but

we must part company.

Again, it is not easy to arouse interest in an association

which professes nothing. This proposed economic association

has been greeted with enthusiasm precisely because it is not

colorless, precisely because it stands for something.

Finally, it is of the utmost importance to us to emphasize

certain fundamental views in order to bring them prominently

before the public. It is essential that intelligent men and

women should distinguish between us and certain economists

in whom there is little faith. The respect for political econ-

omy, as it has been hitherto taught, is very slight. I think it

has been kept alive largely by ignorance on the one hand

—

on the other bv the cloak it affords to wrong-doino; and the

balm it offers to still the voice of outraged conscience. On
every side we find intelligent people dissatisfied with it,

throwing all political economy to the Avinds, while John

Stuart Mill repudiated his own economic system, and one
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of the most careful students of economic facts, Thorold Rogers,

finds its conclusions so at variance with the results of his

investigations, that he rejects it with scorn, and believes it

necessary to build up a new political economy by a long and

careful process, piecemeal, as he himself expresses it.^ We of

this association must come before the public with the unequiv-

ocal assertion that we, also, refuse to accept as final " the

statements which characterize the political economy of a past

generation, and that we believe om- science is in the first stages

of its scientific development."

Our attitude is a modest one, and must, I think, appeal to

the best intelligence of the country. We acknowledge our

ignorance, and if we claim superiority to others it is largely

on the very humble ground that we know better what we do

not know. We confess our ignorance, but are determined to

do our best to remedy it, and we call upon those who are

willing to go to work in this spirit to come forward and

help us.

At the conclusion of the paper presented by Dr. Ely,

the provisional platform and statement of objects were pre-

sented and discussed in detail, nearly all present taking part

in the animated debate.

' It does not follow that the work of men like Adam Smith, Malthus and

Kicardo was not valuable, nor that its conclusions were altogether erroneous.

They and other thinkers of their day occupy a brilliant place in the history of

political economy. The chief fault to be found with those who have attempted

to build up a standard of orthodoxy on the basis afforded by these great think-

ers is that they hinder progress, that they pervert the spirit of their masters,

and fail to recognize that political economy must grow with the growth of

society. A political economy written before the introduction of railroads can

hardly be sufficient in the year 1 885. Adam Smith would have been the first

one to recognize this, and I think that the latest developments in economic

science are in some respects a return to the spirit and methods of the

" AVealth of Nations," as was suggested by Professor Henry C. Adams in

the discussion of the "platform" at Sai-atoga.
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DISCUSSION OF THE PLATFORM AT SARATOGA.

Professor Henry C. Adams expressed himself as most

heartily in favor of the purposes of the proposed association,

and, so far as he was personally concerned, wonld be quite

willing to undertake a defense of the statement of principles

as presented. He thought, however, that it might be wise to

modify them in one or two particulars; for they were too

explicit to be held merely as general statements, while at the

same time they did not say enough to guard against possible

misapprehension. In two particulars was there danger of

misunderstanding. In the first place, a formal denial of the

claims of laissez-faire might be construed to mean the accept-

ance of what is popularly known as the German view of social

relations. This, he thought, would be unfortunate, for it would

not properly represent the opinions of some who were inter-

ested in the present movement. It may be admitted that the

English political philosophy (or what goes by that name),

which regards the state as a necessary evil, is untenable. The

state is not an appendage to private action. But on the other

hand, German political philosophy, which presents the state

as the final analysis of human relations, is equally erroneous.

The truth is, that society is the organic entity about which all

reasoning should center, and both state action and the indus-

trial activity of individuals are but functions of the organism,

society. The great problem of the present day is properly toi

correlate public and private activity so as to preserve harmony

and proportion between the various parts of organic society

;

and he believed that the path by which this purpose might be

attained had been indicated by neither English nor German
economists. In the second place, the speaker ventured the

opinion that the Association would gain material strength by

formally expressing its high appreciation of the work of

former economists. This movement should be considered as

a further development of the work which they so well began.

The radical changes in society have forced new problems to
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the front for study and solution, but the claim to bo historical

students would be forfeited, should even a suggestion of isola-

tion make its appearance. Much is heard to-day among the

philosophers of a return to Kant ; cui'rent political economy

needs nothing at present so much as a return to the spirit of

Adam Smith.

Professor Johnston, agreeing, in the main, with the

propositions offered by the secretary, wished that their expres-

sion could be considerably modified. He apprehended that

the words might seem to imply an absolute rejection of the

Avork of the great thinkers upon economics. On the contrary,

their work must stand, since it has not been successfully

assailed. The definitions which they have thought out so

laboriously and put into apt words as a basis for the work of

future generations, we ought not even to seem to treat with

disrespect. This is not a rebellion against Adam Smith,

Malthus, Ricardo and ^Nlill ; only a struggle for freedom of

development of their work. Bagehot speaks of the " crust

"

which grows up at some stages of human development, pre-

venting any further advance. This is an effort to stop the

formation of any "crust" on the development of economics,

to assert the economic right of attempts to develop in every

direction, unhampered by any accusation of heterodoxy, with

the assurance that unlimited freedom of individual attempt

to develo]) will bring about the truest, most natural and

healthiest development. INIore stress ought to be laid on such

expressions as those of Thorold Rogers, that the " new econ-

omy " is only Adam Smith with a frank recognition of the

new conditions introduced by steam and electricity. He did

not care to see any sweeping condemnation of the much-

abused doctrine of laissez-faire, only an absolute restriction of

it to its legitimate sphere, that of production and exchange,

and a recognition of the legal right to limit its application

even there. He would not care to live in a state of society

in which the popular sense of reliance on the true principle of

laissezfaire was dulled or destroyed. We ought to be care-
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fill while fighting the illegitiniate application of the doctrine

to matters properly within the domain of morals or the state,

not to seem to ask the total abolition of the legitimate princi-

ple, the secret of individnalism, the basis of modern society.

It is " an inadequate explanation of the relation between

state and citizens," but not necessarily a false one in its

place. He would like to see that brought out clearly in

the platform, as he thought it was what the mass of those

present meant and desired. Professor Johnston opposed the

doctrine that the state has an " economic function," though

freely admitting its importance in guarding interests of society

more precious than any economic interests could be.

Mr. Yax Burex Dexslow objected to the use of the

word "Church" in the statement of principles, on the ground

that it would prejudice the association ; also, that there is no

Church in this country, only a group of religious societies.

He also objected to the statement that the state is an

educational agency.

Dr. Ely defended the proposition that the state is an

educational agency. He thought that apart from its direct

participation in the education of the young, all its institutions

had an educational value, and contended that this was even

true of a penal code, which assisted in the development of the

ethical side of man's nature. No one thought of such a thing,

it was urged, as a union of Church and state, which would

commend itself, he was very sure, to no one present. The
truth was simply emphasized, that the church has her own
proper functions in society which cannot with impunity be

neglected.

Dr. Ely also maintained that the proposed association ought

in no sense to be regarded as a German movement, as

some had intimated. Nothing about it was more marked than

its American character. It had sprung up almost sponta-

neously in answer to felt needs. Doubtless many present had

studied in Germany, and w^ere grateful for what they had

learned in the German universities; but nothing w'as more
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foreign to their purposes thau to import Germany into

America.

Dr. Washington Gladden said :
—"It is true that there is

no national Church in this country, and that the word is used

here in many different senses. The denomination to Avhich I

belong is the most radical of all in its use of this term, and

limits it to the local body of Christians. Nevertheless even

among us the word is often used in its broadest sense to

describe the whole body of Christian people. It might as

truly be said that we 'have no 'State' in this country,

because there are so many states. But we use that w^ord also

in its broader sense, as describing political society. Political

society as such can help in solving these problems which have

come to the front in these last days. The whole body of

religious people in the country can also help in their solution.

Without the intervention of the moral forces represented by

the Church, these questions will never be answered. The

Church is already taking hold of these matters with vigor, and

there is no reason why this association should not recognize

and welcome its co-operation."

President Andrew D. White expressed himself as ready

to stand on the platform as presented. He was glad to see

this movement and paid a high tribute to those present who

were assisting in the establishment of the new society. He
considered the return of "these young men from Germany"

as of sufficient importance to constitute an epoch in American

history. He was also glad to see it explicitly stated that the

association did not design to become either a free-trade club

or a protectionist club, as the fact needed to be emphasized,

that political economy was something broader than contro-

versies about the tariflT. A prominent journal had ventured

to express disapproval when, as President of Cornell Univer-

sity, he invited two gentlemen to present the two sides of this

issue, it being implied that political economy was identical

with one view of the subject. President White spoke of the

total inadequacy of the so-called laissez-faire theory of politi-
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cal economy, saying that in Europe it had entirely broken

down.

President C. K. Adams followed with an expression of

his understanding of the purposes of the association. He
said that in signing the call he had understood that the design

of the new organization was to promote the study of economic

science from what may be called the historical point of view.

He had the impression that the time had come to organize

into an association all those who are ready to admit that it is

impossible to formulate what there is of political economy

into an economic code of universal application. He believed

that economic science must be studied in the light of history,

inasmuch as experience has shown that many of its doctrines

must be regarded, not as truths of universal application, but

simply as truths to be adapted to the changing conditions of

human development. In the way of illustration, he called

attention to the fact that the so-called doctrines of laissez-faire

are now generally regarded by economists as of much less

wide-spread application than was supposed by the economists

of fifty or even twenty-five years ago. Thus the course of

history has compelled economists to modify some of their

beliefs, and, consequently, how far their beliefs are subject to

still further modification is a legitimate subject of inquiry.

Such inquiry he supposed to be one of the most prominent

objects of the new organization.

Professor E. J. James expressed himself as very much
pleased with the hearty response to the proposal to organize

an Economic Association which was indicated by the presence

at this meeting of so many representative workers in the field

of economics. It was a matter of surprise that there should

be so much unanimity of sentiment among men who had never

before had the opportunity of coming together to exchange

opinions on questions which were the subject of so much dis-

pute. It argued well for the future success of the association.

He thought the proposed platform might well be modified in

certain particulars, as the language might convey false impres-
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sions as to the views of the men who were present. It should

contain a hearty acknowledment of tlie work done by the

so-called orthodox school, and insist on the fact that the

association proposed to work on the basis of whatever truth

had been discovered and formulated by previous workers in

this field, no matter to what school they belonged. It should,

nowever, also contain a vigorous expression of the intention

of the association to go forward in the investigation of

economic truth as far as possible, without any of those pre-

possessions and limitations which are inevitably connected with

the habit of regarding any past thinkers as having spoken the

last word, even on the topics which they discovered. Our
glance is toward the future and not toward the past. Our aim

is to add to our positive knowledge of economic and social

phenomena, and not merely to correct and restate the formulas

of a past generation. We shall try to do for our day and

generation what Adam Smith did for his.

On one point we certainly all differ from the general tone

of Adam Smith and some of his so-called orthodox followers

of the early half of this century, and that is as to his con-

ception of the state. We do not regard it as a merely

negative factor, the influence of which is most happy when it

is smallest, but we recognize that some of the most necessary

functions of a civilized society can be performed only by the

state, and some others most efficiently by the state ; that the

state, in a word, is a permanent category of economic life, and

not merely a temporary crutch which may be cast away when

society becomes more perfect. This sentiment should find

expression in the platform.

At the same time, we must guard against the idea that we

are in favor of a continually growing interference of the state

in social and economic life, no matter at what cost to the

individual. We should give no justification for the charge

that we are " state socialists " or " professorial socialists," as

a group of German thinkers are so ridiculously called by their

opponents. AVe should emphasize the fact that there is a
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loo:itiiiiatc sphere of state activity and a legitimate sphere of

in(livi(Uial activity. Xeitlier should be allowed to encroach

on the other, and it is one of our objects to determine, as far

as is possible by impartial scientific investigation, the proper

boundaries of each. It is possible that we might all agree to

the statement of John Stuart Mill on this point, viz :
" that

the ends of government are as comprehensive as those of the

social union. They include all the benefit and all the immu-
nity from evil which government can be made to confer."

Sucli a statement would leave the question of government

interference to be decided in each case on its own merits,

and not commit us either to an extension or a circumscribing

of government activity. Let us, by all, means, make the

platform broad enough to include everybody who is willing

to undertake, in a serious spirit and by a scientific method, the

investigation of the great problems of our social, political and

economic life.

Dr. Seligman feared that the statement of principles as

originally drafted might create in some minds a misconcep-

tion of the true object of the association. He believed, and

thought that the majority of the members agreed with him

in believing, that the reaction against the principle of free

competition had perhaps been somewdiat exaggerated by cer-

tain recent economists. Competition is not in itself bad. It

is a neutral force which has already produced immense bene-

fits, but which may, under certain conditions, bring in its train

sharply defined evils. Modern economics has, however, not

yet attained that certainty in results which would authorize us

to invoke increased governmental action as a check to various

abuses of free competition. He thought that care should be

taken to preserve an impartial scientific attitude, and that the

great aim of the association, as of all political economy,

should be to investigate the actual facts of each jjarticular

question thoroughly, and without any prepossessions on the

side of complete liberty, or of necessary restriction. He did

not wish that any economist who worked in the true scientific
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spirit should deem himself precluded from joining the asso-

ciation through fear of any imagined Ivatheder-Socialistic

tendencies. He thought that there was much less difference

between the followers of the historical school and the present

moderate adherents of the orthodox school, than is generally

imagined. He trusted that the work of the association

Avould consist in formulating results after the field had been

thoroughly canvassed, and not in positing preconceived con-

clusions which the facts might be chosen to illustrate.

Professor Andrews was happy to concur almost exactly

with Dr. Seligman. He wished that the platform might be

so framed as to exclude no earnest economist from the associ-

tion. To this end he M'ould be willing to omit the Statement

of Principles, allowing the doctrine of the organization to fix

and declare itself in its work. He had expected, in coming

here, to find himself the most conservative economist present,

and was not a little surprised to discover that, apparently, he

was not so, some having spoken in opposition to the concep-

tion of the state as a factor in economic advance. He
regarded the state as a condition not only of " human " pro-

gress, a j)roposition which, he thought, no one Avould dream

of gainsaying, but also of economic progress. As to the work

of the Church in the economic field, he agreed with Drs.

Ely and Gladden. On the other hand, he was anxious that

the value of economic discussion and development hitherto

should be fully recognized. No impassable gulf separates

Wagner, Roscher and Knies from Adam Smith, Mill and

Eicardo, and he believed it a misfortune for young Americans

to begin the study of those German authors without some pre-

vious acquaintance with the great English masters. He hoped

it would be distinctly understood that the association has not

committed itself to the doctrine of protection any more than

to that of free-trade, and considered that there might be neces-

sity of laying stress on this, as he had recently read a long

article in a prominent Massachusetts newspaper prophesying

with confidence that the association would be an ally of pro-

tection.
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Peofessor J. B. Clark spoke as follows :

"Our discussion of the platform must proceed somewhat

blindly unless we know at the outset what use we are to make

of it. If it is a creed binding on the individual members, we

must make it so highly conservative as to be comparatively

meaningless. If, on the other hand, it is so to be used as to

give a certain unity of piu'pose to the general work of the

society, while not binding the individual member, then we

may adopt the form presented to us by Dr. Ely, subject to

minor changes. The point upon which individuals will be

unable to unite is, especially, the strong condemnation of the

laissez-faire doctrine. The first thing to be decided is, there-

fore, in what manner the plaform is to be used."

Dr. H. B. Adams of the Johns Hopkins University sug-

gested a way out of the difficulty which arose from the

objection that the " platform " would be regarded as a creed

binding upon members. He offered a resolution which, with

slight modification, was finally printed as the present " note
"

appended to the " Statement of Principles."

It was finally decided to refer the j^latform to a committee

of five, consisting of the chairman, the secretary, and three

other gentlemen to be appointed by the chair. Messrs. Glad-

den, Johnston and Clark were subsequently appointed. The

chair was also instructed to appoint a committee on organiza-

tion, and subsecjuently apjjointed Messrs. James, H. B. Adams
and E. B. Andrews. The meeting adjourned at six, to meet

in the same place at four o'clock, Wednesday, September 9th.

THE SECOND SESSION.

Saratoga, September 9th, 1885.

At four o'clock. Professor Henry C. Adams, acting as

chairman, called the meeting to order. The first business

before the meeting was the report of the committee on the

objects of the association and the statement of principles.
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The members of the committee conchided, as a result of the

debate on the preceding day, that a simplification of the dec-

laration of purposes was desired ; also a positive rather than

a neuative statement in every practicable instance; finally,

a modification of some of the views expressed in the '' Plat-

form." It was also felt that it was desirable to make it

plain that it was not the intention of the founders of the

association to formulate a creed which should restrict free-

dom of inquiry or independence of thought. The committee

endeavored to attain this object by a note to that effect, to be

appended to the statement of principles. The report, as sub-

mitted, was debated passage by passage, was slightly amended,

and then accepted and became our present declaration of

"Objects" and "Statement of Principles."

Dr. James, as chairman of the committee on organization,

presented a plan of organization which was modified in a few

j^articulars and then adopted.

Professor Henry C. Adams was then requested by vote of

the society to act as chairman until his successor should be

appointed, and Dr. R. T. Ely was requested, in like manner,

to act as secretary and treasurer for the same period. The
American Economic Association was then formally organized,

and the 9th of September, 1885, must be considered as the

day of its birth. The day following, the present officers were

elected and the Economic Association adjourned sine die.

The plans of the association were committed to the execu-

tive committee for the coming year. In order to decide upon

the line of work and to elaborate those details of organization

which the council had intrusted to the members of this com-

mittee, two meetings of the officers of the association were

held in one of the parlors of the United States Hotel, one on

the 10th of September, and the other on the 11th. Various

members of the committee and of the association were assigned

to the different standing committees. A list of the committees

and of those who constitute them may be found in the fol-

lowing pages. Several lines of investigation were suggested
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by members of the executive committee. The place of the

next annual meeting of the association was discussed, but no

conclusion was reached. The fact was mentioned that several

members in the West and South desired an earlier meeting

that they might be able to attend in greater numbers ;—the

duties in the schools and colleges in those regions beginning

early in Sei:»tember.

Since the adjournment, many favorable accounts of the

American Economic Association and letters from persons

distinguished in various walks of life have been received, in

which the warmest approval of our aims has been expressed.

Some may be glad to know that the late Dr. Elisha Mulford

took a warm interest in our association. In a letter to the

secretary he said :
—" Xo recent invitation has given me more

pleasure than yours to join the American Economic Associa-

tion. I subscribe to its articles.^

" It places us in the same plane Avith all the greater uni-

versities and with the age. In the transitions of thought,

none has been more significant than the humanization of

political economy. Now, as ]\Ir. Toynbee says :
' the long

controversy between the economists and human beings has

ended in the conversion of the economists.'

"

The Secretary was instructed to communicate to General

Walker, who was unable to be present, the fact of his unani-

mous election to the presidency of the association. General

Walker replied as follows :

—

" I cannot tell you how much I

am gratified by the formation of the American Economic

Association by men who believe that there is still work to be

done in economics and who wish to take part in doing it ; or

how glad and proud I am to assume the high office to which

my colleagues have raised me. Please to believe that I shall

rejoice to labor at all times and in any way for the enlarge-

ment of the Association and for its increasing success and

usefulness."

' Those to which Dr. Mulford refers are the statements of the original

platform.
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The American Economic Association has ah'eady accom-

plished great good. It has stimulated thought in every

quarter, has awakened new interest in economics, has brought

kinch'ed minds into fruitful contact, has aided students by

advice and counsel through its Bureau of luformatiou, and

has even now begun to exercise a perceptible influence on

public opinion. New names are continually being added to

its lists of members, in many places a desire to organize

branch or local societies, is expressed, and there is every

reason for us to look forward with confidence to a long and

useful future for the American Ecomomic Associatiox.
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CONSTITUTION.

ARTICLE L

ISTame,

This Society shall be known as the American Economic

ASSOCIATIOX.

ARTICLE IL

Objects.

1. The encouragement of economic research.

2. The publication of economic monographs.

3. The encouragement of perfect freedom in all economic

discussion.

4. The establishment of a Bureau of Information designed

to aid members in their economic studies.

ARTICLE III

Statement of Principles.

1. We regard the state as an agency whose positive assist-

ance is one of the indispensable conditions of human progress.

2. We believe that political economy as a science is still in

an early stage of its development. While we appreciate the

work of former economists, we look not so much to speculation

as to the historical and statistical study of actual conditions of

economic life for the satisfactory accomplishment of that

develojjment.

35
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3. AVe hold tliat the conflict of labor and capital has

bronght into prominence a vast number of social problems,

whose solution requires the united efforts, each in its own
sphere, of the church, of the state, and of science.

4. In the study of the industrial and commercial policy of

governments we take no partisan attitude. We believe in a

progressive development of economic conditions, which must

be met by a corresponding development of legislative {)olicy.

Note.—This statement was proposed and accepted as a general indication

of the views and the purposes of those who founded the American Economic

Association, but is not to be regarded as binding upon individual members.

ARTICLE IV.

Membeeship.

Any person may become a member of this Association by

paying three dollars, and after the first year may continue a

member by paying an annual fee of three dollars. On pay-

ment of twenty-five dollars any person may become a life

member, exempt from annual dues.

Note.—Each member shall be entitled to receive all reports and publica-

tions of the Association.

ARTICLE V.

Officers.

The officers of the Society shall consist of a President, three

Vice-Presidents, a Secretary, a Treasurer and a Council.

ARTICLE VL

Council.

1. The Council shall consist of an indefinite number of

members of the Society chosen, with the exception of the

original members, for three years. It shall have power to

fill all vacancies in its membership, and may add to its

number.
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2. It sliall elect the President, Vice-Presidents, Secretary

and Treasurer, which officers shall constitute an executive

committee with such power as the Council may trust to it.

3. The Council shall ort;:anizc itself into a number of

standing committees upon the various lines of research under-

taken. These committees shall prepare reports from time to

time upon such subjects relating to their respective de])art-

ments as they may select, or as may be referred to them by

the Council. These reports shall be presented to the Council

at its regular or special meetings and be open to discussion.

All papers offered to the Society shall be referred to the

appropriate committees before being read in the Council.

4. The Council shall have charge of the general interests

of the Society, and shall have power to call meetings and

to determine what reports, papers or discussions are to be

printed, and may adopt any rules or regulations for the

conduct of its business not inconsistent with this constitution.

ARTICLE VIL

AME^^)ME^^Ts.

Amendments, after having been approved by a majority of

the Council, may be adopted by a majority vote of the meni-

bere present at any regular meeting of the Association.

BY-LAWS.

I, The President of the Association, who shall be ex-ojficio

a member of the Council, shall preside at all meetings of the

Council and Association, and perform such other duties as

may be assigned to him by the Council. In case of inabilitv

to perform his duties they shall devolve npon the Vice-

Presidents in the order of their election, upon the Secretary
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and the Treasurer, and upon the Chairmen of the Standing

Committees, in the order in which the committees are men-

tioned in the list.

II. The Socretarv sliall keep tlie records of the Association

and perform 8uch other duties as the Council may assign to

him.

III. The Treasurer shall receive and have the custody of

the funds of the Association, subject to the rules of the Council.

lY. The following Standing Committees shall be organized

:

(1). On Labor.

(2). On Transportation.

(3). On Trade.

(4). On Public Finance.

(5). On Exchange.

(6). On General Questions of Economic Theory.

(7). On Statistics.

The Executive Committee may appoint such special com-

mittees as it may deem best.

V. At any meeting called by the general summons of the

President, five members shall constitute a quorum.

VI. Papers offered for the consideration of the Council

shall be referred by the Secretary, each to its appropriate

committee.

YII. In order to encourage economic research, the Associa-

tion proposes to render pecuniary assistance in i\\Q prosecution

of the same, and to offer prizes for the best monographs upon

selected topics. It stands ready to accept and administer any

fund placed at its disposal for either purpose.

VIII. The Executive Committee shall have power at any

time to add new members to the Council.

IX. The executive Committee shall assign all members of

the Council to one of the Standing Committees, and shall

appoint the chairmen of the committees.

X. It shall be- the duty of the Chairmen of the respective

committees to organize and direct the work of the same, under

the general control of the Council.
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RESOLUTIONS.

I. The Executive Coimiiittcc is authorized to take, durino;

the coraiug year, any action not inconsistent with the rules of

the Council, which may be deemed necessary to further the

interests of the Association.

II. The following topics are suggested to the Chairmen of

the Standing Committees, as proper subjects for reports

:

(1). Effect of Half-Time Working on the Laborer.

(2). The Normal Working Day.

(3). Employment of Women in Factories.

(4). Municipal Finance.

(5). The Income from Public Works in Cities.

(6). Rent in the L^nited States.

(7). National Rail-Road Commission.

(8). Limitation of Suffrage as a Remedy for Abuses in

Local Administration.

(9). Effect of Transportation on the Laborer.

(10). The Silver Question.

III. The Secretary shall prepare a special copy of the

Constitution, By-Laws and Resolutions, together with a brief

account of the organization of the Association, which, upon

being approved by the Executive Committee, shall be printed,

together with a list of members. This report shall be sent to

all members of the Association, and to such other persons as

the Executive Committee shall deem advisable, with the invi-

tation to become members.

IV. The Executive Committee shall determine the time

and place of meeting.

V. During the year ending September 1st, 1886, the Exec-

utive Committee may order, by tmanimous vote, the publica-

tion of any papers or reports which they shall judge calculated

to further the purposes of the Association, and may draw upon
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the Treasurer for the required fuuds, provided that no debt

be contracted.
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The Relation of the Modern Municipality

to the Gas Supply.

One of the most interesting phenomena connected with our

modern political development in general, is the slowly but

ever-changing attitude of the government toM'ard the industry

of society. When Adam Smith published his immortal work

on the Wealth of Nations, a little more than a hundred years

ago, the industry of the world was bound about by a set of

governmental restrictions which were slowly but surely crush-

ing out the life which they were intended to nourish and

regulate. Laws and regulations which, in their inception

had, perhaps, been fully justifiable, had so far outlived their

usefulness, that they were doing enormous harm and injury

by their continuance. It was the great and imperishable ser-

vice of Smith that he sounded the war cry of death to these

old obstructions which formed an impassable barrier to future

industrial progress, and secured to the immediately following

and to all future generations the great advantage of an enor-

mously increased production.

But, like all great revolutions, this movement also rushed

into an untenable extreme.

The argument of Smith for a greater freedom from the

governmental restrictions of his time—unanswerable as against

certain abuses Avhich he had in mind—was used by his succes-

sors to prove that government could best protect the interests

of society by a policy of do-nothingism. This purely nega-

tive theory of government functions became at one time so

7
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prevalent, that it led om* modern governments to adopt what

relatively speaking, may be called a system of laissez-faire—
of letting everything take care of itself, which has resulted

disastrously in a thousand ways. Under the immense impetus

of new discoveries in industrial processes and of relative free-

dom of action, so far as the restraining influence of govern-

ment is concerned, private enterprise went forth into every

field. Not content with developing new wealth by which it

should be enriched, it sought out and set in order many ways

of establisliing artificial, monopolies by which it might absorb

a large portion of existing wealth. So successfully has this

system been followed, that the great problem before the

modern world is again the same which presented itself to the

mind and times of Adam Smith, viz.: How shall we set our

industry free from the bonds M'hich bind and cramp it—only

in our time the bonds are those which have been made and

applied, and are all the while being drawn more tightly by

private enterprise and ingenuity, while in Smith's time they

were the bonds of government interference and restriction.

Smith called upon private enterprise to check and circum-

scribe government activity; we are forced to call upon govern-

ment to circumscribe and ]-egulate private enterprise.

Our railroads, our telegraphs, our express companies, our

telephone companies, our oil companies, our coal companies,

our gas and water companies, all taking their start under the

domain of free competition, and growing into strength and

vigor under its influence, have come to rely for their pros-

jjerity and increased earnings not only on the actual incre-

ment of wealth which they contribute to the world's stock

but also on the absorption of a larger part of existing wealth

by means of artificial monopolies, a state of things wiiich will

continually grow worse unless it be made to grow better.

The remedies proposed for this disease, have been legion in

number and infinitely various in character. The one Avhich

is most popular with a certain class of extreme optimists and

also with their near connections, the extreme pessimists, is
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that of letting everything- alone. The disease is Iwund to

grow worse and worse until tiie crisis is reached, after wliich

it will take care of itself, and all will go well—say the

optimists. They refuse to look the possibility in tlie face,

that the patient may die, or if he recover, may carry about

with him for an indefinite period the evidences of his disease

in an impaired constitution or permanent deformity. The

p:3ssimist says, "Let liim die. It is all one."

Another remedy which is the flivoritc proposal of another

class of extremists, is to hand over everything to the manage-

ment of government. When the agent of society, say this

class, manages these and similar undertakings, they will be

administered in the interests of the whole as opposed to those of

a part of society, and in this way the problem will solve itself.

With neither of these classes do I sympathize. Improve-

ment in government and society rarely comes about of itself,

any more than improvement in the individual or the type.

Human progress depends largely on conscious human effort,

put forth in accordance with a conscious pur])ose. On the

other hand we can not find any panacea for our social evils.

The results of handing everything over to government are

ruinous. The results of remanding ever}i:hing to private

enterprise are equally ruinous. The proper place to draw the

line can not be ascertained by any general rule now within

our knowledge. We must investigate each case on its own
merit. I wish, in this paper, to take up one of the most

important questions relating to municipal government, now
before the public, viz. : The relation of the modern munici-

pality to the gas supply.

I shall first touch upon the relation of gas to the needs of

modern society, then notice briefly the peculiar nature of the

gas business, and draw the plain inference in regard to its rela-

tions to city governments. I shall then take up the question

of the relative merits of public and private management in

general, and close with a discussion of the concrete question

now before our American cities.

2
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A very superficial consideration of the case will, I am sure,

be sufficient to convince anyone that an ample supply of pure

and strong gas at low prices has become an absolute necessity

of every modern city. The idea of a necessity of life, it is

true, is a purely relative one, and can not therefore be made

the subject of an absolute definition like a mathematical con-

cept. Our notion of what is indispensable to our lives changes

from time to time. But we may almost measure the progress

of civilization itself by the increase in the number of those

things which have become absolutely necessary to our daily

existence and comfort. It has not been so very long since

soap was ranked as a luxury, and it is within the memory of

men now living, that matches have gone from the category of

luxuries to that of necessities. Railways aiford an excellent

example of an institution which, though almost unknown fifty

years ago, have become an absolute necessity in the present

state of our society. The general introduction of them has

enabled the population to increase so rapidly and industry so

to distribute itself that if they were to become useless a great

reduction either in the population or the standard of life, or

both, would inevitably follow. So it is to a less extent with

the manufacture of gas. It has become as necessary to our

artificial mode of living as bread and water. Any great inter-

ference with its production would as surely bring with it a

marked disturbance of many of our business and social rela-

tionsas a diminution in the supply of our breadstuffs; though,

of course, it might not have such serious results. Any failure

to develop the industry constitutes, therefore, a serious hin-

drance to the increase of comfort and business. It means that

we must live on a lower level of material prosperity than that

to which we might attain if we would use the means within

our power.

As a means of illumination gas is, of course, practically

indispensable. The introduction of gas into the dwelling-

houses of our modern cities has diminished in a very per-

ceptible degree the labor of lighting the house, and is, from
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this point of view, a great labor-savin^^ doviee. The end and

aim of social reforms in this direction should be to secure such

low prices of gas as would enable even the poorest householder

to dispense with the crude and time-devourinn; system of lamp

illumination. The use of gas as a means of illuminating places

of manufacturing and business is, of course, an absolute neces-

sity. The labor-saving element is so evident in this case, that

no city could think of going back to the old system unless it

had become reconciled to the thought of giving up the attempt

to keep pace with the advance of its sister cities. It is said that

one gas light is equal to one policeman in the protection of life

and property. It is very certain that our large cities could not

be rendered safe at night at all in many parts, without the use

of an extended system of artificial lighting. The question as

to whether electric light might not better replace the use of

gas for this purpose will be noticed further on in the paper.

Certain it is that for the present we must depend on gas very

largely for this purpose, as is proved by the fact that even

where the conditions are most favorable for the electric light,

gas is still used on a very large scale, and that, too, at the

exorbitant price which is demanded for gas in most of our

American cities. The need of artificial light for the success-

ful carrying on of many kinds of business, for social purposes ^
and family use is so patent that it is not necessary to dwell

further upon that phase of the subject.

Gas is coming- more and more into use as a means of cook-

ing, and driving machinery. There is probably no depart-

ment of household expenses in which there is uniformly more

waste than in that of the fuel supply. In our best ranges the

loss of unutilized heat is enormous, even where the coal is

fully consumed. Tests made by Dr. Fischer, the well-known

German chemist, show that in ordinary domestic stoves in

use in Germany, not more than twenty per cent, of the fuel

consumed is really utilized for heating purposes, while in

stoves consuming gas, eighty per cent, and more, of the pos-

sible effect mav be utilized. It is asserted that less than ten
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per cent, of the heating power of fuel consumed is utilized in

our best American stoves, while more than ninety-seven per

cent, is wasted in the ordinary open fire.

But one need only to examine the ash heaps, where the

refuse of the ranges is deposited, in order to see that nearly

as much again is wasted, owing to the incomplete combustion

of the coal. The same thing is true of our heaters, perhaps

in a larger degree than even of our ranges. In addition to

this waste we must count the use of wood for kindling pur-

poses which is a very large item indeed in the course of a

year. To all this must be added the large expenditure of

labor in getting the coal to the houses and the ashes away, to

say nothing of the constant labor involved in caring for the

heaters and ranges. Now a large proportion of all this waste

could be saved, if M^e would take to the use of gas as the

ordinary means of cooking, and heating our houses. There

is, at present, nothing in the way of this except custom and

the high price of gas—a price which could be easily reduced

to one-third of that at which it is at present sold in most

American cities if the consumption would increase to the

requisite extent. If gas were thus reduced in price it

would come within the reach of small manufacturing estab-

lishments as a motor power in the driving of machinery.

This would redound to the benefit of society in a thousand

ways. It would enable it to do away with some of the

most burdensome forms of physical labor. It would reduce

the cost of production of many articles to the advantage of

the consumer. As a matter of fact, some cities of the world

have furnished gas at such low rates for tliis purpose that it

has become the decisive element in the ability of the citizens

to compete with their rivals in other cities and countries.

AVe talk about protecting a home-producer by a protective

tariff, and insist on high duties, when the most sensible course,

oftentimes, would be to take such measures as would place the

home-producer on a level with his foreign competitor by plac-

ing within his reach the productive opportunities which are

at our disposal.
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As an evidence of tlie t^rent iniportanee of gai^ in the l)iisi-

ness of manufacturing, the following testimony is valuable:

Mr. J. Somerville, in an essay on the utilization of gaseous

fuel, -which received a prize from the North British Association

of Gas Managers, states that the general use of gas and coke

in the department of iron-making and steel-making has dimi-

nished the consumption of fuel by four-fifths in this century

in those branches of manufacturing. To Siemens is due the

perfecting of a system whereby iron, steel, glass, porcelain,

etc., i. e., any material needing to be fused, softened or baked

at high or regular heats, may be so treated by gasified fuel,

not only without any smoke, but with greater ecxjnomy than

by any other means. There is scarcely any industrial applica-

tion of heat for which gas of one or another of the various

classes is not better fitted than any form of solid fuel ; and

where sas fails to recommend itself, coke is alwavs an avail-

able alternative.

The use of gas engines instead of steam engines, wherever a

low horse-power is required, is on the increase, as being much

cheaper where gas is sold at a reasonable price, and much safer

everywhere.

The Scientific Press of August, 1883, says that the demand

for the lighter class of steam engines is rapidly declining.

This fall-off is due to the increased demand for gas engines of

• small capacity. Sir Frederick Bramwell, one of the most

eminent of English engineers, thinks that the stationarv

steam engine of medium or low power will ere long be

entirely superseded by tlie gas engine.

In a certain sugar refinery in Elsdorf, Germany, no steam

engines have been used for years. Gas is manufactured for

twenty cents per thousand feet, and is used for driving the

engines and liirhtino; the works. In the great ironworks of

Schultz, in Essen, gas is manufactured at a cost of 8-16 pfen-

nings, and serves both for fire and lighting. For the latter

purpose rings are fixed over the burners, having rods or

pencils of magnesia, which emit light on being heated by

the burning gas.
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The conpuiiiption of coal-gas in Great Britain for otiicr pur-

poses than lighting amounts, at present, to only about six per

cent, of the whole output ; but, in the better managed works,

it averages more than fourteen per cent., and, as an instance

of what can be done in this way by the best management, the

case of the Borough of Northampton, England, may be cited,

where over forty per cent, of the total amount used is consumed

for other than lighting purposes. The proportion of gas con-

sumed in cooking and^ driving machinery will ju'obably

continue to increase and will rise with every reduction in

price of gas. This question is just now of special importance

from a politico-economic point of view. One of the most

marked results of our modern industrial economy is the rapid

growth of large businesses. No one thing has contributed

more to build up the large and drive out the small man than

the general introduction of the steam engine as the motive

power to drive machinery. This can only be profitable to

those who have considerable capital, so that the power of

labor has tended steadily to decline as compared with that of

capital. The general introduction of a cheap motive power

would be no inconsiderable aid in restoring; that class of small

manufacturers who have been driven to the wall by the com-

petition of large capital and cheap power, i.e., power which is

cheap to those who have large capital. The gas engine

promises to afford this cheap power to the small producer,'

if its price and that of gas be brought within a reasonable

figure.

There is still another very important aspect of this question

and that is its bearing- on the health of communities. In

those places where bituminous coal is largely used, and even

in those where anthracite is chiefly consumed, the smoke-

nuisance is getting to be a very serious one. The worst evils

of this system are naturally seen in England, where a dense

population and a damp climate make the results more notice-

al)lc. An association has been formed to agitate for an act of

Parliament compelling the manufacturers to turn their coal
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into ci;ns before using it in tlie works, owing to the serious

evils from the clouds of smoke which their countless chimneys

belch forth. The evils of this nuisance are summarized in a

clear way by Mr. W. R. E, Coles in an address before the

annual meeting of the Sanitary Institute at Leicester in 1885.

It is becoming intolerable from several aspects—sanitary,

moral and economic. The death-rate of smoky atmospheres
(^

is considerably higher than that of others. Diseases of the

respiratory organs and of the zymotic class are alike more

deadly. The evidence on this point is absolutely without

conflict of opinion. Physicians and physiologists agree in

their testimony. The smoke obscures the light and Ave are

thus deprived of one of the prime conditions of healthy

animal life. Sunlight is as necessary as food. The moral

aspect is quite as important. Those who are most active in

ameliorating the condition of the poorer classes are urgent in

their desire to see smoke abated. Intemperance follows as

the almost natural consequence of lowered vitality and debased

surroundings. To the poorer classes the abatement of the

smoke-nuisance is of greater importance than to any other

class. Their houses are for the most part in the least venti-

lated and most smoky districts. They are less able than other

persons to get away to fresher air and purer surroundings.

To them the expense and labor of keeping themselves and

their homes clean are things of vital importance. To war

successfully against dirt is practically impossible for the poor

while they have to live in an atmosphere of smoke. There is

usually but one poor pair of hands to do all the work and

those the overwrought ones of a sickly woman whose first

care must be to attend to the immediate wants of the husband

and the infant family. To the cotter's wife in the country it

is hard enough to keep her house, herself and her children

clean. To the laborer's wife in one of our smoky towns,

where everything is soon covered with smut which falls so

fast as to blacken the clothes even while the poor woman is

trying to dry them, it is practically but a mockery to tell her
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to be clean and that she ought to keep herself and her family

decent. It is nnnecessary to dwell upon this theme. All

who have considered the subject and know anything of the

poorer classes will admit the great practical difficulties which

stand in the way of their becoming more temperate, more

cleanly, more elevated in their habits, while smoke and dirt

abound, and the smoke-cloud obscures those rays of the sun

which have the power of regenerating the moral as well as

the physical life of ma^i. It may be added that the smoky

condition of town atmosphere is one of the chief reasons of

people living out of town and thus necessarily withdrawing

to a great degree their active sympathy and various social

influences for good from their poorer brethren who are com-

pelled to remain continually in town. The sheer exhaustion

and inability to work wdiicli is often experienced by the

poorer classes is largely due to the enervating influences of

smoky atmospheres. The economic aspect is also worthy of

notice. Money loss is always associated with heating-systems

or firing-systems which are accompanied with the production

of smoke. The public pay an enormous tax in the aggregate

whether participating in the waste or not. The mere waste

of fuel means a higher price for every ton of coal purchased

by each consumer. The aggregate loss in Avasted fuel, wasted

labor, cost of carrying fuel and ashes, cleaning up deteriorated

articles and in loss of heat is simply enormous. The

eifect of the smoky atmosphere is strikingly attested by the

movement of industries in London. The last wax bleaching

factory has disappeared, driven out by the increasing deteri-

oration of the atmosphere. Thirty years ago roses were a

prominent feature of Kensington gardens. They cannot be

grown there now, while the last conifer died three years ago

—

killed, in the opinion of experts, by the bad air due to smoke.

The condition of things is, perhaps, so bad as this only in a

few places in this country, but it is getting worse from year to

year. A writer in the American Journal of Gas-Lighting

says of New England, in a recent number, that " the smoke
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evil grows apace witli us. Bituminous coal is re])lacing

anthracite and some of our towns are now in a condition to

dispute the question of supremacy in the matter of sombre

cloudiness with the honorable ancient smoky hollows of Old

England. The removal of this evil cannot be hojied for

until gas generally replaces coal as the means of heating and

manufacturing. How soon this may be done is chiefly a

question of the cheap production of gas."

In a word, then, gas has become indispensable to the com-

fort of the home, the health of the community and the

efficiency of trade and industry. Its uses are almost infinite,

and its application becomes more general in proportion to the

reduction of the price. That country and that city which

provides for a liberal supply of it at low prices may add

enormously to their means of comfort, to the economy of the

fuel supply, and to their power to compete with commercial

and industrial rivals, and, conversely, the country and city

which fail to do this must surely fall behind in this race for

industrial supremacy or even in the attempt to hold their own.

Another fact is also evident to the most superficial observer,

and that is, that the gas business must, from its very nature,

be a practical monopoly. This might be inferred from a

simple consideration of the technical and administrative con-

ditions of the manufacture and distribution of gas. It is also

amply proven by the actual history of gas undertakings, both

in this country and Europe.

In the first place, in order to undertake the gas business

with a reasonable hope of profit, it is necessary to be able to

control a large amount of capital. It is impossible, therefore,

for a man of small means to start such an enterprise. It is

ordinarily beyond the resources even of wealthy private men

and it is usual to resort to the device of a joint-stock company.

This simple fact, that it takes a large capital to undertake the

business, practically limits it to a very few men and tends to

make it a monopoly in the hands of a company Avhicli has once

fairly established itself, since the risks of going into it when a
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rival company has the field pre-empted and is better able to

make prices which will drive the new company out of the

field, are usually prohibitive of the enterprise.

In the second place, the gas business differs from such a

business as the manufacture of shoes, for example, in that

while it makes comparatively little difference wliere the shoes

are manufactured since they can be easily sent to any desired

point for consumption, the gas must be made near to the place

of consumption. The (opportunities for competition are thus

enormously diminished in the latter business as compared with

the former. If gas could be produced anywhere and bottled

for consumption at distant places, the whole nature of the

business would be changed and it would be much more diffi-

cult to establish a monopoly than at present. There is another

point in which it differs greatly from such a branch of manu-

facturing as shoemaking which renders it easier to establish a

monopoly, and that is that the process of manufacture pro-

duces a large number of most offensive odors, which almost

constitute it a nuisance. It could not be allowed that every

man who pleased should set up a gas factory on every street

corner, even if other preliminaries of the business allowed it.

There is a third important peculiarity of the gas industry

which contributes greatly toward making it a practical

monopoly. This consists in its mode of distribution. In

order to get to the consumers, it must use the public thorough-

fare in such a way as to constitute a serious impediment to

business. This would be very evident, if it put its main

pipes above ground in such a way that bridges would have

to be built over them at every street crossing. It is scarcely

less evident under the present system, which involves taking

possession of the streets for a longer or shorter time, first to

lay the pipes, and later in order to make repairs. The

existence of the mains in the ground even after they are

laid, constitutes a serious inconvenience, as is plain whenever

a sewer is to be constructed or whenever an explosion occurs,

as a result of the leaking of a main. Now, while we might
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allow almost any number of shoe dealers' wagons to travel

along the streets, it is perfectly evident that wc cannot allow

an indefinitely large number of gas companies to be tearing up

the streets in order to lay or repair their pipes. The ravages

of one company and that of a public one are ordinarily enough

to drive citizens almost distracted, to say nothing of the state

of thine-s which exists where there are from two to six

competing with one another as to which shall make the

greatest nuisance of itself.

This last consideration, which one would think important

enough of itself to decide this question, was noticed as long

ago as 1822 in England in which year a Parliamentary Com-

mission reported against the advisability of giving a concession

to rival companies in the same district.

Mr. William Richards, in his excellent work on the manu-

facture and distribution of coal-gas, gives a short account of

competition in England as a means of regulating gas prices,

which is full of instruction for us on this point

:

" The two or three first acts passed by Parliament in regard

to gas companies authorized diiferent companies to supply the

same districts throughout the metropolis, and for a time oppo-

sition existed between the Chartered, the Imperial, and the

Citv of London Companies in a portion of their districts.

The attention of Parliament was, however, called at a very

early period to the evils arising from this competition ; and

Sir William Congreve, who was inspector of gas works, on

reporting to the House on the matter, expressed the strongest

disapprobation of it and recommended that no act should be

passed without limiting the district of each company ; conse-

quently, in all acts passed during several years, each of the

ccyupanies was limited to a certain district under a heavy

penalty for every light supplied beyond it.

" Other companies were, however, formed without statutory

powers for supplying the metropolis, and in 1842 the principle

which had been adopted in 1821 for preventing competition

among the gas companies was abandoned, and an act was
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passed authorizing a comparatively new enterprise to supply-

districts already lighted by other companies, and closely

following upon that were four or five other acts upon the

same principle, thus strengthening the competition which had

existed for years in certain parts of the metropolis, and bringing

on a state of affairs which can not be too strongly condemned.

" The competing companies laid their mains in all the lead-

ing thoroughfares where there was a large consumption; hence,

in some streets there were as many as six mains, and Oxford

street was supplied from six diiferent works. This state of

aifairs led to the greatest disorder, and in some instances,

whether accidentally or by design, the main of one company

was connected with that of another, and by the frequent

changes of supply the wrong service would be at times con-

nected so that one company supplied the gas while another

collected the payments. It was not an uncommon occurrence

for a consumer on entering a house where there were three or

more services, to state to the inspector of each company, in

turn, that he had arranged to take the supply from the other

company, and so kept out of the books of all the companies,

and had his gas for nothing, which deception was favored

through the secrecy observed by the various competing

companies.

" This competition of companies made them reckless of

their respective interests. Canvassers were employed not

only to get new customers, but also to induce customers to

change their supply to the company represented by the can-

vasser ; and the most extravagant offers were made, which

consumers did not fail to take advantage of. Sometimes the

company, in case of a large consumer, would refit the house

and keep the fittings in repair. In other cases two or more

burners were allowed on the premises without passing through

the meter, and were, of course, not paid for ; or in the event

of the nominal standard price being charged according to

mutual agreement with the companies, a large discount was

allowed on payment in order to disguise the bargain.
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" ]Manv consumers having driven a liard bargain with the

company in the first instance, would report that more favor-

able conditions had been offered by a rival company and give

notice of a change, when that supplying, rather than lose the

customer, would consent to the same terms, and thus by the

secrecy referred to, observed by the various enterprises, they

were imposed on in every way by the unscrupulous portion of

the consinners. Moreover, at one time no uniformity what-

ever existed in the charges, and premises Avere frequently

lighted at one-sixtli part of the value of the gas which they

consumed ; the rule was, ' Take what you can get and get

what you can, but don't lose the customer.'

"The loss by leakage was also large, which frequently

occurred in consequence of the imperfect manner in which

mains were laid, and the repeated changes of service. When-

ever the mains of two or three companies existed in the same

street, instead of the companies' officers co-operating with the

view of detecting and remedying the escape, it was disre-

garded until the public authorities had to interfere and insist

on the nuisance being abated ; hence, it was not surprising

that accidents sometimes happened.

"Although a few consumers profited by this discreditable

state of affairs, it was by no means advantageous to the gen-

eral public and was ruinous to the gas companies, two of

which, at least during several years, never paid a shilling of

dividend to their shareholders, whilst the profits of the old

companies were materially reduced. From these statements a

faint idea of the evils of competition among gas companies

may be formed ; but it did not cease here, as by the multipli-

city of mains a large amount of capital was literally thrown

away, upon which the public are now paying dividends. In

addition to this, there was the frequent breaking up of the

streets and stoppage of the thoroughfares for laying or alter-

ing the mains and services, or transferring the supply from

one company to another, which at one time caused a universal

outcry throughout the metropolis ; and on account of these
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proceedings the public mind was for a period kept in a con-

stant state of irritation bv the press, all of which proceeded

from the encouragement that had been given to competition

by the public.

" The result of all these difficulties Avas that the companies

agreed among themselves to cease all competition, to confine

their operations to separate districts without interfering with

each other ; to discontinue all special arrangements and charge

one uniform price over all parts of their respective districts.

These proceedings caused in some instances an increased

charge of from fifty to twenty-five per cent, and gave rise to

considerable agitation in the metropolis
;

public meetings

were held and resolutions were passed to petition Parliament

for an inquiry, which was eventually granted. At that

inquiry the public and the companies were both represented,

and after a careful investigation of all the circumstances the

districting arrangements were confirmed and the companies

secured in their respective districts, and all other companies

or persons were prohibited from supplying gas without first

obtaining the sanction of Parliament ; and a public act was

passed embodying these j)rovisions, although at the time the

companies considered that they were subjected to some very

arbitrary regulations."

Simultaneously with this process of formally dividing the

public among them as, so to speak, lawful prey, a process of

absorption was begun. In 1853, when the companies agreed

to quit competing, there were some thirteen companies within

the city of London. By 1860, when Parliament finally

acknowledged that competition was out of place between gas

companies, the number had been considerably diminished,

and by 1883 the number had dwindled to three, and it is

now, or shortly will be, reduced to two and perhaps to one.

Much the same course of events took place in other large

English towns and cities. In France they began in the same

way, but it soon became evident to the shrewd Frenchmen

that such a course was ridiculous from every point of view

—
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that of consumer as avcII as company. Tlie companies in Paris

were assigned particular districts as early as 1839, and in

1853 they were all consolidated. In Germany, although

they followed the example of England at first, it did not take

them very long to see the absurdity of pursuing such a plan

for any great length of time, and they soon adopted a system

of laws which recognized the inevitable, and acknowledged

the monopoly nature of the gas business.

When one looks at the cjuestion from a wide view, as to

the eifect of competition among such companies, upon the

economy of the supply of capital in the country, one wonders

how any one could ever have thought that it would be a good

thing to allow competition among them. Think for a moment

what it implies. It involves at least two or three and even

more works where one Mould be sufficient. It means two or /

three and even more mains where one would be ample. It

necessitates a corresponding number of different services in

each house, and an enormously large number of inspectors

and collectors—and all for what? Cheaper gas? By no

means. The enormous sums of capital which such a system

wastes will certainly try to earn dividends in some way or

other, and the only means is in high prices of gas, or else

what amounts to much the same thing, in a poor quality.

When the public is finally compelled to take hold of the

matter in earnest, to remedy the abuse, as it always must

sooner or later, the large sums of wasted capital are always

put forward as entitled to some consideration in fixing the

rates.

We have had the same experience in this country exactly.

The Philadelphia Record gave an account some time ago of

the course of events in this respect in some of our American

cities. A Committee of Congress in passing upon the appli-

cation from a new gas company to lay its mains in the streets

of Washington reported as follows :

It is bad policy to permit more than one gas company in

the same part of the city. Experience has demonstrated that
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opposition gas companies are not beneficial, bnt that they are

injurious to the interest of the citizens, and instead of promot-

ing cheap gas, they prevent and retard it by greatly increasing

the capital necessary to carry on the business. To permit a

competing company to entei* in the business would be simply

to increase the capital without increasing the business. Why
should this be done when there is no good reason of public

necessity for it, and when it amounts to a moral certainty that

both companies will combine? When there are two parties to

combine either will not long carry on a profitless business, and

it is a well-known fact that every opposition gas company

started in this country after a short term of competition, has

either sold out, bought out, combined or pooled earnings with

the old company. While the brief competition lasted, of

course cheap gas prevailed, but when the inevitable combina-

tion takes place the people are made to pay the expenses of

the war on a greatly increased capital. It seems that no law

has yet been enacted that can prevent such combination, and

there is no law that can prevent the individual stockholder

buying the stock of the other company. Upon these and

other good grounds the authorities of Boston and Cincinnati

have refused to permit competing com2)anies, and the citizens

of those cities are enjoying cheaper gas than in the cities where

competition was allowed. In England competing companies

are forbidden by law, and existing companies are allowed to

make ten per cent, on their investment. Hence the cities of

the British Islands have the cheapest gas in the world. The

prime cause of this cheap gas is that they have not excessive

capital to earn dividends on. Opposition gas companies have

not been capitalized on the old ones.

Every American city which has permitted competing gas

companies to lay pipes in the streets, has suffered through the

"> consolidation of the companies, the capital having been

increased, and the consumers forced to pay higher prices for

their experience. The following cities have received this

treatment

:
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New Orleans, Providence, T?. I.,

Charleston, S. C, Brooklyn,

Memphis, Tenn., Jersey City,

St. Louis, ]\Io., Newburg, X. Y.,

Chicago, Trenton, N. J.,

Buffalo, N. Y., Harrisburg, Pa.,

Detroit, Mich., Lancaster, Pa.,

Albany, N. Y., Baltimore, Md.,

New York City, Savannah, Ga.,

Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Paterson, N. J.

Before consolidation the price of gas in New York City

was seventy-five cents per thousand ^eet, but as soon as the

six companies came together they watered their capital from

$18,308,920 to $39,078,000, and raised the price of gas one

dollar per thousand feet, making it one dollar and seventy-

five cents.

In Baltimore the price of gas was advanced seventy-five

cents per thousand feet; in Harrisburg it was raised from

one dollar to two dollars ; in Paterson, N. J., and in Savan-

nah, Ga., the price was also raised.

In Detroit, Mich., a stringent charter was granted upon the

filing of a bond to secure the city against the possible combi-

nation of the old company with the new one ; but in spite of

this iron-clad agreement a combination was effected, and the

people were forced to pay not only all the expense of the gas

war and the duplication of works, but also a large dividend on

an inflated capitalization.

This is a point of such importance that we may well dwell

upon it more at length. It is safe to say that one of the

most obstinate prejudices of the average American is his

unreasoning belief that free competition will protect him

from all the evils of industrial monopoly. And that, too,

though he is often himself engaged in the very work of effect-

ing a combination by which all competition is effectually pre-

vented in branches where such combination is most difficult

3
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from the nature of tlie business. The testimony of one or

two experts in the business of gas manufacture may serve to

show how clearly those actually engaged in the industry see

that the business is and can be only a monopoly. Mr, Gil-

bert, of Grand Rapids, jNlichigan, in a speech before the

American Gas-Light Association, at their meeting in Wash-

ington, October 15th, 1884, said, "The business of the manu-

facture and distribution of gas is so peculiar in many of its

characteristics as to be almost outside of the domain of rules

governing other enterprises. Capital once invested cannot be

removed and if not profitable is lost forever. Competition is

so deadly to it that it is impossible for rival companies to

occupy the same streets without ruin to both, or without con-

solidation with its attendant double investment and cheap

light rendered an impossibility."

" It is a fact not admitting of controversy," says a writer in

the American Gas-Light Journal, " that the cost of gas to the

consumer has never in any instance been permanently lowered

through the competition of any opposition company ever

established in this country, in spite of the inevitable outcry

made by the progenitors and promoters of such schemes as to

their willingness and desire to make such concessions to the

public in the matter of selling prices. Opposition gas schemes

as a rule, and unfortunately a rule which admits of few

exceptions, are instituted with the primary object of raiding

as far as possible the business of an established company,

Avhich business it may have taken years to develop and

acquire. What better example can be found than that of

Brooklyn ? During the term of jNIayor Schroeder permis-

sion was given to the Mutual Gas-Light Company to open

the streets and avenues of the city for the purpose of laying

mains and conduits for the supply of illuminating-gas. In

consideration of such grants the projectors of the company

agreed that a greater price than $2.00 per thousand feet

should not be charged consumers. What was the result ?

This company from its very inception did all it could to
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wreck other companies. And the wrecking policy was

carried out not by soiling gas at a lower price, l)iit rather by

elForts which had for their oliject the depreciation of stock

values in order that a controlling interest could be secured at

figures much below its true value. In reality, instead of sell-

ing gas at lower figures, they increased its price. The pledge

made to the authorities at the time when a charter was sought,

not to demand more than $2.00, was given only to be broken.

To-day they arQ charging §2.50 in all localities where they

have succeeded through tlieir adept system of stock deprecia-

tion in gaining control of the field.

"The city of Yonkers affords a good example of the intoler-

able state of things which follows an attempt to regulate prices

in this branch of business by competition. There are now three

companies. They are not slow in canvassing for consumers,

and the consequence is that the householders are constantly

altering tlieir allegiance by continued change in the bestowal

of their favors, now giving to one company and then to

another. The streets are torn up in all directions making

travel difficult if not impossible ; the leakage of gas may be

noted in abundance, and the public can get no remedy from

the stench which is so strong that many houses and stores

are rendered almost uninhabitable by it, since each company

claims, when appealed to, that the leak emanates not from its

conduits, and consequently refuses to make search for the seat

of the trouble. And thus the matter is continually growing

worse and will probably continue to do so until combination

takes place and the consumers have to pay for the whole loss

of capital since the inauguration of the period of competition."

One other quotation from an authority on gas-matters,

Mr. Theobald Forstall, of Chicago, will be am])ly sufficient

to prove how gas-men regard competition. In a speech

before the American Gas-Light Association, from which I

shall quote again, Mr. Forstall said :

" Up to the present time the influence of legislators and

councilmen has been exerted in favor of new companies
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through ignorance of the consequence. Urged on by the cry

of competition from the press, the unreflecting public and

the owners of patents, they have in many cities actually made

cheap gas impossible by encouraging an investment of capital

in gas-works and mains far in excess of present demands of

consumers, overlooking the fact that the income upon the

expenditure must be earned by increasing the selling-price of

gas. Nor is the evil confined to those cities in Avhich com-

petition actually gains q, foothold. All gas companies estab-

lished without guarantees and subject to the whims of councils

and the cupidity of rings, appreciate the uncertainty of their

])Osition and prepare for the inevitable struggle by main-

taining a higher price to increase the profits and reap the

fullest harvest while the field is all their own. The desire to

make the most of a precarious situation is a trait of human
nature not confined to the directors of gas companies. And
thus the uncertainty of tenure has been and is to-day an active

cause of dear gas and excessive dividends in anticipation of

probable competition. Nor is there a single permanent

advantage Avhich can be offered in good faith to municipal

corporations or individual consumers by a competing gas

company which an established one Avould not willingly con-

cede in exchange for permanency of tenure. INIodcrate divi-

dends well secured over a term of years are more attractive

to investors than large but uncertain profits which may dis-

appear at any mohient by the unexpected votes of a few

aldermen. Were this a new question and one peculiar to the

United States it could be easily proved a priori from the very

nature of the business that the ordinary law of comj3etition

does not apply to the supply of gas."

Judge Cooley, of the Michigan bar, has put the case quite

as strongly from a little different standpoint. " The supply of

public conveniences to a city," he says, " is usually a monopoly,

and the protection of the public against excessive charges is

to be found first in the municipal power of control. Except

in the very large cities, public policy requires that for sup-
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plyino: light and water there sliould be but one corporation,

because one can perform the sei'vice at lower rates than two

or more, and in the long^ rini will be sure to do so. But

scheming men make periodical attacks upon corporations

existing for those and similar })urposes, and with a popular

cry for their Avatchword they can always enlist local interest

in their favor. If they succeed in obtaining a rival fran-

chise, the subsequent history is commonly this: a war of

rates for a season and then either a sale of one franchise to

the owners of the other or a division of territory or an agree-

ment in charges. The final result is this, that the two supply

the market at greater cost than the one, and the additional

cost is paid by the public. Whoever expects that a destructive

competition is to be continued indefinitely, must have a faith

in the integrity and public virtue of local boards which expe-

rience scarcely justifies. The legislature which exposes a

great property invested in a public enterprise to disastrous

risks, offers a direct inducement to irregular and crooked pro-

ceedings. If men solicit from a city a franchise which they

cannot legitimately make profitable, it is a natural inference

that they propose to use it as a trading property or in some

way to find their profit in the manipulation of future councils.

The true policy of the state is to give due and full protection

to corporate property and at the same time to insist upon the

faithful performance of corporate duties. It is no more for

its interests to invite and encourage raids on corporations,

than it is to countenance vast corporate profits for which no

adequate return is made. In some kinds of business compe-

tition will keep corporations within bounds in their charges,

in others it will not. When it will not, it may become neces-

sary to legislate upon profits. If the business is simple, like

the supply of light or water, this can be done by prescribing

a tariff of rates."

Professor H. C Adams, in a recent address entitled the

Princijjlcs that should Control the Interference of the State in

Industry, attempts to determine by an analysis of the nature
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of the industries themselves, Avhioli of them may safely and

econoniically be left to the free play of competition. He
divides industries into three classes, termed industries of con-

stant return, industries of diminishing, and those of increasing

returns. The first two, he thinks, are adequately controlled by

competitive action ; the third class on the other hand requires

the superior control of state power. Industries of the first

class are such as demand proportional increase of capital and

labor to secure a given increase in product. That is to say,

if 2x ca])ital and labor result in 2y product, the application

of 3x capital and labor v\'ill result in 3y product, llie incre-

ment of return is equal to the increment of capital and labor.

All those businesses in vidiich success depends largely on

attention to details and where the personal element of the

laborer is brought prominently into view, fall under this class.

For example, the retail business of merchants is subject to

the rule here stated. It is not necessary for public officials

to inquire if sugar is sold as low as fair dealings demand, for

this business is one that admits easily of multiplication, and,

consequently, invites competition. The step from a clerkship

in a grocery to the proprietorship of a new establishment is

not a difficult one to take, and for this reason we are assured

that the profit of an ordinary grocer will not greatly exceed

the salary which he must pay his head clerk. There can

therefore be no motive for applying the rule of financiering

to businesses of this sort.

The same conclusion applies to the second class of indus-

tries whore a given increment of product calls for a propor-

tionally larger increment of capital and labor. Assuming

the same relation to exist in an established business as before,

if 2x capital is required for 2y product, an additional x of

capital will not produce an additional y of products, but some-

thing less. That is to say, 3x cjipital may produce not 3y

of product, but only 2fy of product. It calls for no abstruse

argument to recognize that society is quite safe in submitting

such lines of industry to the control of competition. The
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ratio of product in the new industry is greater than in the one

that is farther develoj)ed, and for this reason w(; may rely on

individual interest to maintain a kirge number of separate ])ro-

dueers. Farmino- is a fair example of this class of businesses.

In the third class of industries, the increment of product

increases with every increment of caj>ital. Thus, if 2x of

capital give. 2y of product, the economic application of 3x of

capital will give more than 3y of product. Where the law of

increasing returns prevails, the principle of free competition

is powerless to exert any healthy regulating influence. This

is true because it is easier for an established business to extend

its facilities for satisfactorily meeting the new demand than

for a new industry to spring into existence.

Now it is evident that the gas business belongs to the third

class of businesses. It is, thus, by its very nature, outside of

the sphere where competition can be depended upon to exercise

a regulating influence. It will be answered to this, I know,

that the invasion of a gas company has often forced prices

down and that although they Avere afterwards raised, they never

went back to tlie old figure. This is not true always or, per-

haps, even of the majority of cases. But the reason why it

has happened in some cases is not far to seek and supports the

the truth of the view we are maintaining. It is evident that

in the case of the third class of industries, a company engaged

in this field may make enormous profits protected by its

practical monopoly. After a while the attention of other

parties may be attracted to this fact. It is pretty evident that

nnder the circumstances they cannot hope to compete with an

established business as far as the ability to offer cheap gas is

concerned, for they must invest an enormous amount of capi-

tal before they can get any returns at all, while the old com-

pany may get returns on every dollar expended in answer to

a really new demand. But if the old company is really

making the enormous profits which may undoubtedly be made

under such circumstances, it is perfectly possible for a new
company to force them to divide profits by entering the field.
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So clearly is this recognized to be the object of most com-

panies which attempt to enter a field already occupied, that

the old company ordinarily buys out the plant of its rival in

order to get it out of the field. The whole outcome of the

project under the most favorable conditions is that the new
company, or rather its manipulators, have bled the old com-

pany, and the old company has lost some blood, which it now
proceeds to suck out of the community again in the shape of

the old rates. By showing how much its works have cost,

counting in the purchase of the useless plant of the rival, it

secures a seeming justification for rates which, considering the

reasonable cost of a plant, are often simply outrageous. In

addition to this, a large sum of capital has been wasted in the

mains and plant Avhich might have brought in some useful

return to the community if it had been invested in some pro-

ductive enterprise. " It is possible that the investor has lost

something but the consumer has gained nothing at all. The
natural fall in price of gas which would have been brought

about by the enormous improvements in the manufacture

which have taken place in the last ten years, and the new uses

for residuals has been again and again defeated by the attempt

to regulate price by letting in a competitive company. Of
course the private companies are not going to lower prices any

faster than they have to do it, but the way to compel them to

lower the price is not to let in a competing company, since that

^- has failed wherever tried, but to regulate the price l>y public

authority, i. e., we must recognize the monopoly character of

such undertakings and act accordingly.

Such being the fact, it remains for us to choose between

monopolies in the hands of private parties and monopolies in

the hands of the government. It was at one time in the his-

tory of modern nations no uncommon thing for the govern-

ment to grant to private persons trade monopolies of all kinds.

It amounted practically to giving to private persons the right

to jdunder the public to any extent within the limits of the

possible. The government derived the advantage of whatever
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sums the parties could be persuaded to pay for the privilege.

Some of these monopolies were granted for purely })ersonal

reasons, in order to enrieh favorites of the men in power,

whether it was a king or an aristocracy. Since wc have

come to have a different view of the relations of government

and governed, so that we now in?sist that any special privi-

leges shall be granted, not for the benefit of the government

in the narrow sense, but for the advantage of the public, we

no longer regard such grants as legitimate. It is now an

axiom that no special privilege shall be granted except in

order to further the public interest. The granting of a

monojioly can be justified therefore, nowadays, only on the ^
ground that such a plan is the best means of securing some

public benefit. It goes, then, almost without the saying that

in case such a monopoly is granted it must be attended with

such restrictions and conditions as will secure the interests

which it is intended to further, viz., those of the pulilic. We
cannot think of conferring upon private individuals the abso-

lute right to a certain branch of business, and then let them

exploit the public at their discretion. That is to say, we must

subject the company receiving a monopoly to the strictest super-

vision on the part of the public. Our choice, then, is still

further limited, viz., to a regulated monopoly in the hand of "^
private parties on the one hand, and public management on

the other. When the case is presented in this form, and who

can deny but what this is the correct form, that is, the form

which actually corresponds to the fiicts of the industrial world

around us, we get from the very first a correct insight into

the real problem which confronts the city government of our

modern state.

It would seem at first blush that there could be only one

sensible answer to the question which form we should adopt.

It would appear almost as a matter of course that, if it is

necessary to organize a monopoly in order to secure the

interests of the public, this monopoly should be within the -}

control and management of the public. Public ownership
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is, therefore, the natural system in all cases of necessary

monopolies.

If any one proposes, then, to confer the grant of a monopoly

of the manufacture of a prime necessity of life upon private

persons, the burden of proof must lie upon him. He must

prove beyond a peradventure that the interests of the public

can be best secured by that system, since the whole presump-

tion is against his position. With this fact kept in view let

us examine the arguments pro and con in regard to the bene-

fits of public and private management.

The first ground commonly advanced against public owner-

ship and management is the old and threadbare statement that

the state has no business to engage in industrial enterprises.

Such general statements as this are the ordinary refuge of

ignorance and selfishness. It is the usual position of those

who have not taken the time to study the history of govern-

ment action in ancient and modern times, or who are interested

in preserving the statum quo because they are enabled to profit

by the general prevalence of such an idea in the community at

large. The same kind of argument has been advanced not

only in this field, but also in nearly every other one as well,

to keep the government from assuming and performing the

new duties which come to it with every passing year.

It is by such arguments as these that the government was

kept for years from assisting in the establishment of free

schools, from adopting laws in regard to the condition of fac-

tories and the working of women and children in the factories,

from establishing public asylums for the unfortunate classes of

the community, from establishing public bath houses, etc., etc.

In a word, whenever it has been proposed that society should

undertake in earnest the work of improving the conditions of

life in its midst by such means as promised to be of value, we
have been met by this class of chronic objectors and alarmists

who have loudly cried out, "It is not the business of the state

to do any of these things." If we had taken counsel of this

class we should have had to-day no free schools, no sanitary
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reo-ulations, no safeguards of life and liberty such as we now

have in many different fields ; we should be in a sorry way

indeed.

Perhaps this point is important enough to merit a digression

of some length. AVliat are the true functions of government?

How shall we determine the proper limits of state interfer-

ence? In every period of human history there have been

political theorists who have attempted to define and point out

the true functions of government. They have attempted to

draw a sharp line between those things which a state may and

the things which it may not do. One set have laid down the

general principle that it is the sole business of government to

protect the life, liberty and property of its citizens. There

might not be much objection to this statement, if the pro-

posers of the theory would give a sufficiently broad inter-

pretation to the theorem, but they have usually limited the

meaning to a very narrow field. For example, if a railroad

makes a discrimination in its charges as between citizens, it

destroys the value of property just as certainly as if it took a

force of men and marched to the place and destroyed one of

the buildings belonging to one party. And the interference

of government in such a case is justified simply on the ground

that it should protect the rights of property. But the adher-

ents of this theory have usually taken a very narrow view of

the range of the fundamental hypothesis. Another set of

theorists have added to the proposition stated above that the

state may also undertake to establish and support those insti-

tutions which can never become profitable to private indi-

viduals, but which it might well repay the community to

establish and support. Still other theorists have added those

institutions, which, although they might be profitable to pri-

vate persons and are necessary to the public welfare, are by

their nature monopolies, and should therefore be in the con-

trol of the state rather than in the control of private parties

who would exploit the public as far as possible.

None of these theories have been satisfactory and that for

a very good reason. It must appear plain to every one who
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gives even a sliglit attention to the subject, that the attempt

to determine the true functions of government in general is

idle, for the simple fact that they are different for different

conditions. It is plain that the government of the civilized

people may—nay, must—do many things which for the gov-

ernment of a barbarous people, are utterly out of the question.

Think for an instant, of trying to limit the functions of such

a government as ours, to the same number, and identical

forms which are appropriate for a tribe of American Indians.

The mere statement is absurd ; and yet, if there are certain

true functions of government in an absolute sense, they must

apply equally to the Indian and to the citizen of Philadelphia

or New York. The "true" functions of government are

local and temporal in their nature, they vary with different

stages of civilization, with different peoples, with different

times, etc., etc. It is useless, therefore, to try to lay down
any rule or law which shall be equally applicable to all states

and conditions, for all times and places. John Stuart Mill

has perhaps expressed this fact most happily. He says in

one place in his treatise on political economy, that it is diffi-

cidt to lay down any general rule, except the vague one of

general expediency, and that no function should be assumed,

unless the grounds in its favor are very strong ; in another

place he remarks that the ends of government are as compre-

hensive as those of the social union, they embrace all the

benefit and all the immunity from evil which government

can be made to confer. The particular things wliich a

government can do with advantage to the society which

establishes it, vary with the social state, the form and organi-

zation of the government, etc.

The proper functions of government are, then, not abso-

lute, but relative, and they change witli an advancing civili-

zation. Those then who say that the State shouhl not under-

take the manufacture and distribution of gas, because it is not

the business of the State to engage in industrial ent(n'prise,

may be answered in various ways. In the first place, they
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assume the whole point in dispute when they hiy down this ^

broad ])roposition. There is in tlie very nature of" the case

no general principle to which they can appeal in order to

prove their point, except the very proposition which they are

to prove; again, it is evident from certain facts in our sys-

tem of government, that wo, as a ])eople, anyhow do not

believe in this as a general principle, since our government, as

a matter of fact, does engage in various forms of industrial '

enterprise, and that so successfully that nobody proposes to

exclude it from this sphere. Take for example the most

general form of government—the Federal. It runs the post-

office which is a gigantic industrial enterprise, and one which,

looked at as a social institution, pays enormous profit to our

society. We all agree that the government should retain this

institution. Many people think that it should also undertake

the telegraph. It would be safe to say that a very great

majority of the people would favor such a measure if they

were not afraid that such a move would increase to too great

extent the patronage of political parties, i. e., they fully believe

that it would be a legitmiate government enterprise, but are

opposed to the actual assumption of such business on the part

of the government solely on grounds of expediency. ]Many

of our people look upon the express business in the same

light, while one of the most eminent jurists in the United

States has lately given it as his opinion, after a thorough

investigation of the elements in the case, that it will not be

many years until the people of the United States will regard

it not only as the legitimate business of government, but also

as its imperative duty to assume the management of the rail-

way system of the country ; that the time will come when it

will be regarded just as absurd to let private individuals run

the railroads as it would now to propose to hand over to the

same people the management of all the wagon roads in the

country. Whether this be so or not, the fact that such a man
holds such an opinion is sufficient to show how our ideas on

this subject of government interference change with time and

circumstance.
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In the sphere of local government M-e see instances of the

^ same kind. It has now become the rule in our American

cities for the city to own and manage its own Avater works.

Now and then, it is true, we hear the sentiment expressed that

this is also not a proper business for the city corporation, but

the voices are so few and so weak, with the exception of those

who are trying to get possession of the works for their private

enrichment, that they have no great influence. When we
come nearer home and ask what the people of the various

states think about tliis question, we find that they believe

fully that it is a legitimate function of city government to

look out for the wants of the citizens in regard to water and

gas since they have usually incorporated in their laws full

permission to establish and operate both gas and water works.

I have given more attention to this point than it merits,

perhaps, in this immediate connection, because we hear so

much about the true functions of government from certain

parties on every public occasion, that, unless we stopped and

looked into the matter, we might suppose that there really

is some patent means by which we can detern)ine in each

individual case whether it falls within the charmed circle of

legitimate government functions, witliout taking the trouble

to investigate the merits of the particular case itself. The
question whether any particular function should be assumed

by the government, is a special problem which must be

examined separately upon its own merits and not decided

according to the a priori dictum of a political theorist.

If this point be well taken, we have only to examine the

particular grounds for or against the private or })ublic system

of management. It is claimed in the first place, then, in favor

>^ of the private system of ownership, and, consequently, in so far

against the public system, tliat private companies can manufac-

ture more cheaply than the public corporation. Even if this

were true it would not by any means follow that it would be

for the interest of the public to allow private companies to

get possession of this monopoly. For how would it help the
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public to know that private companies could manufacture

ciieaply, unless the latter would sell the gas more cheaply.

This last is the important point. It docs not follow by any

means that the public would j^rofit by this greater cheapness.

The whole history of gas undertakings, both in this country

and in Europe, is against any such claim as this. If it be a

fact that the private company can manufacture more cheaply

than the public, this only means, as a matter of fact, that a

few men may get very wealthy out of the business if they can

got the chance.

But let us examine this claim, that the private company can

manufacture more cheaply than the pul)lic. AYhat are the

grounds usually advanced to support this proposition? It is

said that the private owner has a more immediate interest in ^
the business than the public officer, and that he will look more

closely after the details of the business. He can prevent many
little losses, which in the aggregate make up an enormous

total. This is undoubtedly true of a business which is small

enough to allow one man, i. e., the owner, to actually oversee

and supervise the details of his business. This is not at

all the case in a great undertaking where the owners are

numerous and have to entrust the management entirely to

paid agents. Even where the directors are taken from the

number of stockholders, this does not by any means give a

sure guarantee that the business will be carefully managed.

The actual supervisors must be few in number, and it is often

more to their advantage to follow their interests as private

individuals in a position to make great gains iu illegitimate

ways, than to secure large dividends on their stock—a state

of things wdiich exists in very many of our large undertakings,

as many poor stockholders in this great country of ours can

testify. A large company must depend on the faithfulness of -'^

paid agents just as much as the public in its management.

K^ow, is it true that the employees of private firms are, as a

rule, more faithful than the government officials ? There is

wide-spread impression, I am aware, that this is the case,
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but I do not think tliat it is true. It is certainly not true

- where there is a proper system of civil service. In Germany,

for example, the private employers could count themselves

happy if they could only secure as high a standard of probity

and faithfulness to duty as the government secures in its

service. There are indeed potent reasons why a government

can secure this faithfulness more easily than private parties.

Its service is associated Avith more dignity in the public mind.

It is possible to develop an esprit de coyps in the government

service which no private firm, however great, could hope to

secure.

A government which organizes its civil service on a sen-

sible basis, can obtain more devotion and faithfulness by far

than any large company, which, by the very plan of organiza-

tion, must be as impersonal a body towards its employees as

the state, Avithout enjoying that universal regard and respect

which is everywhere connected with government service, no

matter how bad it may become.

The only advantage which a private company possesses

over the government is, that it may ofler large rewards for

any extra keenness on the part of its employees, which result

in bringing large profits to the concern. This policy is excep-

tional, however, even in the case of private companies, and

the experience of other governments, and, indeed, of our own,

is that scientific investigators in the government employ are

just as eager and keen in the pursuit of science as though they

were working for private companies with the expectation of

large reward. This extra keenness is moreover of special

value only in speculative business in which the competition is

close, and where everybody in the employ of a firm must be

on the guard against the wiles of competitors. It has not

very much place in a business like that of a monopoly com-

pany, in whose case the inducements to trade lie chiefly in

making a low price of gas in order to enable more people to

become purchasers.

On the contrary, so far from the industrial advantage being
"^ on the side of the private company in this comparison, there
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are some considerations which go far to justify the statement

that the public can manufacture more cheaply than private

enterprises. In the first place, a city can usually obtain the

capital necessary for the enterprise at lower rates than private

individuals, so that the fixed diarizes in the shape of interest

on money invested in the plant may be considerably lower in

public than in private undertakings. Secondly, since the gas

company must be a monopoly, it is peculiarly liable to attacks

from the public. Every few years a bitter attack is made

upon the privileges. This state of things acts to make the

value of the stock unsteady. There is an element of risk

wiiich must be made good by higher dividends during the

periods of rest. The risks in the case of a private company

are far greater from this cause than in the aise of a public

management, and these risks must be paid for in the only way
which is open to the companies, viz., higher prices of gas. ^

Mr. Vanderpool, one of the most successful gas-managers

in the country, called attention in a speech before the Amer-
ican Gas-Light Association at Cincinnati in 1885 to the

absolute necessity of charging high prices in order to compen-

sate for risk attending the enterprise owing to continued and

unavoidable public attacks.

So much for the theoretical argument in the case, which

rather seems to be on the side of the public company.

When we turn to experience to find out what answer it

makes to the question, whether private companies or public

companies manufacture more cheaply, we shall not get a

perfectly decisive answer, but it will be one which is quite as

favorable to the public as to the private company. I have

not been able to get the necessary statistics on this point in

regard to American companies. They are, indeed, not attain-

able. Our private companies are interested in keeping their

affairs as secret as possible, and we have no means of getting

at the facts in the case.

The same Mr. Gilbert before mentioned called attention in

the speech above quoted from, to the fact of over-capitalization,

4
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Avliieh I shall notice again in another connection, and said that

tlie prices of gas should and must come down, and referred to

the experience of his own company whicli had paid good

dividends although it had lowered the price of gas. In

answer to a cpicstion of a fellow-member as to what dividends

the comjiany had actually paid, he replied that there were

things connected with all gas companies which their owners

do not care to have published—which means, of course, that

it is to the interest of our present companies to carefully keep

all facts relating to the actual cost and profits of the business

from the public which is often being fleeced whether the

company is making anything or not.

In England the companies are compelled to report certain

facts to the government from time to time, and some of ther<e

facts will be of use to us. During the year which ended

March, 1884, the public companies in the United Kingdom
of England, Ireland and Scotland, amounting to some one

hundred and sixty, carbonized 2,459,341 tons of coal, from

whicli they obtained 24,507,217,850 cubic feet of gas. This

would give 10,000 cubic feet of gas to the ton. The private

companies during the same time, carbonized 5,171,963 tons of

coal, from which they obtained 52,333,749,963 cubic feet of

gas. This would give 10,127 cubic feet of gas to the ton.

This would indicate that the private companies managed to

get, on the average, about 127 cubic feet more per ton of coal

than the public companies, which would represent about one

per cent, advantage in this respect. There seems to be no

appreciable difference in the per cent, of leakage and waste

if one can infer anything in this res|)ect from the difference

between the actual amount of gas sold and that consumed,

since the per cent, thus unaccounted for was almost identi-

cally the same ; being in one case nine per cent, and in the

other nine decimal one per cent. Of course, neither of these

points is absolutely decisive since the economy in the manu-

facture of gas does not consist merely in the getting of the

greatest number of feet of gas per ton of coal, but largely in
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the relation of the vakie of the rcsidiuil ])ro(luets to the price

of coal, and the process which results in givino; the largest

amount of gas per ton, often destroys the value of the residual

products very materially. The difference between the amount

actually sold and that manufactured, includes not only the

waste, but also the amount consumed in the works, so that

the results given above are only indicative of tendencies.

There is another reason why the result given above docs not

justify us in inferring too much, and that is that the amount

of gas derived from the ton of coal depends largely on the

quality of the coal, and the report does not show whether

there was not great difference between the different companies

in regard to the kind of coal employed. But so far as the

returns go, the showing is very favorable to the public com-

panies. The general opinion in England seems to be that

the gas furnished by the public companies is better than that

made by private companies, if one may infer anything in

regard to that from the number of complaints in regard to

the gas of the private companies. The management of many
of the public companies is, according to the admission of

prominent directors of private companies, almost a model in

its character, and may serve to the private companies as

examples of what gas works should be. All that the cities

have to do is to pay enough to get good engineers, and they

can have just as good works and just as cheap gas as any

private company can possibly manufacture. The history of

Germany in this respect is very similar to that of England.

The public companies have made about as good a showing as

the private companies, although in the first place they were

erected in some cities which the private companies refused to

enter, because the prospect for profit was not great enough.

The city gas works of Berlin, which were built in 1846, and

are, therefore, now nearly forty years old, are a model in every

respect. They have served as the standard by which the

other companies of Germany could measure their efficiency

and success. The management of the works has been remark-
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able even in Germany, the land par excellence of good and

cheap administration. The city has often realized as high as

ninety and sometimes as high as ninety-five per cent, of the

price of the coal used from the sale of the residual products.

It is claimed by the private companies in Germany, that the

cost of manufticturiug in the works controlled by the city, is

about three per cent, higher than in those controlled by

private companies. Even if this be true, which is disputed,

it is not sufficient to estal^lish the superiority of private works

over those of the public. It may, then, be fairly said that this

claim set up for private works that they can manufacture

more cheaply, has not been by any means proven, and that the

evidence is ample that public works may be, and as a matter

of fact are, managed quite as cheaply or, indeed, more cheaply

than private works.

In Philadelphia there is an example of a private company,

the Xortheru Liberties, which, according to the Philadelphia

Record of December, retains the most crude and old-fashioned

methods. For instance, the ammoniacal liquor which, with

proper management, can be sold for twenty-eight cents per

ton of coal carbonized, is allowed to run to waste at the

Northern Liberties Works, while even the Philadelphia Gas

Trust manages to get four cents per ton for theirs. Two
bushels of lime are used at the Northern Liberties in purify-

ing one ton of coal carbonized, while in English works the

proportion is one bushel of lime to each ton of coal. The old-

fashioned furnaces in use there will produce 10,080 feet of gas

from Penn Gas Company coal, using twenty bushels of coke

under the retorts. With regenerative furnaces the Trustees

could obtain 11,500 feet of gas from the same coal, with only

twelve bushels of coke under the retort, saving eight bushels

of coke, fifteen per cent, of coal and ten per cent, of labor.

Mr. Gilbert, whom I have quoted once before, says that the

gas com])anies in this country protected by supposed exclusive

rights, have shown a great lack of that progressive spirit

which gives to all business its best results.
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This is nothing more than we miglit expect from ])rivate

companies enjoying; ]>ractical or legal monopolies. The gas

companies of New York waste 25 per cent, of the gas manu-

factured, showing what we mav expect in the way of economy

from a private monopoly. If they should be able to keep up

the present exorbitant prices for gas they can well afford to

waste 20 or even 30 per cent of the gas and still make enor-

mous profits. The history of the Birmingham (England)

works, in the hands of private parties and in the hands of the

municipality, is full of instruction on this point. They wore

acquired by the municipality in 1875, and within four years

the ])roductiveness was just doubled. They were able to earn

in 1875, at the time of purchase, £82,290, and in 1879, they

earned £165,000. In this case and in many others munici-

pal management has attained a profit of 17 per cent., where

private management only got 8J per cent.

Mr. Arthur Silverthorne, an eminent English expert from

whom I shall quote again in another connection, says "that

the event has since proved that nothing could be more felici-

tous than the way in which our municipal authorities have

managed even the largest gas undertakings confided to their

care, and I fearlessly assert that the unpaid bodies have

achieved far superior results to those obtained under the

directorate of private companies." More evidence on this

point will be adduced in another connection in a later part of

this paper.

However this may be, of one thing we may all be certain,

viz. : That whatever may be true of the possibilities or

actualities of cheap manufacture on the part of private com-

panies, they rarely fail to exploit the public in the most mer-

ciless way, and they do not hesitate to resort to the most

c|uestionable devices to avoid the effective control of the

public. Nearly every American city, beginning with New
York and Boston, can afford most ample proof of this.

The next most important argument in favor of leaving the

business of making gas in the hands of private companies is,
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tliat in this way a great source of political corruption is kept

out of city politics. This argument is heard only in this

country. It does not occur to foreign cities to allow their

public works to become a source of political corruption in this

sense. This argument can be met in two ways. In the first

place the giving of such power to the private companies does

not change the fact of political corruption, if the conditions

for such an abuse exist in the respective societ3\ It merely

changes the form. Private companies do not, perhaps, use their

works as mere resting-places for political henchmen, but they

do what, in some respects, is still more corrupting and ruinous

in its influence on our politics, they go into the business of

buying votes of councilmen and legislators by the wholesale.

They resort to the most objectionable form of bulldozing in

order to make their workmen vote for their particular candi-

dates in the districts where their works are situated. The
revelations in the reports of the New York Senate Committee

of Investigation are sufficient to convince any but the most

obstinate or stupid that the mere fact that the gas business is

in the hands of private companies, does not give any

guarantee that it is therefore no force in city politics. Con-

sider, for a moment, what a power for evil a company with a

capital of $20,000,000 or $50,000,000 may be in all city

affairs. It may be said that it would at least confine itself to

gas questions and leave other questions alone, so that there

would be some chance for the proper considerations to have

influence in most questions. The history of gas companies

does not justify any such bright hopes. In the first place,

they always join hand in hand with every other monopoly in

the community, be it a legal monopoly or not, in order to

prevent a!)y investigation or regulation of monopolistic abuses.

The gas company can always be relied upon to assist the

water company, for example, in all attempts to resist the law

and plunder the public under the forms of law. Both will

unite to help any form of actual monopoly in holding its own

against anv eflijrt to break it down. Our American communi-
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ties are ordinarily delivered bound hand and foot into the

power of the enemy where gas and water companies manage

to unite with the tendencies to industrial and commercial

monopolies which exist in our midst.

Private gas companies then do not inaugurate or preserve

any purer atmosphere in city politics. They only change

the form of the rottenness and corruption. On the other

hand, it is perfectly possible to secure such reforms in the

administration of our cities, as will result in removing this

grave evil from our city politics. This general point deserves

very careful consideration, because it is one of the sorest

points in our democratic form of government. So far our

attempts at local government in the large cities, have been

mostly failures. Many abuses have also become very evident

from time to time in the administration of our federal and

state governments. What is the best means of remedying

these abuses? One party says the only way is to take from

the government the power to touch these things at all. That

is, for fear that the government will do. some harm, because

of its bad administrative methods, we must take away from it

all power of doing good. This general plan is the refuge of

incompetence and cowardice in all critical junctures.

We might as well face the issue squarely, and make up our

minds to solve the problems of administration. One thing is

very certain, that unless we do this we need not count on

being able to retain our popular form of government in the

long run. There is nothing surer in the domain of political

science than that the form of government which best furthers

the interests of society will persist and remain. If those of

us who believe that the democratic form is the best, would see

our ideals realized, we can only accomplish it by showing that

this form is able to keep the advantages of the other systems

and add some of its own which do not attend the other forms.

To do this we must improve our administration, which is and

always has been the weak point of democratic forms of govern-

ment. The way to improve our administration is not by
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trying to abolish it. Such a policy has never, in the long

run, worked anything but evil. This is not solving the

problem, it is trying to avoid it. Do the best we can, there

will still remain a modicum of government administration

which we cannot get rid of without going back to a state of

})ractical barbarism. And long before civil society would

consent to do this, it would acquiesce in any form of govern-

ment, even in that of a despotism, which would secure to it

the most essential conditions of a life worth the name.

Indeed, it has been claimed, and that with good reason too,

that the real source of the bad administration which is charac-

teristic of our system as a whole, is to be found in the f:\ct

that we have reduced the functions of government to such a

minimum, that nobody cares about what government may or

may not do except those who have a pecuniary interest in

the running of the machine. There is undoubtedly some

truth in this view. The true road to government reform is

not through the means of diminishing the importance of

government action .still more, since that would leave the

same abuse in the government as before, and merely diminish

the incentives to their reform. ]\Iisuse of the powes to con-

trol the gas undertakings, does not spring from this addition

to government functions. The tendency is there and is show-

ing itself in every part of the city government. Leaving the

management of the gas business in the hands of private

parties will not contribute to reform this tendency ; resting it

in city boards need not increase it. It must be attacked from

an entirely different side. The whole city service must be

removed from politics and put upon a purely business basis.

When this is done, we can manage the gas business as well as

the policing of the streets. The same argument which would

])revent the city from taking the gas works or from keeping

tliem when they are in its possession, would lead to giving up

the water works, and then the business of taking ciu-e of the

streets, and then of the police, etc., etc. Those men who

really desire to reform the city civil service, should opjwse
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most viirorously any proposition to f^till furtlior rediicc tlie

interest which the average citizen still possesses in the city

government, since it would then be impossible to get any

attention at all to adniinistratite problems. The true and

only system of securing a pure and efficient administration,

lies in getting the state to assume its proper functions, and then

it will become evident to all that tlie only way to have a

tolerable state of things is to insist upon a sensible system of

administration which can be then more easily obtained. The
stake of the citizen in good government must be real and

great before he will give adequate attention to the questions

of governmental administration. One of the chief reasons

why the citizens of this generation have been persuaded to

take a livelier interest in city administration, is to be found

in the fact that the cities have increased their functions in

every direction to such an extent, that the expense of the

various undertakings has begun to affect their pockets.

So much for what we may call the general argument.

Now let us consider the concrete question as to whether the

cities of the United States should assume the manao-ement of

the gas works.

The cities of Philadelphia, Richmond, Virginia, and

AVheeling, AVest Virginia, have for many years owned and

operated their own gas works. It is worth while to examine

their exjierience in order to see how successful these under-

takings have proved to be. They fairly represent two classes

of cities—the large and the small. The city government of

Philadelphia, in common with that of our other large Ameri-

can cities, became at one time a byword and almost a synonym

for inefficiency and corruption. The gas works shared of

course in the general deterioration which became character-

istic of our city governments during the years following

1860. They were managed extravagantly and were used as

a great political machine, with all the evil consequences

which always follow such a course. But there are several

things to be considered in passing judgment on this question.
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In the first place, the management of the gas works has

always compared favorably with the other city departments.

It may indeed, fairly be claimed that they were better managed

than either the police or street department, or that of pnblic

buildings. They have already begun to share in the improv-

ment which is taking place, slowly but surely, in the oity

government.

In the second place the city fathers who acquired the works,

following the precedents which exist in our governmental his-

tory, provided what turned out to be the very worst system of

management which they could have possibly devised and

recommended to the community. They put the works under

the control of a board of trustees, elected by the city councils,

which form of management was to continue until the indebt-

edness contracted by the city, in the purchase and extension

of the works, should be fully paid off. As it turned out there

was no power in councils to investigate the affairs of the trust.

The trustees were practically irresponsible. It did not take

very long for the advantages here offered for the building of

a ring to become very plain to the class of politicians who are

ahvays on the lookout for such things. A powerful political

machine was built up on this basis. It is, however, very plain

that the gas trust was not altogether responsible for the growth

of such a ring ; as similar organizations arose in every large

city in the country, where they had no gas trust or anything

similar to it. The recent management of the trust is very

decidedly better, and now, for the first time in the history of

the trust, the city has the power to reorganize the manage-

ment, since the debt has been finally paid off. A strong

movement has been set on foot several times to sell tlie worl<s.

Nearly every argument in favor of the sale, except those which

came from parties interested, either directly or indirectly, in

the sale, has been based on the previous management of the

works by the trust. But it is pretty plain that if our fathers

had set out to devise the system of management which should

offer the best opportunity for all manner of crookedness, they
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could not have found any better system than tliat wliieli they

actually adopted. An irresponsible board is the very worst

species of government. Kow it is evident that even if all the

charo;es which are commoiilv made against the gas trust of this

city were literally true, word for w'ord, that fact w^ould not by

any means prove that the city could not manage the works

any better under a different system. Because it failed to

achieve good results under the very worst plan of control,

does not by any means prove that good results cannot be

achieved under a good system. In the second place, while

the gas trust has undoubtedly laid itself open to grave charges

of various kinds, yet, when we come to examine the facts of

its management, we shall find the actual results achieved

under this w^orst of systems are not such as to make it clearly

evident that the city should dispose of the works, even if it

could not find any better system than that now in operation.

The city has to-day as the result of the gas trust's work, the

possession of a very valuable property worth at least fifteen

million, if not twenty or twenty-five million dollars. It has

had a fair quality of gas at a price much lower than the city

of New York, which is the only city which can fairly be com-

pared with it. And if Philadelphia has had its gas trust

investigations with no result worth speaking of, it has had at

least no such a terrible state of affairs as that displayed it the

city of New York, where the gas companies have charged

shamefully high prices, and contemptuously bought up legis-

lators and councilmen to act as they dictated. The state of

affairs in New York, though not bad enough to excite great

public disgust in this country, owing to its having many
counterparts, seems to English writers on the subject to reveal

a state of affairs which could not exist in England for twenty-

four hours. They have had just as bad things in England,

but they think that they are now beyond the possibility of

such scenes.

The city of Richmond, Virginia, after sending a commit-

tee of seven of the city council to the cities of Baltimore,
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Philadelphia, New York and Boston, to investigate the gas

business as conducted in those centers, decided in 1850, to

erect and manage its own works. They were in successful

operation by the 22d of February, 1851, and have ever since

been managed by the city. The price of gas which stood at

^4.00 per thousand feet in 1851, was gradually reduced to its

present figure $1.50 to private consumers and is furnished free

to the city. The number of consumers increased from 1 ,500

in 1854 to 5,000 in 1885, and the amount consumed from

300,000 cubic feet in the former year to 138,004,258 in the

latter. Although the total consumjjtion is at present rela-

tively small and the cost of manufacture is therefore relatively

high, yet the works in 1885, received $52,093 more than they

expended, besides furnishing nearly 29,000,000 cubic feet of

gas to the city for public lamps, etc., free of charge; which at

the same rate as charged to private consumers would represent

about 'S14,500 more, or a total of more than $86,000 profit,

being equal to a rate of 17 per cent. The gas averaged more

than 18-candle power. Gas was manufactured at the works

in December, 1884, at a cost of 49 cents in the holder. The
opinion of citizens of Richmond in regard to the success of

their undertaking may be fairly represented by a statement of

the Hon. W. C. Carrington, who in March, 1886, wrote to

me as follows :
" Our gas works have been oioerated with

great success—furnishing our public lights free for streets and

buildings, paying all expenses of manufacture and leaving in

addition almost enough profit to pay six per cent, interest on

the whole cost of original and additional construction." The
manager, Mr. John H. Knowles, wrote about the same time

:

"The gas works are the only paying institution which the

city possesses. Every tax-payer is a stock-holder. I have

been first inspector and then superintendent for thirty-three

years. The people, the owners of the works, seem satisfied

with the management." In his annual report of 1(S82, Mr.

Knowles stated that it becomes more and more aj)])arent as

time rolls on, that it was wise and prudent in the city to own
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her own Q^as works: her ownership prevents opposition works

or imposition ; and it is now generally conceded that one gas

works can supply gas cheaper than two in the same city, and

the profits made hy the works go into the treasury and are

equivalent to relieving the people of that amount of tax;

besides the works are becoming more valuable every year.

An attempt was made, in 1882, by a private com])any to

persuade the city to sell to them its gas works. It held out

what seemed to be most extraordinary inducements in the way
of cheaj:) and rich gas, etc. After a careful investigation,

during which a committee was again sent in order to examine

the w orks of many other cities, the common council, by a large

majority, decided that it was the best policy for the city to

keep its works and manage them itself. It is worthy of note

that the committee which reported in favor of the city's keep-

ing its own works was of the opinion that " as a matter of a

fact there is more danger to be feared from the presence of a

wealthy corporation having valuable franchises, seeking to

influence our elections by corrupt means, than there is that

political harm will result from the city's control of its own
gas department." It is safe to say, that the management of the

public works in Richmond will compare favorably, from any

point of view, with that of any private works in the country.

If, however, we would see what is possible in the manage-

ment of public companies on a large scale, we must go to those

places where it has been tried under the most favorable cir-

cumstances. We Americans can surely, when we once fairly

give our attention to the matter, organize and administer as

efficient a system of city government as either our English

cousins or our German second cousins. There are in Eng-

land, as said above, some one hundred and sixty })ublic

companies which are, on the whole, so well managed that

they are quite as often models for the private companies as

the latter for them. The relative number of public and

private companies is changing continually in flivor of the

public companies. So sure are the cities in England of the
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advantages of public ownership tliat nearly every week,

certainly every month, some private company is bought out

by the city. These works are often purchased at ridiculously

high prices, which shows still further how great an advantage

the cities expect to derive from the undertaking. I found a

list some time ago in the London Journal for Gas-Lighthg,

which gave the prices which some seventeen towns had paid

for their gas works. They ranged from one hundred and

forty to three hundred and eighty-two. That is, some towns,

in order to get rid of the private gas companies, were willing

to buy the stock at nearly four times the par value. The
average paid was over two hundred per cent. This does not

look much as if the road to improvement of our condition

lay through a continuation of private ownership.

With the exception of London, Edinburgh, Dublin, Liver-

pool, Sheffield, Newcastle, Preston, Bristol and Hull, the gas

supply of the large towns of Great Britain is in the hands of

the municipal authorities. In the towns just mentioned as

exceptions, it is probable that ere long the gas works will pass

from the hands of the companies into those of the local

authorities. It is now generally admitted that there will be

extensive changes soon in the government of London and

that a great central authority will be established which will

deal at least with subjects affecting the metropolis as a whole.

AVhen this board is established it is expected that one of the

first of the objects that it will be asked to address itself to

will be the acquisition of the various London gas works, and

the example of London will doubtless be followed by the

other cities. A strong movement in London has already been

begun in favor of the transfer of gas works to the munici-

pality. All who favor municipal reform in London are to a

man in favor of such transfer. Nearly all the candidates

elected from London to the present Parliament are in favor

of the transfer. A circular was sent out just before the last

election to all candidates from London containing among
other questions the following : In case of your election would
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you be in favor of the purchase l)y the muui(;ipality of the

powers and properties of the Gas and Water companies?

Affirmative answers were received from the great majority.

In 1885 over 42,000 taxpayers of Liverpool united in a

petition to the city councils to purchase the gas works and

operate them on city account. Dr. Gross, one of the mem-
bers of tiie council, made a spcecli in its favor in the course of

wiiicli he showed that in Lancashire the gas works owned by

city corporations were valued at £6,000,000, while those

owned by private companies were only valued at £3,000,000.

Gas and Water, a London technical journal, says that in

almost every instance where corporations took possession of

the works the price of gas was lowered and taxes reduced

from the income of the undertaking. The London Times, in

commenting on this subject in a series of articles on municipal

corporations, expressed itself as follows :
" In all the boroughs

to which reference has been made, a spirit—an intelligent

spirit—of progress is to be found actuating the corporations.

Even through the smallest boroughs is to be found a desire to

extend their sphere of usefulness by assuming control of gas

and water supply. Corporations have not always found it

easy to get possession of the undertakings. In dealing with

gas companies the corporations have had to contend with

demands for exorbitant prices and since the passing of the

Borough Funds Act this has been especially the case. The
act referred to expressly provides that no local body shall

spend any funds raised by rates to promote bills for the estab-

lishment of gas and water works which wnll compete with

any company authorized by Parliament. The gas and water

companies therefore knew well that they only have to hold

out in the matter of terms and they must get their price, for

competition on the part of the local authority is impossible.

Until 1872 this was not the case, and Glasgow, Leeds, and

Aberdeen succeeded in purchasing the existing companies by

means of an application to Parliament to authorize them to

establish competitive supplies. In each case the gas companies
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offered strenuous opposition in the committee, but they were

ultimately compelled to accept the terms offered by the cor-

poration, the alternative being that the Parliamentary com-

mittee would sanction the conn)etitive scheme. Therefore,

since the passing of the Borough Funds Act nearly all

purchases have been made by agreement.

The profits of the boroughs have been realized, it must be

remembered, under circumstances which compare unfjivorably

with the profits that should ensue to the shareholders of an

ordinary company. There is probably no instance in which

a local authority has been permitted to purchase a gas or

water undertaking without being subject to a requirement to

set aside annually a certain proportion of the capital laid out,

or to form a sinking fund for its ultimate extinguishment.

Companies whose capital is provided by shareholders are, of

course, under no such liability, and to that extent local

authorities are handicapped, so far as comparisons go.

The relative efficiency of working, in one respect at least,

may be seen from the fact that the average of gas unaccounted

for of forty-nine works of private companies amounted to

9,26 per cent.; that of fifty public works only 8.88 per cent.

So that in the very point in which private companies should

show their relative superiority they are inferior.

Glasgow affords a fair example of public management as it

exists in Great Britain. When the city assumed the works it

took 8 Jd. per thousand feet sold, to pay interest on the ca[)ital

which represented £3 13s. lid. per ton of coal carbonized.

In 1885 it required but 5|d. to pay the interest, and the capi-

tal employed is only £2 9s. 5d. per ton of coal. Since 1880

the quantity of gas sold has increased 33 per cent., while the

capital has been decreased £260,130. The profits have been

sufficient to pay for all extension of mains, meters and works

which have been required to manufacture and distribute an

extra supply of 500,000,000 cubic feet per annum and pay off

£260,130 of debt. At the present rate fifteen years will

replace the capital.
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The borough of Dundee assumed tlie works in 1865, with

the amount sold at 175,000,000 cubic feet, the price 4s. lOd.

and tiie waste 23.30 per cent. As the result of twenty years

management it sells nearly 400,000,000 cubic feet at a price

of 3s. 6d. and with a waste of only 10^ per cent.

Leicester assumed the works in 1878, with gas at 28. lOd.

and a consumption of 555,000,000 feet. By 1885 the price

had been reduced to 2s. 4d. and the consumption had increased

to 800,000,000. Each reduction of 2d. in the price meant

a diminution of revenue on old amount sold of £6,000,

making a reduction of £18,000 in all. The original capital

was £635,000 from which £19,000 had been writt(!n off from

profits derived from undertaking. £8,000 had been put in

a reserve fund, £3,000 laid out for purchase of chemical

works to utilize the residuals, and £121,000 paid over for

benefit of taxpayers.

It is not worth Avhile to follow this aspect of the subject

farther. These are fair examples and give us some idea why
the a.ssumption of this business by the municipalities has become

so popular in England. The London Journal of Gas-Lighting,

declares that is much easier to enumerate the cities which do

not care to get their works than those which do.

In Germany much the same state of affairs exists. They
began with the system of private works, but it did not take

them long to find out that this wa.s not an ideal system. The
gas-works of Berlin already referred to above were erected

in 1846. In 1860 there were two hundred and sixty-six

gas-works in Germany, of which sixty-six belonged to the

municipalities, and two hundred to private companies. In

1883 there were six hundred companies, of which two hun-

dred and ninety were public and three hundred and ten

were private. That is, in 1860 about twenty-five per cent,

were public companies, while in 1883 this number had

increased to nearly fifty per cent. Even now the public gas

works are more important than the private works, though not

so numerous. The captilized value of city undertakings is

5
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nearly (l()n])le that of private works, being one hundred and

forty-tliree uiillions, as opposed to seventy-six millions. The

inhabitants of the cities in which public works exist amount

to seven millions, as opposed to four and one-half in those

with ])rivate companies. The public works consume more

than sixty-five per cent, of all the coal used in the manufac-

ture of gas. The tendency is steadily toAvard the assumption

of the works by the municipality. Of the one hundred and

sixty-four leading cities, eighty-eight are supplied by munici-

pal works.

In France we find a diiferent state of things. Here only a

small per cent, of the cities own the works. The reason for

this is to be found mainly in the fact that there is no such

thing in France as local government in our or the English or

even the German sense of the term. As a result, whenever it

is proposed that the state shall do anything, they think of the

general government, and of course nobody proposes to have

the general government undertake the business of furnishing

gas to the municipalities. The result of this system of purely

private companies is to be seen in the fact that many, or

rather, most towns in France have not the advantage of gas

to any great extent. The single city of Paris uses more gas

than all the rest of France put together.

This fact in regard to Germany and England is full of sig-

nificance for us. In both countries they have given all systems

of management a fair chance, and as a result of the experience

of the last fifty years, they are going over to the system of

city ownership and city control as rapidly as possible. They

tried the system of letting the private gas companies com})ete

with one another in order to see whether this plan would fur-

nish cheap and good gas. This system is now given up

finally and f:)rever in both countries. They next tried the

system of regulated companies with practical monopolies.

They tried all manner of devices to secure an eifectual regula-

tion of the companies. In England, for example, they pre-

scribed the maximum price which they might charge for gas.
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they prescribed the quality, i. e., strength and purity, and tlien

fixed the maximum dividend jiroviding tliut all surplus should

be used in reductions of price to consumers. They next

adopted the so-called sliding scale, that is, they fixed a maxi-

mum price and normal dividend, but provided that, for every

deduction in the price of gas to the consumer, they might

declare an increased dividend. The increase allowed was one-

fourth per cent, dividend for every reduction of penny in the

price. This last device has been the most satisfactory on the

whole. But .any such a system pre-supposes the most entire

publicity in the aflPairs of the company, and the closest super-

vision of its business by public officials, and wherever a city

has a civil service which will adequately protect its interests

by such supervision, it has also a civil service which could

manage the gas-works themselves to the great advantage of

the city itself. In spite of all these safeguards and restric-

tions, the complaints are so constant and so well taken in

many cases, that as a result, the corporations are purchasing

the Avorks as fast as they reasonably can. Now if neither

England nor Germany, with their enormously greater facili-

ties for close and exact supervision, have been able to put up

with the evils which arise from private management, surely

we have but small chance.

In this connection I quote a portion of a letter which I

received a few weeks ao-o from Mr. Arthur Silverthorne—the

man in England who, perhaps, of all men there, has given

most attention to this subject of the comparative working of

municipal and private companies, and the author of several

works of great merit on gas and water works.

"I hav^e never swerved," he writes, "for a moment from

the opinion that borough monopolies in the form of public

companies (that is what we call private gas monopolies, such

as exist in nearly all American cities), afford the very worst

form of despotism that a community can be subject to, and

I feel great surprise that anything can ever be urged in

their favor. The gradual repeal of these monopolies (for
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the nioveinent is still in progress) has led to cheaper gas,

richer gas, and purer gas. From the moment our English

niunicijmlities succeeded in wresting the management of these

concerns from the lethargic handling of these private compa-

nies, the gas corporations set such an example of improved

working that it completely awoke the modern Rip Van
AVinkles, so much so that they have never ceased to imitate

the municipal management, and in a large measure have later

emulated the prosperity of the town-managed gas under-

takings.

" I say, without fear of contradiction, that from a scientific

point of view, twenty years ago the cities found the production

of gas, owing to the inefficiency of management, a mere distil-

lation of tar, conducted without any regard to scientific laws.

The distillation of coal is now, on the contrary, owing largely

to the intluence of the public example, conducted on the most

scientific principles ; residuals that were thrown away by our

predecessors are now properly manufactured into useful pro-

ducts, and the influence of scientific method is present at every

stage of the process. The proper extraction of carbonic acid

gas alone was a source of increased light unthought of by the

old style manager. In the same category may be put the

development of ammonia as a means of reducing the cost of

manufacture. But the public companies have done a great

deal more than the private companies can ever achieve. They

have redeemed our capital debts and lightened public taxa-

ation."

The experience of English cities, then, according to Mr.

Silverthorne, is plainly in favor of public management, and

that, in spite of the fact already alluded to, that the corpora-

tions, in seeking to acquire gas undertakings in England, have

invariably had to contend against very exorbitant prices. The

only means of relief was to get Parliament to allow them to

start rival works and compete with the private company.

This was forbidden by the before-mentioned act of Parlia-

ment in 1872, which practically put the municipality at the
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mercy of tlie private companies. All purchases since 1872

have been on terms agreed, which really means at the terms

of the companies.

The inordinate length and cost of arbitration has contrib-

uted in a great degree to this result, and, as a consequence,

some of the ijrincipal rules of value have been greatly

neglected, and now, consequent on the rcmarkaljle success of

certain municipal undertakings, every imaginable device is

resorted to in order to enhance the value of the plant, thus

taking frequently the extravagant form of claims for back

dividends, compulsory purchase of unused capital—all this in

addition to maximum dividends allowed by law.

And yet, in spite of all these things, the rule of private

monopolies is so unbearable that the municipalities are con-

tinually buying them out at their own enormous prices.

There is still another reason why it is bad policy for our

cities to hand over to private companies the management of

this mono))oly. They would ordinarily have to agree to allow

the company to charge a certain rate for the gas which it man-

ufactured ; this rate would be based on the supposed cost of

gas at the time of contract. Now any such arrangement as

this binds the city to pay this price, no matter how cheap the

processes of manufacture become ; it may very well be, that

the processes may be so very much improved, that gas could

be manufactured for one-half or one-third the cost at time

of contract. The consumers would still have to go on paying

a price which would represent a profit of two or three hun-

dred per cent.—in a word they would thereby shut themselves

off from any participation in the means by which the cost

of production may be lessened.

It may be said that the city takes the risk of having the

value of the works depreciate upon its hands, l)y the develop-

ment of electric lig-htino; to such an extent as to make them

practically worthless. It is evident that is not the opinion of

private parties who make a fair offer for the franchise. In

the first place, such a supposition is a mere supposition which
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is by no means justified from anything which we have thus far

seen. In the second place, the public would bind itself to use

gas at the price agreed on per thousand, instead of electric

light at the smaller sum for an equivalent amount of light, if

it handed over the works to a private company, and allowed

it to charge a fixed sum per th(jusand ; that is to say, it would

have to stand the loss, after all, the only diiference being that

instead of a loss which would be represented by hundreds

of thousands, it would be a loss of millions. Besides, the

loss will have to be borne by the consumers, whichever way

you turn it, since private companies are sure to charge a rate

of insurance which will recoup them for any possible loss,

which the consumers will have to pay. The difTerence in the

price of gas which consumers need pay the city, and that

which the private company will charge would build up a

sinking fund Mhich would pay for the loss of the gas works

from depreciation, ten times over.

There is still another reason why cities should own their

gas-works ; they may become a very important source of

revenue. It has been shown above, that such works can be

managed as well by the public as by private corporations.

Now suppose, for sake of argument, that the price of gas

.should be fixed at $1.00 per thousand feet, and the consump-

tion remains at its present amount, let us see how much

revenue the city of Philadelphia, for example, might derive

from its present works. AVe have, I am sorry to say, no

means of determining exactly how cheap gas can be made in

the city, since the reports of our Gas Trust do not give us the

information which we need in order to be quite exact. But

we have figures from other places which may be of some

assistance to us.

In England at the present time, gas is manufactured at a

net cost of thirty cents per thousand feet ; some works in

New England now manufacture it for thirty-eight cents per

thousand feet in the holder, from the same coal as that used

in Philadelphia. During the Gas Trust investigation, of
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1881, Mr, Kennedy oifercd to give security in any amount, if

the city would give him tlie contract to .supply gas to city

holders at sixty-two cents per thousand feet. In an address

to the American Gas Tjight Association in 1883, its President

at that time, Mr. Theobald Forstall, said :
" For the tirst half

of 1883 the cost of gas delivered to consumers by the South

IMetropolitan Company (of London) was 39.65 cents, and by

the Chartered Company, 44.90 cents, the average being 43

cents on the whole quantity sold by both companies. Of the

items making up this cost, two only are lower than the cor-

responding items in New York, viz., coal and labor. The

net cost of coal, less residuals, was 9.60 cents per 1000 cubic

feet, sold for South Metropolitan, and 13.33 cents for the

Chartered Company. In New York the greater price of coal

and the lower value of residuals would bring the net cost of

coal up to 25 cents per 1000. The cost of labor and super-

intendence at the works of the London companies is 9.11

cents and 8.38 cents respectively. This in New York would

be amply covered by 15 cents per 1000.

" To a single company, then, supplying the whole island,

the cost of 16 candle-power gas would stand about as follows :

Coal, net cost per 1000 sold, less residuals, ... 25

Labor and superintendance, per 1000 sold, ... 15

Retorts, purifying material, etc., 05

Cost in holder, 45

Repairs, distribution, taxes and general expenses, . 20

Total cost delivered, per 1 000 sold, .... 65

" TJiese figures are based upon actual expenses in other cities

not more favorahhi situated than New York, which latter I have

taken as a type of all the larger cities of the Union." Thus,

according to the testimony of an expert in the business, gas

could be furnished in New York to-day at sixty-five cents per

thpusand feet to the consumers by a private company. It
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certainly could be furnished quite as cheaply in Philadelphia.

If the prices were $1.60 therefore, this would allow a clear

profit of ninety-five cents per thousand feet, which at the

present consumption would represent a profit of nearly

$2,000,000 per year to the city. It can easily be seen that

a very large reduction in price could be made to the con-

sumer, and still a very handsome profit realized for the city.

The diminution in price would probably lead to a largely

increased consumption Avhich would go far towards keeping

up the gross profit to the city. The City of Nottingham, in

England, took possession of the gas works in 1875, when the

jn'iee of gas was eighty-three and a half cents per thousand

feet, and the consumption was almost 500,000,000 cubic feet.

In 1877 the price was seventy cents, and the consumption,

623,000,000, and as the price was lowered to sixty-six and

two-thirds, sixty-two, fifty-eight and fifty-four cents respec-

tively, the consumption rose to 723, 891, 1000 and 1106

million cubic feet, while the profit on the undertaking rose

from $25,000, to 60, 70, 115, 135 and 165,000 dollars, for

the corresponding year, /. e., the price was lowered in eight

years less than twenty-five per cent., while the consumption

nearly doubled, and the profit increased about 600 per cent.,

a striking testimonial to the excellence of public management,

as compared with the previous private management, as well

as of the large increase in consumption and consequent

profits which may follow a small reduction in price. There

is no reason except poor management, why such a city as

Philadelphia should not derive an income of $1,000,000 per

year from the gas works, while it lets the consumer have gas

at $1.00 or less per thousand feet. The London companies

sell gas at sixty-five cents per thousand feet and still make
twelve and thirteen per cent, dividends.

This source of revenue should not be overlooked at the

present time. Our communities are in need of many great

improvements—better water, better streets, better schools, etc.,

etc. It is almost impossible to persuade the people to put up
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with a higher tax rate, and to sacrifice such fruitful sources

of income when they can be so easily exploited without

oppressing any one, is, in my opinion, the very height of folly.

It is very pertinent, of course, in this connection, to ask

what form the management of the works should take. I

think that there is only one safe form, viz., that of a city {_

department with a chief aj^pointed by the mayor, and assisted

by a sufficient number of competent engineers selected with a

view to their fitness. The engineers and all other subordinate

employees, should be appointed on the basis of a competitive

examination, and should be irremovable, except for inal)ility

to discharge their duty or for neglect of it, and on demand of

the person removed, the chief should be required to state the

same in writing, and send it to the Councils. The works

must be in direct charge of professional engineers and the

service must be absolutely divorced from politics, and the

sooner we citizens of America recognize this fact the better.

With such a service as this we may be secure from the cor-

rupting influence of a gas trust Machine, of the equally

corruj)ting influence of a private gas company ; we may have

good and cheap gas, and lower taxes.

Before leaving this point, it may be AA-orth while to call

attention to the fact, that even the Gas Trust of Philadelphia

has given the citizens, relatively speaking, cheap gas. In

1884 the price of coal-gas varied from $4.00 in Galveston,

Texas, to $1.00 in places like Chicago, and a few others,

where gas wars were raging, while it has been reduced to

$1.60 in Philadelphia and will in all probability be still

further reduced within a short time. Other large cities have

had to pay considerably more than Philadelphia, besides pay-

ing taxes for the support of the public lamps, and having

nothing to show for it all except gas consumed, while Phila-

delphia has a most valuable plant free from debt, and worth,

including the franchise, fifteen or twenty millions of dollars.

Before closing this paper it may be desirable, even at the

risk of some repetition, to present the gas question as it exists
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ill this country in its genesis and jiresent condition. To get the

facts clearly before us there is no better way than to relate the

history of an actual gas company. In the small but rapidly-

growing town of B a company was organized to manu-

facture illuminating gas. It asked and received no special

privileges beyond those which lay in the very nature of the

business, such as the right to open the streets and lay its pipes,

etc. Its capital was $150,000. The works were erected and

proved very pi'ofitable. Dividends varying from ten to thirty

per cent, were regularly declared year after year. In the

course of a few years the growth of the community made it

impossible to supply the demand for gas with the old plant

and through the old mains. It seemed best to reconstruct the

works entirely. This was done at a cost of $350,000.

Instead of regarding the old capital as long since amor-

tized, i. e., extinguished by the surplus already received over

and above a fair return on the capital, it was still kept and

the new enterprise capitalized at $500,000 instead of $350,000,

the actual cost. On this new capital the returns were still

large, reaching the old figure. In the course of another

decade or two the same exigency arose again. The works

were again reconstructed on a larger scale at a cost of

$500,000. The same process was repeated. The old cap-

ital was still retained and the new enterprise was capital-

ized at $1,000,000, though a plant just as good as the

existing one could be built for half the money.

Now, two or three things are evident on a very superficial

inspection. In the first place, it is plain that this process of

over-capitalization may easily be carried on to such an extent,

where it is not checked, as to absorb all the possible profits of

an increasing business, preventing absolutely the time ever com-

ing when anything will be left to increase the wages of labor

or lighten the burden of consumers. It is quite as plain, in the

second place, that this process can take place unchecked only

when the undertaking enjoys a practical monopoly. If free

competition actually prevails, the inflow of new capital will
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force tlie managers to regard amortized capital as dead and to

run on the basis of the changed conditions. For cxam])le, if

a man goes into the manufacture of cotton cloth and finds

that he must tear down and rebuild his factory, he is kept

froni keeping the cost of his old mills in his capital account

by the simple fact, that if he does so another man who is

willing to come in and invest a sum of money e(jual to that

which the new mill cost can compete with him on the basis of

the existing cost. In the same way, if a new process makes

his old machinery useless he must simply throw it away,

charge it up to profit and loss, and begin again. In this way

the interests of consumers are continually guaranteed so that

they always obtain commodities on the basis of their cost of

manufacture with the newest and most approved processes.

The old capital is thus continually cleared away and the basis

for a regular and rapid economic advance is secured.

In the third place, any such over-capitalization is funda-

mentally opposed to the interests of the community. The

progress of the arts and sciences is tending with an ever more

ra])id pace to increase man's power over nature, i. e., to cheapen

production. The advantage of this tendency should redound

to society in its capacity as consumer. Any process by which

this is prevented is in so far injurious to society. A better

means of counteracting this tendency has never been devised

than the very common one of over-capitalization by which a

few are enabled to intercept the profits which should accrue

to the bulk of society.

The instance given above is a very simple one and is over-

capitalization in its most legitimate or rather its least illegiti-

mate form. In addition to this, there are usually the more

objectionable forms of watered stock and bonded debt issued

to an inside ring at rates far below its true value, etc., etc.

The attempt to regulate these evils, by allowing competition,

is, as we have already said, and shall say again, has been, and

must be, a complete failure.

As to the actual state of facts in this country now, we may
again quote ]Mr. Gilbert. " All managers of gas property,"
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said he, "understand perfectly well that it would be easy, with

present knowledge and experience, to renew the plant with a

much smaller investment than was possible under former

methods. Have we a right to expect full dividends on

capital invested under such circumstances? The prices ought

and must come down. It is, of course, impossible to fix the

exact amount of investment necessary or pro{)er to produce

1,000,000 cubic feet, owing to varying conditions of popula-

tion, business, and co^t of materials. A careful English

figurer estimates that the capital should not exceed £5 for

every ton of coal carbonized, which means at 10,000 feet per

ton $2.50 per thousand feet of gas sold, so that 25 cents profit

per thousand would pay ten per cent, on a fair capital. This

can be almost, if not quite reached in this country."

]\Ir. Greenough, of the New England Association of Gas

Engineers, says that 50 cents profit would pay ten per cent,

on the capital under the most unfavorable circumstances in

this country. Mr. Vanderpool, of Newark Gas Works, says,

that in England the capitalization of provincial companies

reaches about $2.94 per thousand of gas sold, and in London

about $3.22. But everybody knows that the London compa-

nies are enormously over-capitalized, and that they could be

replaced to-day for half of the nominal capital. The present

sum declared as dividends would pay at least 25 per cent, on

the cost of a plant as efficient as their jn-esent one. It was

also stated that the companies of New York are capitalized at

$26,000,000 when $15,000,000 would be ample. Since the

date of that speech the companies have combined and raised

their capital to $47,000,000, being, at least, three times what

it should be. Baltimore had $9,225,000 before the Equitable

was swallowed, and yet it does not sell as much gas as Boston

with one-fourth the capital. The average capitalization

through the country is from $6.25 to $15.00 per thousand of

gas sold. And yet an eminent gas engiueer declares that

$5.00 is sufficient under the most unfavorable conditions, and

that $2.50 may be reached under favorable conditions. Mr.
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Theobald Forstall, one of the most eminent gas authorities in

the countrv, iVom whom I have ah-eady (luoted, considers that

$3.00 ])(!• tliousand sold Avoidd he ami)le for the city of New
York, Avhereas it is capitalized at nearly ten dollars. The

London companies, according to Mr. Forstall, are capitalized

at about $2.77 per thousand feet sold. " JNor must it be forgot-

ten in this connection," said he, " that the capital of the Lon-

don comj)anies represents considerably more than the actual

cost or present structural value of their plant. The excess of

capital expended, in the days of competition, in miles and

miles of unnecessary mains and services, in the extravagant

Parliamentary charges incident to the establishment of every

new company, in the great cost of developing a new industry,

in which rapid improvement caused frequent renewals of

apparatus—this dead weight is still represented in a greater

or less degree in the present income-earning cajiital, and must

be taken into account in comparing the situation in London

and that in New York."

When we come to compare prices of gas to consumers, we

find the widest variation, ranging from $5.00 to 90 cents.

This latter figure has been reached by the city works of

AVheeling, West Virginia. Even under similar conditions

the price varies from one to tw^o dollars. It is then safe to

say that our present system has led to over-ca^iitalization and

high prices. It has had, therefore, as a consequence, a most

decided limitation of the consumption, as compared wdtli what

is desirable. The consumption in England averages two or

three times as much per head as in this country.

The attempt to let competition regulate the prices of gas is

and must be a failure. The only question is what must we

put in the place of the lack of system which has hitherto

prevailed. There ought to be pretty general agreement as to

two or three fundamental principles. It is clear, in the first

place, that if we are to depend on private enterprise to furnish "7

the gas supply, we must provide a system under which there

will be some inducement to invest capital in this branch; and,
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on the oontrarv, if we would do the best for the interests of

the public, wo must provide a system which will jireveut such

sluunoful exploitation of the consumers as has characterizetl

many of these undertakings, and such shameful waste of

capital as has characterize<l nearly all of them. We should

rocoguize the inevitable and grant to gas companies a mon-

opoly withiu the territory which they supply. In this way

we secure the first conditions of a cheap system oi' supply,

-v viz., that there shall be no waste of capital in duplicating

mains and plants. We must then proceed with the intention

to grant to those who put their money into the enterprise, the

right to reasonable dividends on their capital. Finally we
must devise some system by whith the con>;umer shall get the

benefit of all earnings of the business after reasonable divi-

dends have been paid.

Various plans have been attempted in order to secure these

results. The earliest attempts to regulate the operations of

the company took the form of prescribing the maximum
dividends which the companies should be allowed to declare,

and at the same time prescribing the quality of the gas and

the price at which the gas must be furnished. Any profits

which should accrue after such dividends were earned should

be applied to lowering the price of gas. The weak point in

such a scheme is evident. After the maximum dividends are

reached the company have no inducements to increase the

efficiency of the works in any respect, since they cannot in

any case profit by such improvements. In such cases a sloth-

ful management has nearly always come to the front. The
maximum dividends were reached at a time when gas was

still costly to manufacture, and as it made no difierence to the

company whether they made their profits ou a large or small

consumption, they remained by the small consumption and

high prices. Of course in any such system, careful provisions

had to be inserted regulating the increase of capital and pro-

viding for the fullest publicity of all accounts. This plan

though often tried has not given satisfaction in any place

where it has been adopted.
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A second plan, Hometimes incorporating tlje former and

Hometinies not, huH Ix.'cn cxtf^nKively tried on tlie <;f>ntinent.

1'lie gas company has been allowed to undertake its work

agreeing to furninh a gas of a given quality at a <X'rtain pricxj,

in retiirn for wliieli it nhoukl Ixi allowed t*^ declare a dividend

and aceuniulatfi a sinking fund which hshould r(i\A'd<-Ji the

original (sipital within the period of the cliarUir, at the end

of which the works should be turned over to the citv. This ^
plan has also failed to give satisfaction. The experience of

the city of Cologne which adopted this plan, or ratlier a

modification of it, which allowed the city to purchas<i the

works at tlie expiration of a fixed jxiriod, at a given valua-

tion, may serve as a fair example of the experience of other

cities which have tried similar }>lans. When the city in 1873

assumed the works it found them in a most dilapidate*! state,

in spite of all att^impts at supervision during the time in

which the company operated themselves. The wTjrks had tc^

be ref^jnstruct^id entirely and new mains laid throughout.

It is almost impossible for any external body to supervise the

works, as it would take only a smaller force tl^ian that which

is necessary to operate the works.

Another plan which has given by far the best satisfaction

is one adopted within a few years in P^ngland and known as 'J

the sliding sc-ale plan. Under this system the c^jmpanies

agree to furnish a gas of a given quality at a maximum price.

They are allowed to declare a standard dividend. A maxi-

mum price Ls fixed for gas. For every reduction in the pi-ice

they are allowed ta de<;lare a further dividend. Under this

plan the interests of both parties lie along the same lines. H
the company sees its way ch^ar to improvements which will

lower the cost of manufacturing gas considerably, it has a

decided inducement to do so, as by this means it is also

allowed to d(x4are a higher dividend. In London, for exam-

])le, the Gas Light and Coke Company is allowed on its

ordinary stoctk a standard dividend of 10 per cent, while its

maximum price for gas is 3s. 9d. per thousand feet. For
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everv reduetion of 4cl. in the price they are allowed to declare

an additional dividend of one per cent. Thns when they

reduced to 3s. od. they were allowed to declare a dividend of

eleven per cent. In 1884 the price was rednced to os. and

the dividend was raised to 12 per cent. This plan is by far

the most satisfactory one thus far adopted. It pre-supposes,

as is very evident, the strictest supervision of the company by

the government and careful provisions in reference to capital-

ization. In London, for example, the accounts of the com-

panies are examined regularly by the city auditor and the

consent of the government must be obtained in order to

increase the capital.

None of these plans have proved satisfactory. The other

^ alternative, that of government management and ownership, is

therefore being accepted on a large and increasing scale even

by those who have the most efficient machinery for exercising

the necessary supervision. Scarcely a week, and certainly not

a month, passes in England which does not witness the trans-

fer of some gas enterprise from private to public management.

The argument in the early part of the paper in regard to

public ownership turned almost exclusively on the financial

point. The final and decisive argument, however, in favor of

city ownership and management is the fact that the conti-ol of

\ a necessary of life should not be handed over to a private

company, however carefully its conduct may be watched.

Cases are arising constantly when the legitimate interests of

of the priv^ate corporation will lie directly in the way of the

public interest. Take, for example, the case of a considerable

lowering of the price of gas to the consumer, which is often

imperatively called for by the industrial and social interests

of the city. . If the enterprise is in private hands it is very

likely to be very conservative in the policy of lowering prices

with the hope that an increased consumption will mure than

make up for the loss. A city, on the contrary, may often

find it greatly for its advantage to sacrifice for a time the

profits for the sake of furthering the consumption of an
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article which may perform sucli valuable services to the com-

munity in the various ways indicated above. As a matter of

fact, the demonstration of how rapidly the consumption of

gas may follow a reduction in the price of i^as was reserved

for government undertakings. The municipal corporations

of England first taught the priv^ate companies the possibilities

for the stockholder himself which lay in a lower price. They
are the only corporations which find it for their interest to

continually lower the price until it approximates more nearly

the cost of production and to rely on large sales at low prices

instead of on small sales at high prices.

We have already made great mistakes in allowing the

policy of competition to force an amount of capital into

these enterprises which make cheap gas almost impossible.

AVe should make quite as great a one if we allow private

companies to make this capital the excuse of plundering the

consumer for the next twenty-five or fifty years by exacting

prices which will pay enormous dividends on this capital.

In closing, let us summarize briefly the conclusions which

we have reached.

I.—A good supply of pure and rich gas at low prices has

become an absolute necessity of life in our modern city. It

is necessary to the comfort of the home as well as to the

efficiency of industry and trade.

II.—The technical and administrative conditions of the

manufacture and distribution of gas, make the business a

practical monopoly.

III.—We must choose, then, between a monopoly managed
by the public in the interests of the public, and a monopolv
in the hands of private parties.

lA^.—Xo one proposes to hand over the business to a pri-

vate monopoly without at least an attempt to regulate it in

the interest of the public. All attempts so far made in any

civilized country to regulate such private monopolies effec-

tively have failed most conspicuously. If sufficient induce-

ments are offi^red to secure active and progressive manage-

6
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nient, the interests of consumers are uniformly sacrified. If

such inducements are not offered the whole business must of

course be a complete failure.

V.—The common argument against the public manage-

ment that it is necessarily more expensive than private man-

agement, is not well grounded, either in reason or fact, since

a careful analysis of the case shows that there are some reasons

why public companies can, as a rule, manufacture more

cheaply than private companies, and a study of statistics

shows that public companies where properly organized are

able to show at least as good results, so far as cheapness and

quality of manufacture are concerned, as the private com-

panies.

VI.—The argument that if private works manufacture

the gas they will not take part in politics in such a way as

to bring about the results inevitably connected with public

works, is not well taken. The private companies do not go

out of politics, on the contrary they devote the whole of their

ability to the attempt to avoid the restrictions and regula-

tions which the public must in pure self-defense impose.

They go into the councils and into the legislatures and buy

up councilmen and legislators in the most shameless way.

They bribe the inspecting officers, and do not stop at any-

thing wdiich seems to promise any assistance. On the other

hand it is at least possible to get rid of the w^orst evils of

public management by a properly organized system of civil

service. At the worst, then, the difierence is that under pri-

vate ownership we are subject to a master whose rule we can-

not shake ofifj while we may at any time drive politics from

public works.

VII.—This action in politics is very evident by its fruits,

since no country in the world has been able to secure effective

supervision, which has not at the same time been fully able

to manage the works through the government. It is idle to

expect to be able to keep the companies within bounds.

VIII.—The business of furnishing a necessary of life which

can be carried on only in the form of a monopoly, is never
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safe in the liands of a private company. If public mana^^e-

nicnt is really inefficient and corrupt, the only way out of tiie

difficulty is to improve the public service. To hand over the

business to private management is simply to make sure of

retainint^ all the abuses which inhere in the public service,

with no hope whatever that any of the advantages which may
flow from efficient })ul)lic management shall ever be attained.

IX.—To continue the farce of allowing competition to

regulate prices simply means that good and cheap gas is

forever impossible. It Avill still give to unscrupulous specu-

lators an opportunity to bleed legitimate enterprise to such an

extent that the latter will become impossible, and the whole

business will become so uncertain that only speculators can go

into it, which means, of course, high prices, great profits, great

losses, and merciless exploitation of consumers.

To grant monopoly to private companies means either effec-

tive or ineffiictive regulation. If the former, we shall have

high profits, enormous over-capitalization, gigantic stock

watering, poor gas, and high prices, with all that such a state

of things implies. If the latter, we shall have, at the very

best, slothful management, and a consulting of private inter-

ests when they conflict with public, which is none the less

injurious because it is from the individual point of view per-

fectly legitimate.

X.—The conclusion of the whole matter is that the best

form of management of the gas industry is the public one,

and that, if for any reason it is not resorted to, the com-

munity is constantly suffering a serious loss and that, too, no

matter how successful the business may seem to be in private

hands.

In corroboration of this view I may quote the testimony of

one of the most distinguished of American gas engineers, ]Mr.

Greenough, from a speech of his before the New England

Association of Gas Engineers, February 18, 1885,

"If any city in this country (as some municipalities have

done) should see fit to purchase the rights and property of
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existent gas corporations, and would operate them with even

a moderate deo;ree of regard for the public good, there is no

doubt that in many cases it might prove of public advantage.

The most entire publicity would, of course, be given to the

business; the public could, at all events, fix its own price,

and the city could borrow money at lower rates than any

private citizen would be content to risk his caj)ital for."

Nole tap. 53.—Dr. Edward W. Eemis gives tlie following quotation from

a private letter from a prominent official in Wlieeling, W. Va., in regard

to the management of the city works in that place (see Independent, April

15, 1886)

:

" ^Ve furnish gas to consumers at ninety cents per thousand feet, and at

this price realize a handsome marginal profit. Politics have never entered

into the management of the works, although owned and operated by the

city. This business has always been run on sound business principles."

He then goes on to express some feai-s as to the future, which may or may
not be well grounded.
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COOPERATION IN A WESTERN CITY.

I.

THE COOPERATIVE COOPERS OF MINNEAPOLIS.

Introductory.

The people of Minneapolis may be j^ardoned for exhibiting,

at home and abroad, an extraordinary civic pride. Urban
development at once so rapid and upon so liberal and metro-

politan a scale has scarcely been seen elsewhere in the country

;

and citizens who are witnessing the unfolding as if by magic

of a ragged western village into a splendid and palatial city,

are stirred to enthusiasm, however dull their native tempera-

ment. In 1850 Minneapolis did not exist. In 1860 it was a

village of 5,809 inhabitants. The number had increased in

1870 to 13,066, and in 1880 to 46,867. The State census of

June, 1885, discovered a population of nearly 130,000, and

the accessions of fifteen months have further swelled the num-
ber to about 155,000. It is not difficult to account for this

remarkable and incessant growth. The railroad systems of

the Northwest converge at Minneapolis and St. Paul and

make these contiguous cities a principal distributing centre for

a group of progressing States and Territories. The new
demand of the world for the hard northern varieties of wheat

has stimulated the cultivation of large areas of virgin soil,

making Minnesota and Dakota the principal distinctive wheat-

7
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growing region of the country, and giving Minneapolis emi-

nence as the largest wheat-receiving market in America, not

excepting Chicago or New York. The pine forests of the

u})per Mississippi and its tributaries have giv^en ]Minneapolis

the opportunity to build up a great industry in the manufa<^-

ture of lumber. The magnificent water power aiForded by

the Falls of St. Anthony has invited the development about

it of a city of large and diversified manufacturing industries,

and it was natural that flour-milling should be preeminent

among these industries. In point of fact, the flour mills

occupy the central place in the industry and commerce of this

prosperous young city. Twenty-six mills are clustered at the

Falls, and they manufacture more flour by far than is made

in any other city in the world. They have an aggregate

daily capacity of about 35,000 barrels, and their product fur-

nishes freight for from ten to twenty long railroad trains every

twenty-four hours during the active milling season. These

mills, with their revolutionized modern processes, are among

the industrial wonders of the world, and are visited every

season by thousands of strangers, who are duly impressed

with the spectacle of a single mammoth mill which can pro-

duce seven thousand barrels of flour in a day, and of a group

of mills which actually manufacture from five to six millions

of barrels annually.

But it does not often occur to the interested visitor to

inquire whence come the clean oak and elm barrels, of which

many thousands are requisite every day. Barrels imj^ly cooper

shops; and the annual use of several millions of barrels by the

mills would seem to indicate the existence of a subordinate

industry of considerable proportions. But coopering is a

humble craft in Minneapolis as elsewhere. The low-built

wooden shops, obscurely located, attract no attention from the

general public. Fluctuations in the price of flour, the shut-

ting down or opening up of the mills,—these are matters of

general interest and note ; but the ups and downs of the cooper

trade chiefly interest the coopers themselves. And yet these
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luindicraftsmon constitute a ]ar2:e bo<ly of citizens. Altliousi:h

the use of paper, cloth and jute sacks has increased of late

years, about half of the Minneapolis flour is still shipped in

barrels. Seven or eight hundred coopers are occupied in sup-

plying the local demand. A majority of them are grouped in

seven cooperative shops, all of which are admirably conducted

and as successful from the business point of view as is possi-

ble under the conditions of the trade. Their cooperative sys-

tem of production has stood the test of years and is no longer

an experiment. There was no romance in its inception and

there has been nothing brilliant or sensational in its history.

The movement was not inaugurated with the laying on of

apostolic hands. It had no literary or philanthropic or doc-

trinaire beginnings. It received no coddling or advertising.

Its advent was attended with no speech-making or enthusi-

asm. So far as the obscure movement was known or noticed

at all, it met with disfavor and distrust. It did not, how-

ever, assume any martyr airs or affect to contend unselfishly

for a cause or an idea. Cooperation in jNIinneapoIis took its

start and won its way because of inherent advantages which

made it an immediately desirable system for coopers to adopt,

and which soon became obvious. It ought not to be neces-

sary to assert that the sober, and moderate prosperity of this

movement, on its sheer, honest merits, and its freedom from

exceptional and phenomenal conditions, are the very elements

which give it valuable bearing upon the general question of

labor organization. And yet to these elements, doubtless, are

due its oversight hitherto, alike by the public and by economic

writers.

The community at large is only beginning to grasp the

labor question, and scarcely suspects the deep significance of

much that is near and familiar. Probably scores of Min-

neapolis people have been interested in reading of M. Godin's

" Social palace " at Guise, for one who has ever thought of

the ]\Iinneapolis coopers as engaged in a still more important

industrial experiment; and perhaps more of them have visited
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the unique village of Pullman, near Chicago, than have entered

the dingy cooperative shops of their own city. Doubtless there

lias been occasionally a believer in cooperation who has made

a ])ilgrimage to these shops and has found himself encouraged

and repaid ; but excepting General Master ^^'orkman Powderly

of the Knights of Labor, I have not heard of any recent pil-

grim. The indigenous character of this cooperative move-

ment ; its remarkable exemption from the aid, patronage or

praise of social reformers, political economists, hobby-riders

or persons of the literary habit ; its entire freedom from the

self-consciousness and premature thirst for fame that charac-

terize almost every social experiment however insignificant;

and finally the common-place nature of its external features,

—

perhaps sufficiently account for the fact that writers on coop-

eration have overlooked the most important illustration which

this country has yet furnished. The new interest in labor

questions, and the earnest inquiries that are current as to

better modes of labor organization, give timeliness to a

detailed account of cooperation among the coopers of Min-

neapolis.

There is no single and universal remedy for social inequali-

ties and infelicities. Improvement must be along many lines.

Every honest experiment serves a useful end, either as exam-

ple or warning, and its history is worth writing down. Co5p-

eration, pure and simple, though not to be prescribed as a

panacea for all the present ills of labor, has within certain

limits not only immediate applicability, but also great reme-

dial virtue. It is of practical importance to understand in

a general way what its dimitations are. They can best be

determined by experience. A priori reasoning cannot avail

much for the solution of practical problems in economics. It

follows that there ought to be a painstaking and unbiased

record made of the facts about cooperative enterprises. Un-
successful as M'ell as successful ventures should be carefully

noted down. It is as a contribution to the growing mass of

illustrative material out of which the useful principles and
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hopeful ]ilans of the future are to be evolved, that I propose

to present an aecount of the successful working of cooperation

among the coopers of Minneapolis.

Beginnings of the Movement.

Tlie small beginnings of the cooperative movement are to

be traced back nearly two decades, to a time when the annual

output of the Minneapolis mills did not equal the present pro-

duct of a week. Although the introduction of sacks had not

in 1868 greatly encroached upon the product of the ancient

and honorable trade of coopering, forty or fifty journey-

men were more than enough to make all the barrels required

by the mills. A part of the time, when the mills were run-

ning at full capacity, the coopers had employment at good

wages ; but in slack times the market was overstocked with

barrels, forces were reduced in the cooper shops and wages

were low. The coopers of Minneapolis, like journeymen

coopers everywhere, were of the sort depicted in the opera

of Boccaccio, a roystcring, improvident, irresponsible set,

—

transient and Ishmaelitish.

An individual exception,—doubtless there were others

—

was an intelligent young journeymen C W. Curtis by name.

He believed that if the " bosses " were dispensed with and

the associated mechanics could deal directly with the mills,

they would gain both in wages and in the certainty of em-

ployment. In the spring of 1868 he persuaded William H.
Reeves, George W. Sargent and Joseph Combs to join him in

a cooperative experiment. They began simply and infor-

mally. No organization was necessary. Each owned his kit

of tools, and there were no large initial outlays to be made.

They rented a small shop that was standing idle, purchased

barrel stock in small quantities and went to work. They
arranged with one of the mills to take their product at a

stipulated price. They allowed themselves the piece-price
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wages that the journeynieu in other shops were getting, and

divided the net profits. This division was not made on the

jter capita plan, nor based upon the trivial amounts of capital

invested ; but was in proportion to tlie amount of work done

by each. The huml)le venture prospered during the few

months of its persistence. It came to an end because the

demand for its product ceased. The mills were largely shut

down, and there was no market for cooperative barrels. The
experiment was in everyrespect a success. If the market had

justified its continuance and permitted its expansion, new
members would have been received and the Company would

have become regularly organized and incorporated. As it

was, these first Minneapolis cooperators thought it expedient

to sell their little concern to a boss cooper who was fortunate

enough to have contracts for his product and who gave them

work as journeymen in his shop.

Of tlie four, Mr. Curtis was the only one who knew any-

thing about cooperation elsewhere. His brief experience in

1868 had been far from discouraging, and he was the more

ready to try again when the occasion oifered, as it did two

years later. One Friday in the spring of 1870, the journey-

men in the shop where Curtis was employed were informed

that their wages would be reduced on the following Monday
from 15 cents to 12| cents per barrel. Monday found Messrs.

(J. W. Curtis, F. L. Bachelder, Lawrence Stoker and his son

Frank Stoker at work in a shop of their own. They had

withdrawn from the " boss " shop, leased a piece of ground,

put up a small building—or more properly a shed, and had

secured a contract for 4,000 barrels to start with. Their

aggregate cash capital at the outset was less than .$100. They
prospered beyond their expectations, and for a part of the time

gave employment to t\vo or three journeymen. The senior

Stoker was made treasurer, but the shop had no formal organi-

zation and no other officers. It had been in operation for the

greater part of a year when the promise of a large contract

seemed to warrant its early expansion into a ten or twelve-hand
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shop. Unfortunately the hopes of ^Messrs. Curtis and Bacli-

elder were not realized. Their associate, Mr. Stoker, had not

in him the spirit of a true and faithful cooperator. He inge-

niously secured personal control of the desirable contract, and

informed his associates that he was about to make his delmt as

a " boss " cooper. This coup d'etat on the part of its treasurer

ended the cooperative shop. Messrs. Bachelder and Curtis

sold out to the Messrs. Stoker, and resumed the status ofjour-

neymen. The arrangement had been profitable while it lasted,

and all parties were the gainers by it. It was the stepping-

stone which enabled Mr. Stoker to become the proprietor of a

large shop. And Messrs. Curtis and Bachelder had come out

well pecuniarily and had profited still more greatly in expe-

rience.

At this time those experiments had just begun M'hich have

resulted in making Minneapolis the great flour-milling centre

of America and of the world, and have revolutionized milling-

processes everyAvhere. The annual product had been less than

100,000 barrels in 1865, and less than 200,000 in 1870. The
introduction of the new methods so stimulated the industry

that the manufacture of 1873 reached nearly 600,000 barrels.

The coopers naturally flourished under the expanding demand

for their product. There was steady work at high wages.

A coopers' union, organized as a branch of the International,

was effective in securing the best possible terms for the jour-

neymen from the bosses. More men were in constant demand,

and Minneapolis became a cooper's Mecca. The journeymen

seem to have held the reins from 1871 until 1874. The result

might easily have been anticipated. The town became floode<l

with coopers. The bosses found it advantageous to keep twice

as many E&en as were needed on the average, accommodating

their product to the milling seasons and the fluctuations in the

flour output. Employment at the cooper trade became uncer-

tain and spasmodic. Not only were the journeymen obliged

to forego steady work, but the bosses forced down the rate of

wages. The union made its most vigorous fight without
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availing much beyond exposing its leading spirits to the

enmity of the bosses and to unfavorable discrimination.

It was under these circumstances that the permanent coop-

erative movement began. Mr. Curtis and Mr. Bachelder had

been convincetl by their brief and informal experiment of three

or four years previous, that they could make cooperation suc-

ceed. They had also learned from the fate of that experiment,

that there ought to be a businesslike, formal and well matured

plan of organization. To what extent their plan was of their

own devising, and to what extent they were indebted to sug-

gestions from other sources, it is impossible to say. Whatever

they may have borrowed was, at least, thoroughly adapted by

them to the exigencies of their own situation. Mr. James S.

Rankin, who was well informed with respect to cooperation in

England and elsewhere, and who took deep interest in the

inception of the Minneapolis movement', may have furnished

hints and documents that were of aid in drafting articles and

by-laws. From the beginning Mr. Rankin has shown a

greater interest in the movement than any other person outside

the siiops.

The most serious difficulty to be met at the outset lay in

the securing of a market. The cooperative undertaking had

to meet the active hostility of the proprietors of the boss shops,

who had much influence with the millers and the business com-

munity, while the obscure cooperators had none. The coopers

were members of a union in affiliation with the International

Workingmen's Association. The Paris Communal uprising

was a recent event, and the International was synonymous in

the minds of many people with red-handed French projects of

social disruption. It is not very strange that the timid and

ignorant conservatism of capitalists and business lyen should

have vaguely connected a cooperative enterprise launched by

trades-unionists with Communism and Socialism,—those un-

defined evils so hysterically denounced and so shudderingly

anticipated a dozen years or so ago. It seemed for a time as

if the suspicious organization would have prenatal death from
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lack of public confidence. At len(:;th a friend was found in

Mr. Charles A. Pillsbury, to-day tlie greatest miller in the

world, and then a recent acquisition to Minneapolis. He
promised the cooperatives the contract for supi)lying one of

the mills he controlled, and on the strength of this promise

the enterprise materialized. In November, 1874, the " Coop-

erative Barrel Manufacturing Company" was incorporated

under the general laws of Minnesota and entered upon a busi-

ness which has been more stable and prosperous than that of

any non-cooperative coopering establishment which has ever

existed in Minneapolis.

The Fiest Cooperative Shop.

The Cooperative Barrel Manufacturing Company was organ-

ized by C. W. Curtis, F. L. Bachelder, Peter Kenney, J. W.
Overacker and H. E. Roberts. Their names deserve honor-

able mention ; for either in this parent association or in those

subsequently formed they have been among the strongest

pillars of the cooperative movement. Having secured their

contract to supply one of the Pillsbury mills, they were in

condition to open a shop and add to their membership. They

began active operations with a brotherhood of sixteen men.

A Minnesota law enacted in 1870 provides for the formation

of cooperative societies. It probably owed its origin to the

granger movement, being designed especially to facilitate the

establishment of cooperative stores and distributive enter-

prises. Some of its features were not well adapted to the

purposes of the co5perating coopers, and they preferred to

organize under the general statutes in the form of an ordinary

commercial corporation, or joint-stock company. The amount

of capital stock was placed at $10,000, of which 15 per cent,

was to be paid when subscribed. Indebtedness and liability

were limited to $1,500. Officers were to be elected annually

by the stockholders. The real constitution of the society was
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to be found, of course, not in its articles of incorporation but

in its bv-laws. lu most of their essential features tliese by-

laws have remained unaltered from the first, and have been

adopted without fundamental alterations by all the coopera-

tive sho])s subsequently established. They are exceecfingly

creditable to the clear-headedness and foresight of Messrs.

Curtis and Bachelder, by whom they were principally devised.

Without attempting to indicate the changes of detail which

have been found advisable since the inauguration of the move-

ment in 1874, the existing by-laws of the Cooperative Barrel

Manufacturing Company may advantageously be inserted at

this point. They are as follows :

AETICLE I.

OFFICERS.

Section 1. The officers of this association shall be President, Secretary,

Treasurer, three Directors, and Foreman.

officers' duties.

President.

Sec 2. It shall be the duty of the President to preside at all meetings

of the members, and of the Board of Managers, to preserve order at such

meetings, to decide all questions of order subject to an appeal to the house,

to put all questions to vote, and give the casting vote in case of a tie. In

the absence of the President at any such meeting the senior member present

of the Directors shall act in his stead. It shall also be the duty of tlie Pres-

ident to sign all contracts entered into by this association, and all certificates

of stock issued by it, to order the payment of all bids and claims against the

company before the same shall be paid by the Treasurer, and shall keep a

letter-press copy of all communications emanating from this association, in a

book jjrovided for the purpose.

Secrelary.

Sec. 3. It shall be the duty of the Secretary to attend all meetings of

the association, and make accurate minutes of all proceedings thereof, and

record the same in a book provided for the purpose, and perform such other

duties as usually appertain to this office. He shall keep an accurate account

of all receipts and disbursements of the company, and a record of the amount
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of work done by each member, and tlie amount of money received for said

work, and shall receive from the foreman and record a weekly statement of

the amount and price of all work sold during each week. He shall make
up the montiily, semi-annual and annual reports of the receipts and dis-

bursements of the corporation. He shall keep a file of all bills, contracts

and other papers belonging to the company. He shall countersign all con-

tracts made, and all certificates of stock issued by the company. His books

shall be ke[)t open at all times for the inspection of any member of the asso-

ciation, and shall, together with all receipts, papers, etc. of the association,

be delivered by him to his successor at the expiration of his term of office.

Treasurer.

Sec. 4. It shall be the duty of the Treasurer to collect all moneys due

the association, and to deposit the same in the name of the association, in

such bank or banks as it may from time to time direct. He shall pay out

no moneys of the association without an order by the President.

Board of Managers.

Sec. 5. The Board of Managers shall consist of the President, Treasurer

and three Directors, who shall conduct and manage the business of the asso-

ciation. The Board of Managers shall elect a secretary from their number,

who shall keep a record of the proceedings of the Board in a book provided

for the f)urpose, which he shall read when called for by the association, and

which shall be open at all times for inspection of members. They shall, o«

the first day of May and November of each year, make out a statement of

the standing of the association.

Foreman.

Sec. 6. It shall be the duty of the Foreman to act as foreman of the

shops of the association; to inspect all articles manufactured, and once a

week to render the Secretary an accurate statement of the number of arti-

cles manufactured during the week, and also of the number and price of

all articles bought and sold.

INSTALLATION.

Sec. 7. All officers shall enter upon their respective duties the first

Monday after their election.

VACANCIES.

Sec. 8. Any office of this association may be declared vacant at any •

regular monthly meeting, or at any meeting specially called for the pur-

pose, by a two-thirds vote of all its members, and the vacancy thus made
may be filled at the same meeting by a majority vote of the members
present. The officer thus elected shall hold office during the remainder of

the unexpired term of his predecessor.

2
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ARTICLE ir.

DUTIES OF MEMBERS.

Section 1. Any member of this association who leaves his berth when
tlie shops are running on full time, to take work elsewhere, shall forfeit the

right to the berth which he has vacated, but should a member leave during

a dull reason, when the shops are running on a stent, his berth shall be

reserved for him until the foreman of the shops shall notify him to return.

Intoxicating Liquors.

Sec. 2. No person shall be allowed to bring intoxicating liquors into any

shop of this association, or to be drank upon its premises.

Withdrawals.

Sec. 3. Any member, with the consent of the Board of ^Managers, may
withdraw from this association by giving the Secretary notice in writing of

his desire to do so, when his membership shall cease and be determined.

Provided, he shall immediately surrender his certificate of stock to the Pres-

ident, and receive therefor a note with interest at the rate of five per cent,

per annum for all moneys due him by the association, payable six months

from date.

ARTICLE IIL

forfeitube of membership.

Section 1. It shall be the duty of the Foreman to reject all articles

made by members of the association when not made satisfiictory, or accord-

ing to instructions, and if any member shall refuse or neglect to perform his

work in a workmanlike and satisfactory manner, the Foreman shall report to

the President, who shall call the Board of ^lanagers to examine said mem-
ber's Avork, and if they deem it necessary, shall authorize the President to

call a meeting of the company, who shall have the power to discharge said

member from the employ of the company by a two thirds vote of all mem-
bers of the company.

ARTICLE IV.

Section 1. Each and every member of this association shall be a stock-

holder, and each member shall hold the same number of shares.

Transfers.

Sec. 2. No member of this association shall dispose of or transfer his

membership without the consent of the Board of Managers, and all transfers

must be made upon the books of the company.
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Interest.

Sec. 3. Every subscriber shall pay fifteen per cent, down on each share

of capital stock for wliich lie subscribes, and interest on the balance at the

rate of five per cent, per anninn until fully paid, according to the last semi-

annual and annual settlement, which interest shall be paid on the first pay

days of April and October of each year.

Issuing.

Sec. 4. Stock may be issued by the Board of Managers when tlie mem-
bers shall at any general meeting by a two-thirds vote so direct.

APPLICATIONS.

Sec. 5. No person shall be eligible to membership in this association

who is not known to be a journeyman cooper, and of good moral character.

The Board of Managers shall act on all applications for membership when
so directed by the association, and shall have the power to accept or reject

any application for membership in the association.

ARTICLE V.

DIVIDENDS AND ASSESSMENTS.

Settlement.

Section 1. The association shall pay five (5) per cent, interest per an-

num on the first pay days in April and October of each year on all moneys

actually paid in on each share of capital stock at the time of the preceding

semi-annual or annual settlement, as the case may be.

AjypraiseTnenls.

Sec. 2. The real estate shall be appraised in each semi-annual and

annual statement, and any loss or gain shall be divided pro rata per share.

Sec. 3. All losses by fire, or failure of any corporation or business firm,

shall be paid pro rata per share.

Sec. 4. There shall be a regular weekly assessment of not less than three

(3) dollars nor more than five (5) dollars upon each member when the shops

are running on full time. When not running on full time, the amount and

number of assessments shall be fixed by the Board of Managers, and such

assessments shall be regularly made, and applied upon the unpaid stock of

such member until the full amount subscribed has been paid. Any member
failing to pay his assessment shall be fined 15 per cent, for each and every

offense, unless a reasonable excuse be given to the Board of Managers.
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Payment of Assessments.

Sec. 5. All assessments and fines levied bj' this association shall be paid

on the first pay day thereafter, and shall be deducted from the weekly pay

of the members. All losses, so far as may be, shall be ptiid out of the regu-

lar weekly assessment, and the balance applied in payment of subscriptions

of stock.

Dividends.

Sec. 6. The Board of Managers shall, at the semi-annual and annual

meeting held on the second Wednesday of May and November of each

year, declare all dividends or losses, and the amount thereof. When a

dividend is declared it shall be paid in cash within thirty days thereafter,

to such members as have fully paid up all their subscriptions. Those

wlio have not fully paid up shall liave the amount of the dividend applied

upon the unpaid balance of their capital stock.

Gains and Losses.

Sec. 7. All gains or losses on the work of hired help, or on the manu-

facture and sale of stock shall be apportioned jyro rata per member.

Sec. 8. All gains or losses not otherwise provided for shall be appor-

tioned pro rata upon the wages received by each member.

ARTICLE VI.

DEATH.

Section 1. In case of the death of a member, this company shall pay to

liii lawful heirs upon surrender of the certificate of stock, all moneys known
by the ofiicers to be due them.

ARTICLE VII.

AUDITING committee.

Section 1. The associationshallappoint a committee consisting of three

members at the regular meetings in April and October of each year, to audit

the accounts of the association, and report at the semi-annual and annual

meetings.

ARTICLE VIIL

meetings.

Section 1. The semi-annual and annual meetings of this association shall

l>e held on the second Wednesday of May and November of each year. A
regular monthly meeting shall be held on the first Wednesday of each and

every month. Special meetings may be called at any time by the President,

upon the written request of seven members of the company.

Sec. 2. Fifteen members may constitute a quorum for the transaction of

business at any regular meeting. If less numbers appear at the stated meet-

ing they may adjourn for future day.
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ARTICLE IX.

Amendments.

Shop Rides.

Section 1. All shop rules adopted by this association shall be equally

binding with these by-laws upon every member of this association.

Amendments.

Sec. 2. These by-laws may be amended at any regular meeting of the

association, by a majority vote of all members of the association.

Amonjj the most important features to be noted by the

reader of this series of by-laws are those which provide that

all members must be equal share-holders, and that the ordi-

nary gains or losses of the business are to be ap[)ortioned not

pro rata among the members, but in proportion to the work
they have done. Losses and gains of a different sort, for

example those resulting from the work of hired help, from

outside ventures undertaken by the association, gains from

appreciation of real estate, or losses from fire or from non-

paying creditors, are to be apportioned equally among the

members. The distinction between the two kinds of profit

and loss, one kind aifecting the men as capitalists and the

other kind aifecting them as laborers, shows keen economic

insight, and has great practical value. So far as I am aware,

cooperative societies elsewhere have not made this distinction.

The provisions for admittances and withdrawals are also

worthy of careful examination, and I shall have occasion to

comment upon them further on.

Such was the carefully wrought form and organization of

the cooperative society which grew out of the brief experiences

already described. The members, less than a score in number,

made an initial investment of ^15 apiece, and a share of stock

was issued to each man, the full amount of which was to be

made up by assessments withheld from weekly wage-payments.

These assessments for some time were at the rate of $5 a week
upon each member, and thus capital accumulated rapidly. An
old cooper shop large enough for thirty hands, with two
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quarter-acre lots, advantageously situated contiguous to the

tracks of the Chicago, jNIilwaukce and St. Paul railroad, was

soon purchased at a cost of $3,000, of which $1,000 was paid

in ready cash, and the remainder two or three years later. It

is interesting to note that in these early days of the enterprise

there was not a little jealousy and distrust among the mem-
bers. They lacked confidence in their own business capacity

because they had never tested it ; and it was with many doubts

and misgivings that they committed to the hands of their

elected treasurer the initial payments of $15. The subject of

official bonds was earnestly discussed. The fact that their

officers had not standing or backing enough to secure bonds-

men settled the question. There was a hundred times as much
anxiety lest the first treasurer should decamp with the small

sums entrusted to his care as has ever been felt with respect to

any of his successors, who have sometimes had from $10,000

to $20,000 ready cash in hand at one time. No treasurer of

a cooperative cooper shop has ever given bonds or has ever

failed honestly to account for every penny, with one exception,

as recorded in the next chapter.

The Cooperative Barrel Company prospered solidly and

steadily. Its membership was not increased rapidly, remaining

at less than twenty-five for some two years or more. In 1877

five or six members, among them being Mr. Curtis, Mr. Bach-

elder, and other original cooperators, withdrew as a colony to

found a new shop (the "North Star"), with a view to more

rapid expansion than had been the policy of the "Sixth Street

Shop," as the parent institution is generally designated among

the coopers. The payment of the mortgage on the property,

the starting of a second flourishing shop, and the continued

growth of the milling industry and correlatively of coopering,

had now seemed to place the cooperative movement upon an

assured basis. It became popular, and development was no

longer slow. The original company soon increased its mem-
bership to forty, then to fifty, and so on, its working capital

being constantly augmented by weekly assessments and the
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issuance of new shares of stock from time to time. In 1880

the shop was destroyed by fire ; but the loss of $3,000 was

nearly covered by insurance, and the enterprise received no

check. Larijer and more convenient shops were built upon

the constantly appreciating lots. In the spring of 1885 the

membership had reached one hundred and twenty, and the

paid-up capital amounted to about $oO,000. Members had

received their wages under a system that insured permanence

of place, had in most years drawn gratifying dividends upon

the safely invested ca])ital which their weekly abstinence had

accumulated, and could feel the pleasant assurance that when-

ever they chose to change their occupaticju or their residence

they could withdraw from the shop without sacrifice and with

cash for their shares. A large number of men, in fact, had

occasion to withdraw in that very year. Labor-saving ma-

chinery, which was coming into general use in other places,

had found its way into some of the Minneapolis shops. The

sentiment of the cooperative workmen was against the intro-

duction of steam machinery, but close competition made it

necessary. The barrel partly made by machinery costs two or

three cents less than the barrel made entirely by hand-work,

and this seemingly slight margin is large enough to make the

difference between profit and loss in a business where compe-

tition is so severe as in coopering. The total business was of

course limited by the demand of the Minneapolis mills, and

the Co5perative Barrel Campany could not expect materially

to increase its proportion of that business. The work which

required 120 coopers without the aid of machinery, could be

done by 90 coopers when hooping, heading and finishing was

all that remained for the mechanic to do. At a cost of several

thousand dollars the company put in machinery in 1885, and

the membership was soon reduced to ninety.

Perhaps it may be well to notice somewhat particularly this

curtailment of membership, as throwing a side light uj)on the

methods and management of these cooperative companies. In

a general way membership is self-regulative. Ordinarily, no
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cooper would care to join a company which already had more

men than the business required, because such a company

would be obliged to keep its members working at short time

on " stint," and could not pay full wages, not to speak of

dividends. And of course the company would refuse to

increase its membership, excepting as business outgrew the

working capacity of the shop. When membership stands at

a maximum limit, new comers frequently buy out old mem-
bers, with the consent and approval in each case of the board

of directors, and thus there may be, and in fact is much shift-

ing in the personnel of a society that maintains a iixed number

of members. When the introduction of machinery rendered

the membership of the Cooperative Company too large by

one-fourth, it was perfectly easy to make adjustment upon a

voluntary basis. Some men preferred to transfer their mem-

bership to other shops where business happened to be better.

Others were glad to take advantage of the company's oifer of

full cash payment of capital to set up as merchants in a small

way or as farmers on government or railroad land. In most

cases, naturally, the men who withdrew were recent rather

than old members, bachelors rather than married men, and

renters rather than owners of homes in the vicinity of the

shop. The easy self-adjustment of membership to the condi-

tions of business in these cooperative shops is a matter suffi-

ciently noteworthy to justify this illustration.

The Cooperative Barrel Company has since maintained a

membership of ninety. This does not include some twenty

men and boys employed by the company as common laborers

and in the routine processes of the machinery department. It

should also be said that the company sometimes gives tem-

porary employment to a number ofjourneymen coopers. The

intelligent and efficient president of the company, Mr. M. J.

Gill, hiformed me in March, 1886, that the company's real

estate was valued at $23,000, that it owned a stave factory in

Wisconsin worth $25,000, and that it had on hand materials

and manufactured stock to the value of $10,000, making total
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assets of fSoSjOOO. Liabilities of all kinds auiountod to

$13,000. There was left a net value of $45,000, or §500 for

each member. It should be remembered that retiring members

had withdrawn a considerable aggregate amount of capital.

The financial showing of the company must therefore be

regarded as highly satisfactory. The stave factory in Wis-

consin was purchased in 1883, all the menil)ers favoring the

project. It has not proved a very profitable investment, and

has convinced the cooperative coopers that they can ill afford

to dabble in outside ventures. Mr. Gill pertinently remarks

that a cooperative shoe-shop would better not attempt run-

ning a tannery as an adjunct. The stave factory investment

has not been in any sense disastrous, but it has not justified

expectations.

Of the ninety members of the Cooperative Barrel Company,

probably from sixty to seventy are married men. ]Mr. Gill

informs me that fully nine-tenths of these family men own

their own homes, their houses and lots being worth, on the

average, $3,500. The entire membership were estimated as

property-holders to an average amount of at least S3,000 by

President Gill, and one of the directors is authority for the

statement that nearly all the members have property, worth

from $3,000 to $10,000, while several have even more. It

should be said that this very comfortable state of things is to

be attributed in considerable part to the rapid increase in

Minneapolis real estate values in recent years as well as to the

direct benefits of cooperation. On the other hand it cannot

be too emphatically urged that but for cooperation these men
would not have acfpiired their little homesteads in the first

instance, and would not have been so circumstanced as to

profit by the advance in values. I do not know of a cooper

outside the cooperative shops who has similarly profited.

Certainly there are not many. Lots were originally sold to

many of the cooperative coopers on deferred payments and at

low prices by real estate dealers who were developing newly

platted additions which are now well built up and valuable.
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It is interesting also to know, again on Mr. Gill's authority,

that probably two-thirds of the members of his company who

own homes obtained them through the aid of cooperatiye build-

ing and loan associations.

The present membership of this company includes about

twenty-fiye men of American birth and parentage, thirty-five

Scandinavians and twenty Irishmen, the remainder being of

various nationalities. A large proportion are members of the

Minneapolis Cooperative Mercantile Company, described in

a subsequent chapter. It should be said that the Cooperative

Barrel Company has absorbed two smaller cooperative shops

of which no separate account need be given. The first of

these was the "Excelsior Cooperative Barrel Company,"

which had about twenty-five members and was merged in

the older and larger establishment in 1881 after a year's inde-

pendent existence. The second was the " Union Cooperative

Barrel Company." It was organized in the sjiring of 1884,

and was absorbed by the Cooperative Barrel Manufacturing

Company in the following December, its membership being

about thirty-five.

• The Other Shops.

The Noeth Star Barrel Company was organized in

October, 1877, three years after the Cooperative Barrel Com-
pany had begun business. Its incorporators were Peter

Kenney, Daniel G. Wentworth, F. L. Bachelder, John

O'Donnell, and H. W. Burroughs ; and C. W. Curtis, who
had removed from the city, returned and joined the new

enterprise. Three of these men, Kenney, Bachelder and

Curtis, were among the originators of the cooperative move-

ment and founders of the parent company, and the others

were among the earliest members of the " Sixth Street Shop."

The success of the " North Star " was assured from the first.

It began with eighteen stockholders, each of whom was rich

enough to take two paid shares of stock. This cash capital
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of $1,800 was rapidly augmented by assessments on pay-

days and the issuance of more stock in lieu of distributing

dividends. Well-located property was acquired, which has

steadily advanced in value. The company reached its largest

membership in 1882. Early in that year it absorbed the

" Liberty Cooperative Barrel Company," which had been

incorjiorated a year previous and numbered about twenty

stockholders. The membership of the North Star was

swelled to a round hundred. Its contracts were so large

during the year following that it employed, a part of the

time, eighty journeymen coopers, paying them the same wages

as its own members. In 1883 membership began to decline,

owing to the smaller proportion of milling patronage that fell

to the company. Early in 1885 the membership stood at 77,

each member holding eight shares ($400) of stock, mostly

])aid up. In INIay of that year it was found that the com-

petition of other shops required the immediate introduction of

machinery. There followed, of course, a further reduction in

membership, amounting, as in the case of the Cooperative

Barrel Company, to about one-fourth. In March, 188G, there

were 59 members, to each of whom eleven $50 shares of stock

had been issued. Mr. Burroughs, president, and Mr. Bach-

elder, secretary and treasurer, at that time estimated the value

of the company's land and buildings at $25,000, its plant of

machinery at $6,000 and the materials and manufactured stock

on hand at $8,000,—making total assets of $39,000. Deduct-

ing liabilities of about $4,000, there remained a net value of

$35,000. The average annual product of the shop is about

200,000 barrels. The membership of the company in October,

1886, was 56. These are nearly all married men, and it is

estimated that about half of them own their homes. Some
of the earlier members are in excellent circumstances, and the

average is high. Not many of them belong to cooperative

building and loan associations, but they are numerously rep-

resented among the stockholders of a cooperative store in the

vicinity, as also are the members of the Cooperative Barrel
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Company. The predominating nationality in the North Star

is German. There are several Scandinavian members and

several Irishmen. Not so many are of American ancestry,

but a large majority in the shop are men born on American

soil.

The Hennepin County Barrel Company is one of the

most enterprising and prosperous of the cooperative organiza-

tions. It was formed in March, 1880, with twenty-four

charter members. This association was the outgrowth of

strikes in the "boss" shops, and none of its original stock-

holders came from either of the cooperative shops then exist-

ing. It adopted in toto the organization and by-laws of its

predecessors. Business was begun with an actual cash capital

of about $600, or $25 per member. A shop was rented on

Nicollet Island, near the milling district, and after about six

months a larger one was taken. The company flourished well,

and in February, 1881, it increased its membership to fifty

—

drawing the new members from the non-cooperative shops

—

and bought property, at the same time amending its articles of

incorporation and increasing the limit of authorized capital

from $10,000 to $50^000. The purchase comprised what was

known as the "Ames Shop," and included four lots, two on

the east side and two on the west side of the Chicago, St. Paul

and Milwaukee railroad, with shops on the east lots and ware-

houses on the west. The price was $8,800, of which $100

was paid in advance and the remainder was provided for in a

contract calling for monthly payments of $100, witli the privi-

lege of more rapid payment, at the company's option. The

following year two additional lots on the east side were bought

for $4,000, and the two on the west side were sold for $8,000.

New shops were at once built at a cost of $7,500, to which

additions have since been made. The "Hennepin County"

preceded the other cooperative shops by a year or two in the

introduction of machinery, and made the most of its advantage,

doing a very large business and earning very considerable

profits. Its membership, which in 1882 or the following year
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reached 57, remained the same until very recently. It is now
(October, 1886) only 52. Its president, Mr. O. V. Dubois, a

man of rare intelligence and executive ability, informed me in

March, 1880, that the company's buildings and machinery

were valued at $18,000 and its land at 1 17,500. Its property

was mortgaged for $10,000, but it had considerable invest-

ments in materials, etc., and its net assets amounted to about

$38,000. Fifteen shares of stock (amounting to $750) had

been issued to each member, nearly all of whom had paid up

the full amount. During the past year or two the members

of this company, like the other cooperative coopers, have been

thankful for steady employment and living wages, and have

not expected much reward in their capacity as capitalists; still

there have been some profits to divide. In more prosperous

years the company has been able to pay generous wages and,

in addition, to declare semi-annual dividends amounting some-

times to more than $100 for each member. The shop makes

about 400,000 barrels a year, and serves some of the Wash-
burn mills. It is hard to conceive of more perfect system and

economy than is found in the operation of this admirable shop.

Every member works regularly in his "berth" as a cooper,

with but three exceptions. One of these is the president, who
is at the same time the foreman of the establishment, managing

the work inside and the business outside. The second is sec-

retary and treasurer of the company, who acts as book-keeper,

accountant and cashier. The third is occupied as superin-

tendent of the mechanical department, where a number of

hired men and boys are employed in routine and unskilled

processes. About forty outsiders, occupied at common labor

in the yards and the mechanical department, are on the pay-

roll. The three members serving in the official positions

specified, are paid salaries based upon the average earnings of

the working coopers. The fastest workmen in the shop are

somewhat better paid than the president. The men in this

company are nearly all married, and about half of them own
homes. A large number are members of cooperative building
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and loan associations, and a majority are stockholders in the

Minneapolis Cooperative Mercantile Company. About half

are Americans, about one-third are Scandinavians, and the

remaining sixth are largely Irish. The members work together

amicably, and although differences of opinion lead sometimes

to warm debates in the monthly meetings, there is ready and

reasonable acquiescence in the will of the majority.

Of the existing cooperative associations of coopers, the

Phcenix Barrel jM,anufacturing Company is fourth

in chronological order. Its articles of incorporation date

from the 15tli of March, 1881. Its founders were in some

sense forced into cooperation. Nearly all of them had been

working as journeymen in the Ames shop, and were thrown

out of employment by the sale of the property to the aggres-

sive young cooperative society last described. They were

bold enough to turn adversity into prosperity by imitating

the course of the men who had appropriated their berths.

They organized as cooperators and rented the old Stoker shop

just vacated by the Hennepin County Association, which had

become possessed of the Ames property. They were as a rule

young, unmarried men, and as impecunious as journeymen

coopers generally are. They began w-ith thirty members,

each of whom made an initial payment of Si 5 on one $50

share of stock. In October, 1882, they leased ground and

built shops at a cost of $3,500. From the first they have

furnished the barrels used by the " C " mill of Washburn,

Crosby & Co., and have turned out an annual product of

about 150,000, worth about $60,000. Their membership

still remains at the original number, thirty. It grew to

thirty-seven at one time, but the requirements of the " C

"

mill do not justify more than a "thirty-hand" cooper-shop;

and the Phoenix has been content with its one standing con-

tract. The seven superfluous members were bought out in

February, 1886. This company is not large enough or rich

enough to feel justified in purchasing a plant of machinery,

and is at a slight disadvantage in doing hand work ; but it
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has always been a successful shop. Like that of all the newer

and poorer shops, its membership has been constantly chang-

ing, and in the present thirty are to be found only four or

five of the thirty charter members. Through all changes,

however, it has adhered to its original president William

Cutler, who is also foreman, and it regularly re-elects its

treasurer. Five shares of stock had been issued to each mem-
ber when inquiry was made in the spring of 1886, nearly all

being paid up. The company's net assets were then placed at

$7,000.

The Washburn " C " mill has needed the product of thirty

coopers, at the market price for barrels. As codperators, the

thirty members of the Phoenix have had all the benefits of the

contract. Xo capitalist, entrepreneur, boss or middleman of

any description has come between them and the mill. In

the form of better wages and fair semi-annual dividends they

have received the profits that would have gone to a boss. And
they have received larger profits in the aggregate, because

their cooperative organization lessens the cost of production.

It should be remembered that the §7,000 of net property

owned by the company is the smallest part of its success. Its

shop is paid for, its working capital enables it to handle

materials in advantageous quantities, and no further accumu-

lation of company property would materially assist the thirty

members in making 150,000 barrels a year. The principal

success achieved in this as in all the cooperative shops has

consisted in the larger annual income of the men and in the

indirect advantages, material as well as moral, that flow from

regularity and permanence in work. The Phoenix has cer-

tainly won an unqualified success. About two-thirds of its

present members are married, and five own residence prop-

erty. These men have not had the same advantages for

acquiring homes as the members of the older shops, owing to

the marked appreciation of property in the part of the city

where their shop is located. Americans largely predominate

in the Phoenix shop, Germans coming next in number.
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The Northwestern Barrel Company was formed in

December, 1881, by forty journeymen coopers who bad gone

out on a strike from Hall & Dann's, the largest of the non-

cooperative shops. They profited fully by the experience of

the older cooperative shops, adopting their organization with-

out material innovations. Each member made a cash invest-

ment of ^15, and so the company began with a paid up capital

of ^600, the maximum amount authorized in the charter being

^5,000. Three lots wpre bought at a cost of ^1,800, and a

$2,000 shop was built immediately. By assessments of two
dollars a week deducted from wages, the capital grew rapidly.

In the winter of 1882 the company put its entire indebtedness

into the form of a five years' mortgage loan of $2,500. It

had accumulated some working capital with which to handle

material, and had paid $1,300 on its i)roperty. The land has

greiitly increased in value, and $2,000 more has been expended

in enlarging the buildings, for which no debt has been incurred.

The property is now worth more than $10,000, and is free

from encumbrances, excepting the mortgage of $2,500. In-

cluding value of machinery, materials and manufactured stock,

the net assets of this company amount to fully $15,000. In

the fall of 1882 the membership was increased to fifty. Soon

afterwards it M^as reduced to forty-five, and has remained at

that number ever since. In the spring of 1886 there had been

issued to each member seven $50 shares of stock, nearly all of

which M'as paid up. The shop supplies two mills of about

average capacity, and is equipped with good machinery. It

employs about fifteen outside men and boys. It has been a

very harmonious and prosperous enterprise. Although only

three or four of the original members remain, the eificient

president, A. J. Palmes,- is re-elected from year to year, and

Thomas Flanerty is kept continuously at his desk as secretary.

The president acts as shop foreman. The secretary as book-

keeper, is as methodical and correct as any bank official. The
treasurer spends about one day in the week in performance of

his duties, and is allowe<l pay for his time. Otherwise he
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works with his fellow coopers. The evidences of thrifty and

economical management in this shop are very gratifying, and

the courtesy and intelligence of olhcers and members must

impress the visitor. Notwithstanding the ruinously low price

of barrels, for the past year or two, the company has earned

fair profits on the capital invested. In its earlier years, the

market being favorable, its earnings were large. During a

half year in 1882, when the capital was very small, the com-

pany paid its men excellent weekly wages and earned net

profits of $1,500,—nearly equal to the entire cost of its land

and probably about 100 per cent, on the amount of paid-up

capital. Xot more than half a dozen of the forty-five mem-
bers are unmarried, and a majority own their homes. From
fifteen to twenty are Scandinavians, about half a dozen are

Germans, several are Irishmen, and the rest are Americans.

Though a little younger than the Phoenix, the northwestern

shop has surpassed it considerably. It began with a larger

membership and larger contracts than the Phoenix; but its

greater prosperity is doubtless due to the fact that it chose a

location more remote from the mills and from tlie old cooper

shops. It went further down the railroad track and bought

cheap lots, which have since appreciated handsomely. Its

members were also able to secure residence lots in the vicinity

at small prices and on favorable terms of payment. The

greater distance from the mills has been in no respect disad-

vantageous. The "Phoenix" shop, on the other hand, was

built upon land leased for ten years in a neighborhood where

its members could not easily become the owners of residencs

})roperty.

The five shops already described are all in south Min-

neapolis, contiguous to the Chicago, Milwaukee, and St.

Paul railroad. The shop of the Minnesota Barrel Com-
pany is in northeast Minneapolis, close to the tracks of the

Duluth railroad. The company was organized in March,

1884, drawing most of its members from boss shops in the

inmiediate vicinity, although several had been members of

3
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other cooperative shops. It began with thirty members, each

of wliom invested $50 in cash and received a paid-up share of

stock. A shop was rented for the first year, but in the spring

of 1885 three lots were purcha'sed at S750 each, and a build-

ing erected at a cost of nearly $2,000. The shop was paid

for in cash, and a first payment of §500 was made on the

lots. The net assets of the company now (October, 1886),

amount to about $7,000. In the winter of 1885-6 the mem-
bership reached thirtvrseven. The company's business, how-

ever, failed to justify the retention of so many members, and

thirteen voluntarily withdrew, accepting the company's notes

at six months without interest for their shares. One has

since withdrawn and the number of members is twenty-three.

The shop has not introduced machinery. At the outset its

members were neai'ly all single men ; but married men have

been buying them out one by one until they are in the

majority. Six or more own their homes. The number is

made up of Americans, Scandinavians, Germans and Irish-

men. The president, J. W. Kline, was at one time president

of tlie Co5perative (" Sixth Street ") shop, and also served the

North Star in the same capacity for a term. The president

acts as foreman and has a salary of $15 a week. The secre-

tary, who is also treasurer, is paid $8, and ekes out his income

by making barrels at the regular piece-price wages. If this

shop has not been as brilliantly successful as its founders had

hoped, the depressed condition of the trade and the extraordi-

nary pressure of competition sufficiently account for it. Its

members have been incomparably more fortunate and pros-

perous than their fellow-coopers working in neighboring boss

shops.

The Acme Barrel Company, the youngest of the coop-

erative flour-barrel shops, dates from May, 1885- Its mem-
bers were working as journeymen for a proprietor named

Stevens. There had been dissatisfaction on both sides and it

was finally arranged that the men should organize as a coopera-

tive association and lease the shop ; Mr. Stevens being paid a
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stipulated price for operating the machinery with which the

establislinient was equipped. Forty members entered the

association, each taking a $50 share of stock and ])aying as

much cash as he could. Nobody advanced more than $25,

and some were unable to make any initial payment. A capi-

tal of $625 was made up, however, and it grew by weekly

assessments of $2. The Stevens arrangement was only a tem-

porary one. In August, three months after its incorporation,

the Acme company bought five lots adjoining the Manitoba

railroad tracks on the outskirts of the city for $2,700, pay-

ing $200 down and obtaining five years credit for the rest.

Lumber was purchased and paid for, and the members built

with their own hands an excellent shop at an outlay of only

$2,200, moving into it in September. In November, at the

end of its first half-year, the company was able to make a

dividend of $600, which was all paid in on capital stock.

The second half-year was begun with forty-nine members

;

but there was prospect of light work for the winter and a

number withdrew, reducing membership to thirty. At
present (October, 1886), the membership is twenty-five, and

business necessitates the employment as journeymen of fifteen

more. The shop has not yet invested in machinery. Three

$50 shares of stock have been issued to each member. A
large majority of the men are married, and many of them

have taken advantage of the newness of the neighborhood to

acquire homes on advantageous terms. Most of them are

paying on the installment plan. The success of this new
company has been very marked, in view of the extremely

hard times the coopering trade has experienced ever since

its organization. Its affairs have been carefully and economi-

cally managed, and its members have worked energetically

and unitedly.

All the shops hitherto described are engaged exclusively in

the manufacture of flour barrels for the twenty-three Minne-

apolis mills. The Twin City Barrel Company works in

an entirely different field. It does " tight " coopering of all
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kinds. Organization was effected in January, 1886, with ten

members, each of whom invested $50 in one share of capital

stock. The men were nearly all former members of the

"Sixth Street Shop" (the Cooperative Barrel Company) and

the by-laws of that shop were adopted with immaterial altera-

tions. A profitable business was secured at once, and the

membei'ship was soon increased to fourteen, the shop beino; the

largest in its line in the city. The men worked with spirit

and ambition, willingly,paying assessments of from f3 to $5

a week from wages of $12, in order to build up capital and

acquire the varierl machinery necessary to the equipment of a

large shop engaged in miscellaneous coopering. In a few

months each member had acquired three paid-up shares and

the fourth had been issued. The shop was making a specialty

of butter tubs, and was doing a good business in pork barrels,

vinegar, cider and whiskey barrels, beer kegs, etc. It owned

$1,500 worth of machinery, practically all paid for. The

rapid growth of the business was confidently expected. These

expectations have not yet, however, been justified. Trade

slackened during the summer, and more than half the mera-

l>ers found temporary employment elsewhere, retaining their

membership in the company, and sending in their weekly

assessments. A visit paid the shop on October 6th found

only five men at work. The company had recently suffered

from a fire—machinery and completed stock being injured to

the amount of $1,200, of which only $400 was covered by

insurance. A more deplorable misfortune had befallen the

association. The treasurer failed to appear one day, and has

never been found. His disappearance cost the company only

about $75, which was of trifling consequence; but the man
had been trusted implicitly, and his conduct made the first

blot on the financial record of the co5perative shops, whose

treasurer had handled millions of dollars in the aggregate

without bonds and without a penny of defalcation. The

treasurer of the Twin City Company was also treasurer of the

Coojiers' Assembly of the Knights of Labor. It is not believed
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that Ills dishonof^ty was premeditated. He had fallen a victim

to the fascinations of "poker," and it is believed that, havinji;

lost the money at the gaming table, and finding it impossible

to replace it, he dared not face the consecpiences and ran away.

His former associates have no harsh word to say concerning

hira. The Twin City Shop holds on courageously in spite of

depressed trade and disheartening competition. It expects a

winter l)usiness that will employ all its members, and is plan-

ning to build its own shop next spring, when its present lease

will exj)ire. Its line of business is more precarious than that

of the flour-barrel shops, but it is unquestionably an advan-

tageous field for cooperation ; and with the increase of its

facilities and the growth of the city, the Twin City Shop may
expect enlargement and prosperity. Mr. N. E. Treat has been

president from the first, and is now acting as treasurer,—

a

convenient arrangement inasmuch as the business of the shop

takes the president to the places where bills are to be collected.

The superior quality of the work done in this shop is admitterl.

As its facilities are improved it can compete for work at out-

side points and greatly enlarge the scope of its business. In

this respect, obviously, it does not labor under the limitations

of the flour-barrel shops.

The System and its Results.

In every aspect the cooperative flour-barrel companies of

Minneapolis have been successful. They have been much
superior in stability and strength to the other shops. Their

form of organization really defies competition. Cooperators

are workingmen, and they work for wages. Profits are

pleasant and desirable, but only incidental. They are not

necessary to the success of a cooperative establishment in

which labor is the large element and the investment of

capital chiefly important as securing steady employment for

the worker and relief from the uncertainties and exactions of

employment at the hands of a boss. A cooperative shop can
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run successfully for an indefinite period and market its pro-

duct at absolute cost;—by which is meant the j)rice of the

materials plus the piece-price wages of the men and plus a

small margin for general expenses and shop maintenance. It

can do better than this. It can market its product at much
less than the cost of manufacture in a non-cooperative shop,

because its men in their capacity as proprietors and capitalists

(^n for the sake of future advantage cut down their own wages

a.s workingmen to the point of bare subsistence and keep them

there for a considerable time with much fortitude and cheer-

fulness and without danger of degradation. Many a business

man in a critical time makes great curtailment of personal

and family expenditures. He contents himself with the

smallest possible wages in order to preserve his business

capital intact or to gain some commercial advantage. Coop-

erators can do practically the same thing. A boss, hiring a

force of journeymen, cannot reduce wages below a cei-tain

point without incurring the risk and expense of a protracted

strike. This is no mere theory. The competitive superiority

of the cooperative system has been thoroughly exemplified in

Minneapolis. Some one will perhaps ask at this point why
any '^ boss " shops remain in the city. The question is very

pertinent ; and to answer it will be to explain the nature of

the hardest problem the coopers of Minneapolis have had to

face,—a problem still unsolved.

Taking the country " by and large," the coopering trade is

declining. This is due in part to the manufacture of barrels

in large shops by aid of machinery, reducing the number of

coopers by 25 or 30 per cent. It is also due in considerable

part to the use of sacks and boxes and other packages in rela-

tively larger proportions. Minneapolis is oue of the few

points in the country where the coopering business hiis largely

increased within a few years. Naturally the place became a

coopers' Mecca. Too many came, and severe competition

ensued. The recent somewhat general introduction of ma-

chinery in the Minneapolis shops threw more men out of
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work than the growtli of the milliiif^ industry could re-em-

ploy. Bosses have taken advantage of the situation to make

limited contracts with the mills for barrels at a very low price.

Their policy has been to work their shops to the fullest capa-

city during the active milling season, paying the lowest possi-

ble wages, and closing entirely or at least discharging the bulk

of their men during the dull part of the milling year. The

cooperatives have been obliged to meet the low price of bar-

rels in order to keep their contracts. Their superior organi-

zation has enabled them to make a better article than the boss

shops at the lowest of prices. The chief sufferers are the jour-

neymen in the boss shops, whose wages are very low and

whose employment is very precarious. The cooperatives also

suifer both as capitalists and as wage-earners. Journeymen

and cooperatives together constitute a Coopers' Assembly of

the Knights of Labor. Attempts have been made through

that order to increase wages, but without much avail. The

cooperatives cannot join the journeymen in a general strike

because they have interests as capitalists. The journeymen

cannot effect anything by separate action. Obviously the

associated millers hold the key to this curious and cxjmpli-

cated situation. If all the coopers in the city were journey-

men, wages could be forced up by a general strike at a time

when the daily demand of the mills was large and imperative.

If all were cooperatives it would be comparatively easy to

agree upon a scale of selling prices for barrels. The millers

seem to think that it is to their interest to give a part of their

contracts to the boss coopers. The cooperatives would fill

those very contracts with a better article at a lower price.

But if the cooperative method of production were allowed

entirely to supersede the old boss system, as it would easily

do if the law of the survival of the fittest could have uninter-

rupted action, the result might be an advance in the price of

barrels. There would remain a healthy though not ruinous

competition among the different cooperative shops, and there

would always be the possibility of resuscitating the boss sys-
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tern; so that the millei's couUl siiifer no material disadvantage

from permitting cooperation to prevail. They really prefer,

I believe, to deal with the cooperative shops, acknowledging

the superiority of their goods in workmanship and material

and their greater reliability in business dealings. They have

been disposed to deal fairly and amsiderately with the coopers,

and always protest that they are willing to pay fair prices for

barrels. But while the present competition between the two

classes of shops remains, there seems little hope for the return

of such wages and prices as prevailed a few years ago. Coopers

now get from 11 to 13 cents wages for a hand-made barrel,

whereas they used to get from 1 6 to 20 cents.

As the manuscript of this sketch is about to be forwardal

to the printers, the journeymen coopers are in the midst of a

strike and the situation is a most anomalous one. For months

there had been unavailing attempts to secure the increase of

wages to 16 cents. The co5peratives, of course, were as desir-

ous as the journeymen to attain this object. About the middle

of October the journeymen struck, and the co5peratives stopped

work as if in accordance with a previous underetanding. A
strike of switchmen in the railroad yards, which came a day or

two later, practically interrupted all movement of wheat and

flour and forced the closing of the mills. The demand for

barrels ceased simultaneously, and the coopers' strike was thus

robbed of all its potency. With the full resumption of rail-

road traffic and the reopening of the mills a week later, the

cooperative shops began work again in fulfilment of their

contracts, the journeymen still holding out. There are now
four non-cooperative shops,—a very large one equipped with

machinery and employing about 135 men at the time of the

strike, and three small ones without machinery, having in the

aggregate about 65 men. The cooperative shops employ, in

round numbers, 400 men a.s against 200 in the other shops.

The most likely effect of the present trouble would seem to be

the transfer of more business to the cooperative shops ; but

nothing can be safely predicted. A very persistent attempt
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has been made to secure the a(h)])tioii of a pooling system.

The ])]an ]iro])osed would have included all the cooper shops

in the city, liusiness would have been apportioned among the

shops u])()ii the basis of their membership at the time of the

strike, allowing one-third more business, relatively to mem-
bership, to the shops having machinery. One person, as agent

of the ])()ol would have been charged with the selling of barrels

and the j)urchase of stock. The proposed selling price was 39

cents, which would justify wages of 16 cents. A board com-

posed of representatives from each shop would have had

control of the management. All the shops consented to the

plan excepting the two oldest cooperative establishments, which

were on November Ist to enter upon contracts for the entire

supply of the Pillsbury mills, and were unwilling to sacrifice

their advantageous prospects. I am inclined to believe that

the pooling system would have been successful and beneficial,

in view of the peculiarities of the market. As matters now
stand, there seems no prospect, for the immediate future, of

anything else than the continuance of harsh competition and

the present low scale of wages and prices.^

It is under just such depressed conditions, however, that the

real strength of cooperation is best exhibited. If there is a

penny to be made in the manufacture of barrels, the coopera-

tives make the penny. They use honest materials, and do

thorough, honest work ; but every man has the spirit of a

proprietor and works for the good of the shop. There is no

waste of material. Piecework, of course, in any case conduces

to industry. This is especially true in the cooperative shops,

where the men are in some danger from overwork. Nobody

' Since the above was written, the strike has terminated successfully for

the coopers. The proprietors of the four shops were asked to sign an agree-

ment to pay on the basis of 15 cents for making hand-made barrels. The
cooperatives paid the journeymen full wages for staying out, and the owners

of the large shops at length followed the other "bosses" in signing the

scale. Considering the difficult character of the situation, the victory is a

most remarkable one.
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is allowed to work more than ten hours, and every man is in

his berth on the minute. Each places his mark upon every

barrel he finishes, and is held responsible for defective work-

manship. The organization is as close and economical as pos-

sible. The secretary,—who is also book-keeper and a very

useful and busy person,—is in most of the shops the only man
who does not perform manual labor ; and in one or two shops

he also works in his berth a part of the time. The president

acts as general business manager and generally also as foreman.

He supervises the counting and loading of the barrels hauled

daily to the mills ; he attends to the purchase of stock, and is

never an idle figure-head. The directors are paid hourly

wages for the limited time their official duties require. Presi-

dent and secretary are paid weekly salaries which are somewhat

better than the average earnings of the members, but less than

the earnings of the fastest workmen. Watchful interest keeps

incidental expenses at a minimum.

The business methods of the cooperative shops are admirable

and their credit is high. Manufacturers of coopers' stock find

the cooperatives their most satisfactory customers. The Min-

neapolis banks seek their patronage and are ready always to

give them accommodations. The books are open to the

inspection of every member, and the semi-annual report fully

reveals the condition of the company, so that there is no chance

for suspicions and uncomfortable surmises. Everything is

kept fair between older and newer members. Careful revalu-

ations of the real estate are made frequently, and if there has

been any advance it is equalized by crediting the stock account

of each member. Depreciations and losses are squarely faced

and made up by assessments. Consequently a I'etiring mem-
ber withdraws a full and equitable portion, and an incoming

member pays neither too much nor too little. Usually the

new comer has bought out a retiring member and assumes his

status ; otherwise there is issued to him the amount of stock

held by the other members, arid he is charged interest (usually

at the rate of six per cent.) until he has paid up his shares.
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His semi-annual dividends, as well as his weekly assessments,

are credited to his capital stuck account. If he withdraws

before his shares are all paid up, he receives precisely the

amount that has accrued to his credit. The princij)le that all

members shall hold the same amount of stock is thus firmly

maintained. The retiring member is entitled by the rules gen-

erally prevailing in the shops to a six months' note drawing 5

or 6 per cent, interest if the company finds it inconvenient to

pay cash. Very properly all gains or losses from advance or

depreciation of property, from fire, or from the failure of any

business firm or corporation are apportioned p7'o rata among

the members. But the ordinary gains and losses in the busi-

ness are distributed in proportion to the work done, i. e. to

wages. The man who makes the most barrels not only receives

the highest wages but also the largest dividend, if the business

has been profitable. If the half year's business has been

unprofitable, the man who has drawn the largest amount in

wages is assessed accordingly to make up the deficit.

Cooperation has developed business capacity in the men
which they were not aware of possessing because they had

never tested it. The conduct of the shops from the govern-

mental point of view may well encourage one's belief in

democracy. Sound judgment almost invariably prevails.

Tried and accepted officers are kept at their posts year after

year, and there is a minimum of jealousy. Dissension is

almost unknown. Differences of opinion are not infrequent,

but the will of the majority is acquiesced in without strain.

The system is an excellent discipline. It trains all the mem-
bers to an understanding of ordinary business methods and

transactions, conduces to moderation, patience and self-control

and fits for the duties of citizenship.

It is W'orth while to remember that the three or four hun-

dred men now stock-holders in the companies are only a small

minority of those who have enjoyed the benefits of the system.

These shops may be likened to schools continually sending

out their graduates. It would be interesting to know the
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number of different individuals who have at any time been

members of the shops. My information does not cover that

point ; but I should venture to guess that the " graduates

"

are from five hundred to a thousand. Coopering is becoming

a poor trade for reasons that have already been assigned.

Declining demand for their product is forcing many coopors

into other employments. Happy are those who, as members

of a cooperative shop, retire voluntarily because they are in

condition to better themselves. The company has served

them as a compulsory savings bank. It has accumulated

for them the ransom-money with which to buy their indus-

trial freedom, and has trained them for the safe and successful

use of that freedom. A recent English work on practical

economics entitled " The Wealth of Households " very fit-

tingly says :
" The workman of our day is yet, to too great

an extent, without either the wealth that provides for the

morrow, or the wealth that is as a tool wherewith to make

more wealth Let him learn to regard the possession

of a year's subsistence in advance as what it truly is : The

due purchase of his freedom as a member of the great indus-

trial community to which he belongs. It is the lowest price^

at which, in fact, that freedom can be had. It is the price

which all who have it have paid, or had paid for them, in

time past. It is not beyond his means ; for thousands of his

class are daily paying it, from means drawn wholly from

weekly wages." To do it in so meanly remuneratively a

trade as coopering must require regularity of employment

and an uncommon tenacity of purpose ; and the journeyman

who ever gets six months ahead in the world is very excep-

tional. Still more exceptional is the one whose little start is

not sooner or later sacrificed by loss of employment, sickness

or other contingency. In Minneapolis cooperation alone has

enabled the coopers to save. Those in the non-cooperative

shops have not saved. The regular weekly assessment of $2

or|^more withheld from wages, to which is added all dividends

until stock shares are fully paid for, compels the member to
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become a capitalist in spite of liinisclf. If he remains two or

tiiree years he will retire with savings of several imndred dol-

lars, and with the well-grounded habit of saving. A large

number of "graduated" cooperative coopers have become

farmers ; and from a berth in a cooper shop to the proprietor-

ship of a farm is a distinct advance. The farmer who is not

too heavily mortgaged is more secure in his "freedom as a

member of the great industrial community " than any other

man. But to become a farmer something more than 160 acres

of free land is necessary. Transportation of family and eifects

costs a round sum. A cabin must be built. Horses, a wagon,

a plow and other utensils are absolutely necessary. The means

of subsistence must be procured while the farmer awaits the

maturing of his first crop. The wage worker who has saved

a few hundreds may become a farmer. The one who has not,

finds it a practical impossibility. Thus a sojourn of three or

four years in a co5perative shop has made farmers of many
coopers. Others have launched forth into small mercantile

enterprises, well prepared to conduct them successfully. For

in the codperative shops every member becomes, more or less,

a business man. Even those who do not serve their turn on

the board of directors have the benefit of participation in the

monthly meetings, and acquire familiarity with all the busi-

ness details of the large establishment in which they have a

proprietary interest. The value of the business education thus

acquired can not easily be overestimated.

The coopers themselves are emphatic in saying that the

moral effects of their cooperative movement constitute its

highest success. It has unquestionably wrought a transfor-

mation in the character of these craftsmen. They are no longer

a drunken, disreputable guild, figuring in the police courts

and deserving the disfavor of the community. They have

l)ecome a responsible and respectable class of citizens. Their

sympathies are with law and order and public morality. They

are Knights of Labor, with few exceptions, but are always

opposed to violent or unreasonable methods ; and their infiu-
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ence upon the whole body of Minneapolis Knights, which is

very large, is strong and salutary. They find in their own

craft that they must work ten hours a day in order to earn

enough to support their families ; and while for most excellent

reasons they desire an eight-hour day in all industries, they

clearly perceive actual difficulties and deprecate all rashness.

One of their number, Mr. H. L. Bachelder, has been a mem-

ber of the State legislature for four years, and his good judg-

ment and absolute trustworthiness have made him a valaable

member. A process of natural selection has brought together

the best men in the codperative shops, and their superiority in

intelligence, morals and pecuniary responsibility over the jour-

neymen in the non-cooperative shops is conceded. Coopers

have repeatedly said to me that their co5peration has won its

great success in the making of men. It has made them provi-

dent and temperate. It has replaced self-distrust with self-

reliance and self-respect. To most men, sweet are the uses of

prosperity. The acquisition of a bit of residence property, a

proprietary and r-esponsible interest, however small, in a pros-

perous business establishment, the receipt of wages and divi-

dends sufficient to clothe wife and children neatly and

respectably, will astonishingly improve four workingmen out

of five in mind, in morals and in manners.

It may be worth while to remark that cooperation is not a

religion with these coopers. They are not experimenting for

the benefit of humanity. One of them might withdraw with

his savings and set himself up as the proprietor of a boss shop

without the slightest twing-e of conscience or the remotest

chance of being charged with the sin of apostasy. The presi-

dent of one of the smaller shops had formerly been a member

of one or two of the older and larger establishments, and

withdrew to found a shop of his own in another town. He
failed in the business, for some reason, and came back to

cooperation in Minneapolis. And his case is not a solitary

instance. Any cooper is ready to bid farewell to his berth, his

mallet and his well-worn apron when something better clearly
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presents itself. Tliey believe heartily in cooperation because

the system benefits and elevates workinjrraen ; but they are not

on bad terras with society as they find it about them, and are

entirely willing to step out of the ranks of handicraftsmen and

wage-workers whenever opportunity permits. They recognize

no impassable gulf severing industrial and social classes. Their

advancement to the dignity of ca])italists, employers or brain-

workers is not a repudiation of the cooperative system, but the

highest possible compliment they could pay it. In nothing is

their sound American sense better shown than in their prac-

tical, every-day view of their form of organization as some-

thing exceedingly useful and valuable for what it has done

and is doing, but not as anything sacred or worshipful. So

far a.s I know, the movement ha.s never had a social philoso-

pher or a hobby-riding "reformer" cx)nnected with it, and

nobody who ever thought of idealizing it into a cult.

On the whole, the movement has been a financial success.

Mr. Jansen, now manager of the cooperative store, who was for

ten years a cooperative cooper, tells me that in addition to his

wages, which averaged decidedly better than those in the non-

co5perative shops, he received dividends every year, amounting

to $250 in one or two years and never falling below $50.

These dividends were not reinvested in the business, for after

reaching a certain point the shops need no further accumula-

tions of capital. Mr. Jansen sold his shares for .^750 when he

withdrew, and he had taken out from time to time a much

larger aggregate sum in dividends. Mr. Curtis, of whom I

have already said much, and who is now connected with the

city police department, testifies to a similar experience and

says that other of the older members, perhaps many, have

drawn out more in dividends than they have ever paid in on

their capital stock. For the past two or three years wages

have been small, dividends light, and the money-making out-

look discouraging. But money-making is not the real test of

success in cooperation. The strength of the system in the face

of bitterlv hard times is its best commendation. Financial
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prosperity lends a fascinating glamour to enterprises of this

kind, but true success, which is moral in the broadest sense of

the word, can best be estimated when that glamour is removed.

The co5perative shops have developed men who can endure

the test of hard times.

In conclusion, let me draw a very few generalizations from

the results of cooperation in Minneapolis. It has proved

superior in economy of production. All the flour-barrels

used in Minneapolis woukl be made in cooperative shops if

competition were allowed to settle the question. A coopera-

tive shop has no '^entrepreneur''^ or middleman to support;

it is satisfied if its men make good wages ; it turns out better

work with less waste of materials, and it does not have to

calculate any margin for such contingencies as loss through

strikes or labor difficulties. Codperation has proved that

workingmen can do business safely and well, and that they

have an instinctive caution and conservatism that causes them

almost invariably to reject specious and unsound methods in

])iLsiness. Again, it has proved that w^orkingmen can work

together amicably, regardless of creed or nationality, and that

the democratic organization of their industry teaches them to

respect the rights and opinions of one another and to treat

their associates with courtesy. It may be fairly inferred that

cooperation is entirely applicable to the coopering trade in

other places where the demand is reasonably large and the

market not subject to peculiar restrictions. Thus in flour-

making cities like Milwaukee, St. Louis, Rochester and New
York, co5perative cooper shops ought to find scope. In

pork-packing cities like Chicago, Kansas City and Cedar

Kapids there might be opportunity for co5perative pork-

barrel shops. In cities and towns where cement and lime

are important products extensive cooper shops are neces-

sary, and cooperation ought to be feasible. In the whiskey

region of Kentucky, in the sugar and molasses region of

Louisiana, in the dairying districts of Illinois aud Iowa
where butter tubs are largely used, and in the great brew-
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ino; centers there m^ouUI seem to be ii field for cooperative

coopering. In small places the circumstances must be taken

entirely into account. Barrels are too bulky to be shipped

far, and coopers are dependent upon their local market. In

villages where a single mill or other customer exists, the

cooper shop is generally controlled as an appendage; and

cooperation would be impossible without the good will of the

miller or other customer.

The Minneapolis coopers believe as a result of their obser-

vation and experience that coo])eration would be successful in

a wide rano;e of industries. Their own has the adxantay-e of

being a simple, old-fashioned trade, in which each man does

the same work and finishes the product, and in which labor

rather than capital has the chief relative importance. But

they would not hesitate to recommend cooperation for more

complicated industries. Boot and shoe factories, sash, door

and blind mills, tailoring, furniture making and hat factories

are lines of manufacture in which they suggest that coopera-

tion is feasible. Where piece-work is possible the cooperative

system is obviously more applicable ; but it does not follow

that it would be inapplicable in industries which require large

subdivision of labor. It may be regarded as essential that

each man have an equal voice in the management of the

enterprise. It is desirable, but not essential, that all should

l)e equal owners. Cooperation is easily seen to be less appli-

cable in lines of production where capital has greater relative

importance than labor ; where quality of w^orkmanship is of

little or no account ; where the speculative and uncertain ele-

ments in price are very large as in the iron industry ; where

the market is remote, variable and peculiar, and success is

much more largely dependent upon commercial than upon

industrial advantages and conditions.

A Western professor who has few superiors as a political

economist and a sagacious observer of social phenomena, is

accustomed to say that large success in cooperation must await

" the development of the cooperative man." I believe that

4
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all conditions are now peculiarly favorable to his develop-

ment, and that his advent will be a realized fact almost

before we are aware of it. The laws, customs, opinions and

traditions that have given industrial society its present form

are undero-oino; very material modifications. Meanwhile, the

wage-workers in their labor organizations and in other ways

are becoming trained for an improved regime. They are

gaining the self-masterv, the mutual confidence and the

power to act in unison that are marks of " the cooperative

man."

11.

A COOPERATIVE AGRICULTURAL COLONY.

Another of the enterprises which owe their origin directly

or indirectly to the cooperative movement among the coopers

of Minneapolis, is a cooperative agricultural colony. Its

founder is j\Ir. J. S. Rankin, a life-long advocate of coopera-

tion, and the patriarch of the movement in Minneapolis. For

many years ]\Ir. Rankin was a journeyman printer. After-

wards he was engaged in educational work, and in the publi-

cation at Minneapolis of a weekly paper, The Minnesota

Mirror, "a journal of cooperative progress and industry."

He is a poor man and the strength of his life is spent ; but in

old age he embarks with courage and enthusiasm upon an

undertaking of great moment, and one which at the outset

involves many practical difficulties and hardships. Agricul-

tural co5peration has long been Mr. Rankin's favorite pre-

scription for some of the worst evils of our present social

system. He does not propose an ideal reorganization of society

in which everybody shall have to take a place, and his views

are not those of the Utopian school of communistic philo-

sophers. But his observation and study have convinced him

that the land is the best basis for cooperative production, and
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that no other form of cooperative activity can be so success-

fully and easily managed, and so fruitful in good results as

that of an agricultural community.

The drift towards population-centers is rightly viewed with

solicitude by thoughtful men. The cities must always attract

the strongest and most ambitious. But the intense and arti-

ficial life of the city wears out mental, moral and physical

force. There should be freer circulation between city and

country. The thousands whom the relentless struggle of city

life is driving to the wall, ought to find escape into the coun-

try. They cannot go independently. They do not know
where to go. They cannot acquire and cultivate land without

capital. There are thousands of unsuccessful men even in our

western cities within a few hundreds of miles of free govern-

ment laud for whom it is as impossible, practically, to become

farmers as to become European emperors. They would gladly

betake themselves with their families to the health, hope and

peace of life in the country if the way were opened.

Mr. Rankin and many of the Knights of Labor of Minne-

apolis believe that cooperati(»n may furnish the desired avenue

from poverty, sickness and defeat in the city to competence,

health and success in the country. They have determined to

demonstrate it for their own benefit and for the encourage-

ment of others. Their lack of means has prevented an impos-

ing and showy beginning, but they have not shrunk with false

pride from a humble start. The enterprise is in its first year

and has only fairly entered upon the necessary stages of rude

pioneering. It is not therefore to be estimated by its attain-

ments or statistics, but by what, on the whole, appears to be

its real potentiality. Let me describe briefly the history and

nature of its organization, its physical basis, its pei*sonal and

its present status.

In December, 1883, "The Cooperative Land Association"

was organized by leading members of the Minneapolis Knights

of Labor, and its corporate existence began on the loth of

March, 1884. The object of the association was said in its
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aiticles to be the purchase and sale of lands and mortgages.

AV hatevcr may have been originally contemplated, it soon

came to be understood that the association should furnish Mr.

Kankin the land upon which to j)nt into practice his plan of

agricultural codperation. The land company had been formed

at a time when working men had few extra dollars to invest

in general or uncertain enterprises, and it would probably have

been dissolved but for its adoption of Mr. Rankin's project,

and the earnest interest of several members in the materializa-

tion of that undertaking. ]\Ir. J. P. McGaughey, District

]\Iaster Workman of the Knights of Labor, Messrs. T. W.
Brosuan and John Lamb, president and secretary of the land

association, and still others, gave the matter their hearty assist-

ance ; and chiefly through Mr. Rankin's personal exertions the

land company began in the fall of 1885 to gather some money

into its treasury. Ten-dollar shares of stock were subscribed

for by a large number of workingmen, to be paid in small

periodic asse&sments.

The location of the prospective colony was fixed in the

Mille Lacs region, in Crow Wing County, upon Northern

Pacific railroad land, at a point about one hundred and twenty

miles from Minneapolis and about the same distance from

Duluth. A tract containing 253 acres was i^urchased and paid

for with preferred stock of the road, making the cost of the

land about $2.50 per acre. It fronts upon Bay Lake, a beau-

tiful sheet of water about three and a half miles long and two

and a half miles wide. The land is finely timbered with oak,

maple, hickory, ash and w^hite walnut, with occasional open-

ings. Definite arrangements have been made which give the

land association control of contiguous land, and the domain of

the colony practically includes five hundred acres. About

$2,500 has been subscribed by the share-holders of the Land

Association, w^ho are all, or nearly all, working men and

Knights of liabor, and about $700 of this amount had been

paid into the treasury prior to the middle of October, 1886.

Meanwhile, Mr. Rankin had organized the Pioneer Cooper-

ative Company, which was to settle upon the land ; and an
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agreement was made by which the colony was put in j)os<<'s-

sion of tlie tract. A contract was drawn between the Laiul

Association and tlie Pioneer Coni])any under tlic terms ot"

which tlie land was to be sold to the second i)arty for its cost,

^()75, of which $100 should be paid on January 1st, 1889,

and $200 each succeeding year until principal and interest

should be fully paid up, the debt meanwhile to draw 7 per

cent, interest. The Land Association's rights, by contract

with the railroad company, in other land adjacent, was also

transferred to the Pioneer Company. The sale was made

subject to the condition that the purchasing party shouhl

occupy the land as a cooperative colony and should conform

to certain rules and arrangements which were made a part of

the contract. Inasmuch as these specifications of the contract

really embody the constitution of the colony, they should be

produced in full. They are as follows :

" 1st. No person of suitable age, character and ability shall be debarred

from associating with said second party [the Pioneer Colony] in the under-

taking, on account of his religious or political opinions.

" 2nd. Said second party shall receive as members all persons of adult

age, as rapidly as the circumstances of the Pioneer Cooperative Company

may permit, who are able to fill useful positions in the company, and are

willing to be governed by the rules and regulations herein set forth.

" ord. That the land, or so much of it as may seem to be needed, and the

use of which is now and hereby granted the aforesaid Pioneer Cooperative

Company, is to be considered by both parties to this contract as inalienable,

so far as present intention and mutual agreement c:in make it so; it being

fully understood and agreed to that no speculative purposes having refer-

ence to the future sale of said land, or any part of it, enter as considerations

into this agreement. On the contrary, it is fully understood that the land

hereby granted is to be regarded as the home and heritage of generations

of honest workmen, and that the present resources of the location, the fer-

tility of the soil, the timber, the beauty of the scenery, and other natural

advantages, are to be carefully preserved, and, if possible, increased. To
accomplish this, it is hereby declared that not less than one-fourth of the

land should be kept covered with timber ; that in the use of timber for fuel,

buildings or manufactures, sufficient care should be taken to preserve young

and thrifty groves of trees, and that valuable and ornamental trees should

be planted wherever there is room for them. It is also understood that any

wholesale or unnecessary destruction of fish or game is to be discouraged.
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" 4th. The government of the company shall be purely cooperative, that

is to say, every member shall be entitled to one vote and one only. A
board of managers shall be chosen yearly by the resident members in good

standing to whom all the affiiirs of the company shall be entrusted; pro-

vided, however, that the first board of managers shall be chosen by or with

the consent of said first party [the Land Association].

"5th. The division of profits shall be on the cooperative principle, that

a salary shall be given to each member and worker varying according to

the time devoted to the duties of his position, the skill displayed, and the

difficulty and importance of the work, and that net profits or losses are to be

divided to each in proportion to his salary.

" 6th. Village lots of one-half an acre or less, may be bought and held in

fee simple, by members, or by resident citizens acceptable to the company

—

provided that no stables or other buildings to hold horses, cattle, sheep,

hogs or fowls shall be erected on any such lots ; that no mannfactories shall

be built thereon, and no places for the sale of intoxicating drinks shall be

tolerated ; it being considered expedient and necessary to provide as far as

possible, against danger from fire, and to forbid, absolutely, everything that

may lessen the beauty or healthfulness of the village.

" 7th. A full and accurate account of receipts from the sales of village

lots, timber, lumber, fish, crops, manufactured articles, and other sources

of income, shall be kept by the said party of the second part, and reports

made to the Board of Managers of said first party from time to time as

may seem expedient or necessary to the Board of Managers of the Coopera-

tive Land Association, and also in the same manner a full and accurate

account of all expenditures.

"8th. The resources of said Pioneer Cooperative Comjiany, party of the

second part, shall be applied (1) To the support of resident members and

hired workers; (2) to the payment of floating debts incurred with the con-

sent of the party of the first part, and (3) to the formation of a sinking

fund to meet maturing obligations. Receipts beyond this are to be divided

as specified in the fifth section of this agreement.
" 9th. All differences on questions at issue between the two parties to this

contract not settled by mutual agreement, shall be referred to a board of

arbitration, whose decision shall be based on principles of equity, and shall

be final.

" 10th. The Board of Managers of the aforesaid Cooperative Land Asso-

ciation shall have full power to adjudge and settle, without appeal, all

questions that may be brought before it by the members or Board of

Managers of the aforesaid Pioneer Cooperative Company.

"11th. Any agreement or regulation made by the second party to this

contract with reference to the wages of its members shall be subject to the

approval or disapproval of the Board of Managers of the Cooperative Land

Association, so long as there are any debts due from said second party

under this agreement. But should default be made in the payment of said
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several sums of money, or any or either of them, or any part tliereof or of

any of the covenants herein to be by said party of the second part kept or

performed, then this agreement to be void at the election of said party of

the first part; and in case of default by said party of the second part, in

whole or in part, in any or either of the covenants of the agreement to be

by it kept and performed, it hereby agrees, upon demand of said party of

the first part, quietly and peaceably to surrender possession of said premises

and every part thereof, it being understood that until such default said

party of the second part is to have possession of said premises."

The colony began in April, 1886, with seventeen men,

women and children from Minneapolis, of whom seven were

men of legal age and members of the Pioneer Cooperative

Company. Two of the men were coopers and had for a time

been connected with a cooperative shop. All had been unfor-

tunate in the city, and not one of the families could have gone

to the country on its own resources. Collectively, it would have

been scarcely possible for the company to have made a begin-

nino; without the backing of the land association. But all had

at one time or another some experience of farm life, and the

colony was certain to be self-sufficient if once fairly begun.

Two or three small houses of pioneer construction in the neigh-

borhood were available for temporary shelter. Fish and wild

berries were abundant. A small crop of corn, potatoes, beans

and other vegetables was planted and has been harvested.

Several gentlemen in Minneapolis advanced money to aid in

the purchase of horses, implements and other absolutely neces-

sarv parts of a farming outfit. Progress must, however, be

slow for a year or two from the lack of capital that is felt at

every step.

Fortunately, the enterprise was not undertaken with any

false expectations, and all who are concerned with it are

entirely satisfied. The land is ample in extent, admirable in

quality and situation, and held by secure tenure. More can

readily be obtained when the colony can use more. The health

and simple enjoyments of country life are preferred by the

colonists to the conveniences which even the poorest people

enjoy to some extent in the city. Food and shelter are
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assured. There is plenty of work to do, but no necessity of

over-work. There is happy immunity from the isolation and

solitude that are the most objectionable feature of ordinary

fiirni life on the western frontier. Thus, even in the rouo:h

pioneer stages of the experiment, the members regard their lot

as a decided improvement upon that which they left behind

them. They would say unhesitatingly that they had exchanged

adversity for prosperity.

This attempt at cooperation is not in the hands of men who
misapprehend the nature of the problems of organization and

management they will have to solve. They have not attempted

to solve them all in advance, but will leave some of them until

circumstances give them practical importance. Cooperation

does not meddle with the institution of private property. It

is not a religion, and requires no renunciations. It does not

in the least interfere with the distinctness and privacy of

family life. It is simply a matter of business advantage and

social convenience. Agricultural cor)peration is not essentially

diiferent from cooperation in barrel-making. In Minneapolis

there are men who are earning their living in a co()perative

cooper shop, paying for their home through a cooperative

building and loan association, buying their groceries at a

cooperative store, and having their washing done in a coopera-

tive laundry. Some of them perchance enjoy the advantages

of meuibership in a cooperative neighborhood improvement

sissociation, obtain books and magazines from a cooperative

reading club or library association, and so on. Many of them

belong to societies and orders which have as their most prac-

tical feature a system of codperative life and accident insurance.

If these and other cooperative enterprises Avcre centralized

under one general management, it would make no practical

difference to the man \vho belongs to them all, apart from the

faet that it would probably minister to his convenience. In

the cooperative farming village each member would acquire

his house and lot through the instrumentality of the company,

and would make his living by working at stated wages in the
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productive enterprises of the comjiany. He would receive his

share of dividends from the surphis earnings of the company

as in the cooper-shops. He would buy his goods at the com-

pany's store, and receive his share of the profits on the basis

of the amount purchased, as in cooperative stores elsewhere.

He would have all the liberty he could possibly have outside

the cooperative system, and much more independence than any

mere wage-worker. He could withdraw at any time with the

amount of capital which had accrued to his credit in the com-

pany. It seems necessary to say these things because the idea

of a cooperative agricultural colony so readily suggests com-

munistic societies like the Shakers, the Icarians or the German

inspirationists of Amana. Communism and cooperation are

antipodal in principle. Communism denies the right of pri-

vate property. Cooperation proposes to enable the destitute

to acquire private property. Communism usually asserts con-

trol over family relations and it sacrifices personal liberty.

Cooperation adds to the liberty of the individual, because it

enables him to " pay the price of his industrial freedom ; " and

as I have shown in the case of the coopers, it supplies the con-

ditions that are most favorable to the family institution.

From the standpoint of production the communistic farming

communities are of course cooperative ; and, in so far their

experience has bearing upon the undertaking herein described.

They have demonstrated the economic advantage of coopera-

tive production in agriculture. Proficiency in specialties is

developed. Small fruits, bee-keeping, dairying, and all the

branches of that diversified husbandry which is admittedly the

most profitable, flourish at their best on a Shaker farm ; and

my own somewhat careful observation of several communistic

agricultural societies has convinced me that their economic

success has been due to a cooperative organization of industry

that is l)oth logically and practically separable from their com-

munistic theory and practice of distribution. The self-suffi-

ciency and economic independence such a community acquires

is remarkable. Various lines of domestic manufacture are
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easily developed. In the winter months the ploughmen and

teamsters are transformed into blacksmiths, wheelrights, car-

penters, broom-makers, etc. The women and children prepare

the packages of garden and flower seeds for the s})ring trade.

The superior system and economy of the productive side of

life in one of these agricultural societies is unqualifiedly admi-

rable. And yet, it is simply cooperation, and would be entirely

possible were the communism absolutely eliminated. And this

success has not been due to marked superiority in the leader-

ship or in the average membership of these communities, but

to the fact that cooperation in agriculture is comparatively

easy.

Professor J. B. Clark, in his notable volume " The Philo-

sophy of AVealth " says :
" Complete cooperation has succeeded

on the largest scale in agriculture. The economic motive for

this mode of living is less urgent in this department of indus-

try than in others. Agriculture is not yet centralized, as are

manufactures, and the relations of the classes engaged in it

are not strained to a dangerous extent." This is true; yet it

should be said that cooperative farming is not expected

primarily to appeal to the classes already engaged in agricul-

ture. Mr. Rankin suggests it as a means by which those who
are not farmers, and who cannot hope to become farmers

through their own separate efforts, may acquire industrial

security and freedom, and a healthful, advantageous environ-

ment, as tillers of the soil. Wise advocates of such a system

would have no desire to strain its applicability. If it suc-

ceeds in the Mille Lacs region or anywhere else, the success

must be due to the fact that the system is clearly profitable in

the hard, worldly sense. Farmers already well established on

their own land do not belong; to the classes who have funda-

mental industrial problems to solve. And yet, from my own

observation I am ready to affirm that in many cases if half a

dozen or more frontier farmers would consolidate their hold-

ings, sell half the land and pay off all mortgages, place their

homes in a village group, organize as a cooperative company,
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and farm their acres with centralized fiicilities, they would find

the exjH'rinient hisxhly jirofi table financially, and at the same

time most beneficial morally and socially. I am informed

that the families occupyino- homesteads in the vicinity of the

colony at Bay Lake are quick to see the advantage of the

cooperative system and that some have already offered them-

selves as members and their ^'claims" as additions to the

colony's domain. In becoming members, they would, of

course, either sell their land at an agreed price or take stock

in the company to the amount of its value. I do not under-

stand that all members are required to be equal stock-holders

;

but inasmuch as profits are not to be apportioned on the basis

of stock and since each member has an equal vote, the ten-

dency must naturally be towards practical equality of invest-

ment. It must be remembered that cooperation does not

antagonize any other industrial system, and that a cooperative

farming colony which should receive unsuccessful workingmen

from the city, train them in agriculture, accumulate for them

a little competence, and '^ graduate" them to make farms of

their own on the public lands, would in each individual case

have vindicated the advantage of cooperation. The internal

economy of such a colony would not be seriously disturbed by

a very considerable change from year to year in the personnel

of its membership. In our country every neighborhood and

every industrial and social group is undergoing constant loss

and renewal in this way, and generally without serious impair-

ment of its character or resources.

The a priori objection most commonly raised to such enter-

prises has to do with the difficulty of maintaining agreement

and harmony. As Mr. Eankin wisely says, the only essential

kind of agreement is the agreement to disagree. There must

be perfect liberty of speech and of opinion and the will of the

majority must prevail. A young cooper remarked to me one

day that 'Hhere are a heap of things to put up with in

cooperation." But, for all that, he regarded the difference

between the lot of a cooperative cooper and that of a journey-
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man cooper as tantamount to the difference between industrial

freedom and industrial slavery. Cooperation is simply demo-

cracy applied to industrial organization. Democracy in poli-

tical society is a system Avhich always obliges some people to

"put up with" things they do not prefer. But it does not

follow that a Czar would be welcome. Those who find more

unpleasant things to put up with in a cooperative organization

than outside of it, have ready means of escape. I believe

that the history of cooperative undertakings shows that gov-

ernmental difficulties are not so great as people generally

anticipate. The principle of arbitration is accepted by all

cooperators, and the necessity of acquiescence in the will of a

majority or in the dictum of a board of management or arbi-

tration, is the first lesson to be learned.

I have written thus generally because, as already said, it is

the potentialities rather than the present details of this coojier-

ative enterprise that merit discussion at this stage.

The Pioneer Colony meets with fewer obstacles than it

expected. It proposes to advance " without haste, without

rest" making sure of each new step. No effort Avill be

required to induce people to cast in their lot with the (;olonv.

The most prosperous of our cities contain hundreds, if not

thousands, of worthy people who would be eager to go to the

country under such arrangements as would assure them of a

home and the plain but wholesome comforts of farm life, in

exchange for their honest labor. As rapidly as circumstances

will allow, the Pioneer Colony will diversify its industry and

increa.se its membership. It has, however, put forth no glow-

ing prospectuses, has made the world no promises, and has

nothing for which to apologize in the meagerness of its begin-

nings. From the standpoint of those engaged in it, success

has already been achieved ; for it has greatly improved the

material situation of all of them, and there is bright jn-ospect

that the improvement will continue. No sort of' failure is

easily conceivable that would leave them, all things considered,

as badly off as they were before. The Minneapolis working-
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men who constitute the Land Association are secured by their

mortgage and can lose nothing. Tliey will be repaid, with

interest on their money. Sums advanced by several gentle-

men of means have been of very timely service ; but they

have been incidental and not essential. This has been and is

strictly an enterprise of poor men for the benefit of poor men;

and whether its future success should be little or great, it will

be due to the spirit of self-help among its own memi)ers and

beneficiaries, and to the systematic aid and support of the

Knights of Labor and workingmen of Minneapolis.

IIL

COOPERATIVE PROFIT-SHARING IN THE
PILLSBURY MILLS.

In my account of the organization of the first cooperative

cooper shop in tlie fall of 1874, I have explained that Mr.

Charles A. Pillsburv, the head of the now famous Pillsbury

milling firm, made the cooperative movement possible by

agreeing to take the product of the shop for the supply of one

of his mills. The Pillsbury mills principally use cooperative

barrels, and the firm has always been held in high esteem by

the coopers. The firm of Charles A. Pillsbury & Co., who
have for some years enjoyed the distinction of being the

largest flour manufacturers in the M'orld, consists of Hon.

Charles A. Pillsbury, Ex-Mayor George A. Pillsbury, Ex-
Governor John S. Pillsbury, and Mr. Fred. C. Pillsburv.

The second is the father, the third an uncle, and the fourth a

brother of the head of the firm. Xo employers were ever

more highly regarded by the men in their service than the

Pillsburys have always been, and there has never been a

disagreement of any character. The house has prospered,

and its employes have prospered with it. Mr. Charles A.
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Pillsbnrv has always been a student of tlie labor problem

both in theory and practice, and his sympathies have been with

the men who work. Yet he has never sought to pose as a

philanthropist. His business sagacity has been broad enough

to perceive that in order to attain the largest success in his

line of manufacture, the most considerate and liberal treat-

ment of employes was the soundest economy.

At the end of the milling year, September 1, 1882, Mr.

Pillsbury determined to attempt experimentally a plan of

profit-sharing which had for some time been taking form in

his mind. A selected list of men in the different mills was

made out, and each received a personal letter, of one of which

the following is a copy :

" Dear Sir

:

—
" We have decided to give this year, as an experiment, to some of the

leading men in our different mills, a portion of tlie net profits of the mill

after we have credited ourselves with the interest on the capital invested.

"We do this in the hope that everyone of the men having a share in this

division will do his utmost in every possible way to effect a saving in the

business, and that those who are not included this year will also be stimu-

lated to do good work, because if the experiment is a success we shall be

inclined to increase the number hereafter. We believe also, that while

we shall be doing considerably better by our men, we shall lose little or

nothing ourselves. None of you have any idea how much can be saved in

running a flour mill if each man will do his best towards saving. The
scheme is an experiment for this one year. Its continuance will depend

upon whether we think it will pay us this j'ear. We trust that every

man included in this number will feel it his special duty to see that every

other man does his work well ; and in fact, to see that everything is done

in the best possible manner and with the least possible expense.

"This apportionment will be made only to the men who stay with us

during the year, and is subject to the provision that every man included in

the arrangement shall perform his work and conduct himself in a manner

entirely satisfactory to us.

" We prefer that this matter be kept quiet.

" Hoping to receive your hearty cooperation in the plan.

" We remain,

" Very Truly Yours,

"Charles A. Pillsbury & Co."
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The proposition was entirely volnntarv on the part of the

firm and was made to men who were already well content and

better remunerated than men doing the same work in other

milling; cities. It was, of course, received with much satisfac-

tion by those so fortunate as to be included in the scheme.

From four to five hundred men are on the pay-rolls of the

three Pillsbury mills, and about 25 per cent, of them par-

ticipated in the profits of the first year. The list included,

first, all men having positions of responsibility in the offices

as well as in the mills,—nearly every man whose labor could

fairly be called skilled or upon whose fideb'ty much depended,

being in the number; and, second, there were included all

employes however menial their work, who had been in the

service of the firm continuously for five years. Having had

no intimation as to the pro^Jortion in which the net profits

were to be divided, the men could not of course well conjec-

ture the amount they would receive at the end of the year.

They could not reasonably have expected large sums in addi- .

tion to their wages. Their surprise and pleasure may there-

fore be imagined when they received checks for sums averaging

about S400. The amount of profits distributed to employes at

the end of the first year, in September, 1883, was in excess of

S40,000, and the profit-sharers were about one hundred men.

The distriljution was upon the basis of salary, and each man
received a sum equal to about one-third of his total wages for

the year. A bit of arithmetic will show, therefore, that the

average income of the participants was increased from about

$1,200 to about $1,G00. The experiment produced results

satisfiictory to the firm as well as to the men, and the profit-

sharing system was adopted as a fixed policy. The proportion

of profit-sharers was made somewhat larger the next year, and

there was, of course, an increase in the number of five-year

men. In September, 1884, about the same aggregate amount

was again distributed. In September, 1885, the profit-sharers

were about one- third of the total force of employes, and the

sum distributee! was again approximately §40,000. In the
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three years $125,000 was apportioned in this way, and the

general ratio of profits to wages was maintained at about $1 to

§3. The profit-sharing employes had in round figures received

§500,000 instead of $375,000 by virtue of the arrangement.

In September, 1886, each man received a circular letter from

the firm, of which the following is a copy :

"We regret to inform you that we will be unable to make a division of

profits to any of our employes for the past business year. Tlie simple

reason is that we have no profits to divide. We have failed to receive any

i-eturns for the capital invested, or for our hard work and anxiety. We are

somewhat recompensed, however, in the reflection that most of our men
have had steady work, and that we have been able to pay you your wages

promptly and without any reductions, thereby enabling you not only to

provide well for yourself and family, but to lay by something 'against a

rainy day.'

"Now what of the future? We hope, with the aid of the strong arms

and enlightened brains of our fellow workmen, to not only receive a fair

recompense for our own work and capital, but to have something left over

to divide among our men, and we hope to make that division more general

than ever before. In order to do this are we not justified in asking of you

to increase your efforts in our behalf if possible? that you, in addition to

doing honest work yourself, will insist upon its being done by others who,

))erhaps, have not as honest intentions as j'ourself ? Especially do we ask

of you to see that the sti-ictest economy is practiced in every direction, and

that nothing is allowed to be wasted or misappropriated. We ask of you,

also, to take no chances of accidents of any kind ; that you immediately

notify the proper parties of anything needing repairs, or of any dangerous

place or machinery which can be improved. We ask no one to take any

chances of loss of life or limb, beyond what are absolutely inseparable from

the nature of our business and machinery. Any suggestions from any of our

men as to additional precautions against accidents will be thankfully re-

ceived and fully appreciated by any member of our firm. We also ask you to

especially take every possible precaution against fire. It is the enemy most

to be feared by both you and ourselves. In these dull times of nulling a

fire would permanently deprive you of a job with us, and also entail a great

loss on ourselves. Let us ask you to be on the constant lookout for any pos-

sible danger from this source. Suggestions in this directioTl will be greatly

appreciated by us. We are very proud of the past, that we have never yet

made a reduction in wages. We cannot now afford to pay you the wages

we could a few years since. Cannot you, with your increased experience

and with additional diligence to our interests, make your services more val-

uable to us than ever before, and thus restore the equilibrium ? If at any

time you feel that injustice has been done you, do not be afraid to come to
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our office and state your complaints. Cooperative sharing-profit is on trial

at our mills. Many all over the world are watching the results. Fellow

workmen, try and realize how much depends on your integrity and faitli-

fulness. With the cooperation of every one of our employds we hope for

•letter results than ever before attained in our business; without it, we see

nothing promising for you or ourselves."

This frank communication was received in the best possible

spirit by the men, wlio would have been both ungrateful and

foolish to have questioned its sincerity or to have been dis-

satisfied with its explanations. The out-put of the PilLsbury

mills for the year ending September 1st, was about 2,000,000

l)arrels of flour,—the largest in their history and more than

one-third of the total Minneapolis product. But the milling

of the crop of 1885 was unprofitable. The millers bought

wheat early in the season at high prices and in very large

quantities. The market declined steadily thereafter, and the

price of the flour was reduced even below the normal ratio

with wheat. Half of the Pillsbury flour goes to Europe, and

new competition abroad is curtailing the profits on the Ameri-

can export. In keeping the mills grinding and in maintaining

tlie full wages of more prosperous years the Pillsbury firm

had done what entitled them to the highest regard and best

service of their men.

Mr. Pillsbury is under no obligation to continue the plan

of profit-sharing, but he assures me that he has no thought of

abandoning it. He proposes so to enlarge the basis as to

admit more than half the employes. Obviously, under such

a system, the number of beneficiaries would in any case grow

larger each year merely by operation of the five-year rule;

and it is easy to believe that three or four years hence the

great majority of the men will be profit-sharers. Mr. Pills-

bury is emphatic in saying that he regards the system a.s

advantageous to the firm. In few industries do intelligence,

stability, skill, zealous interest and absolute fidelity on the

part of the entire corps of employes count for as much as in

milling. Bad results caused by negligence are hard to trac^c

5
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to the culpable individual. The habitual attention to one's

own work ami to the work of one's fellows that is developed

by a personal interest in the business is a great advantage in

the modern manufacture of flour. By infinite pains and great

enterprise " Pillsburv's Best" has been made the standard

flour of the world, and the maintenance of its enviable reputa-

tion depends much upon the workmen in the mills. A more

permanent body of men cannot be found anywhere. No man
is ever capriciously discharged, and none ever leave voluntarily

except to take a higher position elsewhere. The Pillsburys

operate three mills,—one having a daily capacity of 7,000

barrels (the greatest in the world) and the other two h.aving a

maximum capacity of 2,000 and 1,500 barrels respectively.

They require therefore only three head-millers. But their

mills are the g-reat school in which men are trained to the

mastery of the methods of modern milling, and a large pro-

portion of the leading head-millers of the country have been

graduated by the Pillsburys. Mr. Pillsbury says that from

fifty to seventy-five head-millers in important mills elsewhere

have been selected from among his men. The fact illustrates

the superior character of his employes as a class ; and the

advantage of the profit-sharing system in keeping such a body

of men tosrether is obvious.

For proper business reasons Mr. Pillsbury has never made

public and has never communicated to his men the proportions

in which the net profit is divided between the firm and the

employes. As in all profit-sharing arrangements, interest

upon the capital invested is first deducted. Under the circum-

stances no bargain or ag-reement with the men is either neces-

sary or desirable, as might have been the case had the system

been adopted as a compromise at a time of disagreement about

compensation. The Pillsbury system could not possibly be

otherwise than satisfactory to the men, who receive, irrespec-

tive of their profits, the highest wages paid anywhere for

work of their kind.

From the employei's' standpoint I have Mr. Pillsbury's

assurance that the system pays. I need not say to students
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of the labor question that this assurance is the most important

thing I have to communicate on this subject. If Mr. Pills-

bury from his abundance and his generosity maintained this

system at some ^villingly made sacrifice—a thing of which he

is perfectly capable— it would be extremely creditable to him

iiidividuallv and exceedingly fortunate for his employes indi-

vidually ; but it would not help to solve the labor question

at large. Unless experiments in coojicrative profit-sharing

prove advantageous enough to reconunend tiie system to

employers for business reasons, the system nuist be counted a

disappointment and a failure. Few employers are in position

to do business on any system that handicaps them in the fierce

struggle of competition. Milling for the markets of the world

is a business in which competition is keen and margins are

very close. It is worth while to have the testimony of the

most successful merchant miller of this or any country, that

cooperative profit-sharing is a satisfactory and advantageous

system.

Mr. Pillsbury would not have it understood that the system

is wholly free from incidental annoyances and disadvantages.

Improved pay, unexpected prosperity, and the sense of secure

tenure in a fortunate position sometimes spoil a workman, and

he ffrows netjlio-ent and inefficient. Mr. Pillsburv has been

obliged to discharge a few such men. But they are excep-

tional. The profit-sharing system does, on the average, secure

better service. Mr. Pillsbury also finds a disposition, chiefly

outside his own men, to pass exacting criticisms upon a firm

who have the reputation of being model employers. The
discharge of one of their men excites a vast deal of comment,

when no notice would be taken of the matter if some other

employer should dismiss a man for precisely the same reasons.

IX is, however, quite natural that this should be so. Tiie

profit-sharing system seems to confer upon men something

like a vested interest, with which they are extremely indis-

posed to part ; and to be discharged from a profit-sharing

establishment carries with it a peculiar disgrace. Profit-
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sliaring is a step towards the recognition of what Professor

Henrj C. Adams calls a new kind of incorporeal property,

—

the right of a workingman to his work. The fact may not

be perceived, but it is true, nevertheless. No employer who
will go so far as to make his men partners in the profits

of his business would feel justified in discharging them

capriciously or arbitrarily. I can well believe that such

employers might readily consent to submit the discharge of

certain classes of their men to the approval of a board of

arbitration. Without further elaboration of the matter, it is

clear that the profit-sharing system gives men a firmer hold

upon their places, and that this fact at times subjects the

employers to annoyance and captious criticism. But it is to

be remembered that these inconveniences are merely incidental

to those very features of the system from which its great

advantages arise.

JV.

THE MINNEAPOLIS COOPERATIVE MERCANTILE
COMPANY.

Most of our American cities have witnessed one or more

short-lived and inglorious attempts at mercantile cooperation,

and Minneapolis is not an exception. What is commonly
called " distribution cooperation " requires the most humdrum
patience and conservatism at the outset. Attempts to achieve

rapid and brilliant results are almost invariably disastrous.

Under the stimulus of the Granger movement, a number of

cooperative stores were organized in Minnesota in accordance

with provisions of a statute enacted in 1870, providing for the

charter of cooperative associations. Their course was speedily

run. One was established in Minneapolis as late as perhaps

1879 or 1880; but its share-holders lost their small invest-

ments. They had not acquired the habit, and spirit of coop-

erators.
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The cooperative coopers, having found that they could make

productive cooperation a success, have hjnir l)elievcd that they

miglit easily overcome the comparatively small dilliculties

involved in the management of a retail store. At length, in

the summer of 1885 they determined to begin. They Mcrc

fortunate in undertaking the enterprise with no vague notions

or false expectations. They did not open their store until

they were thoroughly prepared. There was nothing groping

or experimental about it. It was simply a sober, business

undertaking by men in humble circumstances, who saw in it

sufficient mutual benefit to make the thing worth while, who

were familiar with the history and methods of distributivt;

cooperation elsewhere and who knew exactly how to proceed.

The incorporation was effected September 15th, 1885, tho

articles being signed by eight members of the three or four

larger cooperative cooper shops. The company began business

with seventy-five members, all or nearly all being coopers. A
neat little brick building then in process of erection on a corner

in the vicinity of the cooper shops was rented at $30 a monti),

and the store opened its doors for trade on the 9th of Decem-

ber. It was originally required that each member should

make an initial investment of $10 for one paid-up share of

capital stock ; but this was afterwards modified in view of the

hard times and the desirability of larger membership. A cash

capital of about $700 was secured to begin with. Every

member was required to subscribe for three shares, and allowed

to take five. The initial payment was reduced to $1.25.

Weekly assessments of 25 cents were levied and credited as

payments on the shares. The company began with the ordi-

nary stock of a small grocery store, although its articles of

incorporation provide for the inauguration of mercantile enter-

prises on a large and varied scale and for the establishment of

a "self-supporting home colony," wherein "may be exempli-

fied, in a practical way, the cooperative idea of protection,

distribution, education and government."

The modus operandi does not differ essentially from that of

successful cooperative stores elsewhere. The institution is in
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the hands of an annually elected Board of Managers, consisting

of a President, Secretary, a Treasurer, and six Directors.

Quarterly meetings of the stock-holders are held, at Avhich

reports are heard and distribution of profits made,—thus

necessitating a quarterly inventory of stock. From the gross

profits is first deducted all expenses of management, including

rent, salaries of store-keeper and clerks, etc. Allowance is

then made at the rate of 10 per cent, per annum for deteriora-

tion of stock. Next, interest Ls allowed at the rate of six per

cent, per annum on the paid-up shares of capital stock. The
net surplus is divided among the members of the company in

proportion to the amount of their purchases at the store during

the quarter.

It is left for the quarterly meeting to determine whether

any profits shall be allowed to outside patrons, and it is also

left to the direction of the meeting to carry a portion of the

profits to a reserve fund. The English societies are accus-

tomed to return to non-members a definite proportion of the

net profits accruing from their purchases, and also in some

cases to allow employes a small percentage in addition to their

salaries as a stimulus to active and interested service. It

remains for the Minneapolis Association to make these pro-

visions when circumstances indicate their desirability.

IMembership has increased to 125. The paid-up capital

amounts (October, 1886) to about $1,500. The business is

hampered by the smallness of its working capital. Owing to

the very low wages earned in the cooper shops, the managers

of the store have not rigidly enforced the payment of the

weekly assessments. They have preferred to keep the mem-
bers and their trade. Sooner or later each meml)er will have

managed to pay for his three shares. That the store is satis-

factorily managed may be inferred from the fact that about

half its patronage now comes from non-members. Gross sales

for the first quarter amounted to about $3,000, and after pay-

ing all expenses including interest on the paid-up shares and

making the required allowance for deterioration of goods, there
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remained a net profit of about $oO. The seeond quarter, end-

ing in July, sliowed sales of about $4,000 and a net profit of

about $140. For the third (piarter, ending in Oetober, I was

assured that the sales would amount to $0,000 and the sur})lus

profits to a sum bctweeu $200 and $300.

The members have not only (1) bought their goods as

advantageously as they eould have done at any other store,

and (2) received interest on their small investment of capital,

but, (3) a moment's calculation shows that they have received

back 7 per cent, on all their purchases of groceries, allowing

for the fact that non-members have done half the buying and

have received none of the profits. This is a most satisfactory

showing. Comparing net profits with capital invested, it will

be see!i that the store is clearing not less than 50 or (30 per

cent, a year. Mr. S. R. Jensen, who is in charge of the busi-

ness, has had ten years' experience as a cooperator in the

" Sixth Street " and Hennepin County Barrel Companies, and

is admirably qualified for his present position. He serves the

Association for $60 a month, and is assisted by two clerks at

$12 and $7 respectively per week. The two delivery wagons

are run without extra help. It would be hard to find another

store managed so well on so economical a basis. Sales are

made strictly for cash, and the company obtains cash discounts

in its purchases from jobbers. The safest business principles

rule everywhere. Mr. Jensen gives security in $3,000 bonds,

and the Treasurer, who is a prominent member of the Sixth

Street cooper shop, is also under bonds. The com})any has

secured the agency for Minneapolis of the goods of the

Cooperative Tobacco Company of Raleigh, N. C, and of the

Railroad Tobacco Company of Covington, Ky., which is also

on a cooperative basis.

It employs a man who sells these goods on commission, and

it makes a moderate profit. It has been desired by the com-

})any to undertake the coal business; but satisfactory arrange-

ments are not easy to make. It may be reasonably expected

that the operations of the Minneapolis Cooperative Mercantile
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Coin])any will steadily increase in volume and variety. The
last inventory showed a stock worth $2,000 and fixtures worth

$700. This day of small things is not to be despised. A
good foundation is being laid for enterprises that will be

dascrihcd with more imposing arrays of figures. On the

strength of the success thus far achieved, it is proposed to

wage a jiropaganda for new members. It ought to be possible

to quadruple the membership and increase the volume of

business six-fold during the year 1887. The benefits of

membership will be much greater, of course, when the estab-

lishment has added new departments and is prepared to supply

all ordinary family purchases. There is no reason why this

Minneapolis store should not prove as successful as those in

Euirland.

V.

A COOPERATIVE LAUNDRY.

The description of an enterprise which is still in the tenta-

tive, experimental stage, is not a satisfactory task. Between

the thing as preconceived and the meager reality there is

usually a painful contrast. From the complacent standpoint

of £^chieved success it is rather pleasant than otherwise to look

back upon feeble and forlorn beginnings. But it is only as

reminiscences that such beginnings are attractive. I could

wish, for literary purposes, that the Cooperative Laundry

Company of Minneapolis were either older or younger,

—

either a plausible and attractive plan or else a complete and

admittal success. It is in fact engaged in a struggle for

existence. If it lives a year longer it will probably have

survived its worst vicissitudes. This movement, like that

of the Cooperative Mercantile Company, is a direct outgrowth

of cooperation among the coopers, and owed its beginning to

the encouragement of the Knights of Labor, who in Minne-
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apolis are warm advocates of cooperation. The coni]iany

was orcranized about the 1st of March, 1886, and it adojited

the by-laws of the cooper shops in so far as they could be

made a|)p]ioable. It chose for its central office and work-

rooms a place in the vicinity of the larger cooper shops.

The membership was twelve, of whom seven were working-

women and five were men. Shares of stock, to be ]iaid for in

small installments, were in $10 amounts. Very little capital

was necessary for a beginning. Members were of two classes,

the working and non-working. Workers were to be paid

wages, and all members were to share in a p7'o rata division

of net profits, provided the non-working members should

hold one more paid-up share than the workers.

Mr. Joseph Wiltbank, a cooperative cooper, who was first

made Secretary and Treasurer, was afterwards made manager

and is now, by a somewhat informal arrangement, also the

acting president. He is paid a salary equal to about the

average wages he could earn at his berth in the cooper shop.

The other working members are the women. The wages of

the washerwomen are $1.00 a day, and of the ironers $1.25.

They work ten hours, with a part holiday on Saturday.

At first the laundry did not do satisfactory work, and that

fact has been of serious disadvantage. Under Wiltbank's

administration there is no longer any complaint on the score

of the quality of the laundrving, and the amount of business

seems to be increasing. The price list is the same as that of

other laundries *in the city. About a dozen branch offices

exist in different parts of the city, and they are allowed 15

per cent, for their services as agents. ^More than half the pat-

ronage of the establishment comes from the coopers,—chiefly

from the unmarried men, the others generally maintaining the

old-fashioned home institution of washing day. As yet there

have been no dividends. Three shares of stock have been

issued, of which two are paid up, and the working capital is

somewhat in excess of $200. The patrons see no particular

advantage in becoming share-holders as yet. The large steam
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laundries of the city are able to do work at a smaller expense

than the cooperative, with its primitive methods, and it cannot

expect to earn dividends to any consfderable amount until it

is equipped with modern machinery. Such equipment will

cost about $750, and the cooperative is determined to secure

it next spring. An eifort will then be made to increase the

number of members, and the persons acting as agents in the

branch offices will be required to become share-holders.

Cooperation seems tQ be particularly applicable to the busi-

ness of laundrying; and if this Minneapolis enterprise perse-

veres until its proper equipment shall have been secured, it

ought without further difficulty to become a permanent success.

The delivery wagon and branch office system render the locality

of a laundry wholly immaterial to its regular patrons, and a

moderate degree of enthusiasm and push would secure many
share-holders among JDCople whose laundry bills are much
larger than those of the coopers or other workingmen. The
cooperative system in this industry would, I believe, secure

superior results. The proprietary interest of all the workers

would conduce to permanence, to the acquisition of skill, and

to the constant care without which there cannot be that

promptness and uniform excellence of service upon which the

reputation of a laundry is built up. I am inclined to believe,

also, that a cooperative laundry can be run at considerably

less actual expense than one non-cooperative, and can thus

have the advantage in competition. Obviously this business

can be conducted upon a plan uniting the advantages of pro-

ductive and distributive cooperation. On the one side it

appeals to share-holding patrons as a mutual benefit enterprise,

and upon the other side it appeals to the workers as affi)rding

them a most advantageous form of productive organization.

There are large profits in a well-conducted laundry, and those

profits ought to be shared among workers and patrons. T

know of no business in which, from the nature of things,

cooperation seems more feasible and more likely to succeed

well, than in the operation of a large laundry.
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YI.

TPIE DUNDAS COOPERS.

The typical journeyman cooper is a uoniad. He has worked

on flour barrels in Rochester and on whiskey barrels in Louis-

ville. Tf he is not so great a traveller as ttie journeyman

printer, it is only because his earnings are smaller and he

must therefore do more tramping and less riding. Why he

has not carried away and scattered enough of the seed of

^Minneapolis cooperation to germinate in other communities of

coopers, I am at a loss to say. I have information of only

one cooperative cooper shop outside of Minneapolis, although

to my knowledge there has been some agitation of the matter

elsewhere in the State. The Dundas Cooper Shop Company,
of Dundas, Rice Co., Minnesota, has the honor of being

older than any but one of the present Minneapolis shops. It

was organized on the 1st of January, 1876,—less than two

months after the Co5perative Barrel Company began opera-

tions in Minneapolis.

The organization of the Dundas shop was the same in most

essential respects, as that of the Minneapolis shops. There

were thirteen original members. The number is now reduced

to eleven and fixed at that limit. The aipital invested is

small, because a large amount is not required to carry on the

business of a small shop in a village of less than a thousand

inhabitants. The price of the barrels which the Dundas
coopers sell to the merchant millers whom they supply, is

regulated by the Minneapolis quotations ; and consequently

they have felt the pressure of hard times in the past two years.

But, for nine or ten years the shop not only earned good
wages but made profits every year, which were divided, as in

the Minneapolis shops, in proportion to the amount of work
done. How large those profits were I am not informed ; but

either jn'osperity, or some other cause has made membership

remarkably stable. There have been only four withdrawals
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and two admissions since the shop was ori^anizcd ; so that nine

of the present eleven members were among the original thir-

teen. All the members are married men, and all own homes.

Three are at present carrying on other lines of business, retain-

ing their interest in the shoj) and their right to resume work,

but foregoing all profits, of course, while not earning the

wages upon the basis of which profits are divided.

A membership interest can be transferred only to the com-

pany. The shop usually employs journeymen in varying

numbers according to the demand of the mill it supplies.

Sometimes none are needed, and sometimes fifteen or twenty

are given work. The average is about half a dozen.

The organization of the shop is simple but effective. The

presidency is merely a nominal office, the Foreman being the

general manager and business representative of the shop sub-

ject to a board of directors.

The Secretary keeps a set of books and issues all orders for

money, which are countersigned by the Foreman. The latter

also keeps accounts which are a check upon those of the Secre-

tary. These two officers are required to furnish each month

a statement of the month's work, of profits or loss, and of the

condition of the business. The Foreman receives a fixed com-

pensation of |14 per week, and is frequently kept in the office

for several successive years. The adjustments of profit or loss

are annual, on the 1st of April, instead of semi-annual as in

the Minneapolis shops. The general effects, morally and

socially, of cooperation at Dundas are, I believe, regarded

as very excellent. The members of the shop, it should be

said, are all Americans excepting two, a Scandinavian and an

Irishman. The first foreman was A. Hedreen, and the present

one is L. L. Babcock. O. F. Wilson is president and A. Moy-

nihan secretary. The annual product of the shop is about

fiftv thousand barrels.
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YII.

COOPERATION AMONG THE PAINTERS.

For some years the house painters and decorators of Minne-

apolis have been interested in cooperation, and have talked

more or less serionslv of undertaking; it. A Painters' Union,

organized in perhaps 1883, gave opportunity for discussion of

the matter, and it was particularly favored at that time by Mr.

J. U. Woolsey, whose efforts to inaugurate a cooperative shop

seemed at one time about to be crowned with success. But
there was disagreement about details of organization, and the

plan fell through. Mr. Woolsey, who was in his earlier years

a journeyman painter, but has long been the proprietor of a

shop, is an intelligent and earnest advocate of cooperation, and

has not ceased to urge its application in his own trade. The
formation of a Painters' Assembly of the Knights of Labor

in the winter of 1885-6, and the unusual degree of interest

shown by the Minneapolis Knights as a whole in the subject

of cooperation, gave a fresh impulse. Again Mr. AYoolsey's

ideas seemed about to have practical effect. He desired to

organize a cooperative shop with twelve members at the outset.

Each member would be expected to subscribe for three $25

shares of stock, one share to be paid up at the beginning and

the other two by assessments. Men were to be classified and

paid wages varying according to their class. Grainers and

sign painters would be allowed, for instance, $3 a day, and

regular house painters would be divided into a first and second

class, their wages being $2.50 and $2 respectively- They

would be expected to classify themselves, subject to the read-

justments of a board of arbitration. Profits would be divided

per capita and not on the basis of wages. Mr. Woolsey be-

lieves that where in cooperative enterprises proficiency and skill

are duly recognized in the scale of wages, there should be no

further emphasis of differences and that all members should

fare equally in the distribution of profits as in the holding of
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stock and in the government of the association. The point is

an interesting one and admits of discnssion ; hut I am inclined

to agree with Mr. Woolsey. In the cooper shops, each man
receives the same pay for making a barreh Profits may advan-

tageously be trccited as increasing the piece-price wages, and

each man would properly receive in proportion to the number

of barrels he has made. But no such plan is possible where

men are paid by the day ; and the simple, per capita method

of dividing profits might well prove most satisfactory, at least

in such a trade as painting. Not to digress further, Mr. Wool-

sey's twelve men were found ; but before they were ready for

action the season was well advanced, they lacked the necessary

means, and they feared that the new shop might not be able

at once to secure sufficient work. It "is not unlikely that the

spring of 1887 may find Mr. Woolsey's shop transformed into

a cooperative establishment.

But, meanwhile, another painter, Mr. E. M. E. Pease, had

succeeded in establishing a cooperative shop, which was incor-

porated on the 29th of June, 1886, as the " Painters and Deco-

rators Cooperative Association of Minneapolis." The active

painting season was already well spent, the summer's work was

largely contracted for by the other shops, and the new estab-

lishment expected no immediately brilliant success. Twenty

painters were enrolled as subscribers for stock, with the under-

standing that half of them would keep their places in other

shops as journeymen, not assuming active membership before

the opening of the next season, until which time no payments

were to be expected from them. The active members took

each a $50 share of stock, upon which they made initial pay-

ment of $10, and have since been paying monthly assessments

of $5. Large capital is, of course, not essential. The new shop

has been fortunate in securing work, and is regarded already

as an established success. Thus far it has done general house-

painting, all its members working at the same lines of the

trade, although it includes men qualified as sign-painters, fres-

coers and paper-hangers. With the coming season it is pro-
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posed to uiKlertake all these special branches of the trade. At

present the men allow themselves $2.25 a day as wages, of

wiiich tliey draw only $2.00, leaving the twenty-five cents to

accrue on their capital stock account. The business is in the

hands of a board of managers consisting of the President,

Treasurer and three Directors, who appoint a Foreman and a

Secretary. The foreman has charge of the men and attends to

the carrving; out of contracts, workins; himself with the rest.

The secretary is the business man of the company. He keeps

the books, has charge of contracts, collects bills, canvasses for

work, and represents the shop in its outside relations. Mr.

Pease, the prime mover in the enterprise is secretary, Mr. S. G.

Coniee being president.

The economic advantages of their cooperative organization

are already apparent to these painters. They earn average

wages, and find themselves accumulating a margin of profit for

distribution at the first semi-annual settlement. They find

themselves at an advantage in bidding for jobs of work be-

cause, if necessary, they can dispense entirely with profits.

Journeymen painters must expect to lose a large amount of

time in the course of a year. Perhaps the greatest economic

advantage these men find in the cooperative system is the

steadiness of employment it secures. Their shop plans care-

fully to keep its members fully employed ; and this signifies a

large difference between the year's income of a cooperative and

a journeyman painter. Further, the men have the satisfaction

of knowing that they are building up a business of their own.

They take an unwonted pride in their work. Their personal

responsibility incites to the most thorough and honest work-

manship. Because they are working for themselves and have

the full benefit, they naturally work more expeditiously. These

elements of superiority in cooperation give it competitive ad-

vantages which must sooner or later prove decisive in its favor.

Mr. Pease, like all practical cooperators, is disposed particu-

larly to emphasize the importance of the moral results of the

system. He finds that it produces a state of harmony among
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the men that is never seen in a non-cooperative shop. Amica-

l)le relations are seen to be a practical necessity. The men
realize the mutuality of their interests, and the fact induces

courteous conduct. The responsibility of doing business for

themselves, and the new sense of stability have an excellent

effect upon men inclined to be reckless or improvident. The

sense of being one's own master and of working for one's own
interest is socially and morally elevating. Mr. Pease says that

his associates would not be induced to go back to the (jld sys-

tem, because they find a larger freedom and manhood in coop-

eration. One of the men declares that he will never again

work as a journeyman so long as he can get one meal a day in

cooperation. Fortunately, his three meals a day, the year

around, are much more secure under the cooperative system.

There seems no reason to doubt the permanent success and

the gradual extension of cooperative organization among the

Minneapolis painters and decorators. The beginning has been

made ; and it is auspicious though humble. I believe that

tliere will be at least four or five cooperative paint shops in

the city within two or three years.

VIII.

COOPERATIVE BUILDING ASSOCIATIONS.^

The form of cooperative enterprise that has attained far

greater results in the United States than all others combined,

is that of the well-known and almost invariably successful

" buildincr and loan associatmn."

The remarkable success of these associations in Philadelphia

and throughout Pennsylvania has attracted wide attention.

' Acknowledgments are due to Mr. O. L. Colburn for assistance in the col-

lection of facts respecting the building and loan associations of Minneapolis

and St. Paul.
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It is less ofonerally known, however, that what I may call the

Phila(lelj)]iia ])lau of cooperative ban king has been extensively

adopted in western towns and cities. Several of the most

flmirishing building and loan associations to be found any-

where in the country are established in the neighboring cities

of Minneapolis and St. Paul ; and they have been instru-

mental in providing many hundreds of workingmen's families

with pleasant homes of their own. The people of Philadelphia

enjoy the distinction of being more comfortably housed than

those of any other large city in the world, and it is said that

in no other city do so many families own the houses in which

they live. The agency of the building and loan associations

in producing this fortunate state of things has been very great.

Among western cities ^Minneapolis deserves a first rank as a

city of homes. The separate, cottage style of house prevails,

the city containing comparatively few solid residence blocks.

In no other city, not excepting Philadelphia, are the homes of

the people so spacious and so attractive architecturally. Visi-

tors to Minneapolis frequently ask where the poor people live.

It is not easy for them to realize that the picturesque and

roomy cottages with their bay-windows, ornamented gables,

and bits of lawn are the homes of workiugmen. It is hig-hlv

interesting to observe the influence of local habit and senti-

ment upon the external forms of a city's growth. The new-

comer soon discovers that it is the ruling ambition of the

average Minneapolitan to have a home of his own and as good

a one as he can afford. For several years, about three thous-

and houses have been built annually, a large proportion of

them to be occupied at once, or eventually, by the owner him-

self. The significance and relevancy of these facts will be

readily apparent to any student of the social, political and

economic problems of the modern city. It is immensely

important in the period of a city's early and most rapid devel-

opment that the proportion of tax-paying, property-holding

citizens should be as large as possible, and that the ownership

of a home should come to be the custom and the fashion

6
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araonc those mIio are called and who call themselves working-

men. Not a little of the present remarkable prosperity of

Minneapolis is due to the fact that it is a city of homes and

property-holders, and in that fact lies perhaps the best assur-

ance the city has for future progress and prosperity. In one

way or another these workingmen who own homes have made

the purchase with savings from their wages. Very many have

bought from real estate dealers on the installment plan or on

long time. They have mortgaged a portion of their earnings

for years to come for the present enjoyment of a family home-

stead ; and the arrangement is a powerful incentive to sobriety,

industry and thrift. By paying what seems to be a rather

extravagant monthly rent for a few years, the occupant

acquires unencumbered title, the payments cease, and he is

comparatively a man of affluence. With the habit of saving

firmly fixed, he goes on accumulating substance. Of all the

various plans in vogue for acquiring property by small periodic

payments from current wages, the building and loan associa-

tions provide the best. They enable their members to buy or

build at cash prices, in which there is large advantage. The

borrower repays the association in monthly payments usually

extending through about eight years, and therefore amounting

to something like one-half of one per cent. When he has

finally squared his account with the association, he finds on

careful calculation that he has paid little or no more for the

use of the money he borrowed, than the interest rate his

wealthy neighbor would have had to pay for a similar amount

of money on ampler security.

If he had bought on the monthly payment jjlan from a real

estate dealer the installments would of course have been very

much greater than a fair rent for the property. But the

association has enabled him to become a proprietor on pay-

ments in many cases not exceeding the rental value. Let us

assume that a man who has paid $18 a month as rent, takes

twelve shares of stock in a building and loan association. The

matured value of a single share will be $2U0, and of the twelve
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§2,400. The association makes him a h)an of $2,400, takinii-

out a premium of, we will say, 40 per cent. The man actually

receivesj $1,44(», with whidi he buys tlie house he lives in (and

which miirht have cost him >?2,000 if he had bouo-ht on th(!

installment plan). He pays the association 6 percent, interest

on §1440, in monthly sums of ST. 20. Meanwhile he is accu-

mulatinjx a sinking- iund, as it were, for the extinguishment oi'

the |n'iiicii)al ; and the dei)t will reach maturity when tills

i"iind, which is earning compound interest and extra profits as

energcticallv as possible, has grown large enough to meet it.

He ])ays into this fund SI 2 every month in the guise of dues

on his t\\('lve shares. In about eight years his shares will

have reached the full value of S200 apiece, $2,400 altogether.

His .debt was S2,400 and is now caueellwl. He has paid in

$1,152 on his shares. The association had kept every dollar

at interest for his benefit by making monthly loans of all the

money in its treasury; and compound interest counts up

rapidly. His interest and dues amounted to $19.20 a month,

or slightly more than the rent he had formerly paid, and at

the end of the eight years he is the owner of the property and

free from debt. Perhaps most of the readers of this sketch

are familiar with the methods and advantages of the special

form of savings institution described, yet I may be pardoned

for assuming that other readers will desire to know what

building and loan associations are, as well as the mere fact of

their existence in ^Minneapolis. The supposed transaction

M'hich I have just described is not idealized at all. Any man
with a clear head and a fair knowledge of arithmetic can

satisfy himself that there are good profits to be derived from

the immediate investment of the aggregate periodic savings of

a large number of people, when there is practically no expense

connected with doing the business and when every depositor

gets the full benefit of the earnings. If five hundred persons

liave subscribed for an average of ten shares each, they consti-

tute an association which has S5,000 of new money to loan

every month from dues, besides the interest paid monthly in
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advance on all outstanding loans. The money goes to the

highest bidders on the pledge of a sufficient number of shares,

and with satisfactory security on the property in which the

money is to be invested. There are always members Avho

wish to withdraw all, or part of their money before their shares

reach maturity. A part of the accrued profits will be sacri-

ficed to the association by such withdrawal, and the shares of

remaining members will the sooner reach the accrued value of

$200, or whatever sum has been fixed for their maturity. The
principles of the system are simple and intelligible, while its

details are somewhat complex and technical, varying in differ-

ent associations. With these minor variations and technicalities

I need not concern myself particularly here. The associations

are fundamentally alike. They enable poor men to borrow

money for legitimate investment at ordinary rates of interest

and pay it back in easy installments. They are the most

profitable kind of savings-bank for those who do not wish to

borrow on their shares and can afford to leave their accumu-

lations untouched until the shares mature. It is, I believe in

the future that Minneapolis is to derive the most benefit from

this kind of coo])eration, but the results already accomplished

are not insignificant. Eight associations are in existence, and

they merit some description.

The most important is the "Hennepin County Catholic

Building and Loan Association " which was incorporated in

August, 1874. None but Catholics are eligible to member-

ship, and its chief support has come from the Irish-American

element. Among its founders and first officers were a number

of young men who have since become prominent in business

and politics. Mr. Matt Walsh, now county treasurer, was

its first president. The approved Philadelphia system was

adopted in all essential details. The business of the associa-

tion is done at the regular meeting on the second Saturday

evening of each month, when dues of $1 on each share are

required to be paid. The matured share is |200, and busi-

ness is done on the basis of a nine year j)eriod. Eight years
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was originally fixed, but in 1881 the lon<2;er term was a(l()i)tetl,

which simj)ly meant that profits did not accumulate quite so

rapidly as had been anticipated. A new series of shares is

issued and offered to subscribers, old and new, every year.

In its earlier years the association did not do a large business;

but since 1880 it has developed rapidly and is now the most

flourishing in the State. Over sixteen hundred shares were

taken of the twelfth series, the last one issued, and for three

or four years previous the number averaged perhaps twelve

hundred. The total receipts of the association for the year

ending July 31st, 1886, were $112,726.47, and its accumu-

lated assets amount to more than half a million dollars. For

the current year its receipts will approach $10,000 every

month. The first four series have matured, and the fifth,

with 226 shares outstanding, has nearly reached the maxi-

mmu value of $200 per share. The rules of the association

do not allow the loan or " sale " of money at less than 30 per

cent, premium, but the rule is not necessary as bidding is

always active and the money is all kept loaned very closely

at premiums averaging from 40 to 45 per cent. Interest is

charged at the rate of 6 per cent, on the net sums received

by borrowing members. The borrower is given a month in

which to provide security satisfactory to the board of mana-

gers and to perfect arrangements. If he is building a house,

he is permitted to borrow on the property in installments as

the progress of the structure warrants. IMembers who have

not borrowed on their shares and wish to withdraw the money
they have deposited are not allowed interest for the first twelve

months. From the twelfth to the thirty-sixth monthly meet-

ing interest is reckoned at 7 per cent. After the third year

withdrawing members are allowed the net earnings on their

shares less 4 per cent. Borrowing members who desire to

pay back their loans before their shares mature are, in the

language of the by-laws, " charged with the total amount of

loan and premium, and credited with one-ninth of the premium

for each whole unexpired year up to the ninth year, together
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with dues and interest, or profits on said dues, as the ease

may be." This "recognition of unearned premiums," as it is

called, in dealino- witli borrowers, is an important feature of

the Catholic Association. In the annual reports of the Secre-

tary, Mr. J. C. Scullen, a financial statement is made in which

premiums on loans, so far as they have not yet been earned

by the association, are treated as liabHities. On the same

j)rinciple, members who borrow on shares which have passed

tiic first year are credited with a rebate for each year that the

series has run. The premium is regarded as something like a

compound discount for the terra of nine years ; and if the

borrower obtains money for a shorter period, his premium is

correspondingly reduced.

The association began in 1874 with eighty-five members.

Since that time its average increase of membership has been

one hundred and thirty-five, although for the past five years

the increase has been much greater than that. The total num-

ber of certificates issued to members up to date has been 1691.

The receipts for the first month, in August, 1874, were $137.50.

For August, 1879, they M'ere §1,555.50; for August, 1880,

$2,439.60, and for August, 1886, about §9,000. Such has

been the growth of this association. A growing business does

not increase expenses. Last year's handling of over §112,000

cost the association only §1,000. Its treasurer is under bonds

of §15,000, its attorney of §10,000, and its banker of $20,000.

There is no opportunity for defalcation, every detail of the

i)usiness being open to all the members, and the money being

loaned every month so closely as to require the frequent over-

drawing of the association's bank account. To meet expenses,

every member pays five cents per month on each share, making

the dues §1.05. This brings in a larger amount than is neces-

sary, but the sur|3lus is invested with the other funds for the

benefit of the association.

A principal object of the association was to encourage thrift

and develop business habits and financial responsibility among

the Irish-American workingcraen of the citv. It has from the
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first been under the patronage of the Catliolic Chureh, a parish

priest being an ex-qfficio member of one of the standing boards.

The suceess of the association in its moral and social, as well

as in its business aspects, has been very marked. It should be

said that although the membership is principally Irish, it

includes American, French, Polish, Bohemian, and German

Catholics. Some of the members are men of wealth and high

business standing in the city
;
yet probably a majority of these

men have attained their business prosperity since the associa-

tion was founded, some of them certainly owing their success

to assistance obtained from it. I am told, however, that 99

per cent, of the members are people whose dues are paid from

hard-earned savins^s, nearly all belonfyinff to the wage classes.

Assuming that loans average from |1,000 to $1,200 apiece,

and that practically all of them are used to secure homes (either

by purchase, building or the payment of threatening mort-

gages), the association's income is now large enough to provide

about one hundred homes a year. It has thus far made nearly

six hundred loans, of which the large majority have in fact

been so used as to assist workino-men's families to the owner-

ship of the houses they occupy.

The secretary of this association could cite many interesting:

cases of families that have been especially benefitted. A few

years ago a thriftless man of unsteady habits was pursuaded

after much solicitation to become a member. He was sup-

porting a family on $60 a month. He took five shares, and

at the outset experienced much difficulty in saving the §5.25

for monthly dues. His habits improved, however, and he

subscribed for five more shares the second year. He increased

his stock to fifteen shares the third year, to twenty the fourth

year, and to twenty-five the fifth year, confessing that he now
found it easier to pay the dues on the twenty-five shares than

originally on the five. He drew $1,800 from the association

and paid it out for a home. Mr. Seal leu tells of a man who
was supporting a wife and five children on $1.75 cents a day.

Pie held a house and lot on which there was a mortgage of
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^500, (Irawino; ten per cent, interest. The semi-annual inter-

est payments were extremely hard for him to meet. He yielded

to much urging and joined the association, taking ten shares of

stock, on which he borrowed the net sum of §1,120. He paid

off the morto-aoje and with the $620 that remained he built a

six-room addition to his three-room domicile, renting five rooms

to another family for Si 8 per month. His monthly payments

to the association, including interest, aggregated $16.10, or

$1.90 less than his income as a landlord. This clear surplus

was enough to pay taxes. The man found himself c-arrying

his shares and paying for a large house without drawing a

penny from his earnings. It is imnecessary to say that he is

an ardent believer in building and loan associations. These

instances are given because they show the system in actual

operation. Others might be given which illustrate the bene-

fits derived by "non-borrowing" members, whose money in

the Catholic association earns about twenty per cent.

A careful calculation would show that the borrowing mem-
ber has generally paid about eight per cent, for the use of the

net sum he received. The premium with which he was charged

has been counterbalanced by the profits earned on his monthly

payments. In Minneapolis the borrower has in most cases

been a great gainer from the rapid advance in real estate values.

Frequently his property has doubled or trebled its value, and

it would have been to his advantage to borrow for investment,

even if he had paid much higher rates for the money. It

should be said that the association has had no experience of

losses from loans, and that foreclosures are practically un-

known.

The Mechanics and Workingmens Loan and Building As-

sociation of Minneapolis was founded a few days later than

the Catholic association, and began business in September,

1874, with a membership of forty-five, Mr. George A. Brackett

being its fii*st president, and Mr. Selah Mathews, the present

city clerk, being secretary. Its general plan is similar to that

already described. It issues a new series of shares every six
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months, however, instead of every year, and eii[>:hteen series

are now outstanding and in force, five having matured in an

average period somewhat exceeding nine years. There have

been issued 1,382 stock certificates, and about 5,300 shares are

now in force, hekl by 750 members.

The business of the association has grown hirgely within

three or four years, and its receij)ts may now be safely estima-

ted at from ^80,000 to -^90,000 annually, making it one of the

most important associations in the country. Its business is

done very economically, an annual tax of 20 cents j)cr share

producing more than enough to pay all expenses. AMiile the

Catholic association charges the borrower six per cent, on the

net loan, the Mechanics' collects eight per cent, for the first

year and diminishes the gross interest charge thereafter from

year to year by deducting an amount equal to eight per cent,

on the sum paid in for regular dues. There is no arrangement

which fully recognizes the ]Drinciple of unearned premiums,

although the managers are empowered to make equitable set-

tlement with a borrower who desires to pay his loan before the

maturing of his shares. All persons are eligible to member-

ship. Probably ninety-five per cent, of the members are me-

chanics, workingmen and clerks. The association has made
275 loans, of which 250 have built or secured homes. A few-

have enabled men to engage in remunerative business enter-

prises. The average premium bid for loans has been 42^ per

cent., and the final cost to borrower is about eight per cent.,

while the " free holders " (those whose shares remain unpledged

to the close of the series), gain about twelve per cent, annual

compound interest upon their savings. Not a dollar has ever

been lost by the association. Only three mortgages have been

foreclosed, and these were immediately redeemed. The money
of the association never lies idle in the treasury, the demand
always being greater than the supply. The fact that the 500

shares, to which the last series was limited, were all taken im-

mediately without the aid of any kind of advertisement indi-

cates the vigorous condition and excellent outlook of the associa-
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tion. Its present officers are well known citizens, Mr. Samuel

L. Brcarley being president ; ex-Postmaster O. M. Laraway,

secretary ; County Auditor F. S. McDonald, treasurer, and

]Mr. Charles llobinson, attorney.

The Minneajiolis Mutual Building and Loan Association

was also organized in 1874, a few weeks later than the two

described above. It began with about one hundred members,

and has about that number now. It is said to have been fairly

successful, but for some reason it has not developed a large

business. Wealthy men own its shares in larger proportion

than those of the other associations, although the great majority

of members are workingmen. I have been unable to secure

any statistics of this association ; but it may be taken for

granted that in twelve years it has built a good number of

homes for Avorkingmen. It is conducted upon what is known
as the " Gross plan," as are the " Catholic " and " Mechanics "

associations, that being the most approved Philadelphia form

twelve years ao-o when these three societies were oro-anized.

The newer Minneapolis associations, five in number, are all

conducted upon what is termed the " installment plan," which

is preferable for its simplicity. Few of the members of the

old associations thoroughly understand the wherefore of the

system, and it is said that officers and managers in some

instances have not altogether comprehended it, although its

practical operation offers no difficulties. But the installment

plan is readily intelligible. The borrower receives the full

amount for which he bids, and pays the premium in monthly

installments. The time basis is usually fixed at eight years

and four months,—just one hundred months; and the premium

is paid in one hundred equal installments. The shares are

fixed at fifty dollars, and the monthly dues at twenty-five

cents. Borrowers receive $50 on each share and pay six per

cent, interest in monthly installments, which amounts also to

twenty-five cents per share. Under this system the premiums

obtained are generally much larger than under the other, from

the fact that they are not deducted in advance but paid in easy
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installments. A jircniiuni of oO per cent, would amount to

§2") on the sliare, to l)e paid in one hundred monthly install-

ments of tweutv-five cents. Thus the borrower would have

to pay at each monthly meetino- twentv-iive cents dues on each

share, twenty-live cents interest, and twenty-five cents ])re-

mium. \ sul)scril)er for twenty shares borrows their full

maturino- value, which is Si ,000. Let us assume that his

])rennum is 50 per cent. His dues, interest and ])remium in-

stallment will cost each $5 a month. In one lumdred months

he will have paid $1,500, his shares -will have matured and

the. oblij^ation is cancelled. Apparently the loan will have

cost the borrower only six })er cent. In reality, however, it

has cost him considerably more ; for he pays six per cent, on

$1,000 through the entire period, while he has paid back in

the form of dues and premium installments one-quarter of the

principal at the end of twenty-five months, one-half at the end

of fifty months, and three-fourths at the end of seventy-five

months. When a loan is repaid before the shares mature, all

accumulated deposits, with the earnings, are deducted from the

amount. As in the other associations, the interest money and

premiums from the borrowing shareholders, with fines and

transfer fees, all kept at compound interest, make up the earn-

ings. The non-borrowing member who has twenty shares

pays $5 a month for one hundred months or §500 in all,

together with fees for incidental expenses amounting to about

$15 for the entire period. He receives $1,000, and the reader

may calculate the rate at which his savings have compounded.

The perfect lucidity of this installment system wins it favor.

The borrower finds it more convenient also because he knows

just what sum will be advanced on his shares (provided his

security is approved), wdiile under the other system his net

loan will depend upon the premium he finds it necessarv to

bid.

The Turners' Building Association {Turner- Bau-Verein) of

Minneapolis was organized in October, 1877, on the install-

ment plan which I have just described, by the German Turners
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of the city. Its incorj)orators and first corps of officers were

well-known German citizens, Mr. I. Monaseh being the prime

mover. The meetings are conducted in the German language

and the by-laws and printed statements are in German. The
association began with about forty members and now has one

liundred and eighty. The outstanding shares number 2,341,

in sixteen series. This association divides the premium into

ninety-six instead of one hundred monthly installments. Its

assets at present are nearly ^42,000. The German population

of Minneapolis owes much to the good results of this associa-

tion, a great majority of whose members are paying their dues

out of wages of from $6 to $15 a week. Two hundred loans

liave been made, of which at least one hundred and twenty-

five have been for the purpose of securing homes. According

to the plan of reckoning that is in vogue, a premium of 68

per cent, makes money cost the borrower 8 per cent. ; and this

is about the average premium paid. The rate is really higher,

as I have shown. In cases of withdrawal from the associa-

tion, six per cent, is allowed on the amount of deposits for the

first year, and an increase of one per cent, for each additional

year.

This association has never foreclosed a mortgage, or suffered

a loss. Its expenses are very light. It has the favor and

confidence of the German residents, and may reasonably expect

its sphere of usefulness to increase.

The South Minneapolis Building and Loan Association was

established in August, 1884, with sixty members. It has now
one hundred and seventy-five members and three thousand

shares of stock (maturing value $50) in force. Its time basis

is one hundred months, and its business is done upon the

installment plan as described. Twenty-six loans have thus

far been made, all of them for the securing of homes. There

is eager competition for money, and the premiums range from

sixty to ninety per cent. The assets of the association are

now about $10,000, the members are principally working

people, and include a number of servant girls who carry ten
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shares apiece and deposit montldy savings of $2.50. A boy

earning $5 a week has twelve shares. The secretary some

time ago received a letter from Aspelund, Goodhue County,

making inquiries. As a consequence, a thousand shares of

the association's stock are now hekl in that village. The

officers and members of this association are chiefly of Scandi-

navian nationality.

In 1884 was also organized the North INIinneapolis associa-

tion with seventy-five members, a number which has not

greatly increased. It has thus far done a comparatively small

amount of business, but there is prompt demand for its loan-

able funds at good premiums, and it is therefore a successful

organization. Dr. P. M. Hall is its Secretary.

The Central Building and Loan Association was organized

in the spring of 1885, its members being chiefly clerks, book-

keepers and men engaged in mercantile pursuits. Its mem-
bership has increased from seventy-five to one hundred and

twenty-five, and about three thousand $50 shares of stock,

issued in semi-annual series, are in force. It is too vouna; to

have accomplished large results, but it has already assisted

eighteen members to secure homes or establish themselves in

business.

The East Side Association is the most recent of all, having

been founded in August, 1886. But it bids fair to become

one of the most successful in the city. It is on the install-

ment plan, with quarterly issues of new series. The majority

of the members are employed in sash and furnitiu'e factories

and planing mills. Two thousand or more shares have already

been taken by eighty-five members. Mr. P. M. Endslev,

who is an ardent believer in the advantages of building and

and loan associations is the secretary of this association, and
also of the Central and the South Minneapolis societies.

About one thousand homes have thus far been secured for

workingmen in Minneapolis by the building and loan associa-

tions of the city, and their operations have only fairly begun.

It may reasonably be estimated that two hundred and fiftv
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more families will be domiciled through the agency of the

associations in 1887, and that the number will increase a hun-

dred a year thereafter tor some years to come, producing

results not only of great economic consequence, but of inesti-

mable moral and social value.

IX.

THE BUILDING SOCIETIES OF ST. PAUL.

Although this brochure purports to give account of coopera-

tive enter])rises having their location or origin in the city of

Minneapolis, it will not be amiss to record briefly the remark-

able success of cooperative building and loan associations in the

neighboring city of St. Paul. Nowhere else in the West have

such societies accomplished results so notable. As against

eight organizations in Minneapolis, there are forty in St. Paul

;

and as their average age and size are greater in the latter city

than in the former, their tangible achievements are much more

than five times as large. It requires time for such institutions

to become thoroughly domesticated and established in the life

of a city. So long as they remain something of a novelty

the average workingman will be suspicious of them, and will

join the movement doubtfully, if at all, and after nnich argu-

ment and solicitation. Pennsylvania offers some especially

favorable c(mditions for the success of building and loan asso-

ciations, but they flourish by the hundred in that State chiefly

because an experience of more than two generations has made

the people familiar with their advantages, and has accustomed

them to invest their savings through that channel. In Phila-

delphia, with its four hundred of these associations, the thrifty

workingman who is not a shareholder is rather exceptional.

Their success in St. Paul is quite as com})lete, all things con-

sidered, as in the Peimsvlvania cities. Thev have become an
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aooej^tod local institution, destined to play a ffrowinfi'ly import-

ant part in the building- up of tlie city and in the development

of thrift and ])rovidence among wage-earners. Minneapolis is

a newer city than St. Paul, and a smaller ])roportion of its

working people have settled down to the humdrum, old-fash-

ioned process of getting on in the world by the careful accu-

mulation of small savings. St. Paul has a very large German

element ; and the Germans seem to adopt the building and loan

association more readily than any other class. There are com-

paratively few Germans in Minneapolis. No single association

in St. Paul is so large and flourishing as the " Catholic " of

Minneapolis, and perhaps there is none so large as the " Me-
chanics," But the movement as a whole is many years more

advanced in St. Paul than in Minneapolis. Three Minneapolis

associations date back to 1874; but they were comparatively

small and obscure until after 1880. The movement in St.

Paul began in 1869, and ten years later when the city had a

population of nearly forty thousand there were twelve associa-

tions, some of them being large and flourishing. The State

census of 1885 gave St. Paul a population of 110,000, and in

about half a decade the building associations have increased to

forty.

Space and the purpose of this sketch would not justify a

separate description of these forty societies. It must suffice to

give a few general facts. The average monthly receipts of the

associations are conservatively estimated at $2,000, or $80,000

altogether. This means an annual accumulation of nearly a

million dollars, most of it saved from the earnings of the wage
class or of people in very moderate circumstances. The men
best qualified to express an opinion would say unhesitatingly

that by far the greater part of this money Mould not have been

saved at all, but for the associations. More than $10,000,000,

it is claimed, has thus been garnered by the building societies

of St. Paul, and invested in such a way as to confer the largest

benefits upon thousands of families. No one will dispute the

modest assertion that this sum of $10,000,000, saved from the
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earnings of the people and invested in homes for the people,

has benefitted St. Paul more greatly than twice the amount

invested in any other way. The present total membership of

the associations can hardly be less than six thousand, repre-

senting fully one-fourth of the families of the city ; and the

average annual payments per member, including dues, interest

and premium installments, exceed $150.. More than a thous-

and loans a year are made, and the great majority of them are

invested in residence property. The estimate that from eight

to ten thousand homes in St. Paul have been in whole or in

part secured to their owners with money advanced by the build-

ing societies might seem extravagant, but I must conclude that

the facts will bear it out. The houses of workingmen in St.

Paul are smaller and plainer than those in Minneapolis, but a

much larger proportion of them are owned by the occupants,

for which the credit belongs to the societies of which I write.

The idea of the association was brought to St. Paul from

Philadelphia by Mr. Theodore Sander, in 1869. To his

enthusiasm and constant efforts, the success is due in no small

part. He is now the secretary (and therefore chief executive

officer) of three of the oldest and largest societies, the " Work-

ingmen's," the "St. Paul Workingmen's " and the "Franklin."

Mr. J. W. McClung, who is secretary of the " St. Paul Mutual,"

the original society, has been prominently identified with the

movement from the beginning. Mr. A. V. Teeple is another

of the foremost apostles of building societies. He is the secre-

tary of the " North Star," "State," " Fort Street," and " Real

Estate and Building" associations, and the president of another.

Mr. E. R. Bryant is another successful organizer, and is to-day

the secretary of not less than seven associations, including the

"Capital City," "Columbia," "Rice Street," "Seven Corners,"

" Railway," and two West Side societies. Mr. E. T. Williams,

who is the president of the "Railway," is secretary of three

important associations, the " National," " Capital " and " Min-

nesota Savings." Prominent bankers and financiers are made

treasurers, ]Mr. Albert Scheffer acting in this capacity for three
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societies, INIr. Herman Selieffer for three, Mr. Louis Fischer,

Jr., for six, Mr. AVilliam Dawson for two, and so on. Mr.

Adolphus Moore is the president of tliree societies and Mr.

C. H. Lienau of two. It is the wise policy of the societies to

make their ablest business men officers and directors; and a

full list of the men now serving in these capacities would

include a large number of gentlemen known in business circles

throughout the Northwest. Ninety-five per cent., however,

of the total membership of the societies is composed of peo-

ple in humble circumstances. It is not an unusual thing for

a prominent banker to leave his business and go out to some

suburban addition to examine property offered as security for

an association loan of -$400 or $500. These business men
apj)reeiate the value to the city of the building societies, and

do all that in them lies to enhance their usefulness and pros-

perity. They are always ready to aid in furnishing security

for loans to worthy workingmen who desire to build homes.

The large majority of St. Paul associations conduct their

business on the installment plan. No association is made up

exclusively of a class or nationality, although many have a

distinct character. Thus the " Railway Loan Association " is

composed almost entirely of railroad employes. Its fifteen

directors are nearly all officials in the railroad offices. It has

enabled a large number of railroad men, train employes, yard

men, and shop hands as well as men in the offices, to build

homes. They thus become permanent citizens, and their char-

acter as employes is distinctly improved. Another society, the

" Real Estate and Building," is composed principally of young

business men. Several are made up chiefly of Germans. In

general, the foreign elements take more readily to the plan

than American workingmen, and they constitute the major

part of the aggregate membership. A number of the societies,

as their names indicate, belong to particular neighborhoods or

streets. All of them prefer to make small loans rather than

large ones, and to have the stock distributed among as many
members as possible. Many of them restrict the amount

7
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which one person may hold, and several limit the size of loans

to $2,000. In nearly all the societies loanable funds are

promptly taken when oifered. Premiums sometimes reach 80

per c(>nt, in the installment societies, and the gains are some-

times at the rate of 20 per cent, a year. The average pre-

mium, however, is lower, being from 60 to 70 per cent., and

money costs the borrower, according to the societies' plan of

reckoning, about 8 per cent., while the shares of the non-

borrowing members ai*e gaining in value at the rate of 12 per

cent, annual compound interest. The losses of the societies

have thus far amounted practically to nothing, and the fore-

closure of mortgages has been of rare occurrence.

To these general facts nothing further, perhaps, needs to be

added. Even this very meager notice is, so far as I am aware,

the most extended account that has ever been made of this

most potent and interesting factor in the development of the

wealthy, prosperous and beautiful city of St. Paul.

The building associations do their work so unobtrusively

although so incessantly that it is perhaps not strange that hasty

observ^ers should have failed to recognize their agency. St.

Paul's recent statistics of population-growth, new house-

building, and growth of taxable wealth have, like those of

Minneapolis, been phenomenal ; but I have never seen so

much as a cursory mention made of the workingmen's cooper-

ative building societies as a factor in this splendid material

progress. It would be superfluous at the end of this sketch to

express it as my own opinion that they have constituted one of

the most essential factors. But even more important than

their mere material achievements for the city and for their

members individually, have been their social and moral value

in counteracting the tendency of a city population to wider

divergence between rich and poor and to the development of

a proletariat class. The typical American citizen is a free-

holder, and has a home which is his castle. His independence

and his virtue depend not a little upon his worldly condition.

The building society is above all things to be commended as a
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oonsorvator of tlic liomc and family institutions tliat underlie

all our national greatness and power.

X.

UNSUCCESSFUL xVTTEMPTS AT COOPERATION.

Commercial statistics prove that the great majority of busi-

ness undertakings result in failure. That a due ])roportion of

enterprises begun on the cooperative plan should have a short

and inglorious career ought to be expected. In most coopera-

tive projects there are great difficulties to be overcome. It is

a simple matter to draw up the articles of incorporation and

to adapt by-laws from those of some other cooperative organi-

zation. Everything looks attractive on paper. The projectors

are usually inexperienced and over-confident. They are im-

pressed with the theoretical advantages of cooperation, and

expect large results almost at the very outset. They are not

prepared for the period of neglect and obscurity, of small inter-

nal disagreements, of business mistakes and of every kind of

unforeseen annoyance, that is likely to come when the first flush

of novelty has disappeared. To succeed in cooperation men
must bear and forbear, persevere, and learn wisdom by their

mistakes. Courage to hold on through the first year or two of

blundering and adversity is the price of permanent success.

Au account of cooperation in Minneapolis would not be com-

plete or altogether honest if it should omit allusion to attempts

that have failed or are moribund. Without entering into much
detail, I will mention several instances. The narrative of coop-

eration among the coopers contains reference to three or four

short-lived cooperative shops. In one sense these may be listed

as failui'es. But although the organizations were disbanded,

the members were received in a body by one or another of the

larger shops, and failure therefore was formal rather than
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actual. At least two or three cooperative retail stores have

failed, for the same reasons assignable for the early shipwreck

of nearly all the cooperative mercantile ventures ever launched

in this country. Tiiere has been lack of good management on

the one hand and of the right kind of purchasing members on

the other. False expectations have led to easy discouragement.

The existing Minneapolis Mercantile Company is in the hands

of men who do not expect impossibilities and are willing to

fulfil the conditions upon which success depends. It profits

by the experience of its ill-starred predecessors. Several coop-

erative printing offices have been established in Minneapolis,

none of which have succeeded. A well known establishment

calls itself the " Cooperative Printing Company,'' but it is not

now managed on the cooperative plan, if it ever was. Expe-

rience in job printing offices does not prove this business to

afford an inviting field for cooperative effi^rt. The managerial

difficulties are formidable. Furthermore, printers are already

so well paid where the typographical union fixes the scale of

wages, that the pecuniary advantages of cooperation do not

appeal to them strongly. The profit-sharing system might be

introduced with good results in printing offices.

No recent cooperative undertaking in Minneapolis has

opened on so large a scale as an organization of carpenters

and joiners, entitled the " Xorthwestern Cooperative Build-

ing Association," which invited public attention early in the

current year. It began, I am informed, with about fifty

members, and was under the general auspices of the " Brother-

hood of Carpenters and Joiners." It rented for its shop a

large, unused skating-rink, and made an ambitious debut.

One afternoon in October I sought out the shop, which is at

some distance from the central part of the city, full of the

laudable hope that I might get material which would justify

a description of the undertaking in these pages as a brilliant

success. The door was locked, and a glimpse of the interior

through an unshuttered window revealed the fact that the

shop was abandoned. Casual efforts to obtain full informa-
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tion have been futile; hut T understand that the enterprise

failed as the penalty for over-confidence at the outset. It had

counted upon a fair-weather voyage. There had been left out

of account the abstinence and sacrifice that the first season

would demand. Members shoukl have been content to draw

the smallest possible wages until the company was firmly

established. Instead of doing that, they began by allowing

themselves larger wages than the business justified. I am

told that the company collapsed with several unfinished

houses on its hands. However that may be, and whether

the suspension will prove permanent or only temporary, the

over-sanguine beginning has been disastrous. If the com-

panv should reorganize, as is proposed, doubtless it will have

profited by its first experiences.

A small cooperative cigar-factory has existed in ^Minneapolis

for two or three years, and I had hoped to be able to give a

good report of it. But it is not to be found in its old quarters,

and I am led to believe that it is totally extinct. It seems to

have been in a death-stricken condition for some length of

time. I have not learned the determining facts in its short

and melancholy history.

A year ago there was in operation the "Cooperative Shirt

Factory " of Minneapolis. It was a small affair, but it was

begun with high hopes. Its members were eight sewing wo-

men. They were encouraged by the Knights of Labor, and

were, in fact, members of a women's assembly of that order.

Their organization was adapted from that of the cooper-shops.

The president was also " forewoman," and the offices of secre-

tary and treasurer were combined. The stock was in ten-dollar

shares, to be paid by weekly assessments. Patronage was

ample for some time, the Knights of Labor furnishing much

of it. INIembers were paid piece wages and earned nearly twice

as much as sewing-girls in other shirt factories. Several large

orders were filled at good prices. But after some months of

prosperity the business began to fall off. At length the factory

suspended and its members sought work elsewhere. It still
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has a corporate existence and some of the members talk hope-

fully of resumino; the enterprise. The failure seems to have

been due to a number of causes. None of the members under-

stood the cooperative system entirely well, and there were per-

haps some slight disagreements over questions of management.

But one of the members chiefly attributes the want of success

to the fact that the shirts were unskilfully cut and were unsat-

isfactory in the important essential of fitting. Knights of

Labor do not like ill-fitting shirts any better than other met)

;

and their devotion to the noble order and to tiie cause of labor

reform will never sustain a shirt factory that lacks a skilful

cutter. If the factory reopens, it will give this point primary

attention. It is earnestly to be hoped, for the sake of sewing

women and the factory-girl class in general, that this shirt

factory will be re-established. While it had work to do, its

members were able to earn net wages of from $4 to $5 a week

as easily as they would have earned $2.50 or $3.00 if employed

in other factories. There need be nothing; dishearteuino- to

believers in cooperation in the record of failures ; for, rightly

viewed, every failure is a step to ultimate success.

XL

THE NEW IMPULSE.

Readers of the foregoing chapters can hardly have failed

to note the fact that cooperation in Minneapolis has recently

received a new and strong impulse. One or two of the flour

barrel shops are of very recent origin. The shop engaged in

general cooperage is a new venture. The grocery store, the

land association and agricultural colony, the laundry, the

painters' organization, the shirt factory and the cooperative

house-building enterprise, are all of later date than 1884.

Four of the eight building and loan associations have been
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e^talili.slicd in this same period. This fresh impulse among

workingmen to cooperative effort is chiefly due to the growth

and activity of the order of Knigiits of Labor. Tiie District

Master Workman, Mr. J. P. ]\IcGaugliey of Minneapolis, is

secretary of the National Cooperative Board of the Knights of

Labor; and he and others of the ]Minneapolis Knights are

zealous advocates of cooperation. The order has from five to

tea thousand members in ^Minneapolis, and the discussion of

such questions as cooperation at the meetings of its various

assemblies, as well as in the w^eekly sessions of the delegate

body known as the Trades and Labor Assembly, has great

educational value. It is reasonable to believe that a few

years hence this impetus will be seen to have produced large

and permanent results. I am somewhat confident that it will

lead to the establishment of successful mercantile enterprises.

A great society like the Knights of Labor can lend the most

valuable assistance to a cooperative store in the matter of

securing members and patrons, and customers, obviously, are

the prime essential. Once fairly established on the right basis

in a good neighborhood, a cooperative grocery may count upon

permanent success, whether the order of Knights survives or

perishes. In addition to the existing grocery in south Min-

neapolis, another on the same cooperative plan is about to be

established in east Minneapolis. One has been organized in

St. Paul and another in the town of Brainerd. All these

projects are under Knights of Labor auspices and owe their

inception to the Minneapolis store, which in turn owes its

existence to the success of cooperation in the cooper-shops.

One of the most recent of the new enterprises is the

" Minneapolis Cooperative Furnishing Company " which is

just beginning business in south Minneapolis. The retail-

ing of boots and shoes, clothing and the articles known as

men's furnishing goods will occupy its efforts for the present,

although it contemplates a manufacturing as well as a mer-

cantile business and proposes to undertake other lines of trade

such as hardware and household furniture. The incorpora-
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toi^s are Scandinavians. The business will be conrlucted upon

almost precisely the same plan in all respects as that of the

"Minneapolis Cooperative Mercantile Company." The Scan-

dinavians, who constitute perhaps one-third of the population

of Minneapolis, have shown themselves to be excellent coop-

erators, and this new " Furnishing Company " has better

prospects than if its incorporators were men of any other

nationality.

A cooperative fuel company is a favorite idea with the

IMinneapolis workingmen, and steps have been taken towards

the inauguration of such an enterprise. There is probably no

line of business which a large body of organized workingmen

could conduct so easily and successfully as a coal and wood

yard, but for the iniquitous combinations in the fuel business

which would endeavor to crush the cooperative company before

its business was fairly established. In spite, however, of the

artificial monopolies which control the production and sale of

coal, I believe that the workingmen of a city like Minneapo-

lis could establish a successful fuel company and eifect large

savings.

The Minneapolis Knights of Labor contemplate the erection

of a central building, four stories high, the first floor to be

rented for stores, the second to be arranged for offices, the

third to be used for the lodge rooms of societies and the

fourth to contain a large auditorium. The " Knights of

Labor Building Association," of which j\Ir. Thomas A. Clark

is president, is a joint-stock company organized on the coop-

erative system, for the particular purpose of constructing such

a building. The company has a nominal capital of S100,000

divided into shares of $5. Organization Avas effected in June,

1886, and a hundred and fifty members were secured at once.

Shares are to be paid for in monthly installments of ten per

cent. A general subscription among the Knights is not to be

expected until the location has been definitely chosen and plans

adopted. When the money is actually required, it is believed

that a very lar";e number of subscribers for one or more shares
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can he obtained. Xo person will be permitted to hold more

than two hundred shares. Eaeh member has an equal voice

in the election of officers and directors, whether he owns one

share or two hundred; but the ])rofits of the company are to

be distributed, of course, in proportion to stock. It is desired

to complete the building in time for dedication in the fall of

1887, when the national conference of the Knights of Labor

is to be held in jNIinneapolis.

In March, 1886, a "Musicians' Protective Union" was

organized in Minneapolis with fifty members, now increased to

seventy. It constitutes au assembly of the Knights of Labor.

Forty of these musicians are organized under the leadership

of ]Mr. G. A. Schubert as a cooperative band. The company

sup[)lies a large or small orchestra or a cornet band as required.

Some of the members have other occupations, some have not.

All receive pay at the same rate, the leader included. The

arrangement is pronounced a success by Mr. W. L. jNIallory,

secretary of the organization, who says that it enables the

members to get more work and better pay for their services.

Whether or not it has elements of permanence I do not know.

Enouo;h has been said to make it evident that the idea of

cooperation is beginning to have a strong hold upon the minds

of Minneapolis workingmen. They are thinking about it, and

are pondering its applicability to their own trades. The work-

ers in sash, door and blind factories, the plasterers, and men
employed in some other crafts and lines of manufacture have

begun to frame more or less definite plans for cooperative

effort. Not one of these honest and manly attempts" of wage-

earners to become their own employers, obtain larger returns

from their labor and achieve industrial independence can be

wholly fruitless, whatever its apparent fate may be. Most of

them, it is true, are humble and obscure ; but far from being

insignificant because they have their beginning among the

"common people" and are not fostered or patronized by the

aristocracies of wealth or culture, they are on that very account

the more deeply significant. What men win for themselves is
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tlieir own. AVorkingmen cannot have cooperation, or any other

improved system of industrial organization, thrust upon them,

(iood influences, welcome encouragements and educational aids

can be bestowed ; but, after all, it remains for men to help

themselves, asking no odds. Cooperation is the most admira-

ble form of self-help because each man is hel})ing his fellows

to climb as rapidly as he climbs himself, and the progress of

all is facilitated. It develops and strengthens all the worthiest

elements of manhood, while its disciplines and restraints are

iuvalual)le. When, therefore, in a given community consid-

erable numbers of workingmen are found to be successfully

practicing the cooperative system, with various other groups

preparing to follow the example, there are thoughtful men who
M'ill deem this social fact quite as significant a mark of true

progress in that community as the broad and beautiful streets,

the palatial business structures or even the ample school build-

ings and costly churches.
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COOPERATION IN NEW ENGLAND.

EARLY HISTORY.

Brook Farm.

Cooperation in New England, if we except profit-

sharing in the fisheries, began in the year 1842-7,

when organized labor first became a power in Massa-

chusetts, and when that remarkable enthusiasm for

social amelioration was awakened which led to

experiments like that of Brook Farm and Northamp-

ton. The same movement in France gave birth to

Fourier, and in England to Robert Owen and the

Rochdale Pioneers. The Brook Farm Community
located about ten miles southwest of Boston, and the

scene of an attempt (1842-6) to form a cooperative

commonwealth, modeled in its last stages after the

ideas of Fourier, was one of the earliest manifesta-

tions of this movement in New England. Although

more ambitious in its aims and more radical in its

revolt from existing economic conditions than most

cooperative schemes, since it involved the whole

social life, as well as the production and distribution

of wealth, the influence of the experiment upon the
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subsequent development of cooperation was probably

greater than is generally supposed. The saving

attendant upon the concentration of the purchases of

a whole community, equality of all shareholders in

the management without regard to their amount of

stock, and the endeavor to distribute the benefits

among all, after payment of a stipulated interest

on capital, were by no means the chief legacies

bequeathed to subsequent cooperative experiments in

America by Brook Farm. These ideas might have

been, and often were in later enterprises, borrowed

directly from England, or were a natural evolution

from existing conditions.

The most enduring influence of the community
was through its members, who were so stimulated

by the ideas of Fourier, Brisbane. George Ripley and

others as to become leaders and important contribu-

tors to the success of subsequent cooperative efforts.

It is sufficient to mention as among the members
John Orvis, of Jamaica Plains, Mass., and Jonathan

Butterfield, of Wakefield, Mass. The former was
subsequently the national lecturer and organizer of

the Sovereigns of Industry, and is still a prominent,

if not the chief, exponent and advocate of coopera-

tion among the Knights of Labor in his State. Mr.

Butterfield was for several years treasurer of the

National Council of the Sovereigns. His brother-in-

law, Mr. John T. Codman, of Boston, whose unpub-

lished history of Brook Farm was freely used by Mr.

Frothingham in his life of Rev. George Ripley, thus

writes me

:

"Certainly Brook Farm life was one of the early blossoms of the

cooperative movement, which sprung from the clear heads and

loving hearts of some of New England's best intellectual people,

but like the early bud, it came before the frosts and ice of isolated
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wintei had gone, and was killed. It showed, however, what fruit

the future tree of life and society will bear—or rather what blos-

soms were in the innate life giving a harbinger of what the great

future will develop of fruit in social and society life. I will say

this: As a youth I heard all predicted of the present strife of labor

and capital, and much more of what the future must bear of cooper-

ation, or else the death of this nation is sure. As a youth I learned

to reverence the great Fourier, the father of the development the-

ory, whose great industrial ideas this nation is slowly reaching for-

ward to and developing, without the thought that they are doing

so—without giving him, or the Brook Farmers who tried to teach

his doctrines, a word of credit. Brook Farm life and theories

made me believe that industrial, and with it social progress, is the

foundation of society and of our nation."

The friends of Mr. John G. Kaulback, Jr., who is

still living and head of a firm of wholesale grocers,

21 Central Wharf, Boston, claim for him an impor-

tant place in beginning cooperative stores in New
England. There had previously existed for an
uncertain period the system of obtaining reductions

in the price of goods for organizations that w^ould

pledge their members to exclusive trade of a certain

store. Soon after 1840, Mr. Kaulback, then a tailor

in Boston, was a member of the New England Asso-

ciation of Farmers, Mechanics and Workingmen, and
deeply interested in its chief object, the securing of

the ten hour law. Since the meetings were slimly

attended, he conceived the idea that the members
might be induced to come to the place of meeting,

provided they could be made to see more plainly that

it was their interest to do so. He therefore proposed

that they contribute a certain sum individually, and
therewith procure some of the necessaries of daily

consumption and meet weekly to divide them. This

was, at his suggestion, put into operation. A
so-called dividing store was thus opened. From
this small beginning, step by step, the work went on

2
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until the year 1845, when the first protective union

store was organized and commenced business.

After success was assured in 1849, the founders

thus referred to this early period : ''We were poor

—

a crime in civilized society—we were ignorant to a

great extent of the arts and intrigues of trade, but

saw enough to induce the undertaking of an experi-

ment, and with faith in God and the right, we
commenced our work by the purchase of a box of

soap and one-half box of tea." Some dozen or more
persons thus began in an upper room over the

Boylston Market, October 6, 1845, declaring that

their main object was the elevation of the laboring

classes, "The dollar was to us of minor importance;

humane and not mercenary were our motives."

The New England Protective Union.

An organization, called until 1849 the Working-
men's Protective Union, and afterwards the New
England Protective Union, was formed January 7,

1847, of the twelve local divisions then organized,

of which ten were in Massachusetts, and grew so

rapidly that in 1850 there were 106 divisions. The
membership in 83 of them was 5,109, and the capital

in 84 was 871,890.36, or an average of $855.83.

The lowest capital was 8150, and the highest

82,765.51. The sales of 73 divisions in the preced-

ing year were $638,636.74, or an average of $8,748.44.

It was Albert J. Wright, recently State printer,

now deceased, who first gave shape and form to the

movement. Mr. Wm. F. Young, of Wakefield,

informs me that Mr. Wright framed the constitution

and laws of the New England Protective Union, and
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later set forth its aims and purposes through a vigor-

ous preamble, and was its secretary until succeeded

by Mr. Young in 1850, Mr. Kaulback meantime being

the Boston purchasing agent. The constitution of

the New England Protective Union, as of its off-

shoot in 1858, the American Protective Union, was
very simple. When fifteen or more persons, who did

not use or sell for use as beverage intoxicating

liquors, desired to form a division, they applied to

the central organization, which sent a delegate to

superintend the organization of the new division and

to designate its members. Local divisions were then

left to manage themselves, subject only to the fol-

lowing conditions : restriction of membership to the

strictly temperate as above, quarterly report to the

Central Division of the number of members, amount
of capital stock and any changes in its officers,

the payment of such small dues, rarely above three

cents yearly per member, as the Central Division

might require. Purchasing agents were selected in

Boston, and afterward in a few other large cities,

through whom the local divisions were expected,

when practicable, to buy their goods. These agents

had no salary, but could charge a commission of

three-fourths of one per cent, on purchases and two
per cent, on produce sold for the divisions. In the

constitution was this section: '-The business of the

New England Protective Union shall be conducted

upon the cash principle. No credit shall in any case

be given. And furthermore, no division shall engage
in, encourage . or countenance the traffic in intoxi-

cating drinks." How far these provisions were
observed it is impossible to say. It is known that

some divisions gave credit and that many others sold
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only for cash. In the early history of the movement
the practice was almost universal to sell only to the

stockholders and such other persons as were allowed

its privileges through charitable motives. After a

few years union stores were generally thrown open

to the patronage of all.

Although the founders of this movement professed

noble ideas of social amelioration, the majority of

the members were content with the practical object

of saving the expenses of the middleman and of the

credit system. It was recognized that the trader is

obliged to increase the price of his goods to cover

probable losses from the bad debts of improvident or

delinquent customers. The honest, thrifty purchaser

who is always ready to pay is thus forced to con-

tribute to an insurance against loss from those who
fail to pay. No attempt to secure large profits was
made by the union stores. Dividends of six per cent,

on stock satisfied the members, and were often

declared. In many cases, however, no attempt was
made to declare any dividends, the surplus being

applied to increase the capital and enlarge the busi-

ness, and thus indirectly increase the value of the

shares. Goods were sold as near cost as seemed
consistent with safety. The Sovereigns of Industry

claimed years afterward that they were the first in

this country to use the Rochdale plan of cooperation,

according to which goods are sold at market prices,

and all profits above a moderate dividend on stock

are returned every three or six months to the pur-

chasers of goods in jjroportion to the amount of their

trade. I have found no direct evidence of the ex-

istence of this system in the union stores, but Mr.

Young, general secretary of the original organiza-
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tion from 1850 to its dissolution in 1860, is authority

for the statement that couperative stores on the

Rochdale plan were established in and near Boston

as early as 1864. The Charlestown store did a large

business and was successful for several years. Un-

fortunate changes in management and policy ulti-

mately proved disastrous and caused its failure.

Very little public attention, however, was centered

upon this method of cooperation until its adoption

by the Sovereigns.

Great pains were taken in most of the union stores

to make them of far more general benSBt to their

patrons than the ordinary joint-stock companies.

which they in many respects resembled. This was

done by limiting dividends and selling at small ad-

vance above cost. But the temptation was great,

and often yielded to, of increasing at the same time

the price of goods, and the amount of dividends to

the comparatively small number of stockholders.

Many stores thus ceased to be cooperative, and the

stock passed into the hands of a few of the more

enterprising or well-to-do. The growth of the union

stores prior to 1853 was astonishing. In October, 1852,

there had been organized 403 sub-divisions, of which

167 reported a capital of 8241,712.66, and 165 recorded

sales the previous year of 81.696,825.46. No sooner

did success seem assured than union was changed to

disunion, and bitter dissension took the place of har-

mony. Many of the divisions, not seeing the advan-

tage of buying their goods through one central

agency, and thereby obtaining the low prices attend-

ant upon large trade, only sent to the Boston agent

orders whose filling was difficult and tedious, and on

which the three-fourths per cent, commission did not
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l^ay the agent for his trouble. Dissensions thus

arose. Other causes, doubtless, widened the breach,

until in 1853 the old agent, Mr. Kaulback, was sup-

planted by another. This action was taken by the

Board of Trade, which constituted the executive

authority of the Central Union, and was annually

elected by a delegate convention of the several local

unions. The friends of the former agent rallied to

his support and formed a new organization, with

substantially the same constitution as the old, and

known as the American Protective Union. This

embraced for a time divisions in at least ten States..

At its annual convention in 1857 it reported 350 divi-

sions, with 327 of which the Central Division was in

more or less close business relations. The aggre-

gate amount of capital was reported at 8291,000, and

the amount of annual trade 82,000,000—its high-

water mark, though a trade of nearly as much was
reported during the next two years. Of the 769

divisions which either were in business in 1857, or

had been previously, 46 were represented in the con-

vention of 1857, distributed as follows: Massachu-

setts 22, New Hampshire 7. Vermont 6, New York 5,

Maine 4, Rhode Island 1, Connecticut 1.

The original or New England Protective Union,,

though seriously crippled by the schism in its ranks,

had reports in 1856 from 63 divisions, Avith 3,584

members, $130,912 capital, and a trade for the pre-

ceding year of §1,005,882.02. According to Mr.

Young, about 700 of these stores were organized and
went into operation. Though principally confined

to New England, they gradually extended into New
York, Ohio, Illinois and other Western States. Sev-

eral were established in Canada and New Brunswick
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and one in Oregon. Upon closing business most of

the stores returned to meinbers the amount of origi-

nal investment. In some cases considerable accu-

mulations were also divided. In a few cases, how-

ever, where the stock failed to satisfy the debts of

the store, the shareholders became responsible for

all liabilities, since most of the stores were not incor-

porated.

Causes of Failure.

Both organizations began to decline about 1858

and went to pieces at the outbreak of the Civil War.
''The uncertaintv of prices at that period," writes

Mr. McNeil, '-frightened the stockholders, and they

gladly sold to the storekeeper, w^ho was willing to

risk something for the sake of continued occupa-

tion." Yet many of the divisions, as the stores were

called, continued business as independent associa-

tions. Mr. Wm. F. Young, than whom no one liv-

ing is better qualified to speak of this first important

attempt at cooperation in New England, thus writes:

"There were several causes which tended to weaken and finally

Vjreak up the Union stores, such as lack of coherence and unity in

central organization, disposition to imitate and rival other stores in

useless display and expensive modern improvements, departure

from the original cash or ready-pay principal, so vital to all union

and co-operative enterprises, and the want of proper qualities on
the part of those intrusted with the varied business details. The
sharp competition which sprang up between the union stores and
the retail dealers, which materially reduced the standard of profits,

contributed in no small degree to lessen the apparent advantages of

the system and discouraged many, especially those who gave little

thought to questions of economic reform, and whose attachment to

the organization was measured, largely, by the per cent, of imme-
diate gains they were able to realize. The seductive cry of bargains

from the outside competition drew away many of this class."

The system of selling at cost, or just above, is

most difficult to follow successfullv. We shall here-
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after notice a few conspicuous examples of success

in stores so conducted, but in nearly all such cases

exceptional intelligence among the patrons, or re-

markable capacity in the manager, will be found.

The great weakness of the system is its claim to

undersell all other stores. A fierce rivalry is thus

engendered, A competition will offer some import-

ant line of goods for less than cost, and by well

advertising this, persuade the mass of unthinking

patrons of the cooperative enterprise that they can

really do better elsewhere, though, in fact, a trans-

ference of patronage to the rival stores would, very

likely, involve much higher prices on the whole of

the. month's trade. Another difficulty lies in the

probability that, in trying to sell so near cost, unfor-

seen expenses and losses will not only sweep aw^ay

all profits, but also some of the capital.

The causes of failure have also been so well pre-

sented in Mr. George E. McNeil's report to the Mas-

sachusetts Bureau of Statistics of Labor of 1877, and

the report itself is now so hard to obtain, the edition

being exhausted, that I will borrow, to some extent,

from his treatment of the subject as a supplement to

Mr. Young's. The most visible cause of failure was
the choice of incompetent managers. Men sought

the place instead of the place the man. The case of

one store where a good manager w^as chosen is typi-

cal: "For a few years all went well. Then began

the whisperings of discontent. The management
was arbitrary. It -cost too much to run the store.

The storekeeper's salary was too large. It was more

than a mechanic's wages. The store could run itself.

This man and that should be taught that others

could do as well as they. By much whispering and
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manipulation, many falsehoods and misrepresenta-

tions, the management was changed, innovations

were introduced, a new storekeeper employed. The
cautious were frightened and withdrew their money;

an unwarrantable dividend was declared to maintain

confidence, trade fell off, and they failed."*

People were then too self-important and untrained

in those habits of due subordination and unhesitating

obedience, which Therold Rogers considers necessary

to success in cooperation. This great difficulty, our

labor organizations, if they do nothing else, are

remedying. For, after all, the underlying causes

of all cooperative failures are lack of intelligence

and of the spirit of cooperation. Holyoake well

described the cause of many a failure, when he

wrote : "As soon as the sunshine of success warms
up the scheme, the envies and jealousies crawl out

like parasites, and in some cases when human nature

is worse than in others, they overrun everything and
make the society morally uninhabitable." All my
studies of cooperation serve only to confirm the ver-

dict of Mr. McNeil: "The failure of these experi-

ments is not so much due to methods as to men.

The men are masters of the method. When it is said

that a store failed because it allowed credit, it only

half states the fact. Who allowed credit ? Not the

storekeeper. He was the servant subject to the

majority. It was a failure to cooperate, for coope-

ration needs an intelligence equal to the settlement

of such a question. If the management is charged

with dishonesty or inefficiency, the cooperators are

also responsible. The judgment necessary to select

the proper men is the first essential of cooperative

'Report of the Mass. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1877, p. 125.
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success. Men are often selected to important posi-

tions, because they are affable, agreeable persons,

qualities to be encouraged, but of little avail, if

methods of business are unsound/

"

Survivals of the Union Stores.

There are now in New England three survivals of

the old union stores, viz.: at Worcester and Natick,

Mass., and Salmon Falls, N. H. Division 42, as the

Worcester store is called, being the 42nd in order of

origin of the union stores, began in 1847 with about

$700 capital in $13 shares. Now the capital is valued

at $18,000, and none of the 130 shares brings less

than $150 when sold. From the beginning no one

has been allowed to own more than one share, or to

transfer stock save to the company. On the death

of a member the share reverts to the company for

sale to another, and the legal representative of the

deceased receives a sum equal to one share of the

net assets of the store, based upon the last report of

the directors. Either this provision, or the require-

ments that no stock shall be transferred without

being first offered to the company, is quite common in

the cooperative stores of to-day. The constitution of

Division 42 limits the membership to 150. Although
there are many desirous of admittance, only 130 are

now members, but the directors are considering the

propriety of admitting 20 more. As in the constitu-

tion of the New England Protective Union, no one is

admitted who uses or sells intoxicating drinks as a

beverage, or who is not of good moral character.

The applicant for a share must give two "good,

respectable references," must be approved by the

^Report of the Mass. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1877, p. 125.
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"committee of investigation" of three persons, and

receive two-thirds of all the votes, as well as pay for

a share. The profits, which go entirely to the stock-

holders, have varied from $5 to $50 a share. The

former was exceptionally low, and due to the expen-

diture of §2,000 nine years ago in fitting up the

store. The profits in 1884 were $35, and in 1885 $50

per share.

When the store was opened, goods were sold at

cost and no dividends were declared, but since the

present method of selling at market prices and divi-

ding profits solely among shareholders was adopted

over twenty years ago, about $75,000 have been paid

to members. It is now really a joint-stock company
with stock equally distributed among 130 members.

By this restriction of membership and method of

profit-sharing, the store, which is very prosperous

with its annual business of $140,000 to $150,000, and

which occupies one of the best locations in Worcester

for which it pays a rent of $2,750, is not regarded

among the laboring classes of the city as truly coope-

rative. As its original members have died or moved
away, the high premiums for their shares, which

reverted to the company for sale, have placed them
beyond the reach of most. About twelve years ago

the private property of the stockholders was assessed

for $5,000,000, an average of over $3,000 each.

Despite the absence of many cooperative features the

original connection of this store with the cooperative

movement, and its continued success seem to call for

this notice. Its prosperity seeems due largely to the

ability and devotion of its manager, Mr. S. A. Pratt,^

who has held his position from the beginning in No-

vember,1847, when he was employed at $1.25 a day.
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He told the writer: "When getting $1,000, I was
offered §3,000 to go to Boston, but I stayed, for I was
desirous to see if the trade could be built up from a
Christian standpoint. At one time I had my salary

reduced at my request from over $2,000 to 81,-500,

when business was not xqyj flourishing. I get what-
ever I ask, but I am not here to make profits for

myself, but to build up a legitimate business." He
spoke with pride of the fact that neither liquor nor

tobacco were sold in the store, and that even the

devotee of the latter would instinctively lay aside

his cigar or pipe on entering. It is men of this man-
ager's type of Christian manhood who are needed in

all cooperative enterprises, and I may here confess

that throughout my investigation, I have been most
happily surprised at the number of such unselfish

men in the community, and particularly in the coope-

rative movement. Two other important conditions

of success have prevailed in this oldest of the survi-

vors of the union stores, viz. : the general intelligence

of the members, and the strictly cash system of sales.

Very rarely is any credit given, and then wholly at

the risk of the manager to some member of un-

doubted honor and solvency.

Second in age of the survivors of the union stores,

though 108th among them at its organization, is

Division No. 108, at Salmon Falls, N, H., started

February 11, 1850, with a capital of 8400, and now
having a paid in capital of $1,705 in 341 five-dollar

shares, owned by 202 members, and an individual

surplus of 85,281.62, or a total capital of 86,986.62.

No member can own over ten shares. The trade of

the last three years has averaged about $48,000. Six

per cent, dividends have been paid on the stock
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annually from the beginning. One thousand dollars

was divided among the stockholders twenty years

ago, and if the business should ever be closed up the

present large surplus would be divided in the same

way, according to the number of shares. The agent,

Mr. R. C. Fernald, who has held his position through-

out the thirty-six years' history of the store, writes:

••We intend to regulate the prices of our goods so

that the profits will just pay our expenses [interest

six per cent, on stock being considered part of ex-

penses]. We do not work to make money for our

stockholders, but to save money by buying goods

cheap." This has ever been their method of profit-

sharing. Contrary to the usual practice among such

stores, goods are sold to the 202 stockholders about

two per cent, lower than to outsiders. Prior to the

dissolution of the Boston agency of the New Eng-

land Protective Union, about 1860, this store bought

goods there. Since then purchases have been made
of any wholesale firm. For the first twenty-five

years a cash business was. done. For the past ten

years accounts have been kept, which the agent con-

siders a mistake. As in the Worcester store a supe-

rior class of stockholders are secured, though they

are not as wealthy as in the older store, applicants

for membership must not only buy a share, but must

prove to the satisfaction of the directors that they

have '-some visible means of support," "possess a

good moral character," and are "of that class who
honorably discharge their debts, and who do not

make use of or vend intoxicating drinks," and any

member, that is, any stockholder, may be expelled

after due notice by vote of the majority present at

any meeting for lack of any of these qualifications^
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Any member withdrawing from the store may have
his stock refunded to him within thirty days.

Another vigorous survivor of the union stores,

although not started until after the collapse of the cen-

tral Boston agency, is the N"atick Protective Union.

Organized December, 10, 1866, at Natick, Mass.,

with $2,000 capital in $10 shares, it now has $6,000

paid in capital in 600 shares, distributed among 575

share-holders. The' par value of a share is still only

$10, but the large dividends make the stock sell for

about $30. The store was the successor of another

Union store which had failed, and Mr. Isaac A. Flagg,

who has managed the present store from its begin-

ning until recently, when advancing years led to his

giving up part of his duties, was a clerk in the pre-

vious enterprise. In October, 1868, only two years

after its organization, the capital had doubled, and
a stock dividend of $2,000 was declared. Some kept

these extra shares, but many sold them and thus in-

creased the membership. In 1875, under pressure of

competition from the Sovereigns, 200 more shares

were created, not to be sold to previous holders of

stock, and only one to a man. Applicants for mem-
bership must not only pay for a share, but bring

three vouchers, who are members of the association,

and must be approved by the Board of Managers.

Transfers of stock can be made to members, if

they have not the full number of twenty shares, to

which each member is limited, provided the Board
of Managers are first given thirty days in which to

purchase, if they so desire, but no transfers can be

m.ade to outsiders without the consent of the officers.

The object of the corporation is declared in the

official act of incorporation according to State law
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in 1SG6, to be ''to reduce the cost of living." It had

just been discovered at the time of my visit, when
account of stock was taken, that the profits on meat

had been larger than expected, owing to a fall in

wholesale prices. Said Mr. Flagg: "We now sell

lower, for we don't want a large profit—we prefer

to benefit the consumer"—a very different ideal, cer-

tainly, from that held in our ordinary competitive

stores. Goods are sold to everyone, whether stock-

holders or not. Discounts on many articles of the

retail grocery trade are given to members, but low

prices are offered to all customers. Although prices

have thus been much lowered and consumers thereby

benefitted in this town of 9,000 inhabitants, yet the

575 stockholders have also been richly rewarded.

The profits on a ten dollar share for the past ten

years, including the regular six per cent, interest

provided for in the by-laws, have been as follows :

1875, 64.60 1879, $4.00 1883, $1.75

1870, 5.00 1880, 5.00 1884, 5.00

1877, 5.00 1881, 3.60 1885, 7.50

1878, 3.60 1882, 3.60

In 1885 some surplus from the previous tw^o years

was divided. It will be observed that in the last

eleven years over 500 stockholders have received

476.5 per cent, dividends, which is a remarkable ex-

hibit. According to State law, ten per cent, of the

net profits were laid aside for a reserve, until a sur-

plus of thirty per cent, of the capital was thus accu-

mulated. This limit was reached at Natick years

ago, and all profits now go to dividends. According

to another provision of the State law, and according

to the practice of every cooperative company in New
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England, each shareholder has a separate vote, with-

out regard to his amount of stock. Groceries and
meat are sold, but the accounts are kept separate, to

determine the profit or loss in each. At first no

attempt was made to solicit orders. Only heavy

goods were delivered. Later, cards were placed in

the windows for orders. Last year competition and

the desire of the patrons compelled the use of teams

for taking orders and general delivery as in other

stores. Three teams are run and nine men employed.

Three or four, however, are either too young or too

ojd to receive full wages.

Full and admirable reports are printed yearly,

which not only contribute to render the business safe

and subject to the control of the members, but cannot

fail to do much to educate all in business methods.

From these reports the following totals of trade since

1880 are extracted

—

1880, $118,366 1883, $113,996

1881, 123,153 1884, 105,600

1882, 130,081 1885, 100,176

There has been no diminution in the amount of

goods sold, brrt only in the prices for them. The tes-

timony to this effect among several cooperative com-

panies is strong evidence of the reduction in the cost

of living with respect to groceries within the last five

years. At the time of the organization of this com-

pany, twenty years ago, some cooperative enterprises

in the neighborhood had failed through credit; so

this rock was avoided. There is no trusting, unless

in small accounts for a few days, on the personal

responsibility of the manager. The latter remarked
that he considered it more difficult to manage coope-
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rative than other stores, since the former must always

be open to inspection and please everybody; "but,"

he added, "our members never trouble."

II.

THE PATRONS OF HUSBANDRY.

In 1873, '74 and '75 this order, founded in Wash-
ington, D. C, in 1866, spread rapidly in the agricul-

tural portions of New England, and continues there

as a well-organized and useful society. It does not

seek or obtain much public notice, and a majority of

those living in the cities are probably unaware of its

existence. Its power for good, however, and its

steady growth among the farmers, are none the less

real. The order has grown in Maine from 7,039

members in 119 granges in 1880, to 13,531 members
in 184 granges in 1885. There were in that year

5,500 members in about 80 granges in New Hamp-
shire, and 2,500 members in 35 granges in Connecti-

cut. The growth in Massachusetts has been from
1,141 members in 33 granges in 1881 to 4,078 mem-
bers in 50 granges reported at the fourteenth annual
session, held in December, 1886. The total member-
ship in New England is between 25,000 and 30,000.

The above figures are taken from the official reports

and estimates of the various State officers of the

order.

As the order was founded, and has done its great-

est work outside of New England, it does not belong

to this investigation to enlarge upon its history and
valuable educational and social features. It is suffi-

cient to state that the benefits conferred upon the

membership in New England are as great as else-

where.
3
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Grange Stores.

Ill Maine the Patrons have several cooperative

stores, whose success for several years bids fair to

continue. Mr, F. A. Allen, secretary of the State

Grange, writes: "I consider the outlook in Maine

better than ever before." These stores, generally,

resemble the union stores already described, selling

goods at little above cost to Patrons of Husbandry,

and the stock being owned solely by them. Some of

these stores date from 1876 and 1877. Among them

may be mentioned the Norway Cooperative Trade

Association, organized in 1877 at Norway with a few

hundred five-dollar shares and doing an annual busi-

ness of $6,000; another at Foxcroft, Me., with the

same business; one at Carroll and another at Bel-

mont trading $4,000 each. Grange stores also exist

at Samoin, Morrill, Jackson, South Paris, Topham,

Freedonia, Dixmont and probably other Maine towns.

The largest grange store in New England is the

Patrons' Cooperative Corporation, of Portland, Me.,

wholesale dealers in groceries, grain, provisions and

farm supplies. Despite many letters of inquiry to

the managers and directors, little information has

been obtained. The capital of the store, which was

organized in 1877, is estimated by J. W. Lang, of Bow-

doinham. Me., member of the Executive Committee of

the State Grange, to be about $40,000 in $5 shares, on

which six per cent, interest is paid. The net earn-

ings rarely permit much of a dividend beyond this.

The State Grange owns about $4,000 of the stock.

Many local granges have shares, and individuals own
the rest. The store has a trade of about $176,000,

supplying scores of grangers and grange stores with

goods of all kinds at low prices.
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The history of the cooperative attempts of this

organization in New Hampshire are thus summarized

in the annual address to the order in 1885, of Mr.

Wm. H. Stinson, of Mt. Vernon, N. H., Master

of the New Hampshire State Grange :

"In the earliest days of the grange, not only in this state,

but throughout the United States, the financial feature was held

out as the strong inducement for the organization. Evtry grange

had its store, and jiatrons expected to purchase their supplies at

wholesale prices. We also well know that these expectations were
not generally realized, and the financial crash came, debts had to

be met, members withdreM', and granges went to the wall. After

a time the social and educational features were brought forward,

the business item placed secondary, and on this basis the grange

built on a firm foundation and grew strong and useful beyond the

thoughts of its early advocates. The failure in business came
through want of experience and proper adaptation to that work.

Success follows experience, and failure that of inexperience."

The only cooperative store of any size of the

grange, or as far as I can learn, of any organization

in New Hampshire, until very recently at least, has

been the cooperative store of Rochester. Mr. D. B.

Waldron of Rochester, secretary of the local grange,

writes that the store has 87,000 capital in the hands
of 32 stockholders. All profits have gone to them
since the establishment of the store in 1876. Goods
to the amount of nearly $40,000 are sold yearly to

everybody at just enough above cost to pay interest,

not exceeding six per cent, on the capital. The store

has been a success, thanks to a capable manager.
Mr. Waldron writes that goods are sold in Rochester

at the present time lower than in any other tow^n in

New Hampshire. I have found no granges in Rhode
Island, or grange stores in Massachusetts or Ver-

mont.

Grange stores exist at Torrington and Lebanon,

Connecticut. Mr. B. C. Patterson, manager of the
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Torrington store, writes that goods are sold only to

members of the order, and at a slight advance above

cost. It was started with no capital, but patrons

furnished what little was needed at four per cent,

interest, until the small profits repaid the loan.

There is no stock. The funds belong to the local

grange.^ Any surplus is used to obtain good lectures

and entertainments for the benefit of members and
others. Only groceries are sold.

From Lebanon, Ct., Mr. Asher P. Smith writes

that the grange store there has a trade of $16,000

annually. It has no share capital, but borrows $3,000

and sells at little above the amount necessary to

cover cost and running expenses. The store is sus-

tained by the 189 Patrons of Husbandry in Lebanon.

Trade Discounts.

That elementary form of cooperation where the

members of an organization buy at reduced prices

for cash, by agreeing to concentrate their trade on

certain stores, is widely prevalent throughout the

order in New England. Secret circulars are issued

to members giving lists of stores and discounts where

such arrangements have been made. The goods on

which such discounts can be obtained in New Hamp-
shire, according to the ofiicial circular of 1886, em-

brace agricultural machinery, tools, boots and shoes,

books, stationery, seeds, custom and ready-made

clothing, dress and dry-goods, groceries, grain and

feed, paints, furniture, sewing machines, pumps, and

in fact everything needed by the farmer. The state

granges of New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachu-

setts and Connecticut, have made joint arrangements

with a lar2:e number of manufacturers and wholesale
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firms for stipulated discounts on cash trade, subject

to certain conditions, viz.: Each subordinate grange

to choose one member as purchasing agent, all pur-

chases to be made through him, and the list of the

houses making the discounts to be kept from the

knowledge of those who are not members. Confi-

dential price-lists are furnished purchasing agents

upon application, under seal of their subordinate

granges, and attested by the master and secretary

of these granges. Cooperative life and fire insur-

ance companies are also being introduced. Mr. J.

H. Hale, of South Glastonbury, Ct., Master of the

Connecticut State Grange, estimates that from $40,-

000 to $50,000 were saved to the patrons in New
England in 1886, by these various cooperative forms.

III.

THE SOVEREIGNS OF INDUSTRY.

Early History.

With the first month of 1874 a new factor in coop-

eration appeared, which was destined, in the five

years of its eventful history to give a great impulse

to cooperative effort and to mark a great advance in

its methods. The history of the Sovereigns of Indus-

try has never been written, yet not only to the social

reformer, but to all students of social science, the

story of its rapid rise, and almost equally rapid de-

cline, is full of instruction.

The founder of the order, and for four years its

official head, Mr. Wm. H. Earle, was in 1874 a small

fruit-grower of Worcester, Mass. His five acres

within the city limits, located on a beautiful hillside,

sloping to the south, overlooked this picturesque city,
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and here lie still resides, though in other business, as

full of faith as ever in the future of the ideas to

which he gave some of his best years. The Worces-

ter Gazette of January 15, 1874, thus referred to him:

''Mr. Earle has resided in this city but a few years,

but has won the respect and confidence of all with

whom he has come in contact. In matters pertain-

ing to horticulture, and among those interested in

that pursuit, he ife widely and favorably known. '^

He thus relates the origin of the Order of the

Sovereigns:^

"Dudley W. Adams of Waukon, Iowa, (in 1872 Master of the

Iowa State Grange), was an old schoolmate of mine, and when he

became Master of the National Grange of the Patrons of Hus-
bandry, he wrote me inviting me to take hold of the work of organ-

izing granges in Massachusetts. I began carefully to study this-

whole question of labor and capital, of producer and consumer,

spoke to some of our leading agriculturists and arranged to organize

a grange in our city. About the time we organized this grange the

question came up, 'Why should the Patrons of Husbandry refuse

to admit all but farmers?' The more I studied this question, the

more thoroughly convinced I became that, while the common foes

and common wants of all the toiling men and women in our land

were nearly alike, there was no good reason why all persons of

good character, engaged in industrial pursuits, and having no-

interests in conflict with the purpose of the order, should not be
eligible."

Invitations were therefore sent about this time,

January 1, 1874, to different parts of the country to

such persons as were believed to be in sympathy with

such movement. A convention was called to meet

in Springfield, Mass., January 6th. At that date-

some fifteen laboring men met to consult about the

[^I must acknowledge my great indebtedness for the history of

the Sovereigns to Mr. W. H. Earle, who placed at my disposal

a mass of material, including the unpublished records of the-

Xational Council.]
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advisability of organizing a new society or order.

For eight days and nights they earnestly discussed

this question and a plan of organization, and then

adopted a preamble, constitution and ritual, and or-

ganized as the National Council of the Order of Sov-

ereigns of Industry. The afternoon of January 16,

the day after the adjournment of the Springfield

convention, Mr, Earle organized the first subordinate

council of the order at Worcester. The same even-

ing a council was formed in Springfield, Mass.,

partly through the instrumentality of a relative of

the founder. Other councils were immediately

formed in other states, Mr. Earle organizing the first

council in six states within a few weeks. It was
soon found that the movement was to become of far

greater magnitude than had been at first expected,

and '-in order to lay the foundations strong and

deep," writes Mr. Earle, he and his coadjutors were

compelled to call a special session of the National

Council to make certain alterations in the constitu-

tion and ritual. These alterations were made at

Springfield, Mass., March 5th, 6th and 7th, 1874, by
representatives from most of the sub-councils then

organized. '-At our first meeting in January," con-

tinued Mr. Earle, "we met as strangers. I knew
only one person in attendance at the convention, and

had no thought of becoming conspicuously identified

with the movement, but went because my heart was
in the work. Very unexpectedly I was unanimously

elected president." At the special session he re-

signed, and was again unanimously elected, and con-

tinued to hold that office by the same unanimous

choice until ill-health compelled his resignation in

1878.
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It is now time to consider the objects and methods
of this new order. The purposes of the founders are

so well expressed in the preamble to the constitution,

and were so confirmed by the subsequent history of

the movement, that one cannot do better than quote :

"By all the wise and kindly measures it can command, it will

present organized resistance to the organized encroachment of the

monopolies and other evils of the existing industrial and commer-
cial sj'stem. It will try to establish a better system of economical

exchanges and to promote, on a basis of equity and liberty, mutual
fellowship and cooperative action among the producers and con-

sumers of wealth throughout the eai'th. "We wage no wars with
persons or classes, but only with wrongs, discords and hardships,

which have existed too long. We most earnestly deprecate hatred,

jealousy or envy between classes, and call on all people to be of one
mind in the spirit of justice. We abhor every scheme of agrarian-

ism or violence, and shall use only such instrumentalities as are

sanctioned by demonstrated principles of moral philosophy and
social science, the universal interests of humanity, and a pliilan-

thropy rising impartially above all distinctions of class, sex, creed,

race or nationality."

In the first address of President Earle to a subor-

dinate council—that at Worcester—on its organi-

zation, January 16, 1874, he used these words: "I

wish first of all to say that this order seeks to bring

these two classes (employes and employers) into a

closer fellowship of good feeling and mutual interest."

It was proclaimed that any person of "good char-

acter and having no interest in conflict with the

order" could be admitted on vote of a subordinate

council, and on payment of an initiation fee of §2 for

men, $1 for women, and yearly dues of from $1 to S4,

as local necessities might require. At the commence-

ment, at least, law^yers and professional politicians

w'ere excluded, as by another organization of more

recent fame, the Knights of Labor. In Massachu-

setts, and probably in some other States, three black
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balls caused the rejection of a candidate. The secret

ritual of the order is a secret no longer, and contains

nothing to which anyone could not readily subscribe.

Each subordinate council was entitled to two rep-

resentatives in the state council, and the latter sent

representatives to the national council which met

once a year, listened to reports, legislated for the

interests of the order, and elected officers for the

ensuing year. Arrangements were made by means
of traveling and withdrawal cards for members mov-
ing from the seat of one council to that of another.

Most of the councils began cooperation by empow-
ering agents to buy for cash at wholesale prices, at

regular intervals of a week or longer, such goods as

the members of the local council deposited money for

in advance. Thus without capital, goods were ob-

tained at marked reduction from the high retail prices

of that period. An annual trade of many hundred

thousand dollars thus sprang up in Xew England,

and much was saved to the laboring classes. Many,
perhaps half, of the councils, never went further.

The largest store of the order, and. with the excep-

tion of one at Worcester, which preceded it in organ-

ization by a few hours, the oldest store was that at

Springfield, Mass. Its history is so full of lessons of

warning that a brief account of its rapid rise and
unfortunate ending may not be amiss.

The Springfield Store.

January 16, 1874, as a result of the visit from Mr.

Earle above referred to, a council of 26 was organi-

zed in the well-known city of the Connecticut valley,

where lived at that time some 30,000 people. The
Springfield council agreed to center its trade and pay
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cash at certain large retail stores on condition of re-

ceiving a reduction in price, a method of trading now
practiced by the Patrons of Husbandry; but other

cash customers of the stores began to complain, be-

cause they did not obtain similar reduction. Several

new councils were organized in the city and vicinity

who contributed as councils $300 and empowered one

of their members, Mr. O. S. Brigham, to purchase

goods for them at wholesale, as in the dividing houses

which had previously been started from time to time

in New England. Not a wholesale house in town

would sell to Mr. Brigham for fear of a boycott, or,

at least loss of trade from other stores. So goods

were purchased in Boston without divulging at first

the nature of the company for which they were

bought. Before long wholesale dealers welcomed

the agent of the Sovereigns, who came cash in hand.

The goods were sold at just enough above cost to

cover expenses. Mr. Brigham charged nothing for

his services, and each customer could inspect the

bills to see the price paid the wholesale dealers.

Trade increased so fast that a store was opened for the

whole day, and a storekeeper was hired. The capital,

which never exceeded i^ToO during the year 1874, was

turned over quickly. Flour was ordered by the one

hundred barrels from Michigan. The coal dealers

of Springfield refused to sell below the retail price of

810 a short ton. After considerable difficulty a man
in Hudson, N. Y., was found who was ready to defy

the combination of coal dealers and sell to the

cooperators. Six to ten carloads at a time were

bought, the customers paying the price at the Spring-

field store when the order was left. Coal was sold

for 87 a ton instead of $10, and all the local dealers
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had to fall correspondingly. Trade rose to $4,700 a

month. Scarcely any expenses were allowed. . Cus-

tomers were expected to take home their goods

or pay a small sum for carriage. Eighteen large

tubs of butter were taken away by hand in one even-

ing. One man did all the delivering, except of coal.

There was no taking of orders from house to house

and no advertising. Trade was confined to the Sov-

ereigns. The fee on joining was $2 for men and $1

for women; the monthly dues were 50 cents for men
and half that for women. As might be expected, the

order grew rapidly.

For greater security of funds it was decided in

December, 1874, to incorporate under the Massa-

chusetts cooperative law of 1870, and the act amend-

atory thereto. A capital of $3,100 was raised and

subsequently doubled ; the stock and fixtures of the

old store were bought, and on March 10, 1875, the

new company began business. The plan of coopera-

tion, which soon became famous as the "Springfield

plan," was a natural sequence to that of the previous-

store, where goods were sold at cost and the capital

was furnished by the local councils. By the con-

stitution of the new company the capital was fur-

nished by the members of the order loaning to their

respective councils such amounts as they chose, and

receiving therefor the council's note, payable at a

specified time, with interest at seven per cent. When
a council raised in this way the sum of 8100, it

elected, by ballot, a member to represent the money,

who, on behalf of the council, purchased a share in

the corporation, taking the certificate of stock in his

own name, but immediately turned over the same to

the treasurer of the council as collateral security for
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the money placed in his hands. The corporation

thus formed, elected directors who chose the mana-
gers and assistants in the various departments of the

store, which were soon established, such as meat,

groceries, clothing, boots and shoes. Sales, which
were to be for cash and but little above cost, were
confined to Sovereigns. As, however, the saving of

$2 on a barrel of flour sufficed for a membership fee,

the order seemed strengthened thereby. One of its

officers wrote in November, 1875: ''Our purpose is

to save, not make money—and this we believe we
are doing, or our business would not have so rapidly

and steadily increased. Commencing as we did with

a stock of only four hundred barrels of flour, some
fifteen months since, we cannot but look upon our

trade for the present month, amounting to about

$13,000, with feelings of mingled pride and satisfac-

tion."' Seven per cent, interest was to be paid, and
for a time was paid on stock. It was voted in Octo-

ber, 1875, that goods should be sold at a price suffi-

cient to allow of profits not exceeding two per cent,

on gross sales, half to be put in a bank as a sinking-

fund and half to be given to the councils represented.

Business increased so fast as fairly to bewilder the

directors. A new building, with ample accommoda-
tions for council meetings and stores, erected on pur-

pose for the order, was dedicated with imposing cere-

monies October 19, 1875, and leased to the Sovereigns

for $2,400 a year.

The balance sheet for 1876 revealed receipts for

sales that year of $134,813.73 thus divided : From
groceries, $77,430.21 ; from coal, $18,405.81 ; from
meat, $33,313.31 ; from clothing, $5,624,40—a larger

trade than that of any other cooperative store of the
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order, while the membership of the seven councils in

Springfield and adjacent towns was over 3,000. But

in this very prosperity there were seeds of decay.

By attempting- to sell at cost, and claiming thus to

undersell every other store in town, a fierce competi-

tion, pronounced by wholesale dealers at that time to

be the fiercest in all Massachusetts, was engendered.

Some rivals would offer sugars below cost, trusting

to profits on other goods to recompense themselves.

Others undersold the Sovereigns on other staples. It

still remained true, doubtless, that on the entire

monthly trade of a family the cooperative company
furnished the best bargains, but the mass of custo-

mers, unacquainted with the principles of coopera-

tion, and ignorant of how to make their experiment

a success, were led to transfer more and more of their

trade to private stores, and finally to withdraw from
the Sovereigns altogether by failing to keep up their

dues. As the store could only sell to Sovereigns,

while they could buy anywhere, trade began a rapid

decline.

But there were other causes of failure. The method
of raising capital by councils rather than by individ-

uals was joined with a provision that the directors of

the store should be elected by the councils, and not

by those who in each council contributed to the pur-

chase of shares. In consequence, very much such a

state of things existed as is advocated by some social-

ists, viz.: An industry managed by the votes of a

democracy, by far the larger part of which has con-

tributed nothing to the capital stock. Whatever may
be the possibilities of such a system, the Springfield

attempt was a decided, and it would seem, inevitable

failure. Directors were elected, and managers and
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clerks in the various branches of the store were

chosen who knew nothing of the business. Carpen-

ters and old employes of the United States Armory
were suddenly transformed into managers and clerks

of a rapidly growing and little understood business.

At regular intervals the directors engaged different

ones of their number, and sometimes fair book-

keepers, to inspect the accounts of the various agents

and managers in the store. Never, I am told by one

of the leading directors, did any two inspectors or

auditors agree in their report, or find any way of

balancing the accounts. Each agent claimed to have

a different ''system" of book-keeping. Certainly,

no auditor professed to understand the books. After

the store failed in.l879, it was found that, contrary

both to the constitution and the orders of the directors

and without their knowledge, thousands of dollars

worth of goods had been sold for credit and never

paid for. It is believed on good grounds by some of

the directors that dishonesty among the employes

was also practiced. When the store was doing a

business of $4,700 a month under Mr. Brigham, early

in 1875, only two clerks and one team were employed.

With little more than twice the trade more than ten

clerks and six teams were employed two years later.

The expense for labor in 1876 was $7,810.61, and for

teams §1,023.51. The total expenses were nine per

cent, of the sales, to say nothing of the depreciation

of goods on hand. The trade expenses in 1,153 coop-

erative societies of the United Kingdom in 1883,

reporting a trade of £28,089,310, were only six per

cent, of their sales. What economy there was at-

tempted was in the wrong direction. One thousand

dollars were paid to the manager, but many thought
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even that too high. A mistake was made in attempt-

ing too many kinds of business. A costly, stylish lot

of clothing and caps were put into the clothing store

and met with poor sale. Attempts were made to

amend the constitution. After 187G manager and

clerks were paid a fixed percentage on sales, instead

of salary and wages. In April, 1878, trade was
thrown open to the public. Already in October,

1876, a committee reported in favor of changing to

the Rochdale plan of cooperation to be explained

hereafter, but the report was not acted upon until

1878, when a complete change was made in the

entire constitution. The Rochdale plan was adopted

with sales at regular retail prices, and with a divis-

ion of profits in excess of three per cent, on capital

among customers, according to their trade. The

$100 shares broken up into shares of $5 each were to

be owned by individuals. But it was too late to

stay the downward course. On January 22, 1879.

the corporation voted to dissolve, having sunk a

large portion of its capital. Cooperation received a

blow from which it has not yet recovered in the Con-

necticut Valley.

Such is the story of many other misguided attempts

at cooperation by men too ignorant or selfish or dis-

united to cooperate. Yet the Springfield experiment

w^as not w^holly a failure. It contributed largely to

induce cash trade and low prices in all this section of

country, and thus did incalculable good to the labor-

ing classes. Said one of the directors: "Many per-

sons to my certain knowledge, who had always been

behind, and thought they could not leave the old

store because they were behind, and whom I induced

to transfer their trade to the Sovereigns, lived
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economically and paid their old bills out of what they

saved from cash trade with us." So little discour-

aged is Mr. O. S. Brigham, the pioneer of the Spring-

field enterprise, and now partner in a large whole-

sale fruit business, that, in answer to the question

whether he still believed a cooperative enterprise

could meet the keen competition and low prices now
prevailing, replied: ''You give me one hundred

families who will be true to their best interests and I

will beat any store in town."

The Rochdale Plan.

The Sovereigns seem to have been the first to

introduce into America the Rochdale plan of cooper-

ation, which has proved so superior to other forms

wherever tried, but which will not "run itself" any

better than other systems, as many have found to

their sorrow. The essential improvement of this

plan over others is in its provision that goods are

sold at regular retail prices, and any profits above

what is sufficient for a reserve fund and interest on

capital are paid to customers annually or semi-

annually in proportion to their trade for the period,

though stockholders may receive a larger per cent,

of dividend on their trade than outsiders. The other

provisions, such as shares of small value, limitation

of the number anyone can hold, and the allowance

of but one vote to a stockholder, independent of his

shares, are common to other systems.

In his address to the National Association at

Washington, March, 1878, President Earle thus re-

ferred to some of the superior features of the English

system:

"It is only by the exercise of frugality that the -workingman

can be enabled to surround himself and his famil)' with the com-
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forts of life. Cooperation will not benefit him if he does not culti-

vate provident habits. It is because the Eochdale plan of coopera-

tion encourages these habits that I advocate its adoption in prefer-

ence to all other plans. It is found that of the seven and one-half

millions of dollars annually saved by the English cooperative

societies, about sixty per cent, of this sum of 'dividends on pur-

chases' is left in the store and converted into capital."

Great efforts were made by the National Council

and by its lecturer, John Orvis, to spread a knowl-

edge of the system of distributive cooperation that

had proved most successful in England. Under their

sanction, and to secure uniformity among the coun-

cils, a plan for the organization and management of

cooperative stores was prepared by John Orvis and

widely distributed, for s^S a hundred copies, which

might well be studied to-day by every one interested

in the subject. Only the omission of a few refer-

ences to the now extinct organization of Sovereigns

of Industry is needed to make it conform to existing

conditions. In sending out the plan the National

Council thus summarized it:

"1. Allow but one vote to a shareholder, without regard to the

number of shares held.
" 2. Shares to draw a minimum rate of interest.

"3. Dividends to be made only on purchases, and that quarterly.

"4. Every member of the order entitled to full dividends on
purchases, provided the directors may retain such dividends in

their discretion, until the same shall amount to at least one share

of stock.

"5. Shares not to exceed $5 each, unless required otherwise by
statute.

"6. Dividends to non-members one-half the profits on their

purchases.

"7. Sell at current prices—the same price to members of the

order and the general public—thus disarming opposition.

"8. Look after the interests of the store as strictly as if the

store were an individual property.

"9. Choose persons worthy of your confidence for managers

—

then give them your hearty support."

4
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It was also provided that the directors could

obtain loans for the business of the association by a

vote of three-fourths of the shareholders, and to

an amount not exceeding two-fifths of the actual

capital of the association. Shares could be trans-

ferred to any one approved by the directors, but

must first be offered to them.

This was the plan on which nearly half of the

Sovereigns' stores 'started, and on which nearly all

that succeeded were founded.

Success and Failuke of the Sovereigns.

Before describing any of the successful examples

of the Rochdale plan in New England it may be well

to finish our account of the order of the Sovereigns,

which, in spite of its failure as an organization,

gave birth to many existing cooperative enterprises.

Annual sessions of the order were held from 1874 to

1879 inclusive. From the annual official reports at

these sessions, and from the pages of the BnJletin, the

official organ, which was published for two years in

Worcester as a 16-page monthly paper, the follow-

ing facts and tables are gathered. As it is useful to

compare sections, and the matter given cannot else-

where be found in printed form, I have in a few

cases exceeded the proper bounds of this paper by
including tables or summaries of other states

—
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It will be noticed that at the height of its pros-

perity in the winter of 1875-6 there were reported
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to the National Council 27,984 members in three

hundred and ten councils. If the same average of

ninety to a council held true of the unreported coun-

cils, the entire membership must have been over

40,000. Of those reported, three-fourths were in

New England and forty-three per cent, in Massa-

chusetts.

Still more interesting, though far less complete^

are the trade statistics. In December, 1875, one

hundred and one councils reported that they had in

practice some method of supplying members with

goods. Of these, twenty-six councils distributed

goods at cost, twenty gave dividends on purchases..

The remaining fifty-four that reported had arrange-

ments probably with ordinary private stores for re-

ductions on the cash trade of members. The
amount of capital invested in trade and owned by
individual members was $30,527; the capital owned
by councils as such, $5,197, of which nearly all was
returned by the Springfield store. The estimated

expense saved by members on account of the influ-

ence of the order in reduction of prices and divi-

dends on purchases was fifteen per cent.

In his annual address before the National Council

at Syracuse, N. Y., March 20, 1877, President Earle

thus reported:

"Out of the number of councils reporting [in the United States]^.

I have selected 94 having a membership of 7,273 that, with an

average capital of ^884, did a business last year of $1,089,372.55,

at an average saving to the members of 14 per cent., or a profit of

$152,512, equal to a saving of $21 to every man and woman belong-

ing to those councils. If we reckon the initiation fee at $2 (and for

women it is only $1, and we notice that there are 2,812 women
already reported as members), and the annual dues at $2, which is

a large estimate, we have the net benefit to each member above

reported to be $17 for the year. It is safe to assume that the unre-
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ported sales during the past year will swell the aincmnl [of trade]

to at least $3,000,000, which at the same ratio of profit as above

reported would make a saving of §420,000. Again, the returns show

that the average capital of each store (|884) has been turned over

once in 23 days during the whole year. Our cooperative store at

"Worcester, Mass., turned over its capital 25 times the past year, or

once in about 12 days."

A large portion of the trade was returned as on

the Rochdale plan, with capital owned by individuals,

in $5 shares. A capital of $86,796 was furnished by

members and $14,224 by councils, $6,800 being in •

Springfield. Only 41 councils were reported for

1876 as confining their trade to members. The presi-

dent roundly berated the 141 councils which did not

hold '^public meetings or sociables," and the 184

which did not have "literary meeetings." Educa-

tion was rightly deemed by the leaders to be as es-

sential as organization.

At the next annual session at Washington, March,

1878, the reports of trade statistics were very mea-

gre. Forty-five councils reported an aggregate trade

in 1877 of $750,000. Out of the thirty-five councils

reporting their capital employed, which amounted

to $58,000, thirty-two councils reported their capital

.as owned by individual members and only three as

owned by the councils. Thirty-two stores sold to

everybody and confined their trade, which with two

exceptions was restricted to "club orders" to Sover-

eigns only. Next to Springfield, the ten Sovereign

stores doing the largest business in 1877, and all or-

ganized on the Rochdale plan, were the following

—

Location of Store.
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Location of Store.
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dent was reduced from $2,000 to $1,200, and after-

ward to little more than living expenses during the

days spent in actual service.

Though unanimously re-elected in 1878, President

Earle could not longer serve. His strength was ex-

hausted. His patient service had revealed the sin-

cerity of his declaration of the year before, "To me
it is a Christian work in which we can conscien-

tiously ask heaven to bless us. Have we the spirit of

organization, the resolution to meet difficulties, the

courage of self-control, through which alone great

movements are made and great reforms are led?

Strong convictions precede great actions. He who
believes is strong; he who doubts is weak. Clear,

deep, living convictions rule the world. The only

faith which really saves is that which induces us to

save others."

Mr. John Sheddon, of Pennsylvania, succeeded

Mr. Earle, but turned his attention more to politics

and less to cooperation. But, probably, the dissolu-

tion of the order in 1879 would have been inevitable

under any guidance. The failure of the national

organization did not involve that of the stores, some

of which still exist and will soon be considered. The

same business depression, however, and lack of in-

telligent understanding of the benefits and condi-

tions of cooperation, which ruined the national and

state organizations, caused the failure of a large

number of stores. More than half ceased to be coope-

rative, but it must be borne in mind that, in many of

those that suspended, there was no financial failure.

The very prosperity of many of the stores led to the

purchase of the stock by a few and a gradual trans-

formation into the ordinary private company.
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The reasons of actual financial failure were thus

summarized by President Earle in his last annual

address. 1878: ''Our stores have not failed from
any inherent defect in our plan, but because of the

injudicious manner in which it Avas put in practice,

or to the treachery of those who tried to turn to their

private advantage a project they had originally pro-

fessed to support." At the last annual meeting of

the National Council at Newark. N. J.. March. 1879,

a committee assigned similar reasons. The inca-

pacity and dishonesty of managers, which they men-
tion, was a natural result of the ignorance among the

members and their committees of oversight of the

conditions of success, and a result also of the novelty

in this country of such experiments, which made it

exceedingly difficult to obtain trained managers. It

will be noticed that all these are difficulties which
time and education may remove, and which they

have already in considerable measure done, as will

be seen by the account now to be given of existing

cooperative stores.

IV.

EXISTING COOPERATIVE STOEES.^

Riverside Cooperative Association of Maynard.

This enterprise was begun at Maynard, Mass.. a

village of 2,700 population, in December, 1875. by
the formation of a council of the Sovereigns of In-

dustry, the impulse being the high prices of the nec-

essaries of life. The various systems of cooperation

were adopted in turn by this company, and in the

' The assistance of Mr. Michael Twomey, clerk of the county, in

the preparation of this sketch, is gratefully acknowledged.
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order of time in which they have heen seen to be

prominent in the rest of New. England. Members of

the council obtained goods at a reduction from the

regular retail dealers on presentation of cards of mem-

bership. Then members clubbed together and ordered

goods from Boston, where they could buy cheaper by

retail than at home. Each person sent a list of what he

wanted. Goods arrived in town marked for the dif-

ferent parties, and were delivered by team on pay-

ment of the cost. This not proving satisfactory,

some 30 members subscribed $105 as a fund to start

a store. Besides this the income from the fees and

dues of members were added, and a store was

started. Goods were sold at cost. The officers of

the council attended to the distribution two evenings

in the week without pay. Goods sold thus were fifty

per cent, or more less in price, Mr. Twomey claims,

than goods retailed by the other stores. Business

increased in consequence of an increase of members

of the council desirous of getting cheap goods. The

store had to be kept open every evening, and a man
was hired to tend it. This cautious management,

which only incurred expense when business actually

demanded it, was on^ secret of success. Soon the

growth of the trade necessitated the opening of the

store all day. But there was no system as regards

capital or shares, those who subscribed not caring

whether they lost or not. No interest was given, but

a small profit accrued and was divided on the capi-

tal. There being a lack of capital for the business,

it was proposed to pay seven per cent, interest as an

inducement to get money. This had the desired

effect in due time. In 1878 the council seceded from

the State Council of the Sovereigns, and put its finan-
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cial status on a firmer basis. The association was
reorganized and chartered under the laws of the

state, with a paid up capital of SI,500 divided into

300 shares. No one could buy goods heretofore but

members. Now it was opened to the public.

The present capital is $5,000, which the associa-

tion has just voted to increase to $10,000. The
loan capital, June 30, 1886, was $10,760.56, on which,

of course, the market rate of interest is paid. Shares

are $5 each, and one may at present hold from one to

sixty shares. The number of stockholders is 260 and

rapidly increasing. Six per cent, is allowed on capi-

tal. A yearly depreciation of two per cent, on real

estate and ten per cent, on fixed stock is allowed.

Ten per cent, of the net profits goes to the surplus

until that shall amount to thirty per cent, of the

capital. The balance of the profits is divided among
stockholders according to their trade. Anybody may
join the association on recommendation of the board

of directors, by depositing one dollar towards a share

of stock. This secures his dividend on trade, which

is retained by the association until the share is paid

for. All the employes, six in number, have to be

shareholders. They are paid a fixed salary and dis-

charged by the directors if inefficient. The present

manager had previous experience in managing
business.

Some of the regulations governing the action of

the directors and the managers, if adopted more

generally in cooperative undertakings, would in-

crease the chances of success:

"They (the directors) shall meet once in every two weeks at least,

and oftener, if necessary. They shall have the power of removing

the clerk and treasurer for malfeasance in office, or for other good

cause. On or before the fifteenth of each month they shall make a
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statement of tlie receipts and expenses of the association for the

previous montli, and a correct copy of the same sliall be hunp in

a conspicuous place in the store for the inspection and information

of the members."

In these quarterly reports the atteiidence of each

director at all these meetings is noted.

"The board of directors shall appoint a manager to conduct the

business of the association, subject in all things to their direction

and control. They may graat him such authority for the use of

the money of the association for the purchase and sale of goods as

in their opinion the interests of the association demand, and they

may enlarge, reduce or cancel such authority at any time. They

sliall require said manager to keep a correct account of all his re-

ceipts and expenditures of money of the association and of all busi-

ness of said association transacted by him or under his direction.

They shall make, or cause to be made, a thorough examination of

said manager's books at least once a month, and see that the asso-

ciation is in no way wronged by him. They shall also hire such

number of helpers for said manager as in their opinion may be re-

quired for the prompt transaction of the business of the association.

They shall fix the salaries of said manager and his helpers, and

shall have power to discharge or suspend them at any time. They

shall also require said manager and helpers, who must be stock-

holders of the association, to give good and sufficient bonds, ac-

ceptable to said board, for the faithful performance of their trusts.

They shall cause the manager to turn over his surplus money to the

treasurer at least twice a week."

Orders are taken and goods delivered, two horses

being employed for the purpose. No secrecy is

necessary. Still, few of the customers know the

cost of the goods.

Very little trusting is done, unless to accommo-

date for a few days. The greatest drawback is that

the association put up a large building costing

Slo.OOO, the income from which is not sufficient to

meet the interest, insurance and other expenses,

thereby taking a large part of the profits which

would otherwise go to dividends on trade and help

increase the business. Goods are now sold at a reas-

onable margin of profit, and prices are the same to
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all. The fifteenth semi-annual report for the six

months ending June 30, 1886, is a model of its kind.

The sales were $18,231.26. a gain of §2,031.23 over

ihe preceding half year. As this increase continues,

the next year's trade will he about $43,000. About
^ne-ninth of the sales are dry goods and the rest

groceries. Besides adding $73.02 to the surplus,

which now amounts to $916.83, a dividend of three

per cent, on purchases was declared. The lesson

conveyed in the following words of one of the direc-

tors and officers of the association is noteworthy:
"In our town is a woolen mill employing 1,000 hands, which

-commenced paying weekly wages on the tirst of May, and the sales

at our store have steadily increased every month since. Previ-

ously it was monthly pay, and all the other stores trusted and
•charged higher prices than we did. Consequently, when people

could handle their pay ofteuer, they went where they could get

•cheaper and better goods, which is the cause of our increase. Dur-

ing the ten years of our existence we have saved over $10,000 for

-our members We v.ere strongly opposed by the other

:gtorekeepers for a long time, and they tried to boycott and slander

us all they could, but now finding themselves on the verge of ruin,

with their trade almost all gone, they have nothing to say."

The New Bedford Cooperative Association.

Very similar is this association for the sale of

groceries and provisions in New Bedford. Mass.

First came a dividing store, where goods previously

ordered and purchased in bulk at wholesale prices

were divided among the members at cost. Then
-came a union with the Sovereigns, with a reorgani-

zation and charter. January, 1876. The amount of

capital has been $3,000, in shares of $10 each,

though much less at the beginning. The present

number of owners of the 300 shares is 94. In

August, 1886, it was voted to increase the capital to

.$10,000, with a view to buying or building a suitable
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store. More than half this new capital has already

(Decemher, 1886), been subscribed, and the number
of stockholders is thereby largely increased. No one-

person can hold more than 50 shares. Interest is paid

on share-capital at the rate of seven per cent, a

year. Business is growing, and last year (1885-6).

amounted to $48,000. A dividend of nine per cent,

was paid on purchases. Prices to all are the same..

All profits after deducting general expenses, depre-

ciation and interest on share capital have been*

divided equally on the purchases of all. Hereafter

non-members will only receive one-half as much per

cent, dividend on their purchases as do members..

Any purchaser wishing to become a member and to

receive the full amount of dividend on his purchases,

can do so on payment of one dollar on account for a

share, and by subscribing not less than one dollar a

quarter, or allowing the dividend to remain until

one share of $10 is paid for. Special effort is made
to have all shareholders trade in the association. As
most of the customers are working people, and re-

ceive their pay weekly, one week's credit is given.

The secretary, "Wm. Reynolds, writes:
" For the whole ten years we have been in existence we have

lost, I think, about $600; five-sixths of that amount was lost in the

first six years. Up to within three years and a-half we suffered a

good deal through changing of managers. The present manager
took charge three years and a-half ago, and has given good satis-

faction. He is a member who feels as much interested in the pros-

perity of the association as he does for matter of wages."

The Cooperative Store Company of Silver Lake.

It may be interesting to notice the method of

cooperation and its success in a small place. Coop-

eration at the small village of Silver Lake, in the

town of Kingston, Mass., was begun under the-
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auspices of the Sovereigns of Industry, June 14,

1875, and incorporated in May, 1877. The poor

•quaUty and the high prices of many articles of food

at the time were among the causes impelling to this

attempt. The enterprise was started in a sparsely

populated locality with a meagre capital of $460,

which has since grown to $1,800, owned by 40 stock-

holders in 360 shares of $5 each. There is also a re-

serve fund of $800, the limit required by law. The

annual sales of late have been about $10,500. The

manager, who has held the position from the start,

and has had previous business experience, buys for

the store and has a general oversight of the busi-

ness. Besides him there is emyloyed only a sales-

man, or storekeeper. There have been three dif-

ferent storekeepers in eleven years, and only one

had any previous knowledge of the business. Expe-

rience, however, was not so important where the

manager made all the important purchases. At

first only shareholders participated in the profits,

but any one could become such when able to pur-

chase a share, if approved by the directors and

elected with less than three negative votes by the

stockholders. Now all profits, after payment of six

per cent, interest, are divided among all the patrons,

whether members or not, according to their trade.

Three thousand two hundred dollars have been thus

distributed. This dividend for the six months

ending October 1, 1886, was small, being only two

per cent, on trade, but will hereafter be more, as no

more is required for the sinking fund. The entire

expense last year on a trade of $10,385.01 was but

$470.37, or 4.7 per cent. Goods warranted of good

quality are sold at market prices for cash. No
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secrecy in the management of the business is deemed

necessary. A printed report is made semi-annually.

The manager, Henry B. Maglathlin, to whom I am
indebted for the above, writes: "The greatest draw-

back is the want of a cooperative sentiment in the

community, and the poverty of the people, which

does not allow their trading at a cash store." In

the constitution, and in the last report, occur these

important words: <'A true cooperator has three

qualities—good sense, good temper and good will.

Good sense to dispose him to make the most of his

means; good temper to enable him to associate with

others, and good wall to incline him to serve them
and be at trouble to serve them, and go on serving

them, whether they are grateful or not in return,

caring only that he does good, and finding it a suffi-

€ient reward to see that others are benefited through

his unthanked exertions.''

Daxvers Cooperative Union Society.

One of the oldest, as well as one of the most suc-

cessful, cooperative companies in New England, is

the Danvers Cooperative Union Society, which was

started in 1865 in the shoe-town of Danvers, Mass.,

on the principal of the old union stores, viz.: sales

at cost to stockholders. Until July, 1869, there

were no sales to outsiders. At that time the general

features of the Rochdale plan were adopted, although

advantage was not taken of the Massachusetts laws

of incorporation, to be hereafter described, until

January 24, 1880.

The capital, as incorporated, is $5,000 in $10 shares,

thus distributed among 98 stockholders:
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29 own 1 share each. 2 own 8 shares each.

14 '
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at market prices, and as the non-stockholder gets no
dividends on his purchases and may not care to own
a share, other grocery stores seem to flourish in the

town. The present manager, Mr. C. H. Giles, was.

appointed in January, 1886, but was previously an
assistant in the store for eight years. Five directors

audit the accounts, which are open to the examina-

tion of all. While waiting in the store for the man-
ager one evening in September, I fell into conversa-

tion with one of the directors, who had been inter-

ested in the store since its foundation, 21 years ago,,

and who became very enthusiastic over the possi-

bility of learning something of similar enterprises

elsewhere, and of having the success of this store

made public for the first time. As many other

cooperators have remarked during this investigation,

he considered the greatest need of cooperative enter-

prises to be a better knowledge of the location,

methods and success of each.

The Webster Cooperative Association.

The most interesting survival of the Sovereigns is

at the manufacturing town of Webster, Worcester
county, Mass. Here Artizan Council No. 95, of the

Order of Sovereigns of Industry, formed December
15, 1874, still retains its organization, and holds its

meetings every Tuesday evening, for social relaxa-

tion and for study of cooperative methods, with
almost, if not quite, as much devotion to the cause as

if the national and state organizations of this once
flourishing order were not six years ago things of

the past. The old initiation fee of $2 for males and
$1 for females, and annual dues of $1.40, are still col-

lected for the use of the council of 330 members, all

5
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of whom own, as a condition of membership, one or

more of the 860 five-dollar shares which constitute

the $4,300 capital of the store. Groceries, meah
crockery and wooden-ware are sold. Applicants for

membership must be approved by an investigation

committee of three, and receive less than three ad-

verse votes on secret ballot by the council. At first

the council obtained reduced rates from local mer-

chants, but in 1876 started the store. The number
of shares any one can hold is limited to fifty, but, as

just noticed, the stock is widely diffused. It can

only be owned by members of the council. The
trade has grown steadily from 846,976 in 1881 to

$5o,920 in 1885, and, judging from the first ten

months, will reach $66,000 in 1886. Goods are sold

for cash only and at market rates. After payment

of seven per cent, as interest on capital, the remain-

ing net profits are given to the 330 members of the

council, according to their trade. The trade of out-

siders (about one-fifth of the entire trade), is wel-

comed, but no special inducement is extended save,

perhaps, the probability of greater freedom from

adulteration than at other places. Last year a divi-

dend on trade was declared of 83,750, being a return

of nine per cent, on the trade of the council. The

first manager was inexperienced and unsuccessful.

The remainhig two were experienced and successful.

The third and present manager, Mr. Joseph Arnold,

who was chosen on the death of his predecessor,

<'has had twenty years experience," writes Mr. J.

Reilly, one of the directors, "hence the success of

the last three years."

Lowell Cooperative Assocla.tiox.

This most flourishing company, organized in 1876,
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^t Lowell, was also an outgrowth of the Sovereigns

of Industry. It has gradually increased its capital

from 81,000 to $10,000, which in $5 shares is now
held by 500 members. No one can hold more than

20 shares. The trade for the first six months of 1886,

according to the secretary, Mr. D. Willman, was,

groceries, $21,211, coal, §4,000. After deducting ten

per cent, of the profits for the sinking fund, which

is now nineteen per cent, of the capital, and after

paying six per cent, interest on the capital, $893.40

was paid to full members, being a six per cent, divi-

dend on their purchases, and $24.03 to members who
were not full shareholders, as a four and a-half per

cent, dividend on the purchases made by them; for any
person on payment of twenty-five cents, if approved

by the board of managers, may have placed to his

credit three-fourths of the per cent, paid to full

members on their checks. When it amounts to a

share, a certificate of stock is issued. Non-members,
whose purchases are about one-third of the whole,

receive no share in the division of profits.

When a member dies the value of his shares is

paid to the heirs. By one provision of the constitu-

tion, w^hich has scarcely been modified since its

adoption under the auspices of the Sovereigns, no
intoxicating liquors are to be bought or sold by the

-association. The manager and nine emj)loyes are

paid a regular weekly wage. The manager had no
previous experience, but the success of the business

seems to indicate that a good choice was made.
Goods are sold at market prices. Some trusting is

done. The ofiicers state: "We find it an evil and
are doing our utmost to abolisli it."
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The Sovereigns' Cooperative Association of

Worcester, Mass.

This store, started by the Sovereigns in 1875, with

a capital of 81,500, in $5 shares, has increased it to

$2,500, distributed among- 115 persons. The trade in

groceries is from 825,000 to §30,000 yearly. Five

per cent, interest is paid on stock. One-tenth of the

net profit is reserved as a surplus, and the rest is di-

vided pro rata on trade, giving one-half as much per

cent, to the trade of non-members as to that of stock-

holders. This dividend has ranged from one-and-

one-half to seven per cent., but averaged six per

cent., which it has been for the last two years. The
manager, who had had four and one-half year's

previous experience, has held his present position

since the store was opened.

The Progressive Cooperative Association of
Worcester.

Almost opposite the building of the Sovereigns'

Cooperative Association is that of the Progressive

Cooperative Association. In fact, in this home of

President Earle, of the Sovereigns, there are to-

day five prosperous cooperative stores, two being con-

ducted by and for the Swedes of the city, with an

increasing trade from year to year. The Progres-

sive Cooperative Association, started in May, 1883,

with 8525, in ^o shares, has now a capital of 84,000

in the hands of 99 persons. The sales in 1884 were

823,000; in 1885, 837,000. After paying five per

cent, interest on capital, and reserving somewhat for

other purposes, the rest of the profit is divided

among stockholders jj?'o rata on their trade. A ten
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per cent, dividend was thus given in 1885, and a

dividend of about fifteen per cent, will be declared

in January, 1887. Goods, it is claimed, are sold a

little under regular prices. One man with a large

trade took a $10 share and left all dividends and

interest, as many do, in the store, and January 1,

1886, after two years and four months, it amounted
to 8118.43. A dozen at that time had received over

$50 on a $10, or in some cases $5 investment. When-
ever the directors desire to increase the number of

stockholders w^ithout increasing the stock, they may,
after thirty days' notice, enforce the withdrawal of

the excess over 20 shares owned by any stockholder.

A most successful cooperative store is the

Plymouth Rock Cooperative Company,

at Plymouth, Mass., which commenced business

March 10, 1877, with a capital of $3,375 in $15 shares.

For the first three or four years profits were added to

capital, which is now more than $4,000. For the

past six years eight per cetit. dividends have been

paid to stockholders, and all the rest of the profits

has gone to patrons in the form of dividends on their

trade, without regard to whether they owned stock

or not. A dividend of six per cent, on trade, which
now^ amounts to $42,000, is usual.

Connecticut Stores.

There are cooperative stores at Torrington, Birm-

ingham and New Britain, Ct. The Torrington Store.

with a yearly business of $6,000, has a novel method
of dividing profits. After paying seven per cent, on
the $8,000 capital, the per cent, borne by the profits

to the total trade is determined, but that part which
might thus go to those not financially interested in
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the store is not paid them, but put into the surplus,

fund, which now amounts to $3,500. The financial

supporters of the store who receive dividends on pur-

chases are of two classes—stockholders and patrons.

A patron is one who has paid $2 to the company.

He has no vote among the stockholders, but has an

equal percentage of dividend on his trade. His $2
fee goes into the surplus funds. This company began
as a branch of the Sovereigns in 1874, and was or-

ganized as a store in 1875 with $1,000 capital. This,

was increased as above in 1881, when the store or-

ganized under the joint stock laws of Connecticut,

Xo one can hold more than 12 shares. The secretary y.

Mr. Herman W. Huke, writes that the dividends on

purchases to stockholders and patrons has averaged

five and-a-half per cent., payable semi-annually, for

the four years ending January 1, 1887. The com-

pany never has changed the manager. Trade, ex-

cept in very rare cases, is all cash.

The Sovereign Trading Association at Birming-

ham, Ct., has a yearly trade of $15,000 and a capital

of 81,050, besides a surplus. The par value of a share

is about $10.50; "the inventory value is $55 and

no share for sale," writes the president, Mr. W.
V. Bowman. The 84 shares are in the hands of as

many stockholders. Goods are sold at a low price to

all for cash. No dividends are given, even to stock-

holders, but they receive ten per cent, discount on all

purchases. These discounts often exceed in one

year the entire par value of the stock.

The Sovereigns' Trading Company, dealers in

groceries and meats, at New Britain, Ct., with a trade

of about $75,000, declares no regular dividends on
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the 200 shares held by its 200 members. Ten per

cent, dividends are paid on purchases to members,

and five per cent, to non-members. On recommenda-
tion of the board of directors and the vote of a major-

ity of the members, a dividend may be paid on the

stock. Seventeen dollars and fifty cents a share was
thus paid in ISS^, but this was unusual. The regular

guaranteed dividends on purchases is found to be

sufficient inducement to the ownership of stock.

Membership, which is limited to 200, is always full.

Business was begun on this plan in 1876 with $250

capital. The inventory in July, 1886, revealed assets

of $12,700. The president, John B. Dyson, writes:

''Our trade is increasing. We opened up in August
last (1886), a coal and wood yard. Our store is reck-

oned among the leading stores in the city. Our
prices are used and quoted by other dealers, so that

we virtually set the prices."

AcusHNET Cooperative Association.

This company, located at New Bedford, Mass., I

have not, unfortunately, been able to visit, but the

treasurer, Mr. Sylvanus Bennett, has given me a few

facts about this interesting enterprise. Beginning

in September, 1859, and therefore third in age of the

cooperative stores in New England, it has gradually

gained in strength until now it has a capital of

86,875 in $25 shares, owned by 107 shareholders.

There is also a surplus amounting to $5,288. During

the last seven years, beginning with 1880, the divi-

dends on this capital have averaged 27 per cent. Since

1869 the dividends paid have amounted to $38,088.

There is no dividend on purchases. The secret of this

great success is partly the way expenses have been
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kept down. With a trade of from $60,000 to $70,000

annually, no team has been run, and only $3,000 has

been spent for labor. A very little trusting is done,

but so carefully that oi\\j $400 has been thus lost in

the past 27 years.

Maine Stores.

At least two cooperative stores in Maine (and prob-

ably more), were started by the Sovereigns: The
Lewiston Cooperative Society of Lewiston, and The
Dexter Cooperative store of Dexter, Maine, w^iich

pay interest on capital and dividends on the pur-

chases of stockholders. The Dexter store, with

$4,000 capital, has paid from 4^ to 12 per cent, divi-

dends on the trade of its 188 stockholders and re-

ports a growing business.

The Lisbon Falls Cooperative Association of Lis-

bon Falls, Me., organized February IC, 1885, with a

present capital of $6,425, has increased its trade in

groceries, boots and shoes in eighteen months from

$350 a month to $2,000 a month, and has been com-

pelled to put up a building of its own, known as the

Cooperative Block. Dividends are paid on the pur-

chases of members. Three provisions of the consti-

tution are worthy of notice, though one or more may
be found in several other cooperative stores. Credit

is given to members for thirty days to the extent of

four-fifths of their capital invested. In declaring

dividends on trade the directors may exclude from a

participation in the profits the sales of such articles

as yield little or no profit to the association.

The following announcement is made to other

stores:

"We wish it distinctly understood by traders and business men
that it is not our intention to run down prices by excessive compe-
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tition, as that would be a violation of one of the essential principles

of the cooperative system, because, if excessive competition, by

depreciating the price of labor's products, is right in theory, on the

same principle it would be perfectly right to depreciate labor's

wages.

"We take our stand in the market with the intention of doing

business in competition vnth others, on fair and honorable terms,

and shall sell at the current rate; but if dealers undertake to run us

in prices, they must not find fault if unpleasant consequences

should result from their coming in competition with a powerful

combination of workingmen."

For the seven months ending September 15, 1886,

a dividend of fifteen per cent, was paid on §8,497,

the amount of the members' purchases, which was

four-fifths of the whole trade.

KXIC4HTS OF Labor Stores.

In many places in New England the Knights of

Labor have been organizing during 1886 cooperative

stores, but they have not yet been running long-

enough for one to judge of their prospects of

success.

The Clixton Knights of Labor Cooperative

Shoe Store belongs to the three Knights of Labor

assemblies of Clinton, Mass., who put in 8600 capi-

tal and opened a store the first of December. In the

first four weeks $600 worth of goods were sold.

Any profits will go to the local assemblies, but the

peculiar feature of the store is the reduction of ten

per cent, in price to all members in good standing.

Whatever may be the fate of the store, the effect

upon the local assemblies has been remarkable.

Whereas before the opening of the store many mem-
bers were backward in payment of their dues, now
the 1,500 Knights are prompt in payment, that they

may show their membership cards and obtain their

discounts at the store.
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Swedish Stores.

The Swedish Mercantile Cooperative Associa-

tion of Worcester, Mass., began December 1, 1884.

It now has a capital of 82,300, in $5 shares, owned'

by about 96 persons. The first year no dividends

were declared, but in 1886, in a less expensive,

though good location, under the management of Mr.

A. Johnson, a dividend of ten per cent, was paid to-

the stockholders. The trade was $19,000, but there

is no dividend on purchases.

Older by two years than the above is the First

Swedish Cooperative Company of Quinsigamond, a

suburb of Worcester. A dividend is here paid on
trade ; the annual trade amounting to somewhat over

$30,000. Six per cent, interest is paid on the $3,000

capital.

Adams Cooperative Association.

Cooperative stores on the most approved principles

are constantly opening. One of the most promising

is the Adams Cooperative Association, for the sale

of meat, at Adams, Mass. With 300 five-dollar

shares in the hands of 175 members, and a trade

already of $1,200 a month, although only opened

September 28, the directors, December 17, 1886, write

that they find the profits for the first quarter are 18-2-

per cent, on the capital. After paying six per cent,

interest on the capital the remainder is to be divided

according to purchases—non-members receiving half

as great a per cent, as members.

The Arlington Cooperative Association.

The last distributive association on the Rochdale

plan to be described in these pages is at Lawrence,

Mass. Although only the second year closed Octo-
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ber 27, 1886, the success achieved well shows what

intelligent workingmen can do in this direction. The

clerk, Mr. Geo. Dewhirst, writes: ''We find no diffi-

culties in management, many of us being familiar

with the Rochdale plan. We do not rely solely upon

a professional manager," yet the present manager
was trained in England to his work. The associa-

tion, whose first year's history has been well de-

scribed in the Massachusetts Labor Report, issued in

March, 1886, is no longer confined to employes of

the Arlington Mills, but is open to membership from

the general public on nomination by a member and

acceptance by the board of directors. Shares are >^5.

After paying five per cent, interest on capital and

ten per cent, of the net profits to the reserve fund,

which is invested in stock of the Arlington Mills,

until there is a surplus of 30 per cent., the bal-

ance is divided on trade, one-half as much going to

non-members as to members. The number of mem-
bers grew from July 1 to October 1, 1886, from 308

to 351, and the paid-up capital from s4,360 to $5,755.

During this quarter the gross sales were:

On merchandise , S9, 637 97

" dry goods 233 77

" boot and shoe account 640 42

" fuel 2,226 02

§12,738 18

A dividend of eight per cent, to members and four

per cent, to non-members was given. The directors

in their report earnestly request members to allow

their dividends to remain to their credit, saying:

''This is one of the best and surest ways for work-

ingmen of small means to accumulate savings."

Acting on the suggestion of Mr. Dewhirst, one of

the directors, that a copy of the balance sheet of this
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corporation for the quarter ending September 30,

1886, would be of much help to would-be coopera-

tors, it is given below:
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Ratio op Expenses to Trade.

It will be noticed that the rent is only $284 a year,

the wages for a trade of $50,000 are less than $2,400,

and the entire running expenses for the last quarter,

including taxes, insurance and a liberal allowance

of $56.90 for depreciation on fixtures, but not includ-

ing interest, were only eight per cent, of the sales.

All directly concerned in cooperative stores should

mark this carefully, as lavish expenditure for rent,

teams, numerous employes and a "stylish" appear-

ance wrecks more cooperative enterprises than any

other cause. The idea of cooperation is substance

rather than shadow—the best, purest goods—not

display. One of the greatest savings of cooperation

comes from the fact that costly plate glass show-

windows, location on a main street, employes enough

to be able to wait at once on all customers in the

busiest hour of the day, and teams to carry home
every small article, are not necessary to attract

custom. If such be necessary, the first steps in

cooperation have not yet been taken. A good, clean,

wholesome store, in a reasonably convenient loca-

tion, and one or two teams to deliver heavy goods,

are of course requisite. But where a market is

already secured among those banded together in a

cooperative experiment, the need of these expensive

means of advertising just referred to should no

longer be felt. The very essence of cooperative dis-

tribution is the dispensing with the wastes of present

competitive business. I had not proceeded far in

this investigation before discovering that uncalled-

for expenditures for rent, wages and other items was
the immediate cause of most failures among cooper-

ative enterprises. With the object, therefore, of de-
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termining the percentage which all running ex-

penses, including rent, wages, teams, heating and
lighting, ice, Avater, taxes, insurance, etc., could

safely bear to trade, the accounts of 11 successful

companies were obtained. Where the store was
owned by the company, the rent which would
have to be paid for it, if in other hands, has been

included in the expenses. The results are given in

the following table:

N.\ME OF Company.
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is, trade is thirteen times expenses. The highest

percentage, 9.6 at Maynard, is partly due to the con-

fessedly unwise action of the company in erecting

and occupying a too expensive building. Even in

that case the trade has to be over ten times the run-

ning expenses to insure dividends to purchasers.

While preparing the above table, the writer was
invited to address a company of would-be coopera-

tors who were about engaging to pay §500 rent and
other expenses to the amount of over §2,000 without

a probable trade of more than seven times this ex-

penditure. Fortunately the leaders of the proposed

enterprise accepted the logic of facts and will proba-

bly begin in a more humble and at the same time

more promising way. It cannot be persistently urged

that expenses should not exceed one-twelfth of the

assured trade.

Beverly Cooperative Association.

It is sometimes held that no form of cooperation

save the Rochdale can live. We have seen conspic-

uous instances to the contrary, though few in num-
ber, in the survivals of the old Protective Union
stores which sold at cost. The Beverly Cooperative

Association, organized at Beverly, Mass., by the

Sovereigns in March, 1875, is another instance. This

store, which has grown from a capital of $102 to

$7,000 in $25 shares and has an annual trade of

$124,900, sells at a very little above cost to everyone

and has never tried to earn a dividend. The mana-
ger, Mr. B. Larcom, Jr., who was previously a car-

penter, seems to have been just the man for the place.

He has known how to undersell every store, even if

this necessitated selling below cost on some goods
6
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and to make up any losses by higher prices on other

lines of goods. By careful calculation all expenses

are met, and the stock to-day commands a large pre-

mium because of the surplus of $7,445.98 which has

been accumulated and invested in the business. Only

one share can be owned by a person. The stock-

holders are chiefly American mechanics, but hun-

dreds of others, rich and poor, trade at the store. A
branch store has just been opened, meat as well as

groceries are sold and the trade the past year, 1886,

has been $46,000 in excess of the year before.

COLLEGE COOPERATION.
Harvard Cooperative Society.

This society was organized by the Harvard stu-

dents in March, 1882, and has been the model of col-

lege cooperation, having been followed by the Uni-

versity of Michigan, Yale, and the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology. All members of Harvard

University, of the Society for the Collegiate Instruc-

tion of Women, or of the Episcopal Theological school,

are eligible to membership on payment of a fee of

$2.50 for rent, clerical expenses, etc. October 25,

1886, the membership was seven hundred and twenty.

The society is governed by a president, treasurer and

eight directors, appointed as follows : two from the

Law School, one from each class in college and one

each from the faculty and the Divinity School. The

society pays the college an annual rent of $350 for

rooms in Dane Hall, and sells for cash and at cost

to members, books, stationery, crockery, tennis

goods, and other articles of general student use.

Wood and coal are delivered, and books are imported

from Europe. Second-hand furniture may be sold
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for the students on a small commission, and every

student, whether member or not, is invited to pur-

chase such. Professors often cooperate with the

society by giving in advance a list of the books to be

used by their classes. The annual cash business

from March, 1882 to March 1886, averaged $20,000

and is growing, the trade for September and Octo-

ber, 188G, being $12,000. The manager and assist-

ants are salaried. The subscriptions that helped to

start the enterprise have been refunded. An aver-

.age of five per cent, net profit is made and invested

in business. The society now has $1,650 thus in-

vested aside from the fixtures. Henceforth credit

will be given to all members who will deposit cash

or other securities and who will file an acceptable

bond, signed by two bondsmen for not less than $200.

Besides this, a large list of associated tradesmen

is given in all lines of business where members may
obtain reductions of from five to thirty per cent,

from regular prices for cash on presentation of their

membership ticket.

Yale Cooperative Society.

This society, organized February 14, 1885, is so

m.uch like that at Harvard as to need no detailed de-

scription. The membership has grown from two

hundred and fifty to over five hundred. The trade

at the cash store is from $10,000 to $15,000 a year.

The yearly fees, recently reduced to one dollar, con-

tribute to the running expenses, and only enough

addition is made to wholesale prices to cover the re-

mainder of the expenses. Cash trade is also prom-

ised to tradesmen, who sign a bond of $100 to give

certain reductions to members. Tradesmen are
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usually very willing and eager to do this. From
trade with these associated tradesmen, two hundred

and fifteen students reported an average saving in

5.7 months of 1885-6 of $10.89, while the savings

in this way and at the store ranged from $25 to $75.

Not only in the matter of selling goods at almost

wholesale prices, but in various other ways, such as

delivery of college papers and periodicals, publishing

notices, checking baggage, furnishing free telephone

connections, etc., is, the association of great benefit

to the college. At New Haven an association of

citizens was organized in imitation of that at Yale,

and for cash obtains similar privileges.

The M. I. T. Cooperative Society.

In April, 1886, the students of the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology organized a cooperative

society, with twenty-five cents annual dues, which

now embraces six hundred students, or more than

three-fourths of the entire number. No store has

yet been opened. The members obtain discounts as

at Harvard and Yale from associated tradesmen. In

all these cases the names of the traders are printed

and the discounts given, but some care is taken not

to publish it abroad in the community, and thus

arouse the unfavorable comment of other customers.

The Best Form of Distributive Cooperation.

So many have asked the writer during the course of

this investigation what was the best form of coop-

erative stores, that at the risk of repeating a little of

what has gone before I venture to refer to what

have been found important features. The Rochdale

plan is to be preferred, with its dividends on pur-
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chases, limited number of shares of five each in the

liands of any one person, equality of vote of all

stockholders, market prices for pure goods and ex-

clusively cash trade. Expenses should not exceed

one-twelfth of the trade. Greater percentage of

dividends of trade should be given to stockholders

than to outsiders, but any one should be entitled to

that full dividend on depositing one dollar toward a

share. The dividend, however, should not be paid

such a one, but should be added to his credit, until

in that way, and by direct payment, a five-dollar

share is paid for. By this means men are encour-

aged to save. Provision should be made in the by-

laws for withdrawing at face value the shares in ex-

cess of, say ten, or even three, as the directors may
see fit, that ma}^ be in the hands of the largest stock-

holders, the exact ones from whom stock is to be

withdrawn being decided by lot when such a meas-

ure may be necessary to provide shares for those

without any who may be desirous of purchasing.

By this means a cooperative company will not only

exert a wide influence, but will attach to itself a

nauch larger trade than if its stock fall into the

hands of a few. It is to be hoped that the time will

soon come here, as already in England, when the

surplus funds of the retail cooperative stores of a

state will be invested in a large wholesale store,

which shall grant dividends on its sales. As soon

as productive cooperation on the plan of profit-shar-

ing with all employes, as soon to be described, has

gained a firm foothold, such enterprises will also

furnish places for the investment of surplus funds.

Thus the patrons of the cooperative stores may be

encouraged to allow a large part of their dividends
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to remain in good investments, that shall both bring

them good returns and at the same time spread the

benefits of cooperation.

V.

PRODUCTIVE COOPEEATION WITHOUT DIVI-

DENDS TO LABOR.

Thus far only that form of cooperation has been

considered which is usually known as distributive

cooperation. As the simplest, most easily managed
and requiring least capital, the store is among all

English speaking peoples the first form of cooperative

enterprise. Many varieties may exist ; the advant-

ages of the system may be confined to shareholders,

albeit a large number, or opened to everyone, and
the benefits may be in the form of low prices or div-

idends on purchases, but saving to consumers is the

cardinal object of all reforms in distribution.

Productive cooperation, wherein the laborers own
much of the capital and have a voice in the manage-
ment, is more ambitious and if it prove capable of

such expansion as its advocates claim, will contribute

greatly to solve the labor problem. The importance

and difficulties of productive cooperation were well

described by President Earle of the Sovereigns of

Industry, in his annual address in 1877, when he

referred to it as "the very battle-ground on which
the true principles of the grand movement are to be

fought out, where the conflicting interests of capital

and labor are to be equitably adjusted and, it is to

be hoped, permanently settled. The conditions of

cooperative production are, however, more compli-

cated than those of distributive, and it will take time
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and patience to discover all the methods whereby

every person engaged in a manufactory shall be

induced to do his best in making himself a partner in

the surplus profits. What avails the successful oper-

ations and the increasing trade of distributive socie-

ties, if the relative position of capitalist and laborer,

the employer and the employed, is to remain the

same, and the poor toiler is still to be satisfied with

the little he can obtain in the general scramble for

the wealth which his labor produces?" He advised

the stores to invest funds and give their patronage

to cooperative manufactories.

The Sovereigns, however, as an organization, went

to pieces before the above ideas could be carried into

effect.

The first cooperative productive company in New
England seems to have been the Boston Tailors'

Association Union, organized in 1849 with fifty dol-

lar shares. The stockholders received interest.

Those who were at the same time stockholders and

workers for at least three months of that year voted

on the division of the profits, as appears by the Mas-

sachusetts Labor Bureau Report of 1877. Profits

were divided annually by this vote among the

workmen according to the amount of labor each per-

formed. Sales were for cash. The association thus

carried on operations for a few years. Many other

such companies, chiefly in the manufacture of

cigars, have had a more or less prosperous existence

but little trace of them remains.

Somerset Cooperative Foundry Company.

The oldest example of productive cooperation which

has survived to the present is the Somerset Coopera-
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tive Foundry Company, organized at Somerset, Mass.,

October 18, 1867. It may be called a joint-stock coop-

erative company if such a name is admissible, since it

combines the cooperative principle of large ownership

of stock by workmen in small shares and with equal

vote in the management with the joint-stock princi-

ple of dividing profits wholly on stock. The compa-

nies of this character in Massachusetts were so

thoroughly investigated and ably described in the

report of Mr. F. H. Giddings in the Massachusetts

Labor Report of 1886 that no attempt at further

investigation of them has been made. From Mr.

Giddings' report it appears that the Somerset Foun-

dry Company with $30,000 in $100 shares, owned by

forty-eight stockholders, has been turning out an

annual product of $75,000 and paying a dividend of

ten per cent, since 1880. The foundry had been run

at a loss in private hands until these moulders bought

it up and made it pa}^ dividends after the first year.

Thirty of the forty-eight stockholders are employed

in the business, and such are given the preference in

hiring men. The management can discharge any

stockholder, if a poor workman, but have not been

obliged to do so. Most of the work is by the piece.

Equal wages for equal work is paid to all employes,

whether stockholders or not. To quote from the

report: "Members individually and the manage-
ment, as such, declare that they are satisfied that

stock owning improves the quality and increases the

quantity of work accomplished, and that this goes

far to account for the success attained." The mem-
bers are of steady, saving habits and generally

excellent character. The management, as in nearly

all cooperative enterprises considered in this work, is
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ill the hands of directors who choose the necessary

officers,—in this case, an agent, treasurer and fore-

man, subject to the directors.

East Templetox Cooperative Chair Company,

This, the second oldest existing cooperative manu-
facture in the state, was organized October 19, 1872.

It has a capital of >s20,000, in tw^o hundred shares, in

the hands of thirty-eight persons, mostly of New
England birth and descent. Fourteen of these, with

ten non-shareholders, are employed by the company.

The value of the product is about -'i^50,000. Divi-

dends of five and six per cent, are paid in pros-

perous years, and few losses are incurred. A large

working capital of about §1,000 to every employe is

considered essential. In this, as in other successful

cooperative companies, there have been few changes

of management.

The Stoneham Cooperative Shoe Company.

This company, of Stoneham, Mass., where three

other cooperative boot and shoe enterprises are

located, was organized January 9, 1873. It now has

a capital of §20,000, in eighty shares, in the hands

of fifty-seven stockholders. Of these twenty-five

work in the mill, and nearly forty others are em-

ployed. The stockholders are said to be of all

nationalities, and to have always worked harmon-
iously together. The annual product is §150,000 and
the dividends since 1878 have been, 17, 15, 15, 21,

20 and 6 per cent. The best workmen are employed,

w^hether stockholders or not, but the agent can dis-

charge none of the former without the consent of the

directors. The treasurer believes that §2,000 capital
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must be had for every case of shoes made for the

jobbing trade. Insufficient capital is the ruin of

many a cooperative enterprise.

The Middlesex Cooperative Boot and Shoe
Company.

Tlie above company located at Stoneham with a

present capital of $15,000 in sixty shares, in the hands
of forty-seven shareholders, met with many losses

soon after the start in 1875, owing to the failure of

certain debtors. Yet the record of dividends is as.

follows :

1876—9 per cent.
1877—An assessment of §26.85 per

share to meet losses caused
hy failure of customers.

1878—5 per cent.
1879—4i per cent.

1880—10 per cent.
1881—10 " "

1882—20 " "

1883-25 " "
1884—20 " "

Twenty-five stockholders and eighteen non-stock-

holders are employed. Nearly all the other twenty-

two stockholders are employed in the shoe business.

The members are Americans, Irish and French

Canadians of good character. The treasurer remark-

ed, "Cooperators must be of good habits, economical

and saving. They must belong to the place and have

a permanent interest in it."

As the seven other companies investigated by Mr.

Giddings, the American Shoe Company, Athol Fur-

niture Company, Franklin Shoe Company, Kingston

Foundry Company, Leonard Foundry Company,
Middlesex Shoe Company and the Wakefield Shoe

Company, resemble those just considered, they are

grouped in the table at the close of this account.
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Cooperative Granite Works of South Ryegate,.

Vermont.

These works have a paid in capital of s2,90O in

$100 shares, owned by twenty-three shareholders.

Nine of the fourteen workmen are shareholders.

There is no limit to the number of shares any one

can own. Profits and losses are divided on the

shares. The business was started in May, 1885,

under peculiar circumstances which are thus des-

cribed by the secretary, J. D. Grant :

" A number of stonecutters were thrown out of employment in

consequence of having organized a branch of the Granite Cutters'

National Union here, and not only were they denied employment
by the two firms in the granite business here at that time, but were

blacklisted in Barre and other granite centers in Vermont, so that

they had no alternative apparently but leave the state. A large pro-

portion of the men were householders and had families living here,

and they did not wish to go away for work while there was plenty of

it at their own door. And the result was the birth of this little enter-

prise. But this was only the beginning of tribulation, for no sooner

did the aforesaid granite contractors find that we did not intend to

leave the state than they hatched a scheme to have us all arrested

for conspiracy, because the National Union on learning the treat-

ment we had received had the works of the aforesaid firms declai-ed

to be scab shops, and the natural consequence of this was that those-

who worked there would be held to be scabs by all union men. We
were placed under bonds, sixteen of us, which have been reduced

several times and are now ^'200 each, and the case is in the hands of

the law to-day, and not yet settled.

" Yearly business $8,000 to $10,000. Business growing. But do not

consider it beyond the experimental stage yet. There has been

great difficulty in securing a center of authority, each one claiming

to be his own boss. The management was at first in the hands of

a superintendent, but that did not give satisfaction. It was then

changed into the hands of five directors, who employ a foreman for

the outdoor part of the work, and a secretary and treasurer to keep
the books and accounts and take contracts and transact the general

business of the company. These officers are all shareholders and
are hired by the day. But the expense of running the thing seems

to be too much. We started with no cash capital, members putting

in their shares as a rule by labor, a certain rate per month. AVe
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have never had enough capital to run the husiness to good advant-
age, although convinced that it could he done with proper facilities.

AVe believe cooperation is the missing link between capital and
labor, and no matter how many experiments may fail, the ultimate

result will be success."

A few other productive companies, mostly of re-

cent origin, with this mingling of the joint stock and
cooperative princij^les, exist in New England, such
as the Cooperative Granite Works at Quincy, Mass.,

the Haverhill (Mass.) Laborer and the printing busi-

ness connected therewith, the Rhode Island Cooper-

ative Printing and Publishing Company of Provi-

dence, with a business of $6,000 a month and rapidly

growing, and the

South Norwalk, (Ct.,) Cooperative Hat Company.

The latter was organized in January, 1885, as

the result of a lockout. By the conditions of in-

corporation the capital is not to exceed $9,000

in one hundred dollar shares, more than half of

which had been raised at the time of my visit to the

factory in September, 1886. No one can own more
than three shares. The stockholders, mostly Ameri-
cans, numbered thirty-five and in most cases worked
in the business, although the management may dis-

charge anyone for cause. The number employed is

from ninety to one hundred in the busy season.

Success had been good and the business was said to

be growing rapidly, due in part to the patronage

voluntarily given hats with the cooperative label by
members of labor organizations. The manager, how-
ever, Mr. Edmund H. Bush, who was previously a

workman, is a capable man, and seems entirely de-

voted to making the business a success. The book-

keeper remarked: '-Every book is open to every
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shareholder. Some feel themselves a little above

everybody else, but no great trouble has been expe-

rienced." When the by-laws were adopted it was
wisely provided that no dividend should be declared

the first year. The company was burned out at the

start and again February 22, and in part March 8,

1886, due to causes which it is thought have now
been removed. In spite of these losses the company
appears confident of success, and when visited were
making two hundred dozen felt hats of the Derby
style weekly.

In the same town of South Norwalk, Ct., was
another cooperative hat company organized about

the time of the other, but which ceased to do busi-

ness in October, 1886. The president ascribes the

chief cause of failure to the refusal of the company
to pay enough to secure a good manager. He writes:

''If a man can conduct a factory he can command
high wages in any form, and a cooperative or any
other firm will have to pay them. What we ought
to have done, and what I wanted, was to get an ex-

perienced man for a manager and pay him the same
wages that any other firm would pay. I could not

carry my point with the board. I think there is

where we missed it."

At North Dighton, Mass., the North Dighton
Cooperative Stove Company began July, 1886, with

$11,500 capital in the hands of twenty-seven stock-

holders, of which seventeen work in the factory with
five non-stockholders. Lack of capital is the great-

est drawback reported. It is too soon yet to present

any results.

The following productive cooperative companies
have been chartered this year, 1886, and have in
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some cases nearly completed buildings and prepared

for soon beginning business. All divide profits

wholly among stockholders, none of whom have

anore than one vote in the management. The com-

panies are :

The Scituate Cooperative Shoe Company, of Scitu-

ate, Mass., with $10,000 capital in $10 shares. All

the' officers and probably all the employes will be

Knights of Labor.

The Westboro Factory Association, of Westboro,

Mass., for making boots and shoes. The capital will

be $12,000 in $100 shares.

The Agawam Cooperative Shoe Company of Dan-

vers, Mass., with $5,000 capital in $5 shares.

North Dighton Cooperative Stove Company, at

Taunton, Mass., with an authorized capital of $11,500

in $100 shares.

The Knights of Labor Cooperative Boot and Shoe

Company, of Beverly, Mass., with $3,000 capital in

$10 shares,

The Brockton Cooperative Boot and Shoe Com-
pany of Brockton, Mass., with a capital of $10,000 in

$200 shares.

Cooperative Creameries.

In many parts of New England, Massachusetts espe-

cially, are cooperative creameries, which, like some of

the companies already described, have certain joint

stock and certain cooperative features. A description

of one or two of these creameries will suffice: The
Springfield Cooperative Creamery, organized a lit-

tle over two years and a-half ago, has now a paid in

capital of $22,000 in twenty dollar shares, part of which

is invested in a fine brick building constructed for the

uses of the creamery. No one can own more than
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fifty shares, or have more than one share for each

cow and eight-quart can of milk furnished daily to

the association. There are eighty three shareholders

among the farmers within nine miles of the city. As

in every cooperative enterprise chartered under state

law, ten per cent, of the profits go to a reserve fund

until that shall amount to thirty per cent of the capi-

tal. Ten per cent, is reserved for losses and depre-

ciation of plant, and the rest, not to exceed five per

cent., goes to the stockholders. If the business ad-

mits of it, any further profits go to the farmers in

the form of higher prices for their milk. In 1884-5

the stockholders received five per cent.; in 1885-6

one per cent. About half of the milk and cream is

sold and the rest made into butter. Eggs are also

bought and sold. Two and three-quarters and three

cents a quart is paid for milk. The great reason for

starting the creamery was to furnish a steady mar-

ket to the farmers for their milk. Previously, irre-

sponsible milkmen would run in debt to the farmers,

and failing, entail heavy losses upon them. There

was naturally great opposition to the creamery by

these old milkmen. The creamery had to buy out

nineteen old routes at high rates and hire the old

milkmen to sell for the new company. They depre-

ciated the milk, however, expecting soon to buy their

old routes back. Customers kept dropping off, until

last February, 1886, when the creamery overcame

these difficulties, and has gradually increased its

trade ever since.

At Lowell, a cooperative creamery, with a capital

of $25,000 in twenty dollar shares, was organized in

October, 1885, to furnish a regular market for the

farmers' milk. Previously, when the milk was not
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sold in Lowell, it was left on the farmers' hands to

spoil. In remedying such difficulties as these the

creameries in all parts of the state seem to confer

their greatest benefit rather than in any considerable

profits to the shareholders. A very successful cream-

ery seems to be that at Amherst, Mass., where, with

a capital of §2,700 in ten dollar shares, in the hands

of sixty-five shareholders, the annual product of but-

ter has grown from 819,250 in 1883, when it was or-

ganized, to 829,600 in 1884, 8^16,225 in 1885, and about

860,000 in 1886. Six per cent, interest is paid on

stock. In many cases, as at Springfield and Conway,
patrons of the creamery get all benefits after pay-

ment of a certain interest on capital. Creameries

are located at Hatfield, Westboro, Lee, Hinsdale,

Cummington, Conway, Egremont and Rutland, Mas-

sachusetts, and in other New England states. Most

of them are of a very recent origin. The supply of

milk is generally not large enough to permit of

great growth, but there is every indication that these

creameries serve a useful purpose and will prosper.

VI.

PRODUCTIVE COOPERATION WITH DIA^DENDS
TO LABOR.

In all cases of productive cooperation thus far con-

sidered, as in all cooperative stores, there have been

found no dividends to labor as such. No share of

the profits has gone to the workmen in proportion to

their wages. We have now to consider a develop-

ment of the cooperative idea to cover this more com-

prehensive form of profit-sharing. A cooperative

company was chartered at Orange in 1879, with

$5,000 capital, for the manufacture of furniture. Ten
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per cent, was reseivecl yearly as a surplus fund, and

the rest of the profits Avent to the workmen in pro-

portion to their pay. Not even interest was paid on

capital, but as all the shares save three or four were
owned by the employes little trouble resulted from

that. Jealousies, however, arose over the pay of the

men, some claiming that others were receiving too^

much. This led to the dissolution of the company
in three years. Thete was no financial failure, for

those who put in $100 stock received in the three

years as dividends on labor, and at the settlement as

their share of the property, 8197, and all others

received proportionally large returns.

Lynn Knights of Labor Cooperative Boot and

Shoe Company.

The Knights or Labor leaders in Massachusetts are

planning a great forward movement in cooperative

production. Within a year several important enter-

prises have been started by them. The Boot and
Shoe Company of Lynn, under the able management
of Mr. Richard Xagie, until his resignation recently

Master Workman of District Xo. 77, of the Knights
of Labor, deserves description. In November, 1885,

a few^ interested in the project visited Stoneham and
concluded to adopt a different system from that of

the cooperative shoe companies, thereby giving labor

a direct share in the profits. Returning to Lynn
they solicited those who promised to be congenial

spirits, putting the shares at 8100 to prevent too

large an infiux of unsuitable members. There was
great difficulty in securing shareholders at this figure

but 85,000 was at last secured, and the company
started in April, 1886. Three weeks of that month

7
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were spent in putting in machinery, A rent of $75

a month had to be paid although no business was
done. A market nuist be made and the leaders

looked forward to the July meeting of the stockhold-

ers with much trepidation. To their surprise it was
then found that in ten weeks they had made $10,000

worth of goods and were $200 ahead. The capital is

now, January, 1887, $9,000 in the hands of about

sixty persons. Ten shares is the limit anyone can

own. There was preyiously a small codperatiye store

at Peabody, near Lynn, whose agents came to the

Lynn company for shoes to avoid buying prison-

made shoes, and at once made arrangements to be-

come a branch of the Lynn Company. The shares

of the Peabody store were $5. The stock was raised

to $2,500 and for every twenty shares one holder was
selected to exchange the stock for stock in the Lynn
Company, so that the Peabody store serves as a

branch. A constantly growing patronage is secured

among the Knights of Labor and also among other

classes in all parts of New England, for a good shoe

is made. Profits are to be thus divided : Ten per

cent, goes to the sinking fund; five per cent, interest

is paid on the capital stock ; ten per cent, of the

remainder goes to the Knights of Labor Assembly

for a cooperative fund to be used in assisting other

cooperative enterprises; forty-five per cent, is to go

to capital and forty-five per cent, to labor, in propor-

tion to wages. All the workmen must be Knights

of Labor. Over forty are employed, nearly all being-

stockholders. Shareholders have the preference in

securing work, but may be discharged for cause.

Workmen who are not shareholders are encouraged

to deposit at any time toward a share. The limit of
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the capital, according to the charter, is ^10,000 and

could all be raised at once, but the balance is reserved

for employes. The full amount will, however, soon be

used. All the workmen are beginning to own stock.

On visiting the works in September, 1886, I found

every appearance of success, and learned as one indi-

cation of the spirit and sincerity of the manager that

he had been offered 81,200 salary by the directors,

but refused to take more than $1,000. At the first

annual meeting, January 3, 1887, after less than

eight months operations, it appeared that, after mak-
ing very liberal allowance for all possible losses, the

net profits were §1,000 on a capital which at first was
only $4,000, and which did not reach §8,000 until

October, Business for the last three months of 1886

averaged §5,000 a month. The operatives claim that

besides their share in the profits they receive the

highest scale of wages in Lynn, Naturally they are

very well pleased and unanimously re-elected their

oldmanager and directors, Mr, Nagle writes: "We
are perfectly satisfied with the results. The secret

of success is by applying business principles, such as

keeping down expenses, etc," Some, it is to be

hoped not many, of the other shoe manufacturers in

Lynn are said to be bitterly opposed to this factory,

since their employes, seeing the brilliant success of

the cooperative company and learning the exact

profit made on every shoe, demand for themselves a

greater share of the product. One wholesale dealer

in leather refuses to sell even for ca.sli to the cooper-

ative company, but the members of the latter are too

well pleased with their success and too confident of

the future to be easilv daunted.
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Spencer Cooperative Boot and Shoe Company.

At Spencer, Mass., is a similar company started

April 12, 1886. At first it was poorly managed and
attempted to occupy a large and expensive building.

About the first of October, 1886, it elected Mr. James
H, Kelly manager and removed to commodious but

less expensive quarters, with most happy results.

Although the mistake of the first few months have

prevented any dividends, the last few weeks of 1886

witnessed a profitable business, and there seems now
good reason to expect success from the enterprise.

The capital of $6,200 in $10 shares is in the hands of

about one hundred persons, although five own nearly

half the stock. As the company is incorporated under

the laws of Vermont, instead of Massachusetts, there

is no limit to the amount of stock anyone may own.

This is a serious mistake, and should be remedied, or

a few or even one may ultimately control the entire

business. Although only fifteen workmen are em-

ployed the monthly product is about $2,500. The work
being on a finer quality of shoes than elsewhere

in Spencer, skilled workmen had to be imported

from other parts of New England. All employes

and stockholders must be Knights of Labor. Only

two of the fifteen as yet own stock. Despite this,

all the workmen are deeply interested in the success

of the business, because, as at Lynn, they receive a

share of the net profits. The plan of profit-sharing

seems a model one and resembles that of Mr. Batter-

son in his Rhode Island Granite Works elsewhere

described. After payment of six per cent, interest

on capital and a deduction of twenty per cent, for a

sinking fund, the body of employes receive such a

part of the net profits as their combined yearly
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wages bear to the capital. Each woikmau will

receive profits according to his wages.

Goods are bought and sold for cash or very short

credits. An agent is traveling for this company, as

is another for the Lynn company, and business is

increasing. The agents visit the Knights of Labor

assemblies and in many cases induce the members to

call at the local stores for the shoes with the label of

.the cooperative company and thus create a market.

Where cooperative stores sell boots and shoes, as at

the Industrial of New Bedford, Mass., the Knights of

Labor Cooperative Shoe Store of Clinton, Mass., and

the Cooperative Shoe Store of New Market, N. H., a

market for the products of the factories is secured.

The agents sell somewhat outside of New England,

in New York and adjacent states.

The Cooperative Printing and Ptblishing Com-

pany OF Boston.

Mr. George E. McNeil, the veteran advocate of

cooperation and champion of labor, organized, in the

summer of 1886, a printing and publishing company
in Boston on the same general principles as the Coop-

erative Boot and Shoe Company of Lynn. Only six

per cent, interest is to be allowed on stock. Of the

rest of the profits ten per cent, is laid aside as a

reserve fund, twenty-five per cent, is to go to con-

tingencies, for possible losses or for increase of busi-

ness, ten per cent, goes to labor, five per cent, to

District 30, K. of L., and the other fifty per cent, is to

be devoted to propaganda. Every employe must
own stock and must belong to the Knights of Labor

and to the Printers' Union. The capital is 500 shares

of ten dollars each. The limit of shares any one
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can own is fifty. There were in September. 1886,

twent}'-five employes and about forty shareholders.

The excellent composition and electrotyping of Tlie

Labor Jlovemeut edited by Mr. McNeil, is the work of

this company. In a recent conversation he said hi&

company was meeting with very good success and

had all the orflers it could fill. Four causes may be

assigned for this success : the personal influence of

the manager, good' management, the quality of the

work done, and in connection with this, and as one

factor also in securing patronage, the co()perative

enthusiasm which this scheme has aroused among
the workmen and the friends of cooperation. It is

of course too early yet to predict what permanent

success will attend the enterprise. The outlook is

certainly encouraging.

The Cooperative Irox Foundry Company of

Nashua, X. H.

This company, employing fifty hands and doing an

annual business of over .^40,000, is thus described in

a recent letter by one of the officers:

" This Cooperative Foundry Company was first organized 27th

.Januarj% 1881, "with a capital of only $4,000. Shortly after-

wards it was increased to $8,000, then again to $16,000, and finally

last summer the capital stock was increased to $22,000. This last*

increase was made to furnish tenements or homes for some of the

help. Necessity was the cause of the starting of this venture—the

help were refused their honest wages, an attempt to cheat them was
frustrated through the firmness of the men, who put three attach-

ments on the property, and after one year of law suit succeeded in

getting their wages, and finally came in possession of the foundry

and plant. The workmen were assisted by friends or outside par-

ties, who helped in buying stock and now own some of it. Our
stock has ahvays sold at a premium as high as $115 on $100. From
1115 to $109 has been the range. Any money made over six per
cent, will be divided next May among the workingmen, stockhold-
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ers and non-stockholders. Both will he treated alike as far as

wages and profits are concerned, except dividend on stock.

" All must comply Avith the rules and regulations. Business is

carried on as any fairly conducted stock company should be, no

useless salaries paid to ornamental officers; every man must earn

what he gets. AVhile we have carried some men still we manage
to get along without much friction. The competition in the market

is very great. We know that some concerns make work at a loss,

consequently burst; other concerns get the cheapest help they can

find, and do everything to undersell others. Underselling is the

ruin of the workingman; fair prices and fair wages should be the

motto of all.

"I cannot close this communication without stating that in the

commencement of our undertaking a squad of Boston moulders were

impoi'ted into New Hampshire to take the places of the men who
were endeavoring to obtain their lawful \yages and by lawful

means, but after a few days in the foundry they were compelled by

the sheriff to go out, and they went. We have our foundry lighted

by electric light; we believe we have the only foundry in Xew Eng-

land lighted by electric light."

The National Knights op Labor Cooperative

Elastic Fabric Company of Chelsea, Mass.

This company for the manufacture of suspender

web, goring web for congress shoes, elastic web
for gloves, etc., has paid for twenty thousand

feet of land at fifteen cents a foot, erected and

paid for a building one hundred by forty-six feet and

put in part of the machinery, so that the company
expects to begin business early in 1887 with about

twenty-five employes, men and women. The capital

stock is 85,000 at five dollars a share, no one being

allowed to hold over one hundred shares. The by-

laws are in accordance with the Massachusetts law

of incorporation soon to be described. After pay-

ment of eight per cent, interest on the capital and
ten per cent, of the net profits to the reserve fund,

one-third of the remaining profits are to go to labor,
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one-third to capital and one-third to the cooperative

fund of the general and district assemblies of the

Knights of Labor. A portion of the wages of every

workman will be reserved until he possesses a five

dollar share and every employe will probably have to

be a member of the Knights of Labor. The difficul-

ties already overcome have been so great that the

courage of the founders has been well tested. The
enterprise originated in a strike of the girls of Martin

Bros., of Chelsea, who, it is claimed, had cut down
their pay. This and subsequent labor difficulties

have cost the workers of the place i?14,000 in a few
months, and have greatly hindered the raising of cap-

ital for the new company, though increasing the

motives for it and stimulating the zeal of many.
One thousand dollars of the four thousand two
hundred dollars paid in capital in September was
held by local assemblies of the Knights of Labor,

which had contributed twenty-five dollars and up-

ward apiece. Only Knights of Labor are permitted

to own the stock. A considerable market will be

secured among the labor organizations of New Eng-
land. After enumerating some of the difficulties thus

far experienced, one of the management, Mr. Leon-

ard M. Small writes: '-But we will get there before

long and have already a number of customers ready

to take our goods."

VII.

COOPERATIA^E BANKS.
The objects and general benefits of cor)perative

banks, or, as they are often called, cooperative build-

ing and loan associations, have been so well described

by Dr. Albert Shaw, in his account of cor)peration
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in Minueapolis and St. Taul, that it only remains

for me to give the peculiar features with a little of

the history ami statistics of the hanks in New
England.

Inasmuch as Massachusetts has the only general

k\w on the subject in New England, and includes all

but five or six of the entire number, about fifty in

this section, the present state law under which all

these banks must be organized deserves some study.

The late Hon. Josiah Quincy^ was chiefly instrumen-

tal in securing the main provision of the jn-esent law-

in 1877. Some of the important featvires of the Mas-

sachusetts cooperative banks are the following: The

capital of a cooperative bank is limited to $1,000,000

in shares whose full value is $200 each. The shares

are not paid for at once, or within a short time of

commencing business, as is usual with corporations,

but are paid at the rate of one dollar a month until

paid for. a new series of shares being issued semi-

annually and annually. This Avould require two

hundred months, or sixteen and two-third years, for

the payment of a share, but for another feature of

the system. The money accruing to the treasury

from these monthly payments, and from all other

sources, is loaned every month to such of the share-

holders as offer the highest premium. The profits

from these loans and premiums furnish the dividends,

which usually amount to between six and seven per

cent. Every one can borrow for aid in building or

'See interesting and clear ])resentation by J. (^ A. Erackett, of

the present system in The State, October 3, 1S86, and rejn-inted by

T. 0. Metcalf & Co., printers, 48 Olivet street, Boston, Mass., 1886.

*The text of the present law, as amended to date, is to be had in

• convenient form of ]\[r. 1*. I'ddredge, 30 Bromiield street, Boston,

Mass.
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buying- a home, to the amount of the par value of his

share, but no more. As security he must offer his

shares and such other property as may appear to the

directors sufficient. They will lend up to the full

market value of such security, while the savings

banks are only allowed to lend to the extent of sixty

per cent, of the assessed value of the real estate

security.

It may be asked, how a poor man who has not real

estate can borrow, even of a cooperative bank? The
answer made by Mr. Brackett. and confirmed by
others, is that "if he wishes to buy an estate he can

borrow of the bank the greater part of the needed

purchase-monej^. and give as security therefor a

mortgage of the property at the same time he re-

ceives his deed therefor. Of course the bank cannot

furnish the whole amount of the purchase-money."

But if one has a very little money and will subscribe

to, say five shares, he can borrow lftl,000. A man
can thus build a house, mortgaging it as security to

the cooperative bank. The would-be borrowers, as

has been said, bid for the privilege. Premiums
range from nothing to fifty cents a share, but rareh^

over twenty-five cents for any length of time. The
bj'-laws of cooperative banks usually require the

successful bidder for a loan to pay for one month's

interest and premium immediately. If a loan is not

approved, a month's interest and premium are for-

feited. Successful bidders can always obtain shares

for their loan. If one borrow s2,000 at twenty-five

cents premium a share he is subject to three monthly

charges—first, a payment of ten dollars on his ten

shares, which he had first to take before borrowing:

secondly, a payment of s2.50, as a premium, and
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tliirdly, a payineiit for interest, which, on J62,()00, at

six per cent, (the usual rate) is $10. In all. then,

our friend pays .^22.50 a month, until his shares

mature in about twelve years, when the bank
will hold his note for .^2,000, and he will hold

shares worth $2,000. The two accounts are can-

celled, and thus for a little more than the expense of

rent in the meantime a man finds himself owner of a

comfortable home.

Anyone with sufficient securit}^, which, be it ob-

served, most workmen have not, might borrow the

$2,000 of a savings bank, pay five per cent, interest,

or $1,200 during the twelve years, and then pay the

debt, making $3,200. The same sum borrowed of a

cooperative bank will involve a payment during the

one hundred and forty-four months, at $22.50 a

month, of $3,250, besides the loss of, perhaps, $400

more in compound interest to the close of the twelve

years on these payments. Two things are to be

said: First, it is very unusual for one to pay a

twenty-five cent premium for a very long time.

Whenever he finds it possible to bid off $2,000 for a

lower premium, say ten cents, he may do so, and
with this loan pay off his other, borrowed at a

higher rate, for one can repay his loan at any time,

retaining his shares or not, as he chooses. The only

charges are that the borrower must pay double

interest and premium for one month, and have a

new mortgage made and the old one discharged.

Even this reduction will not fully equalize the pay-

ments in the case of the borrower from the the coop-

erative and from the savings bank. It, therefore,

remains to say that, human nature being as it is,

scarcely one man in a thousand will make provision
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by constant voluntary monthly deposits in a savings

bank to repay his $2,000 mortgage at the end of the

twelve years. This is the real justification for the

existence of the cooperative banks. Their share-

holders feel compelled to make their regular monthly
payments. Before the man is aware of it. he has

paid for his home and acquired the valuable habit of

saving. The results are in every sense satisfactory,

seven per cent, dividends being made.
Again, these banks enable the depositors, who are

in most cases wage earners, to use their own depos-

its, whereas the money deposited in the savings

banks in Massachusetts, S800,000,000 in 1886. sup-

plies the capital of the great employers of industry,

and thus does not so directly promote the co()perative

ideal,—a larger share by the workmen in the profits

of industry. In addition to nearly all the advantages
of the justly famous postal savings banks of Europe,

the cooperative banks give much higher interest and
keep the deposits for actual use among the lenders

of the immediate neighborhood. By the Massachu-
setts law at least twenty must be associated together

for organizing such a corporation, and no person can
hold more than twenty-five shares of the ultimate

value of two hundred dollars each in one corporation.

No member can have more than one vote. A mem-
ber may at any time, on thirty days* notice, withdraw
any shares not pledged as security for loans, besides

paying any fines that may be due. He loses by so

doing such portion of the profits previously credited

to the share, and must bear such a proportion of any
unadjusted loss the by-laws may determine.

When each unpledged share matures. /. e., reaches

through payments and dividends the value of two
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hundred dollars, the holder is to be paid with inter-

est at six per cent, for any time that may intervene

before the payment. All dividends on the stock

cease. To avoid any run on the bank it is provided

that at no time shall more tlian one-half of the funds

in the treasury be applicable to the payment of such

matured shares, without the consent of the directors.

The same provision is made with regard to those who
would withdraw their shares, as any one may on
thirty days' notice, if he is willing to forfeit such

part of the accrued profits of his share as the direct-

ors may determine. The directors make deductions

varying from nothing to one-fourth of the accrued

profits. The banks confine their loans to the State

and generally to the immediate vicinity.

Only one serious danger seems to confront these

banks, unless we accept the temptation of a borrower

to offer such high premium as forty cents for loans,

and that is that in about twelve years after the open-

ing of the banks, there will be insufficient funds in

the treasury to pay off the shares, which then begin

to mature every six months. Assets will be sufficient

but not available, e. g. one of the Massachusetts banks

has two hundred and thirty-five shares, amounting to

$57,000 that will mature about January 1890, and one

hundred and seventy-two shares, amounting to

$34,400, six months later, or $91,400 that year. The
amount of dues received in 1885 was $01,044.87 and
the total cash received $95,755.03. These latter

items may increase, and judging from past growth,

will increase fully seventy per cent, by 1890; but

even then one-half of the total receipts must go to the

payment of shares. If now any considerable number
of others wish to withdraw their shares—and eight
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hundred and ninety-five shares, one-sixth of the

whole number, were thus withdrawn from the bank
in question in I880, as an ordinary incident of busi-

ness,—the bank will be in a tight place. To be sure,

the directors can legally postpone payment, after pay-

ing out one-half of the cash in the treasury at any
one time, but, since in six months another series

matures, postponement could not long be indulged in

without ruin to the credit of the bank.

The law has carefully provided for this. The
directors may in their discretion and pursuant to the

by-laws, retire the unpledged shares of any series and
enforce their withdrawal at any time after four years

from their date of issue. The full value of the

accrued profits on the shares to date must be paid in

such cases, instead of part, as in the case of with-

drawals by members. The shareholders whose shares

are to be so retired shall be determined by lot under

such regulations as the directors may prescribe. By
means of this provision a bank may anticipate the

time of payment, whenever it cannot loan its funds

at satisfactory premiums, and thus be relieved of all

danger. Although the oldest banks founded in 1877

had only been running eight years in 1885, three of

them then began j^aying off shares of the first series.

Four hundred and ninety shares in the three banks

were thus retired that year, leaving but three hundred

and seventy-six shares in the first series and three

hundred and thirty-eight in the second.

Mr. Eldredge, who is of deserved authority on this

subject, having been instrumental in founding and
prominent in managing several of these coopera-

tive banks, thus writes of the safety-valve just men-
tioned:
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"It is being made use of regularly every six months, but the

majority, to their discredit l)e it said, make no use of it whatever.

The right of the directors to retire the shares (after four years) is

truly a safety-valve. By a judicious use of it, unsaleable money
may be used in paying ofl,' the shares, and again it is wise to redeem
the old series to a size (in number of shares) which will admit of

paying in cash at maturity. In two years the maturing of shares

first issued will occur, and then comes the trying time with the sys-

tem here. Those banks which have so reduced their series as to be

able to pay cash, will ride safely along—otherwise, otherwise.

Then is the time, and continuously thereafter, when the banks
liave got to be financiered well or go to the wall. Assets enough,

probably, but not cash to pay indebtedness. The series are like

notes becoming due, and, as tlie banks liave no quick assets of any
description, it behooves them to provide. Those banks which can

sail along for a few years following the first maturity of shares,

will be able jn-obably to continue. Some banks in this state are

apparently utterly ignoring, or vainly putting off, the evil day, for

they have large series and do not retire any shares."

It must be said, however, that there is yet time to

make such provisions as the law allows, and most
banks will probably be wise enough to do so, when
their attention is strongly called to the danger. If

any failures occur it will not be on account of the

system or the law. but of the folly of directors. Fur-

thermore, as Mr. Eldredge remarks, the worst effects

will be felt during the first year or two after the

shares begin to mature, since these banks, having
abundant assets, can easily arrange for the payment
of shares if they will plan accordingly.

As no bank can possess over $1,000,000 actual

paid-in capital, any danger of a progressive increase

of liabilities and business until too large to be well-

manged is out of the question.

As long ago as 1850 there were cooperative build-

ing associations in this section which reached the

height of their prosperity about 1860 and failed, in

some cases most disastrously, in others honorably.
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about five years later. This was due to the grave

faults in the system, and this in turn to the prevail-

ing ignorance of how to conduct such associations.

Among these defects as contrasted with the present

system may be mentioned: The old banks, instead

of issuing s200 shares every six months, payable in

one dollar monthly installments, made but one issue

on those terms. When these shares matured in

from ten to thirteen' years, and were then paid back

as the law required, the bank was thereby extin-

guished. In the old, if one who took a share failed

to keep up his monthly payments he was fined so

heavily that his share would be entirely extinguished

in about six months. Now only a two per cent, fine

can be exacted, and this fine cannot extend beyond

six months, when, if no further payments are made,

the value of a share at date, less certain accrued

profits, is returned to the owner of the share. Nor

in the old law was there any provision for the retire-

ment of shares before their maturity at the discre-

tion of the directors. An important fact, bearing on

the assumj)tion of some, that the less legislation the

better, is thus presented by Mr. Eldredge: --The old

banks were not hedged about with detail legislation.

The act was a brief one, and set up a skeleton ar-

rangement, leaving a mass of details to be arranged

by each association to suit itself. The new are

hedged about, many details being inserted in the act

—valuable ones, too."

Examples by the hundred might be cited to sho^v

how the present system of co(')perative banks has

already, in less than ten years after the passage

of the law, enabled the wage-earners, who are their

chief patrons, to own homes of tlieir own. and in
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many more cases obtain returns of six and seven per

cent, on their monthly deposits.

A few facts gleaned from the report for 1885 of

the bank commissioners of Massachusetts will tell

much of the story. There were then thirty coopera-

tive banks, since grown to forty. These thirty had

78,565 shares in force, 11,836 members, 2,482 bor-

rowers, and $2,512,335.86 assets, an increase of

twenty-five per cent, over the preceding year. The
report for 1886 is expected to reveal a corresponding

increase for that year. At this rate a great future

may be expected for these associations. The loans

are almost entirely on real estate security, but a

small amount is loaned by each bank on the mere
security of the shares. The by-laws of the several

banks limit their loans sometimes to $2,000, some-

times to $5,000, the limit of the state law. The
smallest loans are as low as twenty dollars.

Since it is the policy of these banks to loan all

moneys in the bank once a month, or to use them to

pay off shares, and, as all the business can be done in

a small part of every day, no great expense for

vaults and clerical force is necessitated. One man
in Boston, Mr. Eldredge, is secretary of three banks

—

the Pioneer, Homestead, and Workingmen's—all of

which have the same office and hold their monthly
meetings on different evenings in the same hall. In

other places the secretary can engage in other busi-

ness, e. g.: Mr. F. W. Dickinson, secretary of the

Springfield Cooperative Bank, carries on a large

undertaking business. The entire yearly expense
for salaries' of the twenty-seven banks, which had
been running a year in 1885, was only $9,680, an
average of $358.74.
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In the summer of 1886 Maine had a cooperative

bank at Richmond and another at Bangor, Rhode
Island had one at Providence, and Connecticut one

at New Haven. There being no general law of

incorporation of such banks they were incorporated

under special charter,

VIII.

GROWTH OF COOPERATION.
Laws Governing Cooperation.

While the other New England states have no gen-

eral law for the incorporation of cooperative compa-

nies, Massachusetts has maintained in this direction

her customary lead in wise labor legislation by the

law of 1866 and the subsequent amendments thereto,

the most important of which were adopted in 1870

and 1879. By the present law the capital stock is

limited to $100,000 and cannot be less than -f^l,000.

No one can hold more than $1,000 or have more than

one vote however many his shares. There must be

an annual distribution of profits and earnings among
the workmen, purchasers and stockholders, as pro-

vided in the by-laws, but ten per cent, of the net

profits must first be appropriated for a contingent or

sinking fund until there shall have accumulated a

sum equal to thirty per cent, in excess of the capital

stock. The word '^ cooperative" must form part of

the corporate name, and shares to an amount not

exceeding twenty dollars in the aggregate are

exempted from attachment and execution. All incor-

porated companies must make full returns annually

to the secretary of the important items of their busi-

ness such as their nominal and paid-in capital, num-

ber of shares, and their assets and liabilities of all
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kinds. An abstract of these is printed with the cer-

tificates of incorporation of all other companies and

is most valuable to those interested in cooperation.

Of course many companies are not incorporated, but

by far the larger part take advantage of the law,

"which gives the stockholders greater security and
increases the credit of the company.

Statistics. .

From these reports to the Massachusetts Secretary

of State, some surprising facts appear. For instance

it is commonly supposed that since the downfall of the

Sovereigns as an organization cooperation has been

practically dead in the state, whereas these reports

show that there was never so much capital invested

in cooperation or so much prosperity manifest as

now, A few summaries which I have made from
the tables given in these reports will prove this:

Distributive Cooperation.

Date.

1877
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—a fact too often overlooked by those who consider

faihire the sure outcome of cooperative efforts.

The sunnnaries given above refer only to distribu-

tive cooperation. The figures for productive, cooper-

ation exclusive of creameries, which belong entirely

to the present decade, is even more encouraging. In

1875 the Secretary of State reported nine manufactur-

ing companies with a total capital of $73,250 or an
average of S8,1B9. In 1885 he reported ten compa-

nies with $166,900 capital, or an average of $16,690,

—a growth in ten years of over one hundred per

cent. This growth has continued through 1886. At
least four new companies in Massachusetts began

business that year, and report excellent prospects.

To this must be added the thirty cooperative banks,

since grown to forty, reported in 1885 with a capital

of $2,512,335.86, and now nearly $1,000,000 more,

none of which existed prior to 1877.

From the tables compiled with much care, which

are to be found at the close of this account, it appears

that productive cooperation in twenty companies in

New England can boast a business of $1,000,000

a year. Cooperative stores have a trade of over

$1,750,000. Cooperative creameries do a business

probably of $1,000,000 and at least $3,250,000 are

now invested in cooperative banks. Aside, then,

from cooperative insurance companies and from the

trade of probably $500,000 at liberal discount to gran-

gers, the yearly business of the cooperative compa-

nies of New England amounts to between $6,000,000

and $7,000,000.

Our record of the early years of the cooperative

movement embraced more of failure than of perma-

nent success, although it is safe to assert that most
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of the so-called failures returned to the community,

and very often to the supporters of the enterprise, a

full equivalent of the money and time expended.

The history of the last ten years, and more partic-

ularly of the period since 1880, reveals an increasing

number of successes. Mr. George E. McNeil, of Bos-

ton, recently remarked to the writer that failures

were due to the fact that "the cooperators failed to

cooperate." All that is now rapidly changing and

the future of cooperation has seemed never so bright

as to-day.

Mr. Wm. F. Young, of Wakefield. Mass.. previ-

ously referred to as prominently identified with the

early days of the cooperative movement in this coun-

try, writes: "The failures and mistakes of this

movement, as well as of other union and cooperative

efforts in this country, convince me that what is most

needed to insure success is more thorough personal

culture and education upon economic questions

among the working people. I trust the work you

have in hand will do much toward meeting this

necessity."

The Sociologic Society of America is the name
taken by a society for the proinotion of cooperation,

which was organized in New York in 1882 by Mrs.

Imogene C. Fales. An important meeting of this

society for the formation of a national cooperative

board was held in the parlors of James Freeman
Clarke's church, Boston, September 25, 1886, At
this meeting Mrs. Fales unfolded the great results of

the Central Cooperative Board of the United King-

dom. Organized in 1870, this board in 1885 had

a membership of six hundred and seventy-nine

.societies. Funds necessary for its work are obtained
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by a payment of 2d. per annum from each mem-
ber of a society which joins the union. The board

collects, and through numerous leaflets and its-

organ, The Cooperative Xews, distributes informa-

tion about the cooperative societies of Great Britain.

By these means and a j^early congress much is done

to promote cooperation, A similar work was mapped
out at this Boston meeting for our own country. A
national cooperative board was organized to collect

and diffuse information, of which Mr. Samuel Whit-
tles, Jr., of Fall River, Mass., was elected chairman,

and Mr. George Dewhirst, of Lawrence, Mass.,

secretary. The first number of the quarterly journal

of this society, The Coijjjerative News, issued in

January, 1887, with the gentlemen just named and
Mr. F. H. Giddings, of Springfield, Mass., as editors,

gives promise of taking up the work of cooperation

where the Bulletin of Worcester, the old-time organ

of the Sovereigns of Industry, laid it down.
Although so recently established, this cooperative

board, through its chairman, Mr. Whittles, was able

to render material assistance in some portions of this

investigation.

Mr. Geo. McNeil called a meeting of the delegates

of the cooperative societies known to be located near

Boston to meet in that city September 22, 1886.

Although only about eight societies were there rep-

resented, a very interesting meeting was held. For

the first time these societies, through their delegates,

had an opportunity of comparing notes and consid-

ering the best forms of productive and distributive

cooperation. It was agreed that, as in the latter,

the Rochdale plan was preferable, so in the former a

share in the dividends to all employes, whether
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stock-owners or not, as prevails in the Cooperative

Publishing Company, 25 Beach street, Boston, and

the Knights of Labor Cooperative Shoe Company of

Lynn, was by far the best and truest form of pro-

ductive cooperation. Indeed, in other places, some
writers, notably Mr. Giddings, have gone so far as to

urge that the state shall only recognize those manu-
facturing companies as cooperative which do thus

share profits with all employes. This informal

meeting adjourned with a resolution instructing Mr.

McNeil to call a convention of all cooperative com-

panies in New England to meet at such time and
place as should seem to him best. It is to be hoped
that through this source, or that of the Sociologic

Society, a congress of cooperators will be called in

the near future.

IX.

PROFIT-SHAEING.

Profit-sharing is the term usually applied to that

form of cooperation where the employes, without

contributing to the capital, or having any control in

the management, share in the profits aside from

their regular wages. There has been long in vogue,

however, in the New England fisheries a form of

profit-sharing where no wages at all are paid, but

the workmen rely for reward wholly upon a stipu-

lated share in the catch. The Massachusetts Labor
Report for 1886 describes the system. It appears

that at Gloucester the owners furnish the vessel,^

provisions and fishing gear, and receive half of the

gross value of the catch, after deducting a few trip

expenses, such as towing, ice barrels, etc. Out of

this half, the owners pay the skipper a percentage^
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while the crew from their half must pay the cook,

the cost of the medicine and a small percentage to

the widows and orphans' fund. The crew's half is

divided among the men in proportion to the catch of

each, if the fish have been caught with hook and
line. When seines are used, as in mackerel fishing,

the crew share equally. Where the crew find provi-

sions, dories and fishing gear and pay all expenses,

except hiring the skipper, as in haddock fishing,

they receive three-fourths of the gross proceeds.

The value of the vessels used varies from $3,000 to

$12,000. The average is about $5,000. The owners

are reported as saying that the wages system would

be impracticable. ''We should get a lot of loafers, and

the business would go to ruin. It is the stimulus of

profit-sharing that has made our famous skippers,''

while the fishermen are reported as saying: "We
could not live on wages, for the active, skillful men
would fare no better than the lazy ; there would be

no inducement to secure the largest possible catch
;

the business would become unprofitable and wages
too low to tempt first-class men."

The Peace Dale Maxufacturixg Company.

The oldest example in New England of profit-shar-

ing of th« type so common on the continent of

Europe, is the Peace Dale Manufacturing Company
at Peace Dale, R. I., a village of twelve hundred

inhabitants, about thirty miles southwest of Provi-

dence. From the full account in the Massachusetts

Labor Report and from correspondence with the

treasurer, Mr. R. G. Hazard, the following facts are

gathered

:

This company, the oldest woolen mill in the United

States, dating back to 1804, and the first to use the
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power loom, is still in the hands of the Hazards of

the third and fourth generation in descent from the

founders. With a capital of about S400,000 and a

yearly business in the manufacture of shawls,

worsted coatings, cassimeres and other woolen fab-

rics of about 8600,000, it employs an average of

four hundred and fifty hands. Two-thirds are Eng-

lish, Irish, Swedes and Germans, the majority being-

Irish. Two-fifths are women. Profit-sharing began

with a circular to the employes January 1, 1878,

announcing that thereafter, for as long as the com-

pany might choose, a part of the net profits after

payment of wages, interest at a very moderate rate

on capital and a percentage for a reserve fund against

losses, should be given yearly in March to all employes

who were in the employ of the company seven

months of the year, ending February 1. This share

to labor—not far from one-half the net profits—was
to be given to each of the employes in proportion to

the wages received from the company during the

year. Very singularly, the owners who are also

managers, reserve no salary for themselves, but trust

to their dividend for reward. During the eight years

since the plan was initiated the severe depression in

the cotton business has only enabled payment of div-

idends during four years as follows :

January 31, 1880, 5% on wages, $5,842 40

1881, 5 '•' 5,999 65

1882, 3 '' 3,760 14

1883, 3 •' 3,760 35

Despite the failure to pay dividends, the firm ex-

press themselves satisfied that their experiment has

been a success in preventing waste and encouraging
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conscientious work, which is so important to the

moral as well as the material good of the com-
munity. An increased care and diligence on the

part of the employes can be seen. In a circular to

the help in 1883 the principles on which all profit-

sharing is based are thus stated: "Every weaver
who makes a mispick, every burler who slights her

work, every spinner who makes a needless knot, in

short, every person who makes waste of any kind, of

course makes the amount to be divided smaller by
making a loss to the concern; and we think a mani-

fest improvement is evident."

The circular for 1884, after regretting the failure

to earn dividends that year, adds: "It is believed,

however, that a large majority [of the employes] have
been as careful and as conscientious as possible, and
the officers of the company look with pride upon
such, hoping and believing that the system of par-

ticipation will yet produce good results, far beyond
what it has accomplished in the past." The last

circular, of March 1, 1886, shows the spirit of the

management. Expressing great disappointment at

the continued inability to pay dividends, the circular

concludes: "It is w4th satisfaction, however, that

we look upon our undisturbed condition of mutual

confidence and esteem. As long as this continues

we have one very important element of success. We
are truly thankful that this element exists, and we
trust that it will exist as long as a mill stands in-

Peace Dale." In a letter of October 14, 1886, the

treasurer writes me relative to the general applica-

bility of profit-sharing: "I see no reason why it

shouM not apply to all trades using labor, outside of

machinery. No use in applying it to anything purely
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mechanical. The greatest foe to success is the igno-

rance of the laboring men. Intelligence must exist

to some extent in order to have any good result."

The New England Granite Works.

At Westerly, R. I., are the quarries, and at Hart-

ford, Conn., the offices of the above company, owned

by J. G. Batterson, who introduced profit-sharing

January 4, 1886, by a letter to his superintendent.

James Gourlay. The following extracts are taken

from this, which was printed and circulated among
the men:
"Dear Sir: In regard to the various questions which have

arisen from tinae to time, touching the proper relations of capital to

labor, and which at times have assumed such menacing attitudes

that we have been forced to decline orders of considerable magni-

tude, for the reason that we could not run the risk of a "strike,"

which might involve us in heavy loss and damages, I have determ-

ined to submit to you the following propositions, with the hope
that they may prove acceptable to the men employed by us:

"First. On all orders executed at the New England Granite

Works quarry, in Westerly, R. I., during the year 1886, com-

mencing January 1st, ultimo, both capital and labor, in proportion

to the amounts or values contributed by each, shall share in the

net profits made on such orders during the year."

The capital is $250,000 with an output of $500,000.

The wage of the three hundred and fifty to five

hundred employes are, say, $200,000. The latter

figure is merely given for illustration, and is not to

be considered official. But if we suppose the wages
are $200,000, then, since the capital is $250,000, the

dividend to labor would be ||t:|l^=i of the entire

net profits after one-third of the profits have been re-

served as a guarantee fund. To this guarantee

fund are charged all losses by bad debts, or credits

for materials and labor during the year. At the end
of the year all outstanding accounts and bills re-
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ceivable are to be treated as good under the guar-

antee, and therefore available in determining the net

profits. If the guarantee account does not prove to

be sufficient to cover the losses the amount must be

made up by the stockholders, but when it is more
than sufficient the surplus will belong to the stock-

holders. Continuing the quotations from Mr. Bat-

terson's letter:

"Second. The net profit shall be determined in the following

manner, viz.: out of the gross receipts, or from the capital em-
ployed, shall be drawn, first, the wages of the men employed as

journeymen, whether by day's work or piece-work, at the rates

mutually agreed upon or otherwise established, which shall be paid

monthly; second, all other expenses of conducting the business,

including superintendence, traveling expenses, clerk hire, taxes,

insurance, and legal interest on the capital employed, shall then

be deducted and paid out of the gross profits, and the balance re-

maining shall be treated as the net profits, from which a dividend

shall be declared and paid in manner and form as hereinafter pro-

vided.

"Third. The net profits having been determined, the entire

amount shall be divided into three parts, one part to be appropri-

ated and paid as a dividend to labor, one part to be appropriated

^nd paid as a dividend to capital, and one-third to be reserved

as a guarantee fund, to which fund shall be charged all losses or

bad debts, or credits given for materials and labor during the year.

"Fourth. The labor dividend shall be made and paid before

any dividend is paid to capital, and such payment shall be made
at the end of each fiscal year, or as soon thereafter as the Vjooks can

be written up, an inventory taken, and the net profits determ-

ined.

"Fifth. When the net profits have been determined as afore-

said, the same may be verified by a competent accountant or

auditor, to be selected and agreed upon by the parties interested ;

and when such accountant shall certify that the net profits have

been correctly and fairly determined, then the dividends may
be paid; but such accountant or auditor shall not be at liberty

to disclose or make public any other facts concerning the business

audited than a simple verification of the accounts, and the sum
total of the net profits for the year, available for the purpose of a

•dividend.
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"Sixth. As the labor dividend is intended for labor only, no

officer, superintendent, overseer, clerk, agent, or other employ^

drawing a salary, or however otherwise paid, nor any contractor

or sub-contractor, who for their own account and profit, contract or

agree for a "lump sum" to do and perform the whole or certain

specific parts of the work upon a building, monument, or other

structure, such work being outside of and not subject to an estab-

lished or agreed bill of prices, either for day's work or piece-work,

therefore no such otficer, superintendent, clerk, apprentice or con-

tractor will participate in any dividend paid to labor, as herein-

before stated.

"Seventh. No workman who during the year shall have been

discharged for good and sufficient cause, such as drunkenness,

insubordination, bad workmanship, etc , or who leaves the em-
ployment of the company without the consent of the suiierintend-

ent in writing, shall be entitled to participate in any dividend of

profits for the year during which such discharge has taken place.

"Eighth. No workman shall be deprived of his dividend who
has been discharged arbitrarily, or without good cause, or who
has been discharged for the reason that the superintendent has

not sufficient orders on hand to justify his further employment.

"Twelfth. The control of the business must necessarily be

in the hands of the stockholders. Men employed every day in

mechanical labor cannot watch the markets, or possess that apti-

tude for business management on a large scale which is requisite

to success, but they can do much in stopping the leaks caused by
inefficient and bad workmanship.

"Thirteenth. All work done or money earned by the employ-

ment of machinery will be counted to the credit of labor and
capital alike, and the profits made thereby will be subject to the

same rule for distribution as for profits otherwise made.

"Fourteenth. No otficer, director, or stockholder, shall receive

any salary or compensation, except for services actually rendered,

and time actually spent in the service of the company, all of which
shall be as fully stated, as the amount of service contributed by
any other person in the emploj'ment of the company.

"Fifteenth. The rate of wages per diem, the bill of prices for'

piece-work, and the number of hours to constitute a day's work,

shall be determined by mutual agreement on or before the first

day of January in each year, and any disagreement which may
arise during the year between the superintendent and workmen in

regard to the same shall be settled by arbitration.
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"Sixteenth. The rate of wages per diem and the bill of prices

for piece-work shall not be reduced by the superintendent to affect

any contract on hand, or taken uj^on the rate of wages or bill of

prices prevailing at the time such contract was made, neither shall

the rate of wages or bill of prices be advanced by the workmen to

•effect such contracts, and if so advanced the difference in cost by
reason thereof may be adjusted in making up the dividends.

"AViththe results of a long experience before me, I am con-

vinced that the payment of fixed wages to a large number of men
carries with it no inspiring motive to the attainment of a high

standard of excellence, either as to the quantity or quality of their

productions; but, on the contrary, it tends to indifference and lazi-

ness to such an extent that the measure of a fair day's work is not

that quantity which can easily be done and well done by a good

man, but that quantity which an indifferent man is willing to do

and can do without much effort. The consequence is that the best

men who are endowed with both energy and skill, soon break

away from the restraints of idleness, and by the 'bill of prices

fixed for piece-work ' obtain a larger freedom and a larger reward

for their labor; and the fact appears also, that this system of com-

pensating labor is most remunerative to the employer, which

brings us to the point, that the average and indifferent workman
does not earn his wages when tested by the standard of his own
' bill of prices.'

"I believe, then, most thoroughly in the efficacy of individual

interest as the only available stimulant to natural ambition, and the

best results both to capital and labor. When the interests of

capital and labor are made identical and well balanced, I believe

the conflict between them will cease, and both will be the gainers

thereby.

"I sympathize with the laudable ambition of the skilled work-

man to emancipate himself from the thralldom of a service in

which he has no other interest than daily wages, and who aspires

to that identity of interest in results which begets self-respect, and

a worthy pride in the success of his own company or corporation.

"When the workmen are all interested in the results of their

combined labor, there will be no room for those Avho are unwilling

to earn, and fairly earn, the wages which they demand. When the

industrious and skillful workman sees that his own earnings are

being diminished by the slothful and unskilled workman at his

side, he will rebel, and demand, as he will have the right to dp,

that a better man shall be put in the place of the laggard.

"!My purpose is, if possible, to secure a community of interest

which shall be recognized and admitted to be fair and equitable,
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claiming no more for capital than is sufficient to hold it in such

employment, and giving the balance to labor. Whether my propo-

sitions are practical remains to be seen."

Mr, Batterson informs me that after this first year,

1886, no profits will be paid to those who have not

been in the business one year and that an increasing-

per cent, of profit will be paid employes according to

their years of service up to five years. A few years

ago there was a long strike when the men, says Mr.

Batterson, kept him from hiring other employes until

he took legal proceedings against them. But the

bitterness of that struggle seems to have been allayed,

so that even before the introduction of profit-sharing

the company's relations with its employes were
friendly.

The experiment has fully met the expectations of

Mr. Batterson, who said in September, 1886: "There
has been no year since I have been in the business

when the men worked so well and took such an
interest in the business as they have this year."

His remarks to a reporter of one of our large dailies

are thus given under date of December 31, 1886:

"We had no strikes during the year, and as the men have looked
out for one another's work it has generally been done well. As
they have an interest in seeing that what is done is done thor-

oughly, they supervise themselves to a great extent, and there is a
saving in that respect. The new plan will be of more advantage to

skilled than to unskilled workmen especially this year, for not long
after the arrangement went into effect the laborers in the quarry
heard of an advance in wages of men similarly employed in ^Maine,

and they, too, demanded the same increase. It was granted them,
but the advance, under the conditions of the agreement, will be
deducted from their surplus at the end of the year.

"We have had no trouble with strikes; no trouble with con-

tracts. We do not ask our men whether they belong to a union or

not; we are more interested in whether they are capable men and
thoroughly understand their work. When the profit-sharing was
first proposed the men, or at least some of them, did not take
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kindly to the plan. But they took hold of it well after the start,

and what is more, they liked it and did their best to carry it

through. We hojje to make a dividend, but the accounts for the

year are not yet made out and the result determined, and so I can't

give you any figures about the profits to be divided among the

employes of the company. Our plan is an experiment, and I don't

believe that anything like it has been tried in this country. I

can't say how it would apply to other industries. There are some,

of course, to which it would be inapplicable from the nature of

things, but there are others for which it would furnish a solution

for many diflSculties and perplexities arising from the relations of

capital and labor."

Ara Cushmax & Company, Shoe Manufacturers,
Auburn, Me.

Being unable to visit Auburn, the letter of Mr.

Cusliman and his address to his men on inaugurating

his important plan are so good that full extracts are

made. He writes under date of October 15, 1886 :

"The employes are to receive regular weekly wages at the cur-

rent prices paid in other factories. The firm is to receive

—

1st. Interest on all capital employed in the business. 2d. A fixed

amount, as salaries to the partners for the management of the busi-

ness. 3d. A fixed amount, or a percentage of what may be due

from our customers at the end of each year, to guarantee against

losses. 4. A percentage of the net profits for a 'Surplus Fund' until

said surplus shall amount to a certain percentage of the capital used.

" After tbe&e conditions have been met, the profit remaining, if

any, is to be divided between the employes and ourselves in the pro-

portion that the annual amount of Avages paid bears to the annual

sales, which will be between tv^enty-five and thirty per cent. All

of these sums and percentages have been satisfactorily fixed be-

tween the firm and the three representatives of the employes.

"We commenced under this plan April 12th last. So far affairs

have progressed very satisfactorily, and in the main we are pleased

with the spirit the men and women manifest, and the interest they

show in the business. We have not looked for and have not given

our employes reason to expect a large dividend.

" The result of the six months business just ended is such that

we think there will be something to divide at the end of the year's

business. Our annual sales are from $1,000,000 to §1,250,000. Num-
ber of employes, 650 to 750. Amount of our annual pay-roll,

$250,000 to $275,000.
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Mr. Cushman's address to his employes March 27,

1886, and subsequently printed and distributed

among them thus closes :

"This dividend sliall be based on the amount paid to each em-

ploy6 during the year for labor. No one to be entitled to a divi-

dend who has left the employ of the firm against its wishes, or

been discharged for any reason other than sickness or want of

work. The management of the business to be entirely in the

hands of the firm, and to be the same as now, unless better meth-

ods can be suggested. Three of the employes are to be selected as

representatives, with whom the firm will arrange the details of this

plan, and who will be sufliciently informed about the conditions

and results of the business to enable them, at the end of each year,

to report whether the conditions agreed upon have been correctly

and faithfully carried out. These representatives are not to dis-

close or make public any fact concerning the business except the

amount or percentage of dividend available for the employes.

They shall be persons in whom both the firm and the employes can

place the utmost confidence. They must be citizens of Auburn, and

two, at least, be owners of property and interested in the growth

and prosperity of Auburn. If, with one year's trial, this system

shall have worked as well as we hope, and is likely to prove practi-

cal and satisfactory, we shall, if it is the wish of many of our work-

men, change the organization of our firm into a corporation, so that

the capital may be represented by shares of stock. We will then

set aside a limited part of the stock, or number of shares, for such

of the employes to buy as would like to invest their money in

that way; the stock thus owned by the employes to receive the same
return in interest and dividend as that held by ourselves.

" In this proposition we now present you, we ask you to run no
risks and make no guarantees; for this reason the dividend to you
must be smaller than it possibly might be, if you, with us, shared

the risks of the business. "We intend the wages paid you weekly
to be fully an equivalent to you to the amount to be set aside for

capital, management, and the risks and guarantees of business. I

do not wish to give you reason to expect a large dividend on the

amount of wages earned; for a small percentage on the amount of

our pay-roll would be a large sum. Our pay-roll last year was about

$250,000—five per cent, of w^hich would be $12,500—quite a respect-

able amount. But five per cent, on the earnings of one man whose
pay in the year amounts to $500, is only $25, which by itself is not

a large sum, but, if multiplied by the number of men and women
we emplov, it would amount to a sum worth working for.

9"
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" This also illustrates liow difficult it sometimes is to advance the

rate of wages. Ten per cent, advance in our prices would amount
to §25,000 a year, a sum that could not always Ije taken from the

yearly profits, except by the process of algebra, where signs are

used, but it is only twenty cents a day to a man whose pay is %2.

"Suppose all the men and women who work for us in all the

different places and capacities, should be able, in some way, to

make their services worth to the business five per cent, more than
they ordinarily are, that would amount to $12,500. Is it not possi-

ble that in transforming into boots and shoes ready for the foot of

the wearer all the material of all the kinds we use in a year

—

leather of the different kinds, cloth, thread, silk, nails, wax, flour,

glue, cement, twine, ink, paper, boxes; that in the process of

cutting and assorting the leather, in the wear and tear, in the

breaking of tools and machinerv, in the use of time, and in the

damage to material, in the different processes—more economy
could be used, more saving made, less waste allowed and damage
caused? With sufficient thoughtfulness, study and care, could not

the saving in all the waj^s I have indicated, and in others that may
suggest themselves to you, be made to amount to a sum which, if

divided to all the employes, would be equal to 2^ or 5 per cent,

increase in your pay? I will particularize a few of the ways in

which saving might be made or losses prevented. If a man in cut-

ting grain leather uses one foot more for a case of slippers than is

absolutely necessary, the loss on his work is from fifty to sixty

cents a day. Such a result might easily happen, and be hardly

perceptible to a looker-on, or even to the cutter himself. If a

cutter of calfskins fails to put every part of the skin where it will

count for the most, or in the place to which it is best adapted, and
thereby makes his shoe vamps cost a half cent a pair more than

they otherwise would, the loss on his day's work amounts to at

least a dollar. If a man who cuts split quarters fails to place his

pattern and cut the stock so as to get the most possible from it.

losing only one-eighth of a cent a pair, he fails to earn for us as

much as he might by more than a dollar a day. If a man in cut-

ting sole leather fails to adjust his die as closely as it possibly

might be, and for that reason gets one less sole in every three sides

of leather, the difference in the cost of the soles cut in a day

would be only a small fraction of a cent on a single pair, but on

his day's work it would amount to more than $1.50, which is a very

large per cent, on his wages.
" In the stitching room, if the thread and silk is not all used

from the spool, or if the ends are left longer than they need to be,

or if twine is wasted in tying up the cases, the loss might be very
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slight on a single pair of shoes, bnt on a daj-'s work it would be

enough to lessen the value of the services of the woman doing the

work to some extent, and when multiplied by one hundred women
and then by three hundred days, the amount would be enough to

buy many new dresses and bonnets. If every man and woman
who runs a machine could save an unnecessary wear and prevent

all l)reaking by careless use, we should have to buy less machines
and 'spare parts,' and our machinists would have less to do. In

the item of damage to material and goods in the process of manu-
facture—tearing shoes in lasting, damaging soles in iitting, scratch-

ing or cutting uppers in stitching, and in all the different ways in

which damage happens—if this could be reduced to the least possi-

ble amount, the saving made or the loss prevented would, I doubt
not, be equal to the earnings of the smartest workman in the

factory.

"If for any reason the plan we proiDOse should not be found to

be as satisfactory to you or to ourselves, as we hope and expect, we
shall be ready and hold ourselves at liberty to discontinue it. "We
present the proposition after mature thought, with the sincere

wish and earnest hope that if accepted and understood it will be
of some pecuniary benefit to you. But we do not wish it to be
understood, as we do not claim that it i.s, a philanthropic or be-

nevolent project. Sound business principles make the only foun-

dation for a permanent and successful business.

"We mean for ours to continue on such a basis, and for our

methods to be in harmony with correct thinking and just and
liberal action. "We hope it will be an incentive to all to make their

services as valuable as possible, and a means of securing to all

just and full returns for what they contribute to the success of the

business. If it should prove to be a method by which capital and
labor can together achieve better results, and an element in mak-
ing labor more thoughtful and considerate and intelligent, and
both capital and labor more considerate of each others' interests,

our purposes will be realized. "We would be glad to see Auburn
have a larger measure of success. AVe would be glad to see hun-
dreds more of homes occupied and owned b}' workingmen. "We
hope the land that has recently been sold in house lots will be cov-

ered with neat and comfortable houses, and owned by men and
women who are conducting the business and doing the work that is

making, and is to make Auburn, now the ' lovliest village of the

plain,' a large and prosperous city."

At the close of Mr. Cushmau's address, remarks
•were made by several of the employes iu hearty
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approval of the proposition, and three satisfactory

representatives were selected from the employes to

act with the firm in arranging and carrying out the

details of the plan.

The success thus far has been stated in the above
letter.

jSTew Haven Wire Company.

The necessity for success in profit-sharing of some
feeling of mutual confidence between employer and
employe, based on previous fair dealing and gener-

ally peaceful relations, is emphasized by the experi-

ence of the New Haven Wire Company. This com-

pany ["presided over by Mr. E. S. Wheeler, of New
Haven, presented to their employes a well-devised

plan of profit-sharing January 1, 1886, in accordance

with which, after deduction of six per cent, on capi-

tal and a ''proper sum for betterments and repairs ta

the works," one-fourth of the net profits should goto-

labor, but it met with no response from the men and
was not therefore adopted, although in Europe
employers have often persisted in their profit-sharing-

and waited, until the actual payment of dividends at

the end of the year converted their employes. Mr,

S. A. Galpin, treasurer, writes :

"It might, perhaps, meet with a more cordial reception from our

men if again offered to them, because it is not improbable that their

feelings in regard to it were very materially influenced by the fact

that they had been for the preceding six months engaged in a

strike, which closed by their surrender within a few days after this

circular [of January 1, 1886,] was issued."

George H. Kingman.

Mr. George H. Kingman, a large shoe manufac-

turer at Brockton, has taken in his workmen as mem-
bers of his firm. He is said to make a written agree-
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ment with each workman by which the latter agrees

to contribute any stated sum he may think best to

the capital stock of the business. Upon this sum
Mr. Kingman agrees to pay a stated percentage per

year from the profits of the business, while person-

ally assuming all risk of possible loss. Any workman
may leave work on thirty days' notice, taking with

him the money invested in the business. The men
may belong to any labor organization, but being

members of the firm they are not to strike or be

locked out. Mr. Kingman writes: ''The workmen
agree that a fixed per cent, on what money they put

in shall represent their share of the profit. I also

have the right to employ or discharge whomsoever

I choose. The plan has worked perfectly thus far,

and I see no reason why it will not be satisfactory

to all concerned."

Profit-Sharing in the Gas Manufacture.

Mr. Eliot Tette, of 11 Walnut street, Boston, intro-

duced profit-sharing in the early part of 1886 among
the employes of several large gas corporations in

which he was interested. In a letter of October 18,

of that year, he thus describes his plan

:

" My general plan in regard to i^roiit-sharing in the companies

which I have charge of is to promise to the men a certain percent-

age on the semi-annual dividend, this percentage being divided

equally among the men. For instance, if the business of the com-

pany has been such for six months as to warrant a dividend of

3 per cent, I have divided among the men 3 per cent, on the total

amount of dividend paid to the stockholders. If through want of

•care on the part of the men accidents have happened, or there has

been waste of material or any other neglect through which the

amount of net earnings has been diminished (and with them the

dividend also) so that only 2^ or 2 per cent, can be paid, the men
get a sum of money equal to 2\ or 2 per cent, on the amount of the

dividend—and if for any cause it is necessary to pass a dividend
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the men get nothing. The plan has been appreciated by the men,
who show, I think, more than ordinary interest in the success of

the companies. I tliink well of the plan thus far, and propose to

extend its application to other corporations in which I am
interested."

It will be noticed that a three per cent, dividend on

a capital of ^20,000 would be $6,000, and three per

cent, of that only $180. It must be borne in mind,

however, that capital in the gaslight business

bears an unusually large ratio to labor. On being

asked if each man could expect to receive enough ot

the profits, under his mode of division, to be much
affected thereby, Mr. Tette replied: "If anybody
wants to carry out any plan of profit-sharing, he
must of course make the amount divided among the

employes sufficiently large to be acceptable to them.

This is what I have done, and the men have
expressed to me their gratitude and their apprecia-

tion of the plan."

Boston Herald.

January 1, 1887, the Boston Herald instituted

profit-sharing among their three hundred and twenty

employes, including compositors, reporters, editors,

counting-room, delivery and stereotype departments;

in fact every one except space writers, who are paid

by the piece for articles. Their circular is as follows:

TO THE HERALD'S EMPLOYES':

We beg to tender our New Year's greeting by stating to you a

purpose which we have had for some time under consideration, and
which we believe will be of interest to you.

We have decided to give our regular employes this year, as an
experiment, a portion of the net profits of the business, after we
have reserved a fair rate of interest on the capital invested.

The portion of the profits to be given to the employes will be

divided among those who shall have been in the regular employ of

the firm for the whole year, and they will share in proportion tO'
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wages received. The amount to be divided will depend upon the

financial results of the business, and we ask all our employes to

cooperate with us in making these results as favorable as possible.

AVe hope this experiment may l)e so successful that profit-sharing

may be adopted b\' us as a permanent policy.

In addition to this division of profits, we suggest that a Herald

Benefit Society be established, to which every employ^ shall con-

tribute a small sum each week, and to this sum we propose to con-

tribute a sum equal to the gross amount contributed by the em-

ployes.

The object of this society would be to provide a weekly allowance

during sickness or disability, a fixed amount to be paid to some per-

son designated in case of death, and possibly some form of pension

for those who for any proper cause are unable to continue their

work. AVe suggest that the details of the business and benefits of

this society be managed by an executive committee, which should

include representatives of the various departments of the business

and ourselves.

AVe request that one person may be designated by each depart-

ment to meet with us at an early day, for the purpose of discussing

and arranging the rules to govern this benefit fund.

AA''ith the compliments of the season, we remain.

Yours truly,

R." M. PULSIFER & CO.

Mr. Pulsifer writes January 17 : " The idea has

been received with pleasure by our men."

The idea of profit-sharing is rapidly gaining

ground in New England, and many manufacturers

are only waiting to see the results of present experi-

ments before adopting similar measures themselves.

It is stated that the Sperry Manufacturing Com-
pany of Ansonia, Conn., manufacturers of carriage

hardware, divided a share of their profits with their

employes at the last annual meeting.

As this goes to press news comes of the announce-

ment made January 15th, by Rice & Griffin, manufac-

turers of mouldings, sashes and blinds, to their

seventy-five employes, that in addition to regular

wages one-half of the net profits of the business^
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after reserving six per cent, interest on capital, will

be given at the end of the year to all employes who
have been in the business over six months of the

year, according to their wages for the year. As the

net earnings of the company have often been twelve

to fifteen per cent, on the capital, there is here

promise of a generous return to labor. As some one

remarks: " There is not likely to be any strike in the

Rice & Griffin Compahy this year."

Intimations are rife of still other experiments,

which really need be called experiments no longer.

Whether all admit the wisdom of profit-sharing or

not, this much can be said : With one or two excep-

tions, noteworthy chiefly as exceptions, not a failure

of the experiment can be found in this country or

Europe, and even in the two or three cases where for

reasons not wholly the fault of men the plan was
finally abandoned, there was no failure of the com-

pany that tried the plan. In other words, while

cooperation has risks incident to all business, indeed

has had greater risks in the past, though promising

better results in the future, profit-sharing, even if a

failure, brings no failure to the business, and has

every prospect of being a grand success directly from

both a material and moral point of view. The pro-

portion of profits to go to labor must vary with the

nature of the business, but the principle of giving

some part seems destined to a wide application in the

immediate future.
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X.

STATISTICAL TABLES.

The claim of exhaustiveness is not made for the

following tables. Some companies, probably, have

been overlooked. But the attempt has been made to

include all large cooperative companies and as many
smaller ones as possible. No company has been

included which does not give an equal vote to all

stockholders, without regard to the number of

shares owned by them:
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The trade reported by the thirty-three stores mak-
ing returns is $1,609,401- The twenty-five stores

giving returns also of capital reported a trade of

$1,508,401 on an aggregate capital of $118,466, that

is, capital was "turned over'' 12.7 times. Apply-

ing this ratio to the seven other stores that reported

their capital, amounting to $19,100, but not their

trade, and we may estimate their probable sales as

$242,570. If, now, w6 suppose twelve stores making-

no returns did an average business of $4,003 or

$48,036 in all, we find the entire trade of the fifty-

three stores to be $1,900,007 made up as follows

:

Trade of thirty-three stores reporting $1,609,401
Probable trade of eight others whose

capital is $19,100 . . . 242,570

Probable trade of twelve others . 48,036

$1,900,007

In view of stores necessarily overlooked in this

incomplete survey, and in view of the increase of

trade of the other stores since returns were received,

it is safe to estimate the entire business of coopera-

tive distribution in New England at $2,000,000.
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If we assume tliat the four companies from whom
no return of trade has been obtained average a busi-

ness of SlBjOOO, or a total of $52,000, and one, the

Cooperative Printing and Publishing Company of

Boston, probably did a business of over $20,000, the

entire business of the cooperative production in New
England in 1886 may be safely estimated thus:

$665,500—as per previous table, increased

ten per cent from 1885.

133,000—business reported above.
52,000—business estimated.

$850,500—total business of twenty companies

in 1886.

The present rate of business of these companies,

joined to what may be done in the companies just

organized, viz.: The K. of L. Coop. Elastic Fabric

Company of Chelsea; Scituate Coop. Shoe Company,
of Scituate, Mass.; Westboro Factory Association,

of Westboro; K. of L. Coop. Boot and Shoe Com-
pany, of Beverly, Mass., and the Brockton Coop. Boot

and Shoe Company, of Brockton, gives certain

promise of a business exceeding $1,000,000 in 1887«

Creameries.

The following creameries in Massachusetts were
doing business in 1886. They were not minutely

investigated, from lack of time and from the belief

that they were of less moment than other classes of

cooperative enterprises, although undoubtedly doing

a good work, and, as a whole, prospering in it.
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Name.

Springfiield Coop. Creamery..
Lowell Coop Milk Asso
Amherst Coop Creamery Asso.
Berkshire Creamery Coop Asso.
Conway Coop. Creamery Asso.
Cummington " " "

Egremont " " "

Hatfield " " Co...
Hinsdale " " Asso.
Rutland " "

Location.

Springfield, Mass..
Lowell,
Amherst,
Sandisfield,
Conway,
Cummington,
Egremont,
Hatfield,
Hinsdale,
Rutland,

Capital.

Aggregate—10 Companies.

$22,000
25,000
2,700
1,400
3,500
2,500

3,500
1,500
4,000
2,000

$68,100

Value
of a

Share.

$20 00
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PREFACE.

The following essay is a revision, and an extension,

of a paper read before "The Constitution Club" and
"The Institute of Social Science,'" both of the City of

New York, and published by the first-mentioned

society under the title, "Principles that Should Con-
trol the Interference of the State in Industries."* Its

appearance in its present form is due to the fact that
more applications have been made for the original

address than could be supplied, and this was inter-

preted as an expression of interest in the topic. It

is of course impossible to treat at all adequately so

important a subject as "The Relation of the State to

Industrial Action"' in a single monograph. Still no
serious misunderstanding is apprehended, except
possibly in connection with the explanation of preva-
lent corruption in municipal administration: and
upon this point it may be well to say, that the pur-

pose of this essay is not so much to expound a final

theory respecting the evils of local government, as to

leave the impression that the problem of local gov-
ernment is but a subordinate part of the great social

problem.
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"The greatest part of mankind may be divided into two
classes; that of shallow thinkers, who fall short of the truth, and
that of abstruse thinkers, who go beyond it. The latter class are

by far the most uncommon; and I may add, by far the most use-

ful and valuable. They suggest hints, at least, and start difficul-

ties, which they want, perhaps, skill to pursue; but which may
produce very fine discoveries, when handled bj- men who have a

more just way of thinking. At worst, what they say is uncom-
mon ; and if it should cause some pains to comprehend it, one
has, however, the pleasure of hearing something that is new. An
author is little to be valued, who tells us nothing but what we
can learn from everj- coffee-house conversation."—Dar/d Hume.



RELATION OF THE STATE

TO

INDUSTRIAL ACTION.

Introduction.

Ill his latest contribution to the discussion of social

topics, Mr. Spencer has collated, for the benefit of

his readers, a long list of acts passed by Parliament

pertaining- to industrial affairs. These enactments

he regards as an invasion of the domain of personal

liberty, because an encroachment upon the "regime

of contract.** He conceives it as beyond question

that "government is begotten of aggression and by
aggression," and for that reason deprecates the will-

ingness on the part of legislators to pass laws regu-i

lating the processes of production, or extending thej

administrative duties of the state. His idea seems

to be that the most perfect society Avhich it is possi-

ble to realize under given conditions, must emerge
from the struggle for individual existence under
" voluntary cooperation.'' All this, as is well known,
is the doctrine of laissez-faire, presented it is true,

in a clear and powerful manner, yet presented with-

out modification or apology. That Mr. Spencer would
not dissent from such an interpretation of his four

articles, published under the title of ''The Man
versus the State," is shown by the severity of the
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implied censure which he visits upon the Cobden

Club, for having awarded its prize in 1880 to an

essay which declared, that "the truth of free trade

is clouded over by the laissez-faire falacy."

These articles by Mr. Spencer are most interesting

and instructive, and much which they contain seems

to me to be true. Ignorant legislation is certainly

criminal legislation. ^ Laws which rest upon the

assumption that government is in loco parentis to its

subjects, will never witness the development of a

people of manly and independent intelligence. The
homely maxim that every tub must stand on its own
bottom, as also the more ambitious one that every

man is the center of his own universe, suggests

sound social truths which legislators cannot afford to

disregard. "The intrusion of family ethics into the

ethics of the state," by which philanthrophy becomes

compulsory and misfortune establishes a claim, is

illogical to say the least, and will probably result in

harm.- Nor is anyone more ready to admit than

myself, that laws which purpose to supplement the

income of laborers by state aid, will surely result in

the decrease of wages, a conclusion which is amply

supported by the history of the English poor-laws

during the last century.-^ And especially pertinent

does it appear to me to accept the ultimate effects

rather than the immediate results of legislation as

the final test of its wisdom, for it is a truth too

often forgotten that laws make up the artificial

environment to which society in its development

must conform.^

'The Man versus the State, p. 47.

*Idem, p. 66.

'Idem, p. 22.

*Idem, p. 23-24.
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And yet, notwithstanding the many truths con-

tained in this interesting discussion, its main conclu-

sions are regarded as untenable by many whose

intellectual discernment is at least respectable. It is

by no means universally admitted, even among the

studious, that the power of government, which prop-

erly interpreted is but the authoritative expression

of the will of society, should be more sparingly used

as society becomes more complex ; nor does it pass

without question that the best possible results will

in all cases follow <' voluntary cooperation" under

the ''regime of contract." Indeed there are many
men who presume to think a higher code of morality

may be realized in business affairs than is imposed

by the unregulated workings of the law of supply

and demand. Such claims as these are, of course, a

distinct denial of the finality of Mr. Spencer's phil-

osophy of social relations, and consequently of the

completeness of the analysis upon which it rests.

But it is not my purpose to enter upon a critical

analysis of this philosophy. Such a task should cer-

tainly have been begun with a frank acknowledge-

ment of the indebtedness of the world to the author

of this system. The attention of the reader has

been drawn to these latest expressions of Mr. Spencer

merely for the purpose of showing that, in the mind

of the great English philosopher at least, the question

of the relation of government to industries is a ques-

tion of great practical importance. Indeed, its bear-

ing upon current affairs is so direct, that all men of

thought desire not only to have an opinion, but a

reason for their opinion.

Yet it seems hardly necessary to resort to such a

measure for the purpose of emphasizing the impor-

2
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tance of the theme treated in this essay ; for, in the

entire range of social and political problems, there

are but few which do not, either directly or indi-

rectly, touch upon the power and ability of the gov-

ernment to control industrial action. The railroad

problem, for example, has in this country passed

beyond the stage at which the right of legal control

is contested. That point was settled by the inter-

pretation of the courts on the "granger laws," and

the only question which at present remains has to do

with the manner in which the needed control may
be successfully exercised. Education is now quite

generally regarded as a proper object for the care of

government, and its support as a proper source

of public expenditure. It is true that the same
phase of this problem is not presented to all people.

The English are inquiring how to establish sec-

ondary education to the best advantage, the people

of this country, on the other hand, having deter-

mined upon the general principles according to

which that grade of education should be managed,

are turning their attention to technical education,

but in neither case is there serious objection to the

appropriation of public moneys for such purposes.

Or to speak of social problems and labor agitations,

we find the sentiment of the great majority of peo-

ple whose lives are touched by these questions to be

largely colored by the thought that somehow gov-

ernmental agencies are to cure the evils of which

complaint is so justly made. Consider for a moment
the varied and extensive demands which self-ap-

pointed representatives of the laborer's interests

make upon government. The government is to build

houses for men; the government is to strike bargains
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for men; the government is to make play for men; the

government is to find work for men; indeed, all that

men want done, or think they want done, they want,

or think they want, the government to do. And it

would but strengthen the impression thus gained

were we to consider with care the systematic plans of

state socialists for revolutionizing industrial affairs.

How may we properly regard such a tendency in

public thought ? It will add somewhat to my sense

of intellectual liberty in making reply to this ques-

tion, though it may perhaps be unnecessary, if I say,

that the opinions expressed throughout this essay

are personal opinions, and should not be regarded

as representative in character. A new school of

thought must of necessity present a less solid front

than an established school. Speaking then for my-
self, I may say, that I sympathize most profoundly ~~^

with the apprehension expressed by Mr. Spencer in

his doleful articles. It is certainly true that much
of current legislation enfolds within itself the seeds I

of a -'coming slavery," and that the confidence re-

posed by unthinking men in the agencies of govern-

ment springs from the natural optimism of the

human mind, rather than from a careful analysis of

what the government is. But our escape from the

pernicious consequences of such a tendency will not

be found in the continued proclamation of a nega-

tive philosophy. The only scholarly course lies in

subjecting social and industrial relations to a deeper

analysis than is presented by those who submit super-

ficial plans of reform. Or, again, it may even be ad-

mitted that government is a weak and inefficient

thing, obedient to the nod and beck of private inter-

ests. But it does not follow from such an admission
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that a wise man will knowingly render government

yet weaker, or more corrupt and more inefficient, by

continuing to preach the illogical doctrine of laissez-

faire. It is at the instance of such suggestions as

these that my own thought parts company with the

trend of opinion which passes under the name of

English economy.

The facts in the case are these: There is at the

I

present time a growing clamor for more government.

and, with manhood suffrage, such a clamor will

surely secure that which it demands. But govern-

ment is not a simple or a homogeneous thing. The
extension of its functions may mean the extension of

any of the three departments into which its powers

are necessarily divided, namely: the judicial, the ad-

ministrative, or the legislative department; or it may
result in changing the balance of the powers distrib-

uted between the various grades of authority : the

Federal government, the State government, and the

minor civil divisions. It seems, then, there are sev-

eral ways in which this demand for more govern-

erment may be supplied, and in view of the fact that

the social workings of public authority are very dif-

ferent according to the nature of the authority, or

the center from which it is exercised, and in view of

the further fact that the preaching of a philosophy of

negations is powerless to quiet the clamor to which

existing social evils has given rise, it seems but com-

mon sense for men of mental discernment to seek to

/ direct the extension of public authority. This is

equivalent to saying that the subject of this essay is

pertinent to the times.

This same thought may be presented in another

and perhaps a clearer light. It is fact which politi-
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cians visit with reproach upon economists, that men
who received their education previous to 1860, and
who came from college believing in free commercial

intercourse as in a new gospel, have, with their ma-

turer years, felt obliged to confess the optimism of

their youth to have been a mistake. But in reality

tliere is nothing remarkable in such a fact when it is

remembered that the free trade of that day was but

a logical conclusion from the dim and uncertain

premises of Bastiat and the Manchester school of

economists. For it w^as found by these men, in the

actual management of business affairs, that the pre-

mises which as students they had accepted were not

of universal application. It was observed, for exam-
ple, that the tyranny of corporations, which grew nat-

urally from conditions of "industrial freedom," was
as grievous as any tyranny ever established by gov-

ernment agency. In this respect, at least, the the-

ory "that Liberty is the fairest of social Harmonies"
did not work as their professors had promised. Since,

however, political economy had been pursued by them
as a mixture of logic and philosophy, rather than as

a phase of social development, they did not possess

that habit of mind which easily discriminates in the

application of principles. It followed as a matter of

course that they abandoned free trade. Such is be-

lieved to be the mental history of many men of influ-

ence in the United States.

But such a surrender of the doctrine of free-trade,

though serious enough in itself, is of slight import-

ance when compared with the tendency of which it

is a specific illustration. The most unfortunate con-

sequence of so vicious a method of education in eco-

nomics is found in the fact that the collapse of faith
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fin the sufficiency of the philosophy of laissez-faire,

has left the present generation without principles

adequate for the guidance of public affairs. We
are now passing through a period of interregnum in

the authoritative control of economic and govern-

mental principles. This is indeed cause for grave

solicitude, for never were there more difficult prob-

lems demanding solution than at the present time,

and never were men, so poorly equipped for the ac-

complishment of such a task as are those upon whom
these questions are being forced. Herein lies the

especial j)ertinency of the topic considered in this

essay. Principles of action we must have, for noth-

ing is so mischievous as the attempted solution of

great questions on the basis of immediate interests

alone. An erroneous principle, indeed, is better than

no principle at all, for it can at least secure some
degree of harmony in social affairs. The problem

may be stated in a word, as follows: The authority

of English economy is shattered beyond recovery;

1 can a truer system of economic thought gain control

over the American mind?

Analysis of the Doctrine of Laissez-Faire.

It is impossible, in any discussion upon the proper

extent and nature of state functions, to evade the

necessity of granting the doctrine of laissez-faire a

rehearing. No doctrine could have gained such a

respectable following except it contained some truth,

and it is wise to search for that truth. But of more

importance than this, it is against the assumptions of

this doctrine that the theory of extended state func-

"7 tions is urged, and for that reason it is natural to
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expect its analysis will suggest some rules for direct-

ing the action of government. That system of

thought known as laissez-faire has been termed

vague, elusive and indefinite; but such expressions

are quite incorect. Indeed, its great influence over

the minds of men is largely due to the compactness!

with which it may be presented, and to the logical

form of which its statement is capable. "When
those who have been called the laissez-faire school

have attempted any definite limitation of the prov-

ince of government," says Mr. Mill, "they have

usually restricted it to the protection of person and
property against force and fraud. "^ From this it

appears that, in speaking of the claims of laissez-

faire, we are dealing with a rule laid down for the

control of all matters of government, and have to do

with "permanent and universal principles of human
nature," only so far as we undertake to explain the

basis upon which it is conceived to rest.

But this rule which places the government outside

all positive direction in industrial affairs may be held

in either of two ways. It may be accepted as a

premise of universal application to which all legisla-

tion must conform, or it may be regarded merely as

a maxim, though a maxim with presumption always

in its favor. It need hardly be remarked that Bas-

tiat, who mistakes satire for argument, and whose
easy writing has been frequently accepted for clear

thinking, stands as the representative of this first

theory of interpretation. He does not carry his

analysis far enough to distinguish between competi-

tion as a principal of action, and laissez-faire as a

•dogma for the guidance of government ; but defin-

'Principles of Political Economy, Book Y, ch. 11, sec. 1.
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ing competition as freedom from restraint, and free-

dom from restraint as liberty, he conceives all the

complicated questions of society to have been asked

and answered when he exclaims: "Who so base as to

be a slave I" It is such reasoning as this, reasoning

which confuses the student by confounding realities

with fancies, that is in large degree responsible for

the ineffectiveness of economic teachings.

It does not, however,' seem necessary to dwell long

upon the extreme statement of the dogma of laissez-

faire. Practical men have expressed a decided

unwillingness to accept a premise which precludes

the possibility of discussing many problems of cur-

rent interest. They desire to decide according to

observed results, rather than on the basis of an

assumed premise which admits of one conclusion

only. Nor would it be right to say that all econo-

mists, who are properly regarded as members of the

English school, maintain the doctrine of non-inter-

ference in its extreme form. Thus Mr. Mill follows

the statement of his definition, which I have given

above, with the remark that it presents a rule to

which strict adherence is impossible, for " it excludes

some of the most indispensable and unanimously

recognized functions of government ;
" but when he

proceeds to mention these exceptions, he does not go

very far beyond the simple rule laid down. Profes-

sor Cairnes, also, after a critical analysis, concludes

that the doctrine of laissez-faire establishes no rule

of scientific pretensions, although in his opinion it is

one to which governments should in the main con-

form. It seems to have been the purpose of Profes-

sor Cairnes, as shown in his writings, to turn the

current of economic thought back to Ricardo, and,
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avoiding certain mistakes which he believed others

to have made, to develop from the Ricardian doc-

trines a more consistent and truer line of thought.

It is for this reason that his views upon the scientific

pretension of laissez-faire are of much importance.

In proceeding to argue this point, he says:

" I must ask you in the first place to note what this doctrine of

laissez-faire, if it is to be taken as a scientific principle, really

means. The implied assertion, as I understand it, is this : that,

taking human beings as they are, in the actual state of moral and

intellectual development they have reached ; taking account of the

physical conditions with which they are surrounded in the workU

lastly, accepting the institution of private property as understood

and maintained in most modern states—the promptings of self- ^
interest will lead individuals, in all that range of their conduct '

which has to do Mith their material well-being, spontaneously to- \

follow that course which is most for their own good and for the

good of all. Such is the assertion with which we have now to deal,

and you will see at once that it involves the two following assump-

tions : first, that the interest of human beings are fundamentally ',

the same—that which is most for my interest is also most for the ,

interest of other people ; and secondly, that individuals know their i

interests in the sense in which they are coincident with the inter-
J

ests of others, and that, in the absence of coersion, they will, in

this sense, follow them."^

This is without doubt a fair statement of the ques-

tion at issue. If these two propositions are capable

of substantial proof, there is no escape from the

practical conclusion that society will realize the best :

of possible results from the unregulated freedom of

individual action ; but if. on the other hand, either

of these propositions are found to be in error, we
must abandon at least the universality of the rule of

non-interference as a premise of public legislation.

It may perhaps be admitted that fundamentally,

and in the long run of two or three generations, the-

interests of all members of society are the same ;. \

•

^Essays in Political Economy, p. 244.
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although, as Professor Cairnes himself remarks, this

should not be confounded with the statement that

class interests are identical. It is true that society

is organic and not mechanical, and that each part

suffers with the refusal or inability of any other

part to perform its ordinary functions. This thought

is readily admitted by even the most extreme of

socialists and is made by them the apology for much
which they advocate ' in favor of extending the

duties of the state.

But the second proposition cannot be admitted as

of universal application. It is not true that, w^hen a

man advances his own interests or what he believes

to be his own interests, he thereby necessarily

advances the interests of society. This may be the

case and again it may not. It seems hardly neces-

sary to illustrate at length a fact which finds contin-

ual proof in the ordinary experiences of men's lives.

The entire railroad history of this country, as of

every country which has endeavored to realize in

construction and management the doctrine of re-

stricted governmental control, serves to illustrate

how false is such a claim. The interests of con-

struction companies, for example, have led to the

creation of twice as much railroad property in the

United States as the needs of the country require.

This is a misapplication of capital, a misdirection of

industrial energy, and can have no other result than

to obstruct healthful growth. Yet the construction

companies have made it pay. Or, if we turn to con-

sider the management of such railroad lines as are

now built, we see that this excess of railroad prop-

erty necessitates the adoption of false principles for

adjusting tariffs. The management of the grain ele-
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vators at Buffalo is railroad management in minia-

ture. As stated by a special committee of the As-

sembly of New York in 1880, there were at Buffalo

thirty-four elevators, of which twelve only were

needed to do the work of elevating. "It makes no

difference," says the report, "what elevator does the

work, all get their respective shares of the money
earned. One of these has not been used in twenty

years, and many of them, according to the testimony,

were built for the sole purpose of coming into and

receiving a share in the pool."'

The same principle that useless property must be

paid for, is found in the management of smaller cir-

cles of industry. The Wall-paper Association pays

to the owner of a paper-mill on Long Island the sum
of §25,000 a year for not running a mill. It is said,

though for this I only have newspaper authority,

that Mr. Chamberlain, the English statesman, re-

ceives payment each year for not sending screws to

this country. Or if we turn our attention to work-

ingmen's unions, we find that they administer the

apprentice rules in such a manner as to tend to estab-

lish within their order an aristocracy of labor, thus

decreasing product and in consequence the fund from

which all labor must be paid. These illustrations

were brought to our notice, not for the purpose

of leading to a discussion of the policy of pooling,

but rather to enforce the truth that there exists a

necessary antagonism between the actions of men
when directed by personal motives, and their action

when made to conform to the social interests. Even

Bastiat recognized the "anti-social" interest of the

' Report of the Special Committee on Railroads. Albany, N. Y.,

1880, p. 15.
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producer, and for that reason took the interest of the

consumer as the true test of right action.^
*

But I cannot think this the most satisfactory man-
ner of exposing the fundamental error in the philos-

ophy of laissez-faire. It was said above that the

strength of this doctrine lay in the simplicity of its

statement, and in the logical form of which its argu-

ment is capable ; but a careful student, so far from

being deceived by this, will rather be assisted in de-

tecting any mistake with Avhich the argument is

chargable. Tt is evident that the second of the propo-

sitions accepted from Professor Cairnes, is the minor

premise of a syllogism of which the first proposition

serves as a major. The formal statement then of

this syllogism would be as follows :

Major premise.—All human interests are the same.

Minor premise.—Each man knows his own inter-

est, and if left to himself, will follow it.

Conclusion.—The best possible form of social rela-

tions will emerge from the unrestricted play of indus-

trial freedom.

We need not trouble ourselves to criticise the word-

ing of this conclusion, or to inquire what is intended

by the expression "industrial freedom," for the

argument has gone astray before the conclusion is

reached. Indeed, it disregards the most elementary

of the rules of logic, for the words used do not bear

the same meaning in all parts of syllogism. Thus
the major premise contemplates the fundamental or

the ultimate interests of men, while in the minor

premise it is the immediate interests that are brought

to view. But it is a fact with which men are pain-

fully familiar, that even in their personal affairs,

'Sophism of the Protective Policy, Lieber edition, p. 28.
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they are prone to sacrifice their ultimate interests for

their immediate pleasure, and that the motives which
control their actions are strong in a ratio inversely to

the remoteness of the pleasure to be gained or the

pain to be warded off. How then can it be reasona-

bly concluded that the social interest, which is

usually the remote interest of the individual, will be

in the highest degree served by granting unobstructed

play of industrial freedom? There must be, for

organisms of an advanced development, a higher law
than the law of personal struggle for individual

existence.

Or, to proceed a step further in the direction which
this criticism points out, the interests which control

individual action are frequently speculative interests,

while the idea of speculation is foreign to the most
simple conception of society. By the word specula-

tion is to be understood any transaction which per-

mits a man to make a personal gain at the expense

of his fellow-men. A gambler, whose earnings are

balanced by the losses of those with whom he plays,

belongs to the large army of speculators. The hold-

ing of real estate for a rise in value is speculation.

When a merchant charges more for goods than is

adequate to cover a fair return for his labor and risk

in buying and arranging them for sale, he too

becomes a speculator. Or should the force of com-
petition compel him to sell goods at a loss, the spec-

ulative character of the transaction is not changed
because his customers happen to be the gainers. In

short, speculation consists in the endeavor to gain

possession of more value than one creates, and the

familiar adage that ''speculation is the life of trade"

shows that men have come to regard this purpose as
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a legitimate motive for personal conduct. But society

recognizes no such interest. Society is a unity and

permits of no comparative estimates. Its gains are

creations of values, its losses destructions of values.

How then is it possible to say that a syllogism which

confounds two such diverse things as an absolute

I
interest and a relative interest can lead to truth ?

This is not exactly the manner in which Professor

Cairnes presents the subject, but it is in harmony
with the conclusion which he formulates. *' There

is no security," he says, "that the economic phe-

nomena of society, as at present constituted, will

always arrange themselves spontaneously in the way
which is most for the common good. In other

words, laissez-faire falls to the ground as a scientific

doctrine." But two things are to be noticed with

\ regard to the views of Professor Cairnes. First, he

does not accept the opposing doctrine of paternal

government, but holds himself at liberty to consider

every question on its own merit; second, he does

^,not appear to perceive the necessity of formulating

another principle for the control of social and indus-

trial development, which may take the place of the

one whose authority he has overthrown.

"Let us be careful," says lie, "not to overstep the limits of our

argument. It is one thing to repudiate the scientific authority of

laissez-faire, freedom of contract, and so forth; it is a totally dif-

ferent thing to set up the opposite princij^le of state control, the

doctrine of paternal government. For my part I accept neither the

one doctrine nor the other; and, as a practical rule, I hold laissez-

faire to be incomparably the safer guide. Only let us remember
that it is a practical rule, and not a doctrine of science; a rule in

the main sound, but like most other sound practical rules, liable to

numerous exceptions; above all, a rule which must never be
allowed to stand in the way of a candid consideration of any

promising proposal of social or industrial reform.'"

'Essays in Political Economy, p. 251.
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It is certainly granting English economy a most

favorable interpretation to accept Professor Cairnes

as its spokesman in this matter, and it is by no

means certain that all its advocates would admit his

representative character. Some economists, indeed,

yet live who maintain, with heroic devotion, the phil-

osophy of negative action, while others, who may not,

perhaps, sympathize with the extreme statement of

the theory of individualism, would nevertheless object

to the language in which its modification is here

presented. And it must be admitted that a great

deal depends upon the manner in which one's views

are expressed. The concessions granted by Mr.

Mill, for example, amount to little when we notice

how strictly he guards his exceptions to the rule,

that the state should not interfere with industrial

action. "Laissez-faire,^^ he says, "should be the

general practice; every departure from it, unless re-

quired by some great good, is a certain evil." But

we need not trouble ourselves with the varying

views of important economists, for it will do no

violence to the gener9,l trend of opinion to proceed

upon the assumption that the doctrine of non-inter-

ference is now held as a maxim and not as a principle

of scientific pretentions. Or to adopt the familiar ^

phrase of those who advocate the modified form of

laissez-faire, there is in all cases a strong presump-

tion against state action, and in favor of what Mr. 1
Spencer calls "the regime of contract."

We have now arrived at the critical point in our

analysis. Is this view of the case tenable ? May we C.

rest satisfied with accepting the presumption against

state activity as a sufficient guide for constructive

work in economics? It will probably be conceded
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that this modification of the old doctrine is an ad-

vance upon the opinion which held the dogma of

non-interference to be identical with the principle

of individual libert}'. and which assumed reasons for

the latter to be arguments for the former. But the

economist desires to go one step farther. The im-

portant question with him is the following: Has
Professor Cairnes restored to political economy its

old-time authority by admitting possible exceptions

to the premise on which it is built, or has he only

succeeded in marring its synmietry and destroying its

logical form ? It must certainly go hard with those

who. educated in scientific methods, are thus left

with a system of thought on their hands, from which

the scientific pretension of its fundamental principle

-of human relations has been taken away. This

amendment to the old doctrine has reduced English

Economy from the dignity of a science based on a

principle to a philosophy based on a maxim.
And yet they who advocate the modified form of

laissez-faire make a great parade of its authority,

and urge that the old economy Jias not been radically

changed by admitting the modification. It is to me
indeed strange how a logical mind could have arrived

at such a conclusion, and the only interpretation of

which this seems capable is, that they who maintain it

can never have fully appreciated the grand simplicity

and symmetry of the old doctrines at the time when
they swayed the minds of men. There was behind

the Physiocrats, for example, an irresistable power
when they appealed from the artificial arrangements

of the eighteenth century to the authority of the law
of nature. It is true there was no real thing corres-

ponding to their conception of a law of nature, but
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they did not commit the strategic blunder of carry-

ing through a line of argument on the assumption of

its existence, and then proceed to classify the condi-

tions under which society could safely disregard its

demands. They did not say "there is a strong pre-

sumption " in favor of obeying nature ; or that <' it is

a sound maxim" to obey nature; or that "it should

be the general practice " to obey nature. Had they

proceeded in this manner they would never have

gained influence over the minds of men, for this

would have been an admission that common sense is

superior to a scientific principle. Yet this is the

unfortunate position into which Professor Cairnes,

by his trenchant analysis of the scientific claims of

laissez-faire, has brought English economy. In its

present condition it is a system of thought whose

formal arguments are quite in harmony with the /

assumption that there exists a premise of action of

scientific pretensions, but the life and force is taken

from these arguments by the denial of such a pre-

mise.

The truth then, with regard to the modernized

statement of English economy, as compared with its

original presentation, is this: In its original form it

w^as conclusive as an argument though based upon

an erroneous premise; in its modernized form the

error of its premise has been corrected, but its con-

clusiveness as an argument has thereby been de-

stroyed. It is for such a reason that I cannot regard

the modifications suggested by Professor Cairnes as

satisfactory. I can understand Mr. Spencer, for he

is logical and consistent throughout. I can even

understand Professor Sumner, and take pleasure in

reading his sweeping generalizations. But I cannot
• 3
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understand the habit of mind which rests satisfied

,
with a philosophy of social or industrial relations not

founded on principles, for such a position is wholly

unscientific. It is a common complaint of men
trained in the schools that practical men disdain

theories. But certainly these economists of the

modern English school cannot justly utter such com-
plaint; for the practical men who deify their com-
mon sense, and who boast of judging every question

on its own merits, follow to the letter the line of

reasoning which the latest books lay down. Eng-

C lish economy lost its authority because it aban-

doned principles and took to presumptions. It can

never regain its authority until it returns to prin-

ciples, though these must be broad enough and deep

enough to comprehend all the various phases of

activity in industrial society. This is the problem

for the "new economy," and nothing but its solu-

tion can warrant the claim that a new economy has

been born.i

My readers need not be at all solicitous lest the

views here expressed should disparage the influence

of the presumption against the interference of the

state in industrial affairs. The truth underlying the

modified form of the doctrine of laissez-faire is unim-

paired by the collapse of the elaborate argument
upon which it was believed to rest. And what is

'I may perhaps be permitted to say in a note, though it would be

out of place in the text, that I cannot regard history as adequate to

take the i)lace of the principle of individualism which has been

forced to abdicate its seat of authority. History is admirable as

a tool, but can never perform the functions of a principle in a

system of thought. It seems to me that the problem in hand is

much more difficult than many students are willing to admit. It is

nothing less than the formulation of a sociology into which the

science of industrial society may find its proper chapter.
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that truth? Should we follow in our analysis far

enough we would perceive it to be nothing but the

statement of a common sense rule of conduct, viz.:

that it is wise to be conservative. Any institution

or custom capable of maintaining itself rightly

claims presumption in its own favor as against an

untried plan, however plausible. This truth, then,

is the expression of the instinct of conservatism so

strongly developed in the English and American

character. At the present time the rule happens to

hit those economists who propose to extend the func-

tions of government, for the established thing, so far

as domestic affairs at least are concerned, is individ-

ual and not governmental control. But this coinci-

dence is an historical accident. The presumption

would be against the extension of individual control

if the state were in possession of the field. It is this

fact, this accidental coincidence between the judg-

ments which spring from natural conservatism and
the presumption against extending the duties of the

state, which deceives men, and brings them to think

that the modified form of laissez-faire yet bears

with it an authority. Its authority is nothing more
"than the authority which always rests with an estab-

lished fact.

In the foregoing analysis I have endeavored to

establish two conclusions. First, that the doctrine

of laissez-faire cannot lay claim to scientific pre-

tensions Second, that the abandonment of its scien-

tific pretension destroyed whatever authority Eng-

lish economy ever had as a guide for constructive

economics, except so far as it is an accidental expres-

sion of the instinct of conservatism. My further

analysis proceeds upon the assumption that the

\
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reader is willing to grant these conclusions to have

been established. It is quite natural that men who
arrive at this point in their study of social relations,

should turn eagerly for relief to those writers who
first pointed out the error of the old system ; a fact

that may, perhaps, explain the readiness with which
so many American economists have accepted the

teachings of German investigators. The rule for sep-

arating the duties of |;he state from those of the indi-

vidual, as laid down by German writers, is quite dif-

ferent from the one we have thus far considered;

indeed it is the re-statement of the English rule with a

reversal of its terms. In all cases of doubt, it is dis-

tinctly German to say that presumption lies with the

state and against the individual. It would of course

be incorrect to say that all writers hold to this rule,

for, as in England there are many who are not English

economists, so in Germany there are some who do

not regard the state as the final thing in social analy-

sis. But it is nevertheless true that the views just

expressed are characteristic of German economic

philosophy and fairly realized in German polity.

It is not my purpose to consider this rule at length.

So far as it rests upon analysis it proceeds from the

assumption that some industries are from their nature

<' sovereign in character.'' Thus all businesses per-

taining to transportation, as railroads, expressage,

telegraphy, postal service, and the like, pertain nat-

urally to the state. These are the nerves and arte-

ries of the body politic, and should be directed from

a common center. It is indeed a little ludicrous to

notice the almost superstitious reverence with which

a certain class of German writers trace out the anal-

ogy existing between the social organism and physi-
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cal organisms. But the more rational thought seems

to be that the government may properly take the

initiative and control in all forms of business which

possess what is termed "the collective interest," and
since so many businesses are observed to fall into

this class, German writers have cut the matter short

by saying that presumption lies with the state, and by
throwing upon individuals the burden of proof. This

contrast betAveen the trend of the English and the

German mind bears for Americans a deep signifi-

cance. We have already discovered that the doc-

trine of laissez-faire, since it has passed through the

hands of Professor Cairnes, amounts to nothing more
than a declaration in favor of the wisdom of conserv-

atism. We may now perceive that the rule which
the German investigators adopt is also a declaration

in favor of conservatism. Each people has estab-

lished its practical presumption in favor of the state

of affairs with which it is familiar. In England,

where the philosophy of individualism permeates all

thought, the presumption is in favor of private enter-

prise ; in Germany, where the state is the center of

all interests, the presumption lies in the opposite

direction. Yet the mental characteristic which leads

to these diverse conclusions is the same for both

peoples. Is it not, then, clear that the philosophers

of both schools condemn by their example any blind

subservience to what they teach ? And is it not absurd

for American economists to array themselves in oppo-

sing schools as advocates of what is English or what
is German ? I am not arguing for obstinacy but for

independence. The American people certainly have
much that is common to both of the great peoples

mentioned, but they have also much that is peculiar

\
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to themselves. Their history, though rooted in the

past, is yet of their own making ; their nationality is

colored by the diverse sources from which their citi-

zens are drawn ; their physical surroundings have

been such as to intensify a spirit of self-dependence

:

does it not then follow that they must build out of

such material as they have at hand ? Certainly no

set of men should be so ready to maintain intellec-

tual independence, "in the domain of constructive

economics, as they who, at the great universities of

Germany, have learned how to read the true les-

sons from history.

It will be impossible to proceed farther without

giving direct expression to my own opinions. Neither

X. of the views respecting the relation of the state and
^ industries which we have considered can be regarded

as satisfactory, or as resting upon adequate views of

the nature of society. There is no overpow^ering pre-

sumption in either direction, and to admit of one is

to cover up the point at issue. It is true there is a

sense in which the state stands opposed to the indi-

vidual, but we cannot expect to discover a guiding

principle for public control so long as our analysis

proceeds upon such an hypothesis. The fundamen-

tal error of English political philosophy lies in re-

garding the state as a necessary evil: the fundamen-

tal error of German political philosophy lies in its con-

ception of the state as an organism complete within

itself. Neither the one nor the other of these views

. is correct. Sosd^ij is the organic entity about which

I
all our reasoning should center. Both state action

I and the industrial activity of individuals are func-

» tions of the complete social organism. The state is

not made out of the chips and blocks left over after
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framing- industrial society, nor does industrial society

serve its full purpose in furnishing a means of exist-

ence for the poor unfortunates who are thrust out of

the civil or the military service. Society, as a liv-

ing and growing organism, is the ultimate thing

disclosed by an analysis of human relations; and

because this is true it is not right to speak of a pre-

sumption in favor of individual initiative or of state

control, as though these stood like contestants op-

posed to each other. It is not proper to consider in-

dividual activity as supplementary to state powers,

or to look upon the functions of the state as supple-

mentary to personal activity. It is futile to expect

sound principles for the guidance of intricate legisla-

tion so long as we over-estimate either public or pri-

vate duties; the true principle must recognize society

as a unity, subject only to the laws of its own devel-

opment.

Principles that Should Control Industrial

Legislation.

There are two classes of thinkers with whom I

have not the fullest intellectual sympathy; the one

comprises those who rest satisfied with criticism, the

other those whose critical analysis leads only to ex-

hortation. Though each is useful in its way, neither

renders to society the highest service of which schol-

arship is capable. For the end of criticism is con-

struction, and its service should be to point out the

way in which men may avoid the recurrence of mis-

takes disclosed. Applying this thought to the sub-

ject in hand, it now becomes our difficult task to

search for those principles to which industrial legis-

lation should conform, for there can be no greater
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misfortune than this, that legislation should proceed

blindly, controlled only by what practical men call

expediency.

Much of the confusion that now surrounds the

question of the appropriate duties of government, so

far as the people in this country are concerned, is

due to the failure to distinguish between laissez-

faire as a dogma and free competition as a principle.

The former, as we have seen, is a rule or maxim
intended for the guidance of public administration

;

the latter is a convenient expression for bringing to

mind certain conditions of industrial society. Thus

when one speaks of the benefits of free competition,

one means the benefits conferred by industrial free-

dom. And when one argues for free competition,

one is called upon to show that the best possible

results may be expected for society, as a whole, and

for each member of it, when labor is free and inde-

pendent, when the right to acquire and enjoy prop-

erty is guaranteed, when contracts are defended,

and when every man is obliged to stand on his own
legs, enjoying to the full the fruits of his own labor

and suffering to the full the barren harvest of idle-

ness. It seems that there should be no reasonable

doubt respecting the benefits that must flow from

such an organization of society, and I for one have

no quarrel with those who urge its realization as a

worthy object of endeavor. But I do take serious

issue (and this is the important point to be observed),

with those who hold that the rule of laissezfaire

indicates the way by means of which such a state of

affairs may be established and maintained. The
claim that laborers should be free and independent

is readily admitted, but at the same time it is denied
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that the language of public law, which makes all

men equal before it, is a guarantee of freedom and

independence ; the right to acquire property is

heartily endorsed, but it is also urged that property

should not be acquired in such a manner, or to such a

degree, as to defeat the purpose for which the right

was granted ; the necessity of maintaining contracts

is conceded, but it must not be forgotten that the

liberty of contract is a mere corollary of personal

liberty. It cannot then be said that they who deny

the sufficiency of the dogma of laissez-faire do so

because they fail to appreciate the advantages of

competitive action. It is true that some are open ta

this charge, but, on the other hand, many who

believe the theory of individualism no longer appli-

cable to modern relations, are quite willing to recog-

nize competition as a beneficient social principal.

They do, however, say that the benefits of this prin-

cipal can never be realized through the uncontrolled

play of private interests, carried on in harmony with

existing property right.

It is unfortunate, though it is a natural conse-

quence of the proneness in human nature to establish

parties, that discussion upon this question has led to

the formation of opposing schools of thought. Indi-

vidualists and socialists maintain extremes of opinion ^
respecting the nature and working of competition.

^

The former hold it to be necessarily a benevolent

principle ; the latter regard it as inherently a malev-

olent principle. Individualists, therefore, would

'There is little need of testimony to this statement respecting

individualism, but the claims of socialism may not be as familiar to

my readers. I know of no better characterization of socialism as a

scheme of economic thought than may be found in the six proposi-
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grant it the freest play, and on this account advocate

laissez-faire; socialists would exclude it from the

society which they propose to establish, at least as a

directing and controlling agency, and to this end pro-

pose a socialistic state. Upon one point only do these

leaders of opposing opinions agree, and that is in the

opinion that the denial of one view involves the

acceptance of the other. There is no peace for an

economic mugwump.

'

Nevertheless I venture to suggest that the question

here involved is not one of excluded middle. Com-
petition is neither malevolent nor beneficient, but

will work malevolence or beneficence according to

the conditions under which it is permitted to act. If

this very reasonable view of the case be admitted, it

follows that we may escape the practical conclusions

of both socialists and individualists ; or at least, so

far as we accept their proposals, we may rest our

decisions upon some sound analysis of social relations.

We may admit with Louis Blanc, that great evils fol-

tions upon which Louis Blanc based his system. I give them as

summarized by Dr. Heinrich Contzen:

1. The deep and daily growing misery of the masses (du peiiple) is

the greatest misfortune.

2. The cause of the misery wherein the masses live is competition.

3. Competition is likewise for the property owners {la hour[ieoisie)

the cause of their ruin.

4. Government is the highest orderer of production and as such

must be clothed with greater power.

5. The state as the greatest capitalist has this duty to perform,

that through its competition private competition should be made
to disappear. To this end national workshops must be established

-at the cost of the state.

G. Such wages must he paid as in every case to richly provide for

the existence of the laborers.—(Geschichte der Socialen Frage von

den iiltesten Zeiten bis zur Gegenwart, von Dr. Heinrich Contzen.

p. 128.)
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low the unbridled passion of accumulation, and recog-

nize with Adam Smith, that personal interest in work

done is the life of healthy industry
;
yet at the same

time we may deny that the state should crush out all

private control in business, and refuse assent to the

doctrine that police duties exhaust the proper func-

tions of government.

This presentation of the problem suggests the gen-

eral principle according to which the relation of gov-

ernmental agency to industrial affairs should be ad-

justed. It should be the purpose of all laws, touch-

ing matters of business, to maintain the beneficent

results of competitive action while guarding society

from the evil consequences of unrestrained competi-

tion. This may seem a truism, but its statement is

necessary as the starting point for constructive

study. It is at least sufficiently distinct from either

the English or the German rule, as above stated, to

warrant the belief that it may serve as the basis of a

wholly different system of thought. For, according

to this view of the case, neither governmental activity

nor private enterprise exists by suffranee. There is

no presumption for or against either the one or

the other in itself considered, for both are essential

to the development of a highly organized society,

and the purpose of constructive thought should be

to maintain them in harmonious relations.

But what are the beneficial workings of competition?

Modern industrial society is built upon four legal facts:

Private property in land, private property in labor,

private property in capital, and the right of contract

for all alike. The development of these rights, w^hich

required centuries for its accomplishment, portrays

the growth of individualism and the decay of com-
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munalism; and no one who fully appreciates the op-

portunities thus offered, as compared with the oppor-

tunities offered by an industrial society based on

slavery, or on undeveloped or general proprietary

rights, can seriously advocate a return to the con-

ditions of the past. The peculiar claims urged in

favor of a society organized on the competitive basis

are familiar to all. Perhaps the most important of

these is that men are in this manner guaranteed full

enjoyment in the fruits of their labor, and on this

account will be jealous in its application. Competi-

tive society also provides for ease of movement
from one grade of labor to another, or from one
business to another, and thus ensures elasticity

in thought and expansion of purpose as the re-

sult of the manner in which motives are applied to

individual conduct. Under such conditions, it is the

future and not the past that claims the attention of

men. It is hope and ambition, rather than fear and
apprehension, that move the energies of men. We
should not forget that the material progress of the

nineteenth century is in large measure due to the

mobility of action which the idea of equal rights be-

fore the law brought into modern life. It may, how-
ever, be remarked in passing that the energy dis-

played in modern society is due to the openness of

opportunity in all forms of industry. Each com-

petitor imagines himself the successful runner for the

prize he seeks; but should the practical difficulties of

attaining success ever come to be so great as to re-

strict the number of contestants, the healthful ac-

tivity which now follows high anticipations would

be replaced by the lethargy of hopelessness. It is a

mistake to conclude that equal opportunities are
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surely maintained by granting equality before the

law.

Again, wherever the conditions for competitive

action are maintained, society has a guarantee that

goods will be produced at the lowest possible cost ;

^

for the hope of personal gain leads to the best dis-

posal of labor, to invention, and to the adoption of

the best machinery. Assuming the same premise,

society has also a guarantee that the goods produced

will be placed upon the market at fair prices. It is

unnecessary to enter upon any explanation of the

manner in which this guarantee works, for popular

economic philosophy devotes much of its attention

to an elaboration of the reasoning here suggested
;

and our only quarrel with popular economic philoso-

phy is that it arrests its analysis of industrial rela-

tions after discovering the advantages which might

accrue to society, could the conditions for competi-

tive action be maintained. It refuses to inquire

what is necessary on the part of the state to ensure

the maintenance of such conditions, or to proceed in

its study to the consideration of the evils that flow

from individualism in industrial life. But assuming
the dogma of laissez-faire to be the most practical

method of establishing competitive action, it shuts

itself up to a sort of fatalism and witnesses with a

stolid countenance the fruitless efforts of men to

realize a rational existence.

But what are the evils of unrestrained competition;

or, more accurately stated, what are the pernicious
,
x

results of the attempted realization of competitive

action under the direction of the doctrine of laissez-

faire 9 I cannot hope to present a complete answer

to this question, but must rest content with certain
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suggestions that may lead to a clear understanding

of such rules for governmental action as will be pro-

posed. The important evils of unrestrained compe-

tition are of three sorts.

First. The free play of individual interests tends

to force the moral sentiment pervading any trade

down to the level of that which characterizes the

worst man who can maintain himself in it. So far

as morals are concerned, it is the character of the

worst men and not of the best men that gives color

to business society.

Second. The application of the rule of non-inter-

ference renders it impossible for men to realize the

benefits that arise, in certain lines of business, from

organization in the form of a monopoly. The theory

of laissez-faire sees clearly the beneficent principle

in free competition, but fails wholly to recognize a

beneficent principle in monopoly.

Third. The policy of restricting public powers

within the narrowest possible limits tends to render

government weak and inefficient, and a weak gov-

ernment placed in the midst of a society controlled

by the commercial spirit will quickly become a cor-

rupt government ; this in its turn reacts upon com-

mercial society by encouraging private corporations

to adopt bold measures for gaining control of govern-

ment machinery. Thus the doctrine of laissez-faire

overreaches itself ; for the application of the rule

which it lays down will surely destroy that harmony
between public and private duties essential to the

best results in either domain of action.

Let us consider these suggestions in the order in

which they hav.e been presented:
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The State may Detenu ine the Plane of Competitive

Action.

What is meant by saying that unguarded compe-
tition tends to lower the moral sense of a business

community ? This law—for I suppose in the ordi-

nary acceptance of that term the statement here pre-

sented may be called a law of tendencies—is not of

equal application to all forms of business. Wher-
ever the personal element of a service comes promi-
nently into view, and the character of the agent
rather than the quality of goods is forced into prom-
inence, probity has it market value and honesty may
be the best policy. But in the commercial world as

at present organized, where the producer and the

consumer seldom come into personal contact, the

moral arrangements followed in the process of pro-

duction are not permitted a moment's thought. All

that is considered by the purchaser is the quality

and the price of the goods. Those that are cheap
he will buy, those that are dear he will reject; and
in this manner he encourages those methods of pro-

duction that lead to cheapness.

There are of course exceptions to this rule. Some
men, for example, will not wear '-'dollar-shirts," pre-

ferring to buy the material and see to it that living

wages are paid in the making. That is, they declare

a private boycott against the great establishments,

because the shirts there made do not fit their con-

sciences. An apparent exception also is found in

the fact that, in almost any line of business, a few
men are able to maintain themselves in the face of

fierce competition by giving greater attention to the

quality of goods than to the price at which they

may be placed upon the market ; for there is a lim-
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ited number of purchasers who understand that

quality is an element of cheapness. Under such

conditions it is possible for the producer to incline to

the leadings of his moral instincts in business

-affairs.

But these exceptions do not vitiate the rule laid

down. There must be substantial uniformity in the

methods of all producers who continue in competi-

tion with each other. Each man in the business

must adopt those rules of management which lead to

low prices, or he will be compelled to quit the busi-

ness And if this cheapness, the essential requisite

of business success, be the result of harsh and inhu-

man measures, or if it lead to misrepresentation and

dishonesty on the part of salesmen or manufacturers,

the inevitable result must be that harshness and in-

humanity will become the essential condition of suc-

cess, and business men will be obliged to live a dual

existence.

In his excellent work upon "The Philosophy of

Wealth," Professor Clark calls attention to the fact

that the "tribal conscience,'' which was sensitive to

the finer qualities of human character, has given way
to the "inter-tribal conscience," which tolerates mer-

cantile contention and winks at the tricks of trade.

In making use of such expressions he probably has

reference to the singular fact that, while society ex-

isted in the tribal state, or was controlled by the gov-

ernments of local trading guilds, competition was
inoperative so far as the members of the same tribe

or city were concerned; but in case of trade between

members of different tribes, or in the established mar-

ket-places where citizens of various towns came to-

gether, we find the higgling of the market so char-
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acteristic of competitive transactions. At the pres-

ent time, however, these local regulations have given

way before the extension of the national idea, and,

instead of the old mercantile code of local trade being

maintained for all members of the same nation, even

local trade has been brought under the direction of

the rule which formerly applied only to inter-tribal

commerce. Professor Clark portrays the moral ef-

fect of this transformation in the following language:
"The man of the present day is actuated now by one influence,

now by the other, and has two distinct codes of outward conduct.

Moral philosophy, indeed, teaches that his fundamental character

is one and unchanging ; but as there is one code of practical conduct

for peace and another for war, so there is one code for the family,

the social circle, and the church, and a different one for mercantile

life. The man of business is constantly passing from the jurisdic-

tion of one code to that of the other. .....
"It is a common remark, that business practices are not what they

hould be, and that a sensitive conscience must be left at home
when its possessor goes to the office or the shop. We helplessly

deprecate this fact ; we lament the forms of business depravity that

come to our notice, but attacli them with little confidence. We are

appalled by the great fact of moral dualism in which we live, and
are inclined to resign ourselves to the necessity of a twofold life." '

The fact upon which we insist at this point is that

an isolated man is powerless to stem the tide of pre-

valent custom, and that in many lines of business

those men whose moral sensibilities are the most

blunted, exercise an influence in determining preval-

ent custom altogether out of proportion to their

importance as industrial agents. Suppose that of ten

manufacturers nine have a keen appreciation of the

evils that flow from protracted labor on the part of

women and children ; and, were it in their power,

would gladly produce cottons without destroying

family life, and without setting in motion those

^The Philosophy of Wealth. J. B. Clark, A. M. pp. 156, 157.

4
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forces that must ultimately result in race-deteriora-

tion. But the tenth man has no such apprehensions.

The claims of family life, the rights of childhood,

and the maintenance of social well-being are but

words to him. He measures success wholly by the

rate of profit and controls his business solely with a

view to grand sales. If now the state stand as an
unconcerned spectator, whose only duty is to put

down a riot Avhen a strike occurs (a duty which gov-

ernment in this country is giving up to private man-
agement), the nine men will be forced to conform to

the methods adopted by the one. Their goods come
into competition with his goods, and we who pur-

chase do not inquire under what conditions they

were manufactured. In this manner it is that men
of the lowest character have it in their power to give

the moral tone to the entire business community.
Mr. Pitt early recognized the undue importance of

the reckless and the selfish in determining the plane

of competitive action. "The time will come," said

he, " when manufactures will have been so long

established, and the operatives not having any other

business to flee to, that it will be in the power of any
one man in a town to reduce the wages, and all the

other manufacturers must follow." And he added,

though it is not of present pertinence to our argu-

ment: "If ever it does arrive at this pitch, Parlia-

ment, if it be not sitting, ought to be called together,

and if it cannot redress the (your) grievances, its

power is at an end."^

The proprietor of a printing establishment in Van-
dewater street remarked to me not long ago that he

^Asquoted by Howell, The Conflicts of Capital and Labour, p. 114.
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could point to the employers who were responsible

for the harsh regulations and low wages under which

the printers of the city of New York worked. "I

am powerless," he added, "however much I might

desire to manage my business on any other principle

than that of getting the most out of the men for the

least money.'' The business of manufacturing ready-

made shirts, and in a large measure that of ready-

made clothing, has fallen into the hands of disrepu-

table men, for none others will follow the methods

necessary to produce cheap goods. One of the most

common complaints of business men is that they are

obliged to conform to rules of conduct which they

despise. \ It 'is a necessary result of a competitive \

society that the plane of business morals is lower

than the moral character of the great majority of

men who compose it.

But whatj it may be asked, can the state do in the

premises ?3 The state has done much and can do

more. That code of enactments known as "factory!

legislation" is addressed to just this evil of competi-

tive society, and it only remains for us to formulate

for this code an economic defense^^ The general rule

laid down for the guidance of state interference in

industries was, that society should be secured in the
]

benefits while secured against the evils of competitive V

action. When the large body of competitors agree -

respecting some given method of procedure, but are

powerless to follow it because a few men engaged in

the same line of business refuse to conform to the

proposed regulations, it becomes the province of the

state to incorporate the wish of the majority in some
practical law. In this manner there is established a

legal plane of competition higher than that which
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could be maintained in the absence of legal enactment.

This is no curtailment of competitive action, but a

determination of the manner in which it shall take

place.^ If the law says that no child shall be

employed in factories, the plane of competition is

raised to the grade of adult labor. If married women
are refused employment, the nature of competition is

again changed, but competition is not restricted.

Or, in the same manner, the law might establish the

plane of competition to a normal day's labor for

men. As the result of such legislation some of the

evils of the present system would disappear, while

all the benefits of individual action would yet be con-

served to society.

This, then, is one defense of interference on the

part of the state. It lies within its proper functions

to determine the character of such competitive action

as shall take place. There must be conformity of

action between competitors, and the only question is

whether the best or the worst men shall set the fash-

ion. One cannot be neutral with regard to this ques-

tion. No vote at all is a negative vote ; and a vote

in the negative is as positive in its results as one in

the affirmative. Should the state insist on following

the rule of non-interference, society cannot hope to

adjust its productive processes to the best possible

form of organization.

It may be pertinent in this connection to call

attention to a thought, which, it is believed, has not

received adequate attention. The opinion is fre-

quently expressed that all the evils of modern society

are traceable to the natural depravity of the individ-

ual man, and, under the direction of such an explan-

ation, they who wish well to society expend their
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energies in exhorting individuals to reform their

lives. This is especially the high duty of religious

teachers. But have these teachers ever stopped

to inquire why their pursuasive eloquence has

thus far met with meagre success in the reformation

of society ? Do they really see that,^in a society

where the code of business ethics conforms to the

law ''thou shalt love thyself better than thy neigh-

bor," none but industrial hermits can adhere to the

law "thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself."J
These are certainly contradictory rules of conduct,

and, so far as I am aware, no theory has ever sought

to reconcile them except the one which claims that,

when a man looks out for number one he looks out

for his neighbor also. But our analysis has shown
that the existence of such a relation is a pure

assumption of optimistic natures. When Professor

Cairnes demolished the scientific pretensions of lais-

sez-faire, he took from us all hope of reconciling the

Christian rule of ethics with the prevalent practice

of Christian peoples. ^ Our religious teachers, whose
analysis of industrial relations stops short of por-

traying the moral deterioration effected by unbri-

dled competition, mean, if they mean anything, that

the men whom they influence should renounce the

world of business ambitions. In this fact do we find

^I said above that the strength of the dogma of laissez-faire was
the simplicity of its statement. It was also suggested in another
place that the fact that it was conceived to rest upon some natural

law of human relations gave it power. Another source of its influ-

ence over the minds of men is found in the fact disclosed in the

text. As a philosophj^ of human conduct it was charmingly sooth-

ing, for, by identifying personal and social interests, it harmonized
the Christian rule of conduct with the egoistic motives of business

life.
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the explanation of the curious paradox, that the

more effective the pursuasion of religious teachers

the more rapid will be the deterioration of business

society ; for, since the result of such pursuasion

must in large measure be the renunciation by men
of delicate consciences of the great business oppor-

tunities, society will tend to take upon itself the

moral tone of the more unscrupulous. There is

great danger, while dwelling with such emphasis

upon the problem of Individual life, of forgetting its

complement, the problem of social life.

They who recognize the pertinency of such a sug-

gestion may find it worth their while to consider

again the view of state action above presented. The
state, it was claimed, can properly determine the con-

ditions under which competition shall take place,

and in this manner permit society to realize the best

rather than the worst of the possible lines of actions

open to it. We have all of us, doubtless, heard the

claim that the state is a moral agency ; that it is

imposed with moral duties. For a number of years

after this phrase came to my notice, it presented to

my mind no distinct meaning. It seemed to me to

cover the philanthropic purpose of shallow intellects,

and to be most frequently used by men who knew
not the way of guile nor anything else for certain.

But properly understood this phrase contains a deep

truth of social philosophy. It does not mean that

the law is a schoolmaster coercing men to be good,

nor that it is the depository of a social ideal to be

admired ; but on the contrary, it means that the law

is an agency for the realization of the higher ideals

of men by guarding them from that competition

which would otherwise force them to a lower plane
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of action, or else force them out of business. In per-

forming such a duty the state performs a moral func-

tion, for it regulates competition to the demands of

the social conscience. Under the guiding influence

of such a thought the immediate interests of the indi-

vidual may be made to coincide, in some degree,

with the fundamental interests of society, and thus,

by disregarding the dogma of laissez-faire, the fund-

amental purpose of those formulating the doctrine is

in part realized. Surely religious teachers should be

interested in the opportunity which such a thought

opens to men.

The State may Realize for Society the Benefits of

Monopoly.

Let us now turn to consider the second point in-

troduced by the enumeration of the evils that flow

from unrestricted competition. The application of

the rule of non-interference, it was said, rendered it

impossible for society to realize for its members the

benefits that arise, in certain lines of business, from

organizations in the form of monopoly. It may

seem at first strange to speak of a beneficent prin-

ciple in connection with monopolies, for we are

accustomed to associate them with all that is odious,

grasping, and tyrannous. The existence of monopo-

lies in favor of individuals has ahvays been regarded

as an infringement of personal rights, and history

declares that free peoples have always revolted

against the assumption of peculiar privileges by any

class of men. Much of that which we have come to

admire in modern life, and to rely upon in modern

character, was developed in those struggles of the
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past to overthrow exclusive privileges, and it is on

this account easy to understand the feeling of jeal-

ous distrust with which private monopolies are uni-

versally regarded. For whatever form they may
assume, the results which flow from them are always

in the same direction. The energies of a growing

and expanding society are diverted to the service

of a favored class ; and this, when it becomes gen-

erally adparent, gives rise to an unhealthy discon-

tent which checks further expansion.

But what is an industrial monopoly ? An indus-

/ trial monopoly may be defined as a business superior

to the regulating control of competition. The pecu-

liar privileges of the past, so far as they were of an

industrial character, usually rested on royal grants

or charters ; but those of which complaint is now
heard, spring from the conditions of modern business

activity, or from the peculiar nature of certain lines

of business. The distrust with which monopolies

are universally regarded arises from the fact that the

public is deprived of its ordinary guarantee of fair

treatment, so far as it must have dealings with them.

But the important thing for us to notice is, that

men do not so much complain of the existence of

monopolies, for they recognize the existence as

inevitable, but that the peculiar privileges and

"N. unusual powers which they bestow are perver-

ted from their high purpose to serve private ends.

This fact is well illustrated in the development of

the medieval craft-guilds. So long as there were no

arbitrary conditions imposed for gaining member-
ship in these guilds they were regarded with general

favor ; it was only after they had grown into close

corporations, and when their members began to cor-
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ruptly use the power entrusted to them for personal

ends, that they were observed to obstruct the

advance of industrial progress.

The most simple form of a monopoly is a business

under the direction of a single mind, and, from the

standpoint of administration, there is much to be said

in favor of that harmony of control and unity of

direction which such a management renders possible.

Provided a business admits of something like mil-

itary organization
;
provided the details of its man-

agement have been well worked out
;
provided its

extension to meet new demands may be accomplished

by merely duplicating what already exists : and pro-

vided the social want which it supplies is wide-spread

and constant, exclusiveness in management must
lead to efficiency of management, if only men of

adequate ability may be found to assume authority.

Under such conditions a service may be rendered at

less cost to the public than if the agents of the mon-
opoly were broken up into competing groups. There

are several reasons why this is true. The fact of an

assured demand for services rendered admits of the

closest calculations; the extent of the demand also al-

lows of a minute application of the principle of divi-

sion of labor; the absence of any rivalry between com-

peting concerns precludes the necessity of expend-

ing more capital than is required for an economical

performance of the service: and, what is perhaps of

as much importance as any other consideration,

there is no temptation to adopt speculative methods
of management which lead to the covering of un-

necessary losses of one period by the arbitrarily high

profits of another. Thus the possihility of cheapness

and efficiency seems to lie in the very nature of a
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monopoly. This is the beneficent principle of which

mention was made, and the practical question is how
to realize the benefits of this principle for society.

The relations here set forth w411 present themselves

more clearly to our minds if we throw into com-

parison the rule of public and the rule of private

financiering. A private business is managed to

secure a profit, and, other things being equal, the

higher the price secured for any service rendered, the

higher will be the profit. The rule of private finan-

ciering, therefore, is to maintain the price of goods

or services at the highest price which has no ten-

dency to curtail profitable business. The price of

goods in this case will equal the cost of production,

plus the profit to the undertaker, and the only guar-

antee against exorbitant rates lies in the fact that

purchasers are free to choose from whom they will

buy.

The rule of public financiering, on the other hand,

conforms to an altogether different principle. It is

the purpose of government to render services at the

lowest price consistent with efficient service. Price

equals cost. This is true, because the state, being

the manager of the business, has no motive in

acquiring riches. The officers of the state receive

their salaries which, roughly speaking, may be said

to correspond to the profit secured by the managers

of private enterj^rises. The guarantee that price

will not be more than cost of production, including

salaries of officers, lies in the publicity of accounts,

and in all that goes to make up efficient service. In

theory, therefore, we should expect parallel results

from a monopoly under control of the state and from

a business privately organized directed by the prin-
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ciple of free competition. For employment of corre-

sponding- grades, the salary of an official ought to be

equal to the ordinary income of a business manager,

and the guarantee of competition ought to work like

that of official responsibility; but, unfortunately for

the theory, industries vary in the demands which

they make upon personal control, and neither guar-

antee is observed to be unrestrained in its action.'

I do not wish to be drawn from the main line of

my argument to consider which form of organization

is the most applicable to all industries ; for this, I

apprehend, is not the question at issue. I am argu-

ing neither for nor against state socialism. The

position here assumed is, that the doctrine of laissez-

faire does not permit society to realize in any ade-

quate degree the benefits of organization in the form

of monopoly. This is true, for several reasons, but

'It is a significant fact for the student of social relations, that the

structure of societ}' is perfectly reflected in the classification of

social studies. In France and Germany, for example, where the

theory of laissez-faire has been less perfectly realized in internal

affairs than in England and the United States, we find the science

of finance pretty well differentiated from the science of political

economy. This is exemplified in the existence of so clear and com-

prehensive a work upon finance as that of M. Leroy-Beaulieu, or

in the monumental works of Wagner and the less pretentious trea-

tise of Roscher. English and American writers, on the other hand,

have, for the most part, followed the method of treatment laid

down by Mr. Mill. He considers social relations under the name

of political economy, and then, under the title " Of the Influence

of Government," brings to notice a few of the questions pertaining

to finance. This superficial treatment of so important a subject can

only be explained by the theory of the relation of public to private

duties which Mr. Mill maintained. When government is regarded

as a necessary evil, and its activity as an encroachment upon the

reserved rights of individuals, it is not natural that the science of

finance, which treats of the material wants of the state and the^

means of their supi)ly, should embrace more than a simple treat-
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especially because there are many industries which,

from their nature, are monopolies, and cannot, there-

fore, be safely consigned to the guidance of the rule

of private financiering. It is certainly absurd to say

that a business superior to the regulating influence

of competition, conducted according to the principle

that the highest possible price should be demanded
for services rendered, can be managed in a spirit of

fairness to the public. Such a business ought to be

made to conform to tlie rule of public financiering,

but the common prejudice aroused by the teachings

of laissez-faire renders this difficult of accomplish-

ment. "In some countries," says Mr. Mill, ''the

desire of the people is for not being tyrannized over,

but in others it is for an equal chance to everybody

to tyrannize." I am making a use of this profound

ment of the theory of taxation. But among peoples who have never

felt in its extreme the philosophy of individualism in industries,

but who rather have sought to correlate the interests of all in the

higher interests of the state, it is a necessary consequence that the

science of finance should extend until it comes to be, in many par-

ticulars, the science of public administration. I have sought in the

text to bring into contrast the two principles, that of private finan-

ciering which controls in political economy, and that of public

financiering which controls in the administration of governmental

affairs, and I have tried also to suggest that the true society can

only be expected when these two complementary principles are

brought into harmonious adjustment. One of the chief difliculties

under which we in this country suffer, in our endeavors to solve the

problem of monopolies, arises from the fact that our publicists and

statesmen proceed in profound ignorance of the meaning and

purpose of the science of finance. They neither understand the

rules upon which public administration should proceed, nor do they

perceive how a right use of the principle of public financiering

may be made to serve as a check on the workings of the principle

of private financiering so far as they are pernicious. Among the

evidences that the doctrine of laissez-faire is loosening its hold upon

the minds of men, will be a more extensive demand for works upon

finance and administration.
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truth different from that which its author intended,

when I say, that the strength of the prejudice in

favor of non-interference in commercial affairs is

rooted in the degrading ambition of the mercantile

classes which this truth portrays. So long as public

opinion holds to the presumption in favor of private

management, and, as a natural consequence, refuses

to enter upon a candid analysis of the nature of

industries for the purpose of discovering which of

them may be safely consigned to the guidance of

competition, large numbers of private monopolies

will be maintained. If men persist in thinking them-

selves free because the law grants them an equal

chance with their fellow-men to become monopolists,

the great majority will pass their lives in that state

which even conservative writers call commercial

dependence. Bastiat is right when he speaks of the

interest of the consumer as identical with the ''social

interest," in so far as this question of monopolies is

concerned ; for it is only when we regard the problem

from the point of view attained by considering the col-

lective interest of society, that we can secure a just

appreciation of the relation of government to busi-

ness activity.

The practical conclusion to which this analysis

leads is that society should be guaranteed against

the oppression of exclusive privileges administered

for personal profit, while at the same time it should

be secured such advantages as flow from concen-

trated organization. I do not at present undertake

to say whether this should be done through carefully

guarded franchises, through official commissions,

through competition of the state with private indus-

tries, or through direct governmental management

;
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but in some manner this purpose should be accom-

plished. Such monopolies as exist should rest on

law and be established in the interests of the public;

a well-organized society will include no extra-legal

monopolies of any sort.

But the difficulty of the rule lies in its application.

Is there any principle according to which industries

may be classified so that the statesman can easily

determine what lines of business should be brought

under the rule of public financiering ? The advocates

of laissez-faire would say that the government should

wait until it was observed that society suffers some

actual evil before calling into exercise the sovereign

power entrusted to it. Even the most liberal of

them go no farther than to admit that the presump-

tion in favor of non-interference may be overcome

by the pressure of facts. But if the view we have

endeavored to present be accepted, this claim is in-

adequate to realize a harmonious social organization.

For. in the first place, it deliberately chooses that

society suffer an evil until it become unbearable

before it admits of state action ; and, in the second

place, it incurs the risk of allowing monopolies to

grow until they become stronger than the state. On
the other hand, if there be any virtue in the scientific

analysis of industrial relations, we should be able to

determine, with some degree of accuracy, under

what conditions the best results may be expected'

from an application of the rule of private financier-

ing, and under what conditions the rule of public

financiering will the best serve the rational ends of

society, and I shall endeavor to suggest the line

of thought along which such an analysis should

proceed.
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AU industries, as it appears to me, fall into three

classes, according to the relation that exists between

the increment of product which results from a given

increment of capital or labor. These may be termed

industries of constant returns, industries of dimin- ">

ishing returns, and industries of increasing returns.

The first two classes of industries are adequately

controlled by competitive action ; the third class, on

the other hand, requires the superior control of state

power. Let us consider these a little more in detail:

Industries of the first class.—Industries of the first

class are such as demand a proportional increase in

capital and labor to secure a given increase in pro-

duct. That is to say, if 2x capital and labor result

in 2y product, the application of 3x capital and labor

Avould gain 3// product. The increment of return is

equal to the increment of capital. All those busi-

nesses in which success depends largely on attention

to detail, and where the personal element of the

laborer is brought prominently into view, fall under

this class. For example, the retail business of mer-

chants is subject to the rule here stated. It is not

necessary for public officials to inquire if sugar is

sold as low as fair dealings demand, for this business

is one that admits easily of muitiplication and con-

sequently invites competition. The step from a

clerkship in a grocery to the proprietorshij) of a new
establishment is not a difficult one to take, and for

this reason we are assured that the profit of an ordi-

nary grocer will not greatly exceed the salary which
he pays his head clerk. There can, therefore, be no

motive for endeavoring to apply the rule of public

financiering to businesses of this sort.
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There are certain facts of common observation

which seem to contradict the conchision thus stated.

All grocers do not secure the same income, and there

are many instances of princely fortunes accumulated

in trade. It. is also true that of two manufacturing

establishments, whose facilities for cheap production

are apparently equal, the one will pay higher profits

than the other. Yet such facts, properly under-

stood, do not prove 'that the business in which they

occur are securing monopoly prices for services ren-

dered, but rather that they are under a manage-
ment superior to the management of those industries

with which they come into competition. Prices are

determined by the ordinary or average cost of pro-

duction, but if by superior business talent the cost of

producing goods in a few establishments is less than

the average, or if superior organization permits miore

work to be done in one establishment than in another,

there is in this manner created an unusual margin

between cost and price which gives rise to unusual

profits. Or to state this distinction in another way :

a fortune built out of a monopoly is made up from the

excess of the market price over the necessary cost of

production, while a fortune created by business tal-

ent springs from depressing the cost of rendering a

service below the average necessary price. This dis-

tinction has not been introduced for the purpose of

discussing the propriety of permitting men to enjoy

the rental of their business talents, but rather to pro-

vide against a criticism sure to arise. While classi-

fying industries according to quickness with which

they respond to the influence of competition, we must

not complicate our task with results traceable to the

varying abilities of those who manage them. We
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may then repeat : Industries in which increment of

product demands a corresponding increment of capi-

tal call for no regulation by law, farther than may
seem necessary to determine the conditions under

which competition may take place. ^ (See note on

page 59.)

Industries of the second class.—The same conclu-

sion applies to the second class of industries, where
a given increment of product calls for a proportion-

ally greater increment of capital and labor. Assum-
ing the same relation to exist in an established busi-

ness as before, if 2x capital is required for 2?/ product^.

an additional x of capital will not produce an addi-

tional y of product, but something less. That is to

say, Sx capital may produce but 2f ?/ product. Indus-

tries of this sort are said to be subject to the law of

diminishing returns, and it calls for no abstruse

argument to recognize that society is quite safe in

submitting such lines of industry to the control of

competition. The rate of product in the new indus-

try is greater than that in the one that is farther

developed, and for this reason we may rely upon
individual interest to maintain a large number of

separate producers. The agricultural industry is

usually cited as an illustration to which the principle

of diminishing returns may be said to apply, and, if

we leave out of view the element of accruing rent,

the conclusion which we have suggested may be

applied in its most extreme form to the business of

farming. There is no call for government farming.

It is believed that the analysis, by which these

two classes of industries have been disclosed, ren-

ders a service of no little importance to English
5
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economy, in that it puts a definite meaning into

some of its loose expressions. We are doubtless

familiar with the common argument in favor of

private management. As stated by Mr. Mill, it is as

follows:
" The great majority of things," he says, " are worse done by the

intervention of government, than the individuals most interested

in tlie matter would do them, or cause them to be done, if left to

themselves. The grounds of this truth are expressed with tolera-

ble exactness in the popular dictum, that people understand their

own business and their owri interests better, and care for them
more, than the governmen-t does, or can be expected to do.

All the facilities which a government enjoys of access

to information; all the means which it possesses of remunerating,

and therefore of commanding, the best available talent in the mar-

ket—are not an equivalent for the one great disadvantage of an in-

ferior interest in the result.'"

It will be observed that this reasoning is but the

emphatic expression of the truism that things are the

best done when done by men personally interested in

the doing ; it is not, however, satisfactory, for it is

not final. Of what use is it to say that ''the great

majority of things" should be done by the individual,

unless we can establish a clear line of exceptions to

the rule laid down. It is otherwise but a maxim for

the guidance of children, and a curious exemplifica-

tion of a paternal philosophy. But the foregoing

analysis supplies this deficiency. It puts a definite

meaning into the phrase, '-'the great majority of

things," and shows this loose classification to include

such industries only as are subject to the law of con-

stant and diminishing returns. It is true that our

study regards industrial affairs from a difl'erent point

^Principles of Political Economy, Book V, ch. IX, §5.

(This quotation presents a good illustration of a priori reasoning,

for it leads to classification on the basis of exceptions to assumed
premises, rather than as the result of direct analysis.)
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of view from that of the Eno-lish economists. They

consider all things from the stand-point of intense

production, we from the stand-point of economic dis-

tribution. But our analysis, although it has primary

reference to the conditions by which the public is

guaranteed against monopoly prices, serves equally

well in designating those businesses in which compe-

tition will secure careful management. This conclu-

sion follows necessarily from the fact that ihe strug-

gle for superior success in these businesses is a strug-

gle to depress the cost of rendering services rather

than to raise the prices of services rendered.

Industries of the third class.—The peculiarity of

those industries belonging to the third class, which

we now come to consider, lies in the fact that they

conform to the law of increasing, rather than to the

law of constant or decreasing returns. The incre-

ment of product from an expanding enterprise is

greater than the increment of capital and labor re-

quired to secure its expansion. Adopting the alge-

braic formula as before, if 2x capital give 2// product,

an economic application of 3x capital will give more

than 3z/ product. Mr. Mill recognizes the relation of

product to labor here pointed out, and, erroneously

as it appears to me, states it as a principle of general

application. "As a general rule,"' he says, "the

expenses of a business do not increase proportionally

to the quantity of business.''^ But, without consid-

ering this point, the important thought in this con-

'I do not mean to say that the fact to which Mr. Mill here calls

attention does not exist, but that he fails to observe its true

explanation. Beyond a certain point which is quickly reached,

extension in those lines of business which feel the influence of

competitive action is due to superior talent for organization in him
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nection is, that where the law of increasing returns

works with sary degree of intensity, the principle of

free competition is powerless to exercise a healthy

regulating influence. This is true, becavise it is

easier for an established business to extend its facili-

ties for satisfactorily meeting a new demand than

for a new industry to spring into competitive exist-

ence. If this analysis of industries be accepted as

correct, there can be 'no question as to the line which
marks the duties of the state. The control of the

state over industries should be co-extensive with

the application of the law of increasing returns in

industries.

In this matter, also, our views coincide with what
seems to be the natural conclusions from the premises

of English economy. Individual management is con-

ceded to be better than state management, where
success depends on the margin of profit which
emerges from a careful attention to details ; but, on

the other hand, if success depends on the mass of

business done, as must be the case in all industries

subject to the law of increasing returns, the perti-

nency of the argument in favor of individual man-
agement loses much of its force. And more than

this may be justly claimed. Industries of the third

class usually exist in the form of corporations, and,

so far as this is true, the argument in favor of indi-

vidual management is by no means conclusive in all

cases. For, in the first place, the stockholders are

more frequently interested in the manipulation of

who controls it, and not to growth in demand. The margin of

profit, therefore, which emerges from the curtailment of the

expense account, as compared with business done, is properly-

chargeable to rental upon the business talent put into the manage-
ment of the Vjusiness.— Cf. ante, p. 57.
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stock than in the management of the details of the

business; and, in the second place, the responsibility

and care for the detailed management of great con-

cerns must of necessity be assigned to superintend-

ents and agents. It does not present the true state

of affairs to say that the management of a corpora-

tion will be superior to that of the government,

because the men who do the work are personally

interested in what they do. The accurate compari-

son lies between two forms of corporate manage-

ment, with var^^ing rules for appointment and elec-

tion, and not between the direct control of owners

and the intermediate control of agents. But let us

illustrate more fully what is meant by the law of

increasing returns.

The railroad business may be cited as a good illus-~7

tration of this third class of industries. When a

railroad is first built through a thinly settled country,

it is the problem of the engineer to put the enterprise

into running order at the least possible putlay of

money. The survey avoids cuts and bridges even at

the -expense of distance ; the rails are light and the

rolling stock not the best. The cost of plant is

necessarily great in proportion to the business that

may be immediately expected. But the development

of the country soon taxes the facilities of the road to

its utmost, and a new road must be built, or the

capacity of the old one extended through the applica-

tion of fresh capital. It is not difficult to decide

which of these methods will be adopted. The capa-

city of the old road may be extended at a cost com-

paratively less than would be required by the build-

ing of a new road: and, so decided are the advant-

ages of an established business over one struggling
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into existence, that it is fair to regard the old road as

practically free, for a long time at least, from the

competitive interference of new capital.

It may be regarded as a little rash to bring up, by

way of illustration, an industry about which there is

so much discussion. Many writers, who look at the

question rather as railroad lawyers than as students

of social organization, maintain that the business of

inland transportation is subject to the regulative

influence of competitive action; and this they

endeavor to prove by calling attention to the fall in

through freights. Mr. Edward Atkinson, for exam-

ple, seems to think the last word on the subject to

have been said when he calls attention to the fact

that a laborer in the city of New York can afford to

eat bread from wheat grown in Dakota.

Out of deference to ni}^ readers, however, I will

pass this discussion with the suggestion that it is an

error to judge of the efficacy of competition in the

railroad industry, solely on the basis of freight

schedules. There are other tests equally as clear and

much more simple in their application. In any busi-

ness subject to competition, a new enterprise of the

same sort as one already established, and bidding for

the same trade, ought to spring up in the ordinary

course of industrial expansion, and not be delayed

until the hope of enormous speculative profits shall

induce to such an undertaking. Or, to state the point

specifically, if it be true that competition rules in the

railroad business, the chief purpose of building new
lines within the territory of an established line,

should not be to make money by selling out to the

stockholders of the line already doing the business.

There can be no money in such a speculation unless
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the net receipts of the old road are far in excess of

the normal return upon the necessary cost of its

plant. For, as has been pointed out, were it the

increased traffic which suggested the necessity of in-

creased facilities, these could be more economically

supplied by extending the capacity of the established

line. It is because certain corporations are gorged

with profit that they may be successfully bled by

competing concerns of mushroom growth; and it thus

appears that the very fact so frequently cited by cor-

poration lawyers as proof of the efficacy of competi-

tion is evidence of the inability of this principle to

secure fair dealings to the public.

Or again, our comparison of the rule of public and

of private financiering leads to the conclusion that,

w^hen the guarantees upon which each respectively

rests are unimpeded, parallel results may be expected

in all forms of industry. From this it follows that

personal income from personal services should be

about the same for all businesses of the same grade.

But compare the salaries of public officials with

railroad officials : or the salaries of railroad officials

who are "let in on the ground floor," with those of

employes whose duties are quite as important for the

proper management of the business, but of a more

perfunctory character. Or consider the salaries that

men pay themselves for rendering that service so

important to society of manipulating stock ; or again,

the large amounts gotten out of the earnings of the

roads in the form of lawyers' fees, arbitrators' fees

and the like, before any dividends are declared. Profit

is what a man pays to himself when he employs him-

self, and where competition works its normal results

no man can pay to himself very much more than he
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will be obliged to pay to other men for services of the

same grade. I will not call this excess of self-pay-

ment evidence of corruption, as would be done if a

man were in the employ of the government, for the

law has nothing to urge against it ; I only say that

competition does not regulate those businesses where

great discrepancies of personal income are perma-

nently maintained among men of equal talent.

There are many othdr lines of business which con-

form to the principle of increasing returns, and for

that reason come under the rule of centralized con-

trol. Such businesses are by nature monopolies. We
certainly deceive ourselves in believing that com-

petition can secure for the public fair treatment in

such cases, or that laws compelling competition can

ever be enforced. If it is for the interest of men to

combine no law can make them compete. For all

industries, therefore, which conform to the principle

of increasing returns, the only question at issue is,

whether society shall support an irresponsible, extra-

legal monopoly, or a monopoly established by law and

managed in the interest of the public. In this latter

way may the benefits o" organization in the form of

monopoly be secured to the people, and in no other.

The great argument against public monopolies is

that government is inefiicient'and corrupt, and this

brings us to a consideration of the third class of the

evils which result from the theory of non-interfer-

ence as maintained in modern society.

Social Harmony may he Restored by Extending the

Duties of the State.

As the third class of evils attending the attempted

realization of the doctrine of laissez-faire, may be
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mentioned the injury worked to establish govern-

ment. The policy of restricting public powers within

the narrowest possible limit tends to weaken govern-

ment and render it inefficient ; this leads to corrup-

tion on the part of public officials, which, in its turn,

invites to yet greater corruption in private practices.

Excluding for the present Federal administration, no

one will deny the inefficiency of the government of

our states, while that of our municipalities is gener-

ally regarded as a dead failure. This fact is urged

by the advocates of laissez-faire as the strongest

argument in favor of their doctrine. See, they say,

what a weak and halting thing this government is
;

it cannot do well what now is in its hands, how
absurd to extend the range of its activity I There

seems to be sound sense in this statement ; and yet,

notwithstanding its apparent reasonableness, it is

believed to rest upon superficial reasoning, for it

commits the grave error of mistaking a result for a

cause. I would not go so far as to say that the state-

ment would be wholly true if turned end for end,

but there is truth in the charge that the inefficiency

of local government is in large measure traceable

to the endeavor to realize the nolle tangere policy

among a people whose energies are directed by the

commercial spirit.

The advocates of non-interference have treated

government as the old physicians were accustomed
to treat their patients. Was a man hot he was bled;

was he cold he was bled ; was he faint he was bled

;

was he flushed he was bled ; until fortunately for him
he passed beyond the reach of leech and lance. This

has been, figuratively speaking, the form of treat-

ment adopted by the people of the United States for
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their local governments, and it has worked its nat-

ural result of feebleness and disintegration.

It is quite possible that some of my readers will

protest against such a presentation of the case, rest-

ing their criticism upon the well-known tendency
towards an increase in legislation in these latter

days. This is what Mr. Spencer complains of, and it

is also the occasion of that remark, so often heard,

that sessions of legislatures are far too frequent.

But there are two thoughts which suggest themselves
in reply to such a criticism.

Firstly : The multiplication of laws, so far from
being out of harmony with the theory of individual-

ism as understood by democratic peoples, is a natural

consequence of its general acceptance. A philoso-

phy of social relations, like that of laissez-faire^

which tends to efface the sharp distinction between
public and private interests, must inevitably result in

an extension of pernicious legislation; for, under the

direction of such a philosophy, men feel themselves

warranted in using public machinery for private

ends. This conclusion is fully sustained by consid-

ering the nature of the bills which gain the approval

of our modern law-making bodies. The larger num-
ber of these are bills urged and passed for private

ends. It is not claimed that such a result is charga-

ble to corruption, (a moderate amount of which must
always be allowed for in reasoning upon public

affairs), nor does it necessarily show that the inter-

ests of the public are consciously overlooked by their

appointed guardians ; but this fact is believed to be

tenable evidence that the premises of individualism

have gained so firm a hold upon the common mind
that legislators are prone to identify the interests of

the public with those of individuals.
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Secondly : It is believed that the above criticism

mistakes the true center of public power. The im-

portance of government, or the extent of the func-

tions assigned to it, is not measured by the amount
of legislation which its law-making bodies turn off

from year to year, but rather by the nature of the

administrative duties imposed upon it, or by the ex-

tent of the powers assigned to its courts. Indeed,

the stronger the executive and judicial departments

of a government, the less opportunity will there be

for particular legislation, and the more likely will it

be that such laws as are passed will conform to the

just requirements of general laws. It is especially

the administrative functions of government that the

doctrine of laissez-faire attacks; and the strength of

the attack lies in this, that individuals desire the

opportunity of performing services of "collective in-

terest'' under the ordinary rule for private financier-

ing. It must, then, be admitted that the above

criticism does not touch the point. The increased

"

legislation which we all deplore does not prove that

government is growing strong and extending its range

of duties ; it is rather the evidence of increasing-

weakness, for it shows that government is incapable

of adequately defending the public against the en-

croachment of individuals.

The constitutional history of the various states of

the Union, so far as it pertains to the legal restric-

tions imposed upon their administrative powers, bears^

directly upon the point under consideration. I can-

not, of course, present even the outline of this his-

tory, but there are two facts well worth a moment's
notice. The contemporaneous growth of the power
of corporations, on the one hand, and of municipal
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corruption, on the other, bears for us a deep signifi-

cance. The rise of corporations into such power that

they menace the stability of society, by controlling

in their favor legislation, dates from the time when
the states were deprived of all direct control over

inland transportation. It will be remembered that

between the years of 1830 and 1845 it was the ac-

cepted policy in this country for the states to under-

take the building of railroads and canals. The Board

of Internal Improvements was a familiar figure in

local politics, and the business intrusted to it was as

important as any that claimed public attention. For

quite a number of reasons which might be mentioned

this industrial experiment of the states ended disas-

trously, and left the local governments involved in

debt ; and it was the reaction in public sentiment

occasioned by the taxes imposed to meet public obli-

gations which led the people to so amend the consti-

tutions that the states could never again undertake

industrial duties.

The states being thus forced into the background,

the way was left clear for the development of private

enterprise and corporate management. But it was a

mistake to suppose that private capital was adequate

to meet the needs of a growing country. The two
hundred and fifteen millions of acres of public lands

granted by the Federal government to these corpora-

tions ; the one hundred and eighty-five millions of

municipal bonds issued for the building of railroads
;

the many instances of local taxes paid to construc-

tion companies; all testify to the inadequacy of the

theory adopted. It is no occasion for surprise that

legislation for private ends greatly increased.

But the spirit thus engendered did not rest sat-
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isfied with placing restriction upon the industrial

powers of the states, in order to make room for pri-

vate enterprise in the building of railroads and canals.

In all matters where any possible question arose be-

tween government and corporations, the advocates of

governmental control were obliged to prove their

case. At the present time the water-works in many
of our towns are managed by private companies.

It is the exception for gas to be supplied through

public works, while there is no city, so far as I am
aware, that maintains control over its street rail-

ways. And in perfect harmony with this whole line

of policy is the morcelization of government among
separate and independent boards, rather than the con-

centration of power in the hands of responsible offi-

cials in such a manner as to make it worth their

while to attend to business. Under the sway of this

policy, municipal government has become corrupt,

while in many cases corporations have passed the

bounds of all decency. These two tendencies have
developed contemporaneously, and the question is

whether there is any casual relation between them.

As I view the matter, there is certainly a close

connection between the rise of the menacing power
of corporations and the rise of municipal corruption.

They are both an inevitable result of the too great

confidence that has been placed in the regulative

potency of competition, on the one hand, and of the

too great suspicion with which governmental action

is viewed, on the other. It is impossible, as society

is at present organized, properly to correlate public

and private duties. The motives leading men in one

direction are overpoweringly strong when compared
with the motives leading in the other direction..
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And. under such circumstances, it is futile to expect

that either domain of activity will exercise a health-

ful regulating influence upon the other.

The basis of this distinction has been already sug-

gested.^ We have said that society, being the funda-

mental fact disclosed by an analysis of human rela-

tions, confines within itself all individual growth and

action. The activity which it displays is either pub-

lic or private ; that is to say, the activity of the state

embracing all governmental functions, or that of in-

dividuals or corporations which is undertaken for

private ends. But the important point that should

be noticed in this connection is, that these depart-

ments of social activity are constantly acting and re-

acting each upon the other. The line which sepa-

rates them is clearly defined so far as the principles

are concerned to which each must conform, for the

one is subject to the rule of public and the other to

the rule of private financiering ; but the growth of

society demands continuous modification in the

assignment of specific functions. Recognizing then

the mutual relations that exist between public and

private duties, it is easy to understand why failure

to achieve the best results in one department of

activity must injuriously affect the other : and the

pertinent question for one who would direct by his

thought the development of society is, under what

'It may be right to say that, for a few pages following, this essay

quotes from a somewhat comprehensive study upon Public Debts,

about to appear from the press of Messrs. Appleton & Co., of New
York City. My apology for thus making double one of the same

manuscript is, that the address of which this monograph is an ex-

pansion was not intended for wide circulation; but, having attracted

some attention in its original form, it seems a little pedantic to now
change the wording, merely to avoid forma! repetition.
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conditions may the best results be expected from

both departments of activity?

This question has already been answered. TJie

best results may be expected when the duties assigned

to public officials, and the functions performed by

private individuals, are so correlated that the induce-

ments offered are of about the same strength in both

domains of activity. It is of course necessary, in

applying this rule, to take in consideration other than

merely pecuniary motives by which men are led to

act. Considerations of social distinction, the desire

to exercise such powers as one may possess, the pleas-

ure of filling well a responsible position, indeed all

the varied demands of human nature must be admit-

ted into the account. If the importance of the state

is so emphasized, and the allurements in the form of

social position or emoluments of office are so strong,

that the best talent of the people is drawn into the

public service, a powerful and efficient government

will probably be established, but a very bad society.

It is believed that Prussia is now suffering from the

dearth of talent and vigor in common business enter-

prises, and that she must continue to suffer in this

manner until the state relaxes its hold upon the bril-

liant and talented of her youth, A German sewing

machine is a very bungling affair, made after the

abandoned models of American patterns ; but German
cities are well governed.

In our own country, on the other hand, one

observes that society has developed in the opposite di-

rection. The great prizes here offered are in the line

of individual initiative. Our civil service is so poor

that an official has no social position, while a busi-

ness man who accumulates money is generally re-
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garded with deference. The salary paid by the state

is nothing when compared with what men of ordi-

nary talent may secure, either as profit if engaged in

business on their own account, or as salary if work-

ing for a private employer. It is, therefore, no occa-

sion for surprise to learn that in this country we
have very perfect sewing machines, but poorly ad-

ministered cities.

One cannot fully ^appreciate this view of the case

without calling to mind the possibilities of acquiring

wealth in a rapidly developing industrial society.

The atmosphere of such a society is intensely com-

mercial, and not only do men of ability and energy

refuse to consider a public position as desirable for

themselves, but they regard with supercilious con-

descension one who is willing to assume public office

in a municipality. And it may be added in this con-

nection, as bearing on the question of municipal cor-

ruption, that the moral judgments of a public officer

are very much like those of his neighbors who elect

him, and the sentiments which control in the trans-

action of their daily business will probably give color

to his administration. But the ordinary business life

of the nineteenth century is such as to render men
familiar with methods of speculation, and to conform

their ethical principles to the law of supply and de-

mand. The spirit of speculation partakes in char-

acter of the spirit of gambling. It judges all busi-

nesses undertaken on the basis of their pecuniary

success, and has little care for the equivalent given

for what is gained. A fine sense of what is just

cannot exist where it prevails, nor can a delicate

appreciation of what is honest be long retained by
business men.
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Suppose now, that a man of good intentions come
into office in a community breathing the atmosphere
of commercial speculation (let us say the office of

Mayor in his town or Governor in his state), what
does he see upon looking into the society whose wel-

fare is placed in his hands? He sees it to be no un-

common thing, where contracts are uncontrolled, and
where the rule of individual ownership is indiscrimi-

nately applied to all of the agencies of production,

that fortunes are established in the hands of men
and families having no peculiar right to them. Men
who are lucky in owning real estate that other men
want; men whose mines happen to yield purer cop-

per than other mines worked; men with timber
lands, salt wells, and other gratuitous products

of nature that come into demand as population in-

creases; all these increase their pecuniary impor-

tance out of proportion to their effectiveness as

producers of wealth. He sees also, that many
businesses which, from their very nature, must
be carried on as monoplies, are given over to pri-

vate control, that the principle of private finan-

ciering is applied to them with all its vigor, and that

in this manner large fortunes are accumulated and
large power over men acquired, exceeding by far the

importance of any individual to society. He sees

also that in many businesses, naturally subject to

the regulating influence of competition, artificial

combinations are established by means of which
monopoly jDrices are secured from consumers. But
such privileges as these cannot pass unchallenged,

and it follows that the important lawyers of every

town are retained at large salaries to defend by their

tempered talents the privileges that monopolists have
6
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secured; while other lawyers are hired to depart

from their legitimate profession to secure for busi-

ness men some special legislation. Yet all this lies

within the law. It cannot be branded as corrupt,

although the least sum taken by a public official be-

yond his stated salary is properly called robbery.

As contrasted with this state of affairs, what does

our successful candidate see in the office to which he

has been elected ? He will not long remain an incum-

bent before discovering that the position which he

sought as a dignity brings with it no honor. What
he thought to be a place of responsibility and power
proves to be the center of no great influence, de-

manding in reality little beyond the perfunctory

duties of a ministerial officer. He finds that there is

small demand for the exercise of judgment and nar-

row play for the development of manly faculties;^ he

also learns, through the sinister suggestions of those

whose personal interests he does not forward, that

his tenure of office is insecure ; and, last of all, he

finds that his salary does not suffice to keep his

family respectably in the social circles in which they

wish to move, and that the gratitude of republics

does not extend to provision for their servants

against sickness and old age. Repeating again the

assumption that our candidate is honest, at least

within the meaning of the law, and that he is con-

scious of ordinary business capacity, we are war-

^A tendency towards municipal reform has lately shown itself,

which will in some degree set aside such criticisms as those ex-

pressed in the text. I refer to the abolition of special boards and
the concentration of responsible power in the hands of the mayor.

And yet it cannot be admitted that such a change in the mechanism
of government can reach the seat of the evil. Municipal corrup-

tion is merely one of the symptoms of social disorder.
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ranted in concluding- that the career of an official

will not harmonize with his tastes. He will, upon

the first opportunity, retire to private life, which pre-

sents larger scope for efficient activity, and where

the prizes to be gained are much greater.

Such are the conditions of a public career in most

of the municipalities of the United States, and the

observed results are altogether what might have

been expected. The incumbants of local office are

usually men of indifferent ability. If not actually

depraved, they are at least colorless in character.

Among "city fathers" of this sort there appears,

from time to time, the shrewd yet unscrupulous man

who, for personal aggrandizement, assumes complete

control over public affairs. This is the explanation

of "rings" and "jobs." Public corruption, there-

fore, is no accident. It is the necessary result of

the idea that the best thing to do with a public offi-

cial is to lay him on the shelf out of harm's way.

Is it not, then, correct to say that the theory of non-

interference, which regards individual enterprise as

the only proper depository of industrial power, and

which relies wholly on competitive action as the

guarantee of fair treatment in business affairs, is an

obstacle to the restoration of harmony in social rela-

tions ? Under the influence of the sentiment engen-

dered by this theory, we see corporations to have

attained power at the expense of the importance of

the states ; we see the symmetry of government to

have been destroyed by the unwarranted extension of

its legislative functions; we see the line between

public and private interests to have been practically

effaced by the prevalent philosophy of formal

optimism, and, as a natural consequence, the ma-
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chinery of government easily perverted from its

high purpose to serve the private ends of corpora-

tions and individuals; and, what is worse than all

else, we are beginning to see these disintegrating

and enfeebling tendencies to bear their normal

fruitage of political corruption and governmental

incompetency. I am not arguing for any particular

line of public policy, but rather for a change in the

attitude of mind with which men commonly regard

the agency of government; for great reforms are,

after all is said, nothing but a change in the way
people look at things.

The Test of Conservatism.

No one can be more conscious than myself of the

incompleteness of the foregoing analysis, nor of the

danger incurred that so hasty a presentation may
give rise to conclusions for which I would not wish

to be held responsible. And it may not be inappro-

priate to say, as guarding somewhat against misun-

derstanding, that I consider the attitude of mind by

which this essay has been directed to be essentially

conservative. It stands opposed to anarchy on the

one hand, which is individualism gone to seed; and

to socialism on the other, which, both historically

and logically, is a revolt against the superficial

claims and pernicious consequences of laissez-faire.

Its purpose is to conserve true democracy, and this

it would do by weakening the influence of commer-

cial democracy which now rules the minds of men.

That my readers may see more clearly what is

meant by a conservative application of the principles

which our analysis has disclosed, I venture to sug-

gest the lines along which further study might with
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profit be pushed. The social problems of the present

day, so far as they are forced upon us by the prevail-

ing tendencies of iudustrial affairs, are of three dis-

tinct classes. The first may be termed the question
,

of constitutional development; the second the ques- ^

tion of monopolies; the third the question of labor-3

relations. All of these questions are intimately con-

nected, and should be solved with a view to the

mutual interests which they represent.

But before speaking directly of these problems, let

us call attention to the critical point at which the

people of this country have arrived in the process of

their development as a nation. Other countries

have the apparent advantage of being made up of

homogeneous peoples, and, to a certain extent, of

having to do with problems which spring from the

unfolding of homogeneous ideas. This is not the

case in the United States. The citizens of this coun-

try come from various parts of the world, bearing

with them their race-thoughts and hereditary incli-

nations; and it thus comes about that, upon Ameri-
can soil, the conflicting ideas of older peoples have
found a battle-ground. This, says the confirmed

optimist, must lead to the establishment of a strong

civilization, for onl}" the best traits of the mingling

races will be conserved. This, says the confirmed

pessimist, will certainly prove the destruction of

whatever by accident is good in American institu-

tions. For myself, professing to be neither a fatalist

optimist nor a fatalist pessimist, but professing

rather to recognize the social destiny of man to lie

largely under his own control, this mingling of races

and of diverse ideas serves only to impress strongly

upon my mind that the present is a critical epoch in

the history of the American people.
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But what are the ideas contending for mastery ?

What are the alternatives between which the people

of this country are called upon to choose ? Without

specifying too minutely, we may say that most of

the problems now claiming attention may be solved

either by a further application of the principle which

characterizes English political philosophy, or by an

adjustment of our social relations to the principle

which underlies Gernlan polity. The former lays

stress upon the importance of the individual, and

endeavors to define his rights by holding those who
exercise power to a strict account. The latter looks

in the opposite direction. It would merge the per-

sonality of the individual into that of the state, be-

lieving his rights to be guaranteed by massing so

much power in the hands of the government that no

motive can exist for administering public affairs in a

tyrannous manner. That is to say, to speak in lan-

guage more common, though perhaps no more easily

understood, the American people are obliged to

choose between the principle of individualism and

the principle of socialism.

It is a mistake to admit of any compromise be-

tween these ideas. We might as well suggest to a

traveler that he had better compromise between going

east or going west in search of sunshine, and advise

him to take his way northward.^ The suggestion

'Mr. Hyndman has committed an historical blunder in the very

lltle which appears upon the cover of his hook. There is no " His-

torical Basis of Socialism in England." What Mr. Hyndman has

i^hown is, that the theory of industrial rights in England has not

kept pace in its development with the theory of political rights, and
that an industrial mechanism has grown up which has not proven

equally beneficial to all classes of Englishmen. But such a por-

trayal does not disclose an historical basis for socialism, for the
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that the society of the future Avill be the survival of

whatever is best in both socialism and individualism

is evidence to my mind of a lack of intellectual dis-

cernment, for it springs from the pernicious habit of

classifying social movements according to their ex-

ternal form, rather than by the life-giving principle

which underlies them. Is public support of educa-

tion socialistic or individualistic ? Is the ownership
|

of gas Avorks by the municipal corporation socialistic M

or individualistic ? My reply is, you cannot tell

until you are acquainted with the consensus of

opinion which permits these duties to be brought

under the control of government. Socialism is more
than a form of society, though neither its advocates

nor its critics appear to appreciate the fact.

Were it my purpose to develop the line of thought

thus suggested in a logical manner, it would be nec-

essary at this point to show why the American peo-

ple should hold to the English theory of personal

liberty rather than adopt the German theory of state

supremacy ; but such an undertaking would carry

me far beyond the appropriate limits of a monograph.

Indeed, my only further purpose is to show what is^-^^

meant by the claim that the relation of government /

to industrial action, portrayed in this essay, is of

essentially a conservative character; and this can be

done in no clearer manner than by calling attention

to the fact that the views entertained are the natural

and necessary development of that principle of polit-

development of which he speaks has not changed the quality of

thought which gives character to tlie average Englishman. Tlie

sense of personality is stronger now than ever hefore. There can

be no historical basis of socialism in England until the historical

forces have changed the character of Englishmen.
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ical liberty fundamental in English political philos-

ophy. The opinions expressed in this essay are

motived by the theory of individualism, and not by

the theory of socialism. They trace the evils of

existing society to the fact that the principle of per-

sonal responsibility in the exercise of social powers

has been arrested in its development, and they look

for escape from present difficulties to the extension

of this principle in industrial affairs. It is inaccurate

to regard such a position as a compromise with so-

cialism, or as an abandonment of the true spirit of

English economic philosophy, or as a " reaction in

political economy." It is true that the theory of

governmental action, for which this essay contends,

would press the principle of personal responsibility

farther than it has yet been applied ; but it is never-

theless conservative, for its aim is to bring industrial

society into harmony with the fundamental thought

of our political constitution. There is no other

escape from socialism.

But how does the theory of industrial responsi-

bility fit into the social problems ? The first service

which it renders is to limit the claims of any partic-

ular question. It draws, for example, a clear line

between the labor question and the monopoly ques-

tion. The nature of the responsibility in the first

instance pertains to the relations which an employer,

as the administrator of industrial power, holds to the

men whom he employs ; the nature of the responsi-

bility in the second instance holds the employer and

his men, together representing an industrial organi-

zation, accountable for the manner in which they

serve the public. Nothing can lead to greater

calamity than the confusion of these two questions,
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for the method of treatment is essentially different

for each. The labor question has to do with the in-

ternal organization of particular industries ; it con-

templates labor relations, and holds in view the

rights and conditions under which work is done. All

the matters which it considers must be adjusted on

the basis of free contracts ; for to settle them in any

other way would result in the destruction of legal

liberty. It is sometimes urged as against this con-

clusion that the Justices of the Peace in old England

could fix wages : this is true, but it should be remem-

bered that they could also order a man to be flogged

who would not work at the wages fixed. It follows,

then, that the labor question is not, and from its

nature can never become, a political question, and

they deceive themselves who suppose a well-crystal-

ized political party may be erected upon the interest

which it represents. And it should be noticed that

the rules of interference of government with indus-

trial action, which have been stated above, do not

contemplate the solution of the labor problem. Indi-

rectly, it is true, the state may lend its influence in

such a solution by enacting laws for raising the

plane of competitive action. Possibly, also, boards

of legal arbitration may be established with some
degree of success for some particular industries ; but

such measures do not touch the vital point of the

labor controversy.

With the monopoly question, on the other hand,

the state has everything to do. This is of necessity

a political question : and, while it may be true that

the laboring class is more directly interested in it

than other classes, it is yet a question which touches

the interests of all who are consumers of goods.
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And it is most unfortunate that the leaders of the
workingmen in this country have so confused the
labor question with the monopoly question, that even
men of considerable discernment believe them to be
identical : for this confusion leads the conservative
public to oppose every change in industrial affairs,

thinking all changes to be necessarily in the direc-

tion of socialism. But one who appreciates the
theory of personal responsibility cannot be thus de-

ceived. There is a natural and an eternal enmity
between the principle which underlies the conception
of English liberty and monopolies of every sort,

whether thej^ be individualistic or socialistic. It is

an intellectual blunder to say that all extensions of

the functions of government are in the direction of
socialism, for it may be that such a movement con-

templates merely the extension of responsible control

over a business which would be otherwise irresponsi-

bly managed. Such an extension of governmental
duties, therefore, finds its warrant in English politi-

cal philosophy. The occasion for complaint is oppres-

sion, and not a particular form of oppression. A
tyranny which springs from the unregulated work-
ings of self-interest is as pernicious in its results, and
presses as hardly upon the individual, as a tyranny
which rests upon political privilege. And, if this essay
have any merit, it consists in its candid recognition

that the science of industrial society has not rendered
to humanity the highest service of which it is capa-

ble, until its analysis of social relations discovers

some principle for the guidance of legislation in

directing or limiting competitive action. It was to

this end that industries were classified as subject to

the law of constant, increasing or diminishing re-
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turns ; for it is on the basis of some such classifica-

tion that legislation must proceed in dealing with the

question of monopolies.

The third question in the social problem, as above

portrayed, pertains to the proper residence of politi-

cal power for the control of industrial action. This

is indeed a broad question. A glance at the struc-

ture of government in the United States shows it to

be adjusted to the requirements of two leading ideas :

the one pertaining to the balance of authority be-

tween the various departments which together make
up government; the other to the balance of authority

between the various grades of government which to-

gether make up the nation. It is this latter charac-

teristic which is of importance to the present discus-

sion. The theory of democracy, in addition to urging

that power should only be placed in the hands of

responsible agents, demands that all powers granted

should lie as closely as possible to those upon whom
they are exercised. This is equivalent to saying that

local governments are the stronghold of democracy^

and that they who profess to believe in democracy

should come to the defence of the states against

encroachments upon their original powers. It need

hardly be said that the states have lost their import-

ance as administrative centers. The encroachments

of congressional action, on the one hand, and of the

private corporations on the other, have reduced them

to relative incompetency, and they are not now re-

garded as capable of dealing w4th such questions as

the development of industrial society would natur-

ally impose upon them. So far as the Federal gov-

ernment is concerned, the extension of its powers

thus far does not seem to be open to severe criticism,.
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^nd we are only solicitous as to what this tendency

will bring about in the future. The present condi-

tion of affairs is easily stated. Men are now coming

to realize the disastrous consequences likely to

emerge from the continued sway of irresponsible cor-

porate power. They see that an extension of gov-

ernmental agency can alone retain for them the fruits

of an advanced industrial civilization: and. inasmuch

as the states are incompetent to deal with such difficult

questions, they turn of necessity to the Federal gov-

ernment. There is, of course, room for honest dif-

ference 'of opinion as to the desirability of such a

tendency, but the fundamental point at issue should

not be obscured in the hasty agitation for relief from

pressing evils. It should be held firmly in mind that

they who advocate the extension of Federal powers

do not seek to conserve the American theory of gov-

-ernment. They are Imperialists, and not Federalists.

This essay may then be regarded as a plea for the

old principle of personal responsibility as adequate

to the solution of all social, political and industrial

questions ; but it is at the same time urged that this

principle must be accepted fearlessly and applied

without reserve.* It has not been attempted to por-

tray the nature of this responsibility as regards

labor relations; for this essay was limited to a con-

sideration of the proper industrial functions of the

state, and it is believed that the labor problem must

be worked out on the basis of freedom of contract.

To admit that the state should control labor relations

is to admit the essential point in socialism. But the

attitude of this monograph is different with regard

to monopolies. These, it is claimed, should be con-

trolled by state authority, and it is suggested that

..jM^tUSo
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the American theory of political liberty will lead men
to rely as far as possible upon the efficiency of local

governments in the exercise of such authority.

When one considers the present attitude of private

corporations towards the public, and the relation

which exists between the Federal government and
the state governments, he is constrained to say that

the times are ripe for the rise of a democratic party.
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